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PART ONE: 

'l'HE MAN AND HIS DEEDS WITHIN THE FRAMEWJRK OF HIS TIME 



I QASil-PS PARENTAGE 

Qas; . A.ui.ri I S father, ::u·1acJrJ.ad .tm1In, wa of the p incely nc:..:.ily ·rho . 
governed the p:redo::c1i antly ?:·1,,.._ d:..ch district ( w:i..la:va) o Su-::.:.yr:1Eniyya in t e 

Turkish province 'a r.c~) cf =~aq. l·fas the family Turkish, as Q-s:i.m I s most 

exhaustive biographer asse:=-t.5, ad~ing t .at "the f~nily had ived int is 

district _or such a long time that it "ra.s thought to be Kurdish 11 ;1 or was 

it, as is more generally asst.med, Kurdish? To Qasll.1 has ee _..,tributed 

11 Kurdish blo 112 &'1d II urdish courag 11 .3 Additional support for this 

opinion comes fro~ Kurdish history itself. It records a u.,succ~ssful mid

nineteenth ce tury "'la of Independenc · against Turkish rule as an aftermat. 

of which the Su tan removed the indigenous .urdis 
4 

leaders. These events, . 
taken in co junction with the family ccount 1:ich describes the dismiss 1 

of Muham"T.ad. 1 s paternal cousin e.s governor (uali)of Sulayma iyya during . 
this period, 5 supports the Ku.r-'ist argument. Sine only t ree o so top 

of icial families in the er.tire 'urdi . area were Turkish, 6 the likelihood 

of Muhacmad 1 s family being non-Ku~d is small • . 
.An examination of Qasi:: 1 s m·m writings for the ansi!er t o this 

question reveal s no mention of Kurds. I. his single reference to T rks, 

though he does not speak as might be expected from the scion of rdish 

rebels, even less oes e speak as if he were of Turkish lineage. 

1 - ... A'b..n.ad h.naki, Qasim A."'."l'in , Cairo, 1%4, p.4 • . 
2rvr. ~usayn Haykal , Tara,i:i.n, Cairo, n.d., p.153. 

-

3Apnad Lu~_I al-Sayyid, 11iliikra Q1isi-r:i Amin", A-?fam,ataf, Ciro, June 1917, p.48. 

4• ,_ k Sf t· ~~ K d d K d" t L d 194° 50 61 .« .. rsria a ras ian, 11.e ur s an. .. ur is an, o on, •o, pp. - • 

5u-h_k_ 4 ~ .a i, p •• 

6s f t· 45 a __ as ian, p. • 



11No matter uhat Egypt I s opim..on of the rule of the Turks, 
there is no doubt in my mind that the Egyptian nation has 
derived great benefit from them. I have found among them 
an advanced humanity. Throue;h close friendship and 
marriage, I have learned from them cleanliness, good house
hold order, hoi'l to dress and to eat well, and many excellent 
habits and moral traits. 

11Even though educa·0ion among the nen has been about on a 
par, there still continues to be such a discrepancy between. 
that of '.:'urldsh women and :.:.hat of Egyptian ':ro::nen that you 
see cultured men falling all over themselves to seek for 
wives among the former even as they avoid the latter." 

KalL~at, Cairo, 1908, pp. 25~6. 

Despite the weight of evidence pointing to Kurdish ancestry, 

there is yet no conclusive proof of it. I'fore in keeping with Qasim.1 s 
. 

2 

own time and outlook was the vie1v asserting that ancestral origins 1-rere 

of scant consequence .? He would have scorned the specious reasoning 

that, since he was born and educated in Egypt, he was an Arab. 8 He would, 

moreover, have placed little value upon any identification of himself 

by past or position. To give him t~e last word on his lir1eage: 

11 In Europe it 
you?' or even 
of a person is 

has beconie outrr,oded ••• to ask, \·!hose son are 
vlhat is your occupation? Nowadays the worth 
defined by his principles and by his actions. 11 

Asb~b WP-i'Jat~ 1 ii 1·!a-Akhl~g wa-Ma,va I iz, 
Alexandria, 1913, p . 32. 

Qasb1 1 s father, rfoha.rrn:iad, wno had been orphaned at an early age .. 
and brought up by his maternal uncle and grandmother, left Sulayma.niyya 

at the age of fifteen with his exiled cousin. They lived together in 

Istanbul, until, Ln the wake of a disagreement between them, 1{l,Pammad 

took ship for Cairo . 9 Soon after his arrival early in the reign of 

Isma'illO he made friends a;:iong the city's influential Turkish corrmunity 

7}fu};la:.'T!l!lad Mu1]-sin al-Barazi> '\:awl A~! Qasim Amin", Al-Risala,. Number 260, 
Vol. 6, Cairo,- 1938, pp.1052-3. · 

8ustadh Jalil, 11 Qasim Amin, Hal Kana Kurdiyyan?H, Al-Risala,Number 255, 
Vol. 6, Cai'ro'-,. 1938, p.848,. 

9Kh_k_ 4 .a i, p. , • 

10 J. .~ z ,- 1' ... 1 ~l,. urJi ayaan,~'.ash~hir a ---• > ~, Cairo, 1922, p. JU. 
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and was pursuaded by them to enter nilitary school. From then on, his 

training followed a military patter::. Upon e;raduation, he joined the 

n Egyptian anny, in which he advanced to the rank of Lieutenant General. 

Not long after adopting a new homeland, Mth'Jam.'Tlad chose a wife. 

':'hrough one of his first and cJosest friends, Amin Basha Tawi'iq, captain 

of 1·.1ali (after 1~67, Khedive) Is:na'Il 1 s private yacht, Al-.Tal):.~usa, 

r-fuJ:lammad met Al)mad Bak Kha·ttab, one t:ime Minister of Finance. The neweomer 

r1ust have found favor in the older nan I s eyes, for the two could not 

have been long in arranging marriage between Al)mad Bak 1 s daughter and 

:Muharnmact.12 The first child of this union v:a-o- Qas:iJn Ar:iin. 

Qas:i.m was born in the suburbs of Cairo at Turra, where his father 

was stationed at the military garrison. The date of his birth is open 

to question. A majority of b~o,craphical accounts give the :Iear 1865 •13 

If the da'te were originally affixed according to the Gregorian calendar, 

the very rou."ldness of the rnrn.ber in a tirae not yet familiar wi·\h the annual 

census makes it suspect as an e.~;:siroxir:w.tion. Only in the most recent 

bio- bibliograph/l~ is the Gregorian date of 1865 accompanied by thv date 

1282 A.H. of the Eusli.-in calendar, vhich may v;rell have been suppliec. 

later. A more concrete reason to discredit the 1865 date is that it vrould 

llKh- ... 4 -aki, pp. -;. 

12Personal communication from ~asim ArrJ'.:n 1 s grandson. 

l3zaydan in Hashahir e.1-Sharo (p. 314) ':-ras probably the first to present 
this date. Thereafter follm·red Luuis Shaykhu, 11 Al-Adab 3.l~.A.rab-:-yya fi 1 1-RubC 

· al- Awwal min al-~arn aJ--c--- shri vi'\ Al-Mashrio, Bayrut, Narch, 1926, p. 224; Khayr 
al-Din.Ziri.1<:l'i:,Al-A 11.a1:1.1·9?-it"_?_;;, 1927, p. 7811 Charles C. Adams, Islam 
and Hodernis1 in Egypt, London, ~933, p.231; Yusuf As'ad Daghir, 1fa7adir 
al-Dirasat al-Adabiyya, II, Bayrut,1955, p.138; and others . 

14n- . ·. aghir, p . 138 . 



make Qasim only fifteen years old wher.. he graduated from law school in 

Egypt and went abroad for further study. The date less frequently given, 
. 15 

but more acceptable, is early December, 1863. 

4 

In the light of this date, if Qas:i.m' s father ca'l1e to Sgypt during 

the reign of Ismtil, which began Jar..u.a.ry 17, 1863, he must have been married 

within a r.:ionth or tvm of his ~~=-ivaJ.. 

15Khak:t, p. 4land Marpnud Fat1J.I Umar, Abtal al-;-J:urriyya, Cairo, n.d., p.41. 



of a 

II 

.. His 3ducc:.tion 

Qasim was an extremely shy child, brought up in the usual pattern 

moderately ;,ealthy ~gypti<'.::.n 
1 / 

f~:.ily. - 0 Attending goverr.Jrrent schools, 

the Pri.mary School in Alexandria (r;1ad::-2,sat <'..1-iskandriyya al-ibtida 1 ivya) 

and tr..e Cairo Preparatory Sctoo::. (a:1-:':laclrasa al-taihiziyya), later. rena'lled 

the Khedivial School, Qasim received the best- education available at that 

time in Egypt. Although intelligent, he did not distinguish himself 

academically during his school years. Forced by shyness to 1vithdraw more 

and more into books, he was accustomed to dividing his efforts bet·ween 

school work and extra-curricular reading in French history and literature~? 

The scope of his interests included works on general history and literature, 

social studies, and secula:r 2.nd. religious law. Of these boyhood days, 

Qasim' s only written com.inent ,~.J.s: 

"Of my school days I prese:-ve a lasting mempry Hhich will endure 
forever -- the fear of a beating -- in the lm-,;er school, a beating 
with the rod upon the feet, the shot:.lders, the head, or any 
other part of the bociy; in the upper school, a beating with the . 
tarred w:.r'J.ip or bastina.do, the marks o:£' which renained for days 
I used to go to the halls of learning, :ni.>1d a..1nuddle, heart 
aflutter, body atremble. Nowadays, quite the reverse, I see 
children going to school, happy and joyous, as a result of the 
prohibition of beating there and the introduction of games and 
sports. 11 18 

Kali.mat, pp.22-23. 

16Haykal, Tarajim, p.153. 
17:r.nak1., p.5, including a quote (without reference) from Al-HilbawI. 

18s~e, for a similar description: Salama r•i:usa, 'l'he Educ8,tion of Salama 
Musa, translated by L.O. Schuman, Leiden, 1961, pp.11-12. 

5 
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Law school was Qasim 1 s cho:.ce for further study. He entered the 

School of Law and Ad.ministration (r:.adras.::.t al-huanq 1.·ra., 1-idara) and ranked . -' 

among the first in Lis class. It 1•.ras probably here that he first came 

to lmow }ft112-arm:tad ~A:::duh. Upon 13raduation, he took top honors in the bar 

exai::ination of his year~ He o:::itained his license to practice law in 

Egypt on October 21+, 1881. Though Qasim was only seventeen, neither of 

his parents Has alive to witness this recognition. In their stead, the 

old family friend, Am'in Basha 'I'.:·~·.-1fiq, :•Tith whom the orphaned Qasim and 

his younger brother, Ibrahim, h2,d gone to live, interested himself in t:1e 

young lawyer's future. 1·Iith the help of Ar!-.in Basha and a goverrunent 

scholarsi1ip, Qasim uent abroad to continue his studies.19 

Given this fragmentary record of his formative ye2.rs and the 

knowledge of his father's l':1ili·e-ary position and his mother's fa'";lily 1 s 

political connections and of his mvn inquisitiveness, '1asim' s awareness 

of and sensitiveness to events around. him as he grew up can be assumed. 

h7hile it is not possible to relc.te C2~sim. directly to the influences of 

this ir.iportant decade of the 1870 1 s, the ideas in the air about him 

should be described. 

19Khaki, pp. 508, and personal coTTuTtunic~tion from Qasim Amin 1 s family. 



B. Egypt in the :2:ar ly '?Os 

1. Political Climate 

It is possible, in vievr of his f.:,.ther' s close friendship ·1..'ith 

the captain of the Khedivial yacht, that fiv-e year old Qasi.;1 had a 

front row seat at the celebrations accomIJanying the formal opening of 

the Suez Canal. For little bo;rs tr·_ere ,·m.s color and rnover:i.ent, enougp. 

For adults, royal guests, magnificent feasting, and, i..'1 the new Opera 

House, an especially coin."Ilissioned i·!Ork, Aida , by the master, Verdi. 

Isma Il had broue;ht honor to his country and become a peer amon:s the 

rulers of the ':,orld. For t ho veiled anr' screened vomen of Egypt, in 

particular, it was a memorable occasion, fo:- the euest of honor was not 

a man, but · the Empress Eug'i3nie of France , in full view of everyone and 

7 

20 
perfectly at ease and in com,;1~;.d of the predominantly masculine asseubly. 

A"Ilidst all this splendor, 0asim's 8randfather, the ex-finance 

minister, whether or not he tt1ought i:,he expense justified, must have been 

wondering about the bills. In his ar.1bitions for Egypt, the Khedive did 

not respect the cost. e wanted his la:1d to be beautiful., enlightend, and 

effectual and himsel" to be its :-Iagni.ficent Ruler. 21 In 1866, he set up. 

a Chamber of Deputies a la r.1ode de 1 1 ~urone, but in .!!:'eali ty a mere show

piece 12moderni zed Cairo; improved co:mnunicationsf3 seized the opportunity 

1·:hich the American Civil War provided of greatly extending the cultivation 

of cotton24; and raised his status within the ottoman E.~pire to practical 

20H. Rifaat Bey, The Awakening of Kodern Egypt, London, 1947, pp.106, 134. 

21-· 
.:Rifaat,1 •p;106. 

22R. 6 ifaat, p. 1 4. 

23Rifaat, pp.106-108 

24navid s. Landes, Bankers and?~, Caiabridge, Mass. , 1958, pp.55-56; 69-101. 
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independency. 25 A feeling of ' ·. }: 1-: 3:l.!lf pervaded Cairo i n the early 1870s • . 

There was, too, an air of fr ,:;• c." i. t o thiTL"-c a nd to speak t hat contrast ed 

strongly ,-rith the growing autoc•c:,cy in the provinces of the Ottoman empire. 

closer to Constantinople, w'here a weak, e::-..-travagant, conser vative Sult,an 

was none the more tolerant for lrn.ving to 1-ratch his Balka n provi nce s ,·rin 

their independence. 1""any of t'.'lc best minds oft e Sultan's Syrian 

province sought, or looked fori.:ard to seeking, the fr-2er atmosphere of Cairo. 26 

2. State of Primary Education 

In such a prevailing mood Qasim went each dp.y to the Primary School 

in .Alexandria, worrying about t he st rap in the hand of his teacher, but, 

although from ti.'Ile to time he may have se-...n his grandfather sadly shaking 

his head over some new governmental extravagance, not unsettled by grim~ 

tight looks on the faces of his elders. He was a lucky little boy. Only 

five hundred little boys in all of 3gypt had the opportunity of attending 

the government's prinary schools. 27 Other boys could go to the kuttab, 

where the main object of study wa.s t o memorize the Qur' an. Girls, of 

course, rarely went to sc. ool at allo There had been a t :i.r:l.e when, UJ."1.der 

M:u.'Jam.inad Ali's program of strength through culture and educa ion .. a network 

of fifty primary schools had bee::1 opened throughout Egypt. Before 

Isma~il's time, all had closed . (page 195). Qasim's school had been the 

first that Ismail had reopened in 1863. With a secondary Preparatory School, 

it was located near the palace in t he Ras al:"in qua~ter of Alexandria. 

25Rifaat, p. 113. 

26 rejla Izzeddin, The Arab World. Chicago, 1953, peB8. 

?7 
~ J. Heyworth-Dmme, An I ntroi ucti on t o the Hi stor y of Sducation in Modern 
Egyp_!,_, London, 1939, pp.382, 389 . (Subsequc:1t references by page number in 
text.) 
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.Later the sa111e year a similar school complex was opened in Cairo. (page 3L}3) .. 

These remained the only two of t he ir kind in the country. They served some 

sixGeen vocational schools . (page 358) .. Before QasL~ entered Primary School, 

a new educational policy had been adop0e~ under IsmatI1 1 s versatile and 

energetic minister, , _., :;: Hubarak, by Hhich military training was to be 

divorced .from t!'le civil school:: . (p'1 __,e 352) .. l'he subjects of instruction 

were French and drawing, ,usually T,auc;ht by Europeans, Qur' an, Arabic, Turkish, 

calligraphy, English and arithrn~t :i.c. (page 355). No tuition Has required. 

During the t:bne Qasim attended or:ly one-fifth of t;.,J fathers contributed 

a small a.'i\ount in the way of fees. (page 353),. 

An occurrence of no significance to QasL~ a0 the t:iJne he was nine, 

but of great bearing on his adult interests, was the opening in Cairo of 

a private school for girls, the first of its kind in the East-. Before that, 

it was true, girls - - the few whose parents wished to avail themselves 

of the privilege - - had been admitted to the kuttabs or, in some cases, 

had been instructed by shavkh2.s or elderly shavl<h~. They had learned their 

prayers, certain chapters of the 0ur'an, pertinent religious laws, an~ if 

additional leisure permitted, needlework. All this they acco::iplished 

without knowledge of reading or writing, as there 1·ras a strong prejudice 

against girls acquiring these aids. (page 14),. The only attempt earlier 

than 1873 to provide education for girls on a hig}1er level was a medical 

training eJ...-periment, introduced in H~32 by Clot Bak, a Frenchman in charge 

of Muhammed tAlI 1 s program to eJ..."J)and the school system in Egypt. Since no 

young lady of good family could defy tradition to attend lectures on anatomy, 

mid1vifery, and gynecology, the first class consisted of ten illiterate 

Ethiopian and Sudanese slaves, e ..-,ecially purchased for the project. }fore 

slaves, then joined by orphans, s radually eJ...1)anded the student body. 



By 1868, it had fifty-four stulents with· six teachers, three :men and 

three women, in a five year course. (pages 132, 357)~8 This School of 

Midwifery, as well as a few denominational girls' schools opened by -che 

foreign co1mnunities in Egypt or by the Copts, failed to attract candi---

dat3s from the dominant section of society, read:,r as certain fathers 

t:1erein may have been to enrich the lives of their daughters. A few 

fortunate girls had European tutors. 

10 

The plans for a new private girls 1 school were dra,-m up by a 

special committee under a FreLch general in charge of a military mission 

in Egypt. Under the patrona:.:;e of Isma'il I s third wife, Cheshmat Hanun, 

on whom Eug~nie's visit had made a profou.'1d impression, the Suyufiyya 

School ,vas opened in January, 1873. 'i'he student body was dravm from the 

daughters of official fanilies and from young white slaves of the 

Khedivial households. By 1875, under the direction of a Syrian hea~~istress , 

two hundred and ninety- eight students were studying not only Qur 1an under 

shaykhly gddance, but also readine;, Wi~i ting, Turkish, and drawing with 

men teachers produced by the neu sc:,ool system, and piano, laundry, a..vid 

the inevitable needlework with six 1·mmen teachers. 

By 187 5, a second girls 1 school vri th one hundred and forty-seven 

students was going at Al-Carabiyya, uhanks to the industry of 'All Basha 

i-Iubarak as }:inister of Waaf.s (charitable er:doinnents), Railways, Public 

l!orks, and Education. Most p_robably for budgetary reasons, the Qarabivva 

· School was under the purview of the 1-1:inistry of ~faafs rather than of 

Education. A third girls' school, proposed by IsmaCil himself, had to be 

. , 

23And Nayy Ziyad9-, nr1 r;sveglio deJ.la donna in Egitto negli ultimi cento 
anni, 11 Oriente Moderno, Rome, l'fay, 1929, p. 237. 
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abandoned b<.: cause of finc:.ncial difficulties. vfnen Chosh,'1\at Ha:::rcm '.ad to 

withdraw her financial sur::x, ;, of U-Suyufivya in 1879, it merged with 

Al-Oa:rabiyya and the two, re::."c ~1cd t.1:e §an:i}:ya School, wm .. ·e adm:L"listcred by 

the Ministry of Waq:'s (page;:, J'7.:i,-'.:-:75). 29 

29 . .· ,. n ... t · F . - C 1 • + • d l F d 1 u· And -'-'a :.1oc1.t:J.en va 1.on ranc: ise: .J...a onc..1 ... ion e _a errme ans e •·1oycn-
. Orient Arabe; Paris, 13.,.0ctobi'G, 1955, p.4. 
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Cg ·Egypt in the Late '70s 

1. Political Climate 

As the '?Os passed tr..eir miduay point, Qas:L-n's young life underwent 

the upheaval of a transfer from the Alexandria Primary School to the Cairo 

Preparato:ty School, and at the same time Egypt's young prosperity suffered 

a much nore unforgetable interruption. Having been led far into debt by 
I' 

insolvent ambition, Isma'il had to sell a filost valuable and treasured 

propertyg his shares in the Suez Canal. Britain, although late to realize 

the Canal's potential, seized the opportunity to buy them and, in so doing, 

replaced France as the greatest foreign influence in Egypt. She was to 

prove much less reluctant to ·wield her influence than her predecesser. 

'i'he signing of this transaction .-ras the handwriting on the ·wall which 

presaged the end of an era, at least superficially lustrous, for Egypt . 

and the beginnings of uneasy domination by foreign power. 

Within a short time the esteem in Hhich Ismatil was held abroad 

was replaced by ill- will, and the sense of well-being 1rkiich his subjects 

enjoyed at home was shaken. His :Zn0J.ish and French creditors, alarmed 

at his drastic admission of indebtedness, arranged with him to have the • 

dehe, unified, and each group appointed a Controller- General to guarantee 

payments in good order. The ne}..,t step was the creation in 1876 of the 

Caisse de la Dette, a special department to control Egypt's revenues and 

manned not only by Eg,jptians, but also by representatives of France, Italy, 

Austria, Russia, and, after some initial hesitation, Britain. In this 

role Ifajor Baring, later Lord Cromer, began his career in Egypt. The 

Controller s- General anp. the Caisse de la Dette were to prove insufficient 

t o molify European ill-will. JO At the same time the new anxieties a>nong 

the Egyptians themselves ,,.•ere fostered by an incipient Arab movement. 

30 
Rifaat, pp . 153- 158. 



2. Intellectual Climate 

a) In Egypt 

13 

The roots of the Arab :novene:nt go back to Isma<I1 1 s grandfather, 

Mul}ammad 'Ali (1805-49), an Albani.s....~ general of the Otto~an Sul~an. 

In the wake of the repulsion from Egypt of Napoleon, 1Im;iaii11na.<i <i'Ali wished 

to rid himself of his Turkish suzer@ign and to rule over the land of 

the pyramids, reshaped into a cou.~try as modern as that of his rece1t 

invaders, whose cultural values and liberal ideas had had, for practical 

reasons, a great impact on him. 1fany Frenchnen, disgusted with Napoleon I s 

successor at home, were eager to come to Egypt to help him.31 1·1u1Jammad 

~Al'i, realizing that all progress toHard a strong country was predicated 

on raising the extremely low ... iteracy standards, early turned his atten

tion to the school system and, by 1822, hGd established Egypt's first 

printing press at Bulaq in Cairo.32 The school system served a second 

function of weakening his ties to the Sulfe.n. In as many ways as possible, 

but particularly line;uistically, 11 ,-.rabness11 was stressed. Though, 

during Ottoman rule, Arabic had been replaced by Turkish as the language 

of government and of the aristocracy and by Persian as the le.nguage of 

literature, in the new schools students learned to read and to write 

only in Arabic. Although the aristocracy continued to speak Turkish 

throughout the century, Bulaq published an ever· increasing number of books 

in Arabic. Under the direction of Rifa 'a Bak Rafi c al-Taht~vri ., a . . 
translation office was instituted and fed the printing presses many 

32Izzeddin, p.69-90; J. Jomfor, 11 Bulak11 , Encyclopedia of Islam, I, 
Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1960, p.1299; and Nadav Safran, Egypt in Search of a 
Political Conm1unity, Cambridge, Mass., 1961, p.30. 
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scientific, geographical, and general works, translated into Arabic fro:r:i 

the French . New editions of l lasterpieccs of Arabic literature were also 

published, but were soon to give place to original works of histor-iJ and 

historical fiction.33 

b) From Syria 

From these shoots in Egypt, the Arab movement swung to Syria in 

the 1830s during the occupation of MuJ:iammad 'Ali's son, Ibrahim, and, from 

the strong trunk of a profound literary renaissance, there grew the main 

branch of the Arab national movement, which bore its fullest fruit qn3:y 

after it had been again transplanted to Egypt and pruned . The climate of 

religious t oleration under Ibrah'ir:1 gave Frenc Catholics and American 

Protestants the long-awaited chance to increase their missionary activities, 

hitherto lil,ited to Bayrut. The Syrians accepted the mission schools largely 

because they provided an alternative to Ibrahim's militaristically oriented 

state schools. Girls' schools, too, were well- received. The most 

attractive aspect of the new education, however, was its revival of Arabic 

as the language of earning and culture.34 

Three mer., products of the original educational system run by 

Christian monks of the earlier part of the century and, later, on the 

faculties of the ne,ver Americ:::.n mission schools, fathered the Arabic lit

erary renaissance. Na~if al-Yaziji (1800-1871) was the technician and 

pedagogue with a passion for a lost world of classical Arabic literature; 

Alpnad Faris al- Shidyaq (1801-1687), the journalist, traveller, and 

33Hamilton A.R.Gibb, Studies or. the Civilization of Islam, Boston, 1962, 
pp.2h7- 2li,8, Izzeddin, p. 71; and R.A. Nicholson, A .Literary History of the 
Arabs, Cambridge, Eng., 1953, p.469. 

34George Antonius, The Arab A~•rP.-cenini:;, New York, 1946, pp.28- 29 and 35- 40, 
and Izzeddin, p.S8. 
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linguist vrith a devotion ·v elegance and clarity of style; and Bu~rus 

al-::lustani (1819-18S3), the encyclopcdist and activist, wno used the new 

Arabic to preach tolerance and patriotism. Al-Shidyaq, born a Christian, 

but l ater converted to Isla:n, le.ft Lebanon before the age of twenty to 

teach Arab1.c :i.n Egypt at the America::: mission schools. Not long there

after he became editor-in-chief of the :rabic section of the official 
.. 

journal, Al-Waaa I i al-Miyriyya, f omer ly Na pole on I s Cou·rrier d I E::,:ypte , 

wh ich al-!ah~aw'i had revived in 1e26 as the first Egyptian newspaper. 

After intensive travelling, he was called by the Sult,an to Constantinople, 

where he founded the weekly joumal, ti:L-GhaHa 1 ib, which rapidly acquired 

great renown throughout the Arab world, both for its articles and for 

its printing of previously unedited Arabic ,-mrks .35 

Al-Yaziji and al-Bustani r emained in Lebanon all their lives and 

were close colleagues. Their first collaboration was in the formation 

in January, 1847, of a learned society. Though it liYed but five yaars 

and counted only Christians among its members, it was the first attempt 

in the Arab world to promote knowledge by an organized collective effort 

and formed a pattern for later groups.36 In 1S60, al- Busta i founded his 

country ' s first political newspaper, Naflr SuryG'. (The Clarion of Syria). 

Stressing con cord a.'1long sectarians a.rid their union in pursuit of knowledge, 

it contained the germ of the nationalist idea. Three years later 

al- Bust~ni established the aticnal School, with al-Yaziji as a principal 

35 . , , , • 
Henn_ Peres, 11 Les premieres Aanifec;tations de la,Renaissance arabe en 

,.. _. "nt au XIXe siecle, 11 Annales de 1 1 Institut des Etudes Orientales, 
__;-...... ,;iers, 193 5. 

36A t · . 51 52 n onius, pp. - • 



teacher, to provide boys of all creeds with an education based on 

religious tolerance and patriotic ideals .3 7 
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Although the two men took no positive action to improve the plight 

of women, they, and al-Shidyaq as well, were sympathetic to the need for 

a more positive attitude toward them. In J,847, al-Bustani ,delivered and 

. then published a speech, lntitled - and favoring - rtThe Education of Women 11 ~ 8 

In 1855, al-Shidyaq, whose second wife was an Englisr(yoman, v.rrote 

Saq t:ala Sag (Progression), an autobiographical work of confession and 

criticism, in which he devotes some attention to 11what is laudable, what 

lamentable about women" and to recognition of their constant progress in 

acquiring political, social, and moral knowledge, and demanding for them 

a more rightful place in the far.1ily and in society. 39 

Al- Yaziji's most striking contribution to womankind was the care 

with which he educated his daughter, Warda (1838-1924),48'nose literary 

41 gifts he cultivated, enabling her to achieve acclaim as a poetess. 

By 1868, the second learned society of al-BustanI and a~- Yaziji, 

founded by them in 1857, had obtained official recognition and included 

members from Constantinople a~d from Cairo. This 11Syrian Scientific 

Society" differed from its predecessor in breaking through the religious 

barrier and in enrolling Muslims and, despite recent hostilities, Druzes, 

11 Ch . t· 42 as we as ris ians. 

37Rifaat,pp.45-50. 
38 _ 

Daghir, p .183 • 

39D~ghir, p.471 

In 1870, al-Bustani started the publication of 

4°r1utiammad Mapnnd, ed., Al-Shi 1 r al-Nisa 1i al-'A5ri, Cairo, 1929, p.5 • 

. 41Mayy Zi~da, Warda al-Yazii'i, Cairo, n.d., p.13 . 

42Antonius, pp.53-54. 
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Al-Jinan (Gardens), a fortnightly literary review with frankly pol?,-tical 

overtones. Its motto was: 11:jubb a l - wat,an min al-Iman" ( 11 Patriotism is an 

article of faith.n) Drawing contributions from writers of the neighboring 

Arab countries, it increased the flow of ideas.43 

C) Bac'k in 'Egypt 

During the '70s the pendulum of intellectual activity swung from 

Bayrut back to Cairo,. rebounding from Sultan ' <Abd al-'Aziz's misrule on . 
the one hand and attracted by Khedive Isma'il's sanguinity 'and laissez 

faire attitude on the other. One of the first to arrive was a learned 

and outspoken young man of thirty-two who had already been prime minister 

of Afghanistan and the pioneer of an influential group in Constantinople, 

Jamal al- Din al- Afghan!. Though even then a controversial figur0, he was 

welcomed as an illustrious visitor by a far from liberal prime minister, 

Riyad Basha, and given a governn1ent allowance. Unlike al- BustanI, . 
al-Afghani's concentration was not upon Arabnoss and toleration within that 

concept, but upon Islam: religious, social, and political, its revital

ization and modernization along liberal and constitutional lines; its 

unification under a strong Caliph; and its need to protect itself from 

foreign intervention . To him urgency superceded moderation; and polit

ical activity, even if its vehicle 1-ras revolution, was a better means than 

the pen, even if its vehicle was Arabic, the language of scripture. For 

the next eight years al- Afghan! lectures to an ever-growing nur:i.ber of 

students at his Cairo house and at Al-Azhar. 44 

43Rifaat, p.50; see als~ Sylvia H~in,. Arab Nationalis:n, Berkeley, 1962, pp.3-4. 

441.1 Goldziher, 11 Djamal al-Din al-Afgh~ni 11 , Enc;v-clopedia of Isla.."11, Leiden, 
1962, pp.416- 419 . 



While eschewing them fo:- himself') al-Af gham. encouraged his students 

to write up his ideas for the col umns o t he press and t hus t o train 

themselves in the new art of jour na2..istic writ ing . The Egyptian pr ess 

corps was mushrooming . Apart from the Syrian influx, t her e were five 

newspapers: the official Al- ifaq:i' i al-;.1i~rivya ( see above, page 15 ) ; 

1tladi al- Nil ( ?he NiJe Vall8v), the f::rst non-of....icial journal, begun in 

1866, supported by Ismail, and edited by Abd Allah Abu '1-Sa ud, a 

history teacher and governme t official;45 Progres Eg:vrJtien , French 

weekly, first seen in 1868, independent of the Khedive and a limited re

pository of discontent 4? Al-l·!atan (The Heir.e l and), established in 1877 

by Copts, edited by Mikha ' Il Abd a l-Sayyid, originally backi ng t he 

1th dive , then joining the opposition; 47 Abu Nazara , founded in 1g77 by a 

Jew, 

as a 

Ja~es Sanua, satirizing I sma i l and introducing colloquial Arabic 

literary medium.48 At a l ater date Al-Hi .jaz , 49 joined the ranks of 

the opposition, as well as Al- Ustadh, edited by a bright young radical, 

'Abd Allah al-Nadiin?O 

The best knovm and most enduring newspapers, however, were those 

founded by the Syrian arrivals of t he l ate 1 70s and early 1 80s . Among 

the first to arrive was Salim Taqla, r ecently a student of al-Yaziji: ts 

at al-Bustani's National School, who came to Egypt to teach Arabic and 

45Gibb, p.250 and Heyworthe-Dunne, p.345. 

46tJeyworthe-Dunne, p .345. 

47Heyworthe-Dunne, p.345. 

48Gibb, p.3c6,,,'3.nd Heyworthe-Dunne , Po341,-345. 

49 The Earl of Cromer, Modern :Sgvpt , I, New York, 1908, p.208. 

50 Adams, p.222. 
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to broaden his experience. In 187 5, with the help of his brother, 

Bishara, he founded the weekly, Al-Ahram (The Pyramids), in Alexandria. 

Five years later it was supple:r.ented by a daily, ~ada al-Ahram, (The 

~) 'fhe two Ahr:;m'3_p while admitting some French influence, were a 

51 voice of the Arab movement. (Today it is the most widely circulated 

paper in the Arab world.) 

The enthronement at Constantinople of a new Sultan, 'Abd al-Hamid II, 
' 

who replaced misrule with autocracy, accelerated the migration of Syrians 

to Eg1Jpt. For a time, a frankly revolutionary secret society, formed 

on the pattern of al-Bustani's learned societies by five young Christian 

graduates of the Syrian Christian College (founded in 1866 and later 

renamed the American University of Bayrut) and including enlightened 

Muslims and Druzes as well as Christians, held out against the Sultan's 

52 tyranny. One of th~se five young men, Faris Nimr, and his brother, 

Ya qub ~arruf, a member of the College's first graduating class, iss· :;d 

Al-Muqtat,af (Selection) in 1876. It weathered the oppressive climate for 

about five years and then moved, along with several prominent men of the 

secret society, t o Cairo, where its role in the Arab movement was that 

of a channel of European rationalism and popular science. 53 (S~e p.88) . 

Damascus- born Ad"ib Ispaq came to Cairo from Bayrut and, in 1877, 

at the age of twenty- one, founded the weekly, Misr (Egyot) and, in 1879, 

Al-Tijara (Commerce). In this second venture he was aided by a Syrian, 

51Daghir, p. 220 and Moshe Perlmann, "The Egyptian Press", Middle Eastern 
Affairs, I, 1, New York, January, 1950, p.12 • 

.5intonius, p . 79. 

53oaghir, p . 540, and Perlmann, p. 12. 
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Salim Naqqish, who is said to have coined the slogan: 1r;~g,ypt for the 

Egyptians 11 , which caught on about 1877. 54 Jurji Zaydan, just graduated 

from the Syrian Protestant College 's medical school, reached Cairo in 

18£U a.rid brought out Al-Zarn.2.n (Time), which ':ras but a prelude to his 

greater newspaper, Al- Hilal ('i'he c~escent ), published in 1892. 55 (See p.e8) 

The press at this per iod was important not only for its content, 

but for its role, in a country where illiteracy and poverty limited the 

market for books, as the repos itor-J of literary effort. , Through it, the 

revitalized and enriched Arabic language was sirnplified and, at, the same 

time, made more elastic and more precise. Discussion of modern subjects 

politics, economics, and scie:::-ice - helped forge a neu vocabulary. It 

was not only the training ground for ·writers, but also the ar.ena for the 

intellectual quest and for the i dehlogical strife of a changing society. 56 

l'·h.tl-;iammad Abduh was a man of early and lasting prominence in this 

arena; indeed he becai-ne the :.tost influential figure of the Arab and of 

the Nuslim world in the last c:t,.s.rter o: the nineteenth century. Ten years 

al-: f ghani I s junior, Abduh .r ,;:, on,: of his first and most constant dis

ciples, sifting what was cons·:-,,. LlCtive in his teachings through the 

sieve of moderation. . Abduh I s first book, written in 1g74, reflects 

al- Afghani's influence, and his first contributions to the press digest 

his teacher's lectures . Al-Afghani's ideas are also evident in a series, 

of articles which Abduh wrote for the new weekly, Al-Ahram, in 1876, 

54 - . Daghir, p. 111. 

55D- h. ag ir, p.442. 
t:.6 / Perlmann, p . 11. 
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. and which mark his active undeYcaking of the role of public reformer. 57 

With some difficulty because of his advanced ideas out. of harmony with 

the conservative shaykhs in con'..:.rol, Abduh received his degree from 

~1- Azha~ ·n 1877. AJ.Jaost ir.riediately, he returned there as a teacher. 

The following yea r Prime 1i:in:.ster T-:iya~ Basha arr-nged "-Abduh' s appoint

ment to the faculties of Dar 0:.1:-§1:.r.1 ('_'he . cad my of Sciences) and of 

the Khedevial School of Langi..,£ :<>s 1:; ;-:; i·rell. In his new positions he put 

his educational theories into ractice , replacing the dry courses and 

methods of his ovm student days 1·,ith subjects of contemporary interest 

and with the application of knouledge to social and political affairs.58 

3. Intellectual Impact on Political Climate 

I 
Thus the later ?Os presented a financially overextended Khedive, 

~arrassed by foreign creditors·, with a semi-formulated, semi-indigenous 

intellectual movement, which, as a balance to other pressures upon hi.'11, 

he was forced to court. On the advice of the Commission of Inquiry, which 

he appointed in 1878 to mollify public opinion abroad, he reluctantly 

authorised the pro-British Nubar Basha to form a mi."listry. To insure its 

role as a responsible ministry, independent of the Khedi ve, i:fobar obliged 

Ismail to accept two European ministers, one British, the other French, 

at the head of Finance and of Pu~lL:: 1-Jorks. To embarrass the Nubar ministry 

and to appease the reaction of ~ublic opinions at home, Ismail secretly 

reactivated the Chamber of Deputies (Assembly of 1Iotables) which he had 

created in 1866 as a facade of constitutionalism. This move allowed the 

57 
Adams, pp. 32-40 and Heyworthe-Dw.me, p.346 . 

58 
Adams, pp.43-46. 
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idea of a constitutional fori.1 of govern'.llent to be envisioned among the 

intellectuals, little as they trusted Ismail, as a coming reality. The 

Constitutionalists were represented in gover:rnnent by C.Ali Basha Mubarak, 
/' 

by Sharif Basha (somet~~e minister of Justice and of Foreign Affairs and 

Prime Minister) , and by a few ot,11ers . The Khedi ve heir apparent, 

Tawfiq, had co.:.:e ur1der al-Af1:;:.ani I s i:1.f'lucnce and had given repeated 

assurances that, if ever he became Khedive, he would govern on consti

tutional lines. 

The liberal intellectuals were therefo;. ... e encouraged when, in the 

wake of open protests, Nubar submitted his resignation and Tawfiq was 

called upon to preside over a new Yilin istry. Tawfiq, however, was unable 

to reconcile the dissonant factions, the Khedive on the one hand an1 the 

liberals on t he other., to the two :Zuropean ministers, who now controlled 

the cabinet . Isrr:a il gladly accepted his son's resignation and charged 

Sharif Basha, whose liberalism he temporarily overlooked in favor of his 

anti- British views:i with fonning a ne•;-.r government, the outstar..ding feature 

of which was opposition to foreign interference . While Britain and 

France were reviewing their avenues of influence in Egypt, Bismarck's 

Germany formally protested Ism.a Il 1 s resumption of financial control. 

Britain and France, then llussia and Italy, followed . Britain and France 

went one step further and advised the Khedive to abdicate. The Sultan 

was easily pursuaded by the Powers to pull rank on his a.-nbitious vassal 

and seized this opportunity of using his suzerainty over Egypt to depose 

the resourceless Khedive . 

On the morning of June 26, 1879, ti·ro telegrams were dispatched 

t o Cairo from Atd ,_zi-!~ar.ud II in Constantinople, one addressed to the . 
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. ex-Khedive Isma il and the other to Tawfiq, Khedive of Egypt, informing 

father and son of their new situations. Four days later Isma<:Il left 

Egypt forever on his yacht ,r:-1-:a9:rusa, captained by Qasim Amin I s foster 

59 
father. 

4e State of Secondary Education 

During these eventful years (1875-1879), Qasim attended the 

Preparatory School in Cairo. The school's curriculum did not include 

civics and social studies, but it was neither so exacting nor so sti.TT1ulat

ing that it would have left an ec:.e_ctic teenager like Qasim no time to 

observe the world around him. In addition, his residence with a mem er 

of the Khedive's official household placed him inside the arena of public 

affairs. 

The Cairo Preparatory School was located in the confiscated palace 

of the Khedive' s estranged brother, I✓-:ustafa Fadil, father of the 'free-thinking· . . . 
princess NazlI, in Darb al-Jamautiz, which was fast beconing the hub of 

the new educational movement . 60 The school averaged two hundred students 

·with a faculty of thirt;y- five (page 389). Enrollment reflected the 

government's budgetary vicisLitudes; from 1877 scholarship allowances · 

were reduced, and the student body shrank (page 383). Economic necessity 

and the teacher shortage required the employment of some of the best 

students as tutors , (page 35~), .. 

59wnfrid Scawen R.lunt, Secret Histor:;r of the British Occupation of Eg;ypt, 
New York, 1922, pp.95-96; Earl of Cromer, l:odern Egypt , I, New York, 1908, 
pp .43-73; M. Rifaat Bey, The Awakening of 1-:odern Er:rvnt, Lond()r_, 194 7, 
pp.160-162. (Respectively pro-Nationalist, pro-British, ana pro- Khedive.) 

60 
Heyworthe-Dunne, pp.348 and 352-3 53. (Subseq_uent references to this work 

by page number in text • ) 
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The regulations for t l c sy:.labus of the Preparatory School, set 

out clearly how much work t'. 1e t ~ac· .ers were to cover in eac: of the four 

years. The Arabic syllabus, .. o::- example, illustrates the application of 

old-fashioned Azhari methods in the teaching of language: Al-Alfi -v.ra, 
(The Magnum) a twelfth century versified graimnar by Ibn Malik of Jaen, was 

divided into three parts, three hundred lines to be memorized in the 

first year, four hundred in the second, and three hundred in the third; 

in the fourth year, the students had to learn the corrmentary on it by 

al-Suyu.ti, a fifteenth century scholar. The only texts that were pre

scribed were al-!ar.._,t,u.shi's (d.1126) collection of admonitions, entitled 

Siraj al-Hulu..1<: , (TaDer of Kings), and a similar work by CAbd Allah 

al-Shubrawi (d. 1778), entitled 'tUmran al-Bayan wa-Bustan al-Adh.han 

(Designation of the Explanation and Garden of Hinds). The results of the 

teaching of Arabic were out of all proportion with the efforts and tL~e 

spent on the subject; it 1,-.,as not uncommon for a graduate to enter govern

ment service without being able to write a letter in Arabic or to draw 

up a report. The system of learning by memory ,-ras applied equally to 

Turkish, Persian, and modern European languages. The best part of the time 

was devoted to the study of formal grammar; the rules and illustrative 

passages were set out in Arabic and memorized . The rest of the syllabus 

included history, geo~raphy, natural history, zoology, botany, physics, 

chemistry, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, cosmography, 

calligraphy, and drawing, a wide field for a four year course (pages 381 

and 434) . 
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D. Egypt as the '70s Turn '8C 

1. Political-Intellectual Climate 

Qasim 1 s years at Law School corresponded with tte early period 

of Tawfiq I s reign. 61 The new K:-.edive was a docile an indecisive man, 

able to handle government rouui..e, but unable to cope with the critical 

situation which he faced on becoming Khedive. Yith the Sultan s eki."'lg 

to tighten his newly rewon hold over his vassal, and the Dual Control 

pm·rers seeking reaffinnation of their position, the constitutional 

promises that he had made to the reformist group, headed by al-Afghani, 

fell by the wayside. First he consented to his minister Sharif I s 

suggestion that he issue a decree granting a constitution; then, at the 

insist'rnce of the consu_s of the Dual Control, he refused to sign it. 

Thereupon Sharif resigned, August 18, 1879, and Tawfiq atte::i.pted to be 

' his mm prime minister, coming increasingly to depend, in order to avoid 

his father's fate, on the advice of the British and French representatives. 

An early victim of this line of least resistence was al-Afghani-whom he 

eA'"J)elled from Egypt in September . Very shortly thereafter, he removed 

Ab uh from the Academy of Sciences and from the School of Languages and 

ordered him into toi.•m arrest in his native village . On September 22, 

Tawfiq summoned Riyag to form a government. Riya<t was a native Egyptian 

Muslim of humble background. Though a believer in absolute govern.T.ent, he 

had on occasion given courageous support to change and reform. fuch 

as he disliked European interference, he chose to use it to the best 

61 
This chapter swnmarizes the accounts of the period in Bl1mt, Crome;-, 

Rifaat, and Adams. See, esp ., Blunt, pp.94-9e, 11+7, 125, and 116; Cromer, 
I, pp.63, 73, 337, 202, 212, and 152-153; Rifaat, pp.174-187; and 
Adams, pp. 7 ar.d 44- 51_. 
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advantage of Egypt. ·He took office under the Dual Control and acquiesced 

in their opposition to the spirit of profound discontent which at that 

time was spreading among the educated classes as they saw the government 

passing helplessly into the hands of foreigners, because he thought this 

the way to make Egypt solvent enou~h to remove the excuses for foreign 

intervention. Te refom.s of the two-ye2r period of Riya<J.'s ad.ministration 

were concentrated mainly on the liquidation of the public debt, an effort 

of primary :importance for Egypt, but musterj_ng little popular enthusiasm. 

Riyag also gave his attention to ir.itiating reforms in the national law 

courts, a development which Qas:i.m and his classmates probably discussed 

at great length. (See pp . 63- 67.) 

The reformists themselves held appointments in the Riya9 aduin

istration. In September, 1880, he made ¢Abduh editor-in- chief of 

Al-Waqa'i' al-Mi9riyya, the official journal. Abduh was permitted to 

employ a number of other writers who had been trained by al-Afghani, among 

them Shaykh 'Abd al-Karirn Salman, Abduh's lifelong friend and supporter, 

and Shaykh Sa'd Zaghlill, then an Azhar student in his early twenties. 

In this capacity Abduh was able to require that all offices and depart

ments of the Government submit reports of their actions and decisions • .. 
As mouthpiece of the Government, he could then criticize and publicize as 

he saw fit . This led t o gradual :improvement in the work of all departments 

and, especially, to higher literary standards in official reports. 

CAbduh also had the right to censor all newspapers published in 

Egypt . His insi stence on the :improvement of the quality of journalistic 

writing spurred the Arabic literary revival. From the outset he encouraged 

contributions on the state of education in the country and broadened the 
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journal's scope by creating a lit0ra:.."y departaent for t:1e xpressim 

of opinion on s bjects of public interest. Hi own thirty-six artic e 

reflect is d c, concern ~hat the progress of the cou_~try, t ou it 

might partly depend upon imitation of Eurooean ~rays, should be built on 

inherent and enduring va, -1.es. He thought reform possible only when 

people's character, i as, an actions changed, a long process predicated 

on improvement of education. T ereafter follows the.removal of cc.r

ruption and of e,:travagance and the quest for representative government, 

justice, and patrioti .... In writing of the role of the family, he 

discusses marriage as a necessary institution, acmowledges the deter

iorating influence of polygamy u,on the home, and claims that the practical 

intent of the Shari'a, by its insistence upon justice being done to 

each wife, favors monogamy. Throughout his editorship, tAbduh had 

Riy-1's approval. 

Riya~, however, was growing more and mo::.--e unpopular . The Khedive 

resented his independen spirit, and, despite b uh's position , the 

reformist set was against him for his cooperation with the Dual Control . 

In their opposition t o the prime minister, Court and Constitutionalists. 

again grew closer together. Yet Riya~'s downfall came from still another 

quarter, the army. The preferential treatment given by Riya~•s Minister 

of War to non- Egyptian officers, incited the Egyptian officers to mutiny 
( 

under the leadership of an Azhar educated fallah, Colonel Apmad Ur bi. 

As a result, a new Unister of War vras appointed, Mapmud Sami al-Barudi, 

a strong Constitutionalist from SharI~ 1 s party who was sy.npathetic with, 

although not close to, 'Urabi 1 s group. tUrabi seems to have been equally 

undeserving of the credit granted him by the liberal element.and of the 
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scapegoating directed at him by Riyag. ¼ben half a year later, in 

September, 1881; Riyad forced al-Barudi's resignation, Urab~ le another . 
demonstration in fro t f the Khediv 1 s 'Abtd'in palace, acting this tin 

I not only ~n the name oft e army but also in the name of the peep e and 

demanding an increase in the size of the army, a me ting o ~ he C amb r 

of Dept es, and new cabinet., 

Tawfiq complie with the last of these demands by ccepting 

Riyag.' s resignation, submiti;.~ l ostensibly on grounds of ill-health, but 

:..~1 reality because of the lenient treatment ~Urabi received, and asked 

Shar'if to form a new government. Sharif was a Turk by birth and an 

aristocrat. He was not anti-Khedive, but wished to see him rule in a 

constitutional framework; 01• he would have been just as happy, ev n 

happier, to have constitutional government without t.e Khedive. The 

Khedive 1· ed S arif for his ~incerity and frankness, but was uncomfor

table about his liberal vieus. 'bd and tte refornists acclaim.~d 

him.for h·s integrity. The press enjoyed greater.freedom, especially 

to riticize abuses benefiting Europenns. Despite his abatement of the 

Du.al Control, the British under the liberal Gladstone and the French 

preoccupied with domestic worries, welcomed him as an honest and moderate 

reformer. Although Urabi and his group also professed confidence in 

him, Sharif had no intention of acting at the dictates of the military 

and judged that the military ·was the greatest danger to him. Apprecia

ting, as did Abduh, the desirability of keeping the reformists separated 

from the army, he reassigned Colonel Urabi to a post outside Cairo and 

convoked the Chambar of Deputies, including men of fallah background 

such as Sul~an Basha, to take over tUrabi's self-appointed task of 

acting in the name of the people. 
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Those sympathetic to tr.e r ·Jeime observed it to be "the hc..ppiest 

time, politically, that Egypt has ever known ••• !11 native parties ••• 

were united ••• in the streets of Cairo men stopped each other, though 

strangers, to embrace and rejoice together at the astonishing new reign of 

liberty which had suddenly begun for them ••• Even the foreign Consuls could 

not but confess that the new regime was better than the old. 11 (Blunt, 

pp.116-117). T ose unsympathetic to Sharif 1 s ministry assessed it to be 

"threatened with a degree of confusio against which moral force, persuasion, 

or even threats would be employed in vain •••• the mass of the people re

mained for some time indifferent • • • ( then) discontented ••• Cherif Pasha 

(sic)was inspired by some statesmanlike principles$ and was endeavoring 
f-.,_ 

to regain the legitimate autliority of the Government, but he was wanting 

in the ene gy and strength of character necessary ••• (though) ably seconded 

by (British advisers). Arabi(&£) was the real ruler of the country. 

He had the arir.y at his back. 11 (Cromer, I, pp.202 and 212). 

2. The state of the Law School 

The law school in Cairo which Qasim entered upon graduation from 

Rreparatory School was started in 1849 as a branch of the School of 

Languages (which had been started in 183662 and had become the School of 

Languages and Accountancy in 1842). T.he Law School was part of the edu

cational complex dedicated to producin.g men for public service ·who could 

fit into the newly created 2.dministrations without being altogether 

divorced from their old cultural surroundings. Its first director, Rifa a 

Bak, was an Az.°l'larI of the best type and the only pure Egyptian with 

a school under his control. From the West he drew the lmowledge 

62tteyworth-Dunne, p.150. (Subsequent references to this work will appear 
in the text.) 



most suitable to widen the intellectual outlook of his compatriot 

without forcing them to concentrate on subject useful only for war. 
I'-

Originally designated the School of Islamic Law and Jurisp:r-~dence,of 
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the School of La.11guages and Accountancy, the law school early·shared in 

creating the effendis, a small class of young men of modern outlook. 

The subjects o~ instruction were anguages, history, geography, mathe

matics, and French and Islamic law, marking the first time the las named 

was found among the curricula of a secular institution. Rifa~a's 

staf include several of the best lmown shaykhs from 1-Azhar, two of 

whon taught the Islamic law courses according to the ~anifi rite (pages 

266-268). 

During the '50s, the School of Languages and Accountancy of 

which the aw school was a branch suffered a checkere eristence .. In 

1851, as part of a centralization move, Viceroy bbas closed it as 

such, .incorporating it into the general system of Civi Schools. 'Abbas 

seems to have disliked Rifata, for he dismissed h:in and appointed 

'°Al! .fob-rak in his plac • Despite Rifa¢a 1 s questioned religious 

beliefs, the conservat ·ve ulama•(sages) of 1-Azhar were also hostile . 

to hm ~or his interest in learning outside the boundaries they prescribed, 

in much the same way they later regarded Abduh. }'Iubarak was at this 

tine just beginning a career in education 't-. ii was to make him the ke 

man i1 that field and to put Egypt's school system on a broader and more 

modern basis. Having finished his training in France in 1849, he became 

soon after his return to Egypt director of the Engineering School. In 

the new sc' eme of Civil Schools, the Law School, indeed the 'Whole School 
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of Languages and Accountancy, seems to have been greatly overshadowed 

by the Engineering School and all to have been geared to the military 

machine (pages 296-299). !otletheless, though general education cB!D.e 

no closer to reaching, .nor eing demanded by, the masses during the 

reign of CAbbas, it achieve · a certain stability and promise of groirc.h 

(pag 316). 

Stability, owever, was shortlived. In 1854, Sa'id succee ed 

'Abbas, di issed ubarak, closed the Engineering School, recalled Rifa4a, 

and ordered im to concentrate his efforts on the War College. long 

with this, Ri:fa'a was given charge over an mpossible number of other 

educational divisions wlich were reopened on a smaller scale, but which 

underwent a fruitless s uffle of openi.'r1g and closing for the rest o.f 

Sa~id's reign (page 317). 

On his accession in 1863, Isma il's first concern was to get 

military training back on a sound footing. In 1868, 1ubarak succeeded 

Sharif Basha, whose Deputy he had been, as Minister of Education (page 

347). He atone began the attempt to separate the civil schools from 

the military. Te Dar al-Ja:naniiz became the hub o the fonner; first 

the Preparatory School was moved there, and., later in 1868, Mubarak 

opene the School of Administ1--ation and Languages, which was aftenrards 

subdivided into the School of Law and the School of Languages. Monsieur 

Vidal., a French lawyer, was the first director of the School of Admin-
,, 

istration., which even then was also known as the Ecole de Droit, and 

remained in the post for twenty-four years (pages 352-353) • . 

In 1871-2, t e Schools of Law and Languages had forty-four students 

and six teachers (page 389), including Vidal., who taught Roman and Frenc 
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lawe A shaykh taught Islamic law and another Arabic; an effendi taught 

Persian and Turkis; and the other two members of the faculty were 

tutors. The shaykhs were not -:.d f or t .. eir antagonism towards their 

Europ an colleague, and, in ~e'1.cral, ·the director receive little coop

eration .fron the Egyptians o:-_ 1i s staff (page 355)0 During the '?Os, 

c.~· olbont fell off; ou'v by 1378 it was-again up to forty-:::;eve ( age 

389). 

An evaluation committee which observed the Law School in 1880, 

.-mile Qasim was there, and of which Vidal was a me--.i11ber, issued a very 

p ssimistic report a.bout it. Th cc .. 'ttee thought that the school 

was not properly staf ed; the dirsctor sometimes gave lessons, and 

sometimes an ex-student was employed as a teacher or ev n t e best 

student in the classo The comnittee regarded Turk"s as useleso for 

judiciary purposes and recommended abolishing it. Arabic should be 

taught not byte Azhari memorizat'on method, but with the special ob

ject of training the students in the use of legal language and in 

co~position. Te school ras in nee of complete reorganization. Until 

an up-to-date Faculty of Laws could be set up, it reco:,:,.me. ded the best 

students be sent to Europ to study (page 433). A similar com.inittee in 

1883 reported that the Law School was organized on an inadequateksis 

for the needs of the country. To fulfill its function of supplying 

j dges and officials for the Native Tribunals, it should be enlarged an 

improved (pages 441-442). 

Thus, though Qasim was a member of a very small minority that 

received higher education, it was not at an instH·,ution of great tradition 

or rep•tation, and most certainly he ua.s inadequately prepared for post

graduate studies in France. 



III QASIM ABROAD (1881-1885) 

A. /,cadcmic Life-

Shortly after Qasim obtained his license to practice law in 

Egypt on October 24, 1881, hs l eft for fou years of study at Govern

ment expense at the U iv0rsity of Montpellier in France. 

A report o Egyptian students abroad has been made for 1880, and· 

a similar situation for the year immediately ~allowing may be as urned . 

The 1880 report gave the number of government students as thirty-eight 

in Fra ce, an one each in England and s~n.tzerland. There were nine 

others in Fra.ce at the expense of their parents. Fourteen wer study

ing medicine, ten law., two civil en ineering., two arts an crafts, ei ht 

veterinary science, and thirteen pre aratory studies forte same branches. 

The report criticized the absence of supervision ov r these 

students. It recomme ded that students should be chosen with more dis

crimination as to physical condition as well as to intelle tual capacity. 

'Wh n they eturned they were unfit for their posts in Egypt,it said, 

and lacked p actical experience. In ad ition, their stipends were in

sufficientQ63 

Qasim le with his law professors in Fr nee an impression of 

serious and distinguished scholarship. Haykal notes: "I clearly r call 

an hour I spent with Professor Le~rned (Lr n w d) of the College of Law 

in Paris. During our conversation, we talked of Egyptians, and he 

mentioned Q-sim with great admiration. s an Egyptian and at the same 

time a fan of Qasim's, I was overjoyed that this professor shared by 

feelings that he was a fine scholar. 11 64 

6 '.3tteywort.h-Dunne, p.436. 

6\ru1;amma I:{usayn Haykal, Fi Awgat al-F .. -..... ~:h_, Cairo, n.d., p.125. 
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B. The French Kilieu 

During is four years of law studies at Montpellier, Qasim did 

not restrict himself to purely academic subjects, but al~o pursued the 

richness of French culture through extensive touring in Paris an in 

F h · 65 H. . . h h d h the renc provinces. is oi-m appreciation o w at e saw, an t e 

unreadiness of some o~ his co:npatriots to profit from the European ex

perience, is illustrated by a paragraph he later wrote about a visit 

to the Louvre : 

11We, a group of four .Egyptians, went to the Louvre museum t o 
take a look at the most outstanding work which the genius 
of the world's greatest men had produced. After we had 
v.ralked around two rooms, one of our group sat do1·m on one 
of the benches, sa;y:i!1g: 'I have seen enough. I'll wait for 
you here.' Another said: 11 1 11 t rail along with you, be
cause I like to walk and I think this tour is giving my 
body some exercise. 1 He went along with us, starring 
stra:i.ght in front of hir.1 not glancing to right or to left, 
and continued thus until we reached the hall of jewels and 
jewelry. He perked up, and began peering at the gold. 
Then he blurted out, fThis is the finest thing in the 
building.' '.'ie ca."lle to the statue of the Goddess of Beauty, 
u.nrivaled any .. 1here in the entire i-mrld. I asked our guide 
1,1hat this statue •.-muld be worth, if it were offered for 
sale. He said that it was worth the fortune of the 
richest man in the world, worth all that the human being 
possessed, worth any a.mount its m·mer attached to it and 
demanded for it, because it is priceless." (Kalimat , pp.24-25) 

The entry before this in Qasim's notebook also reflects the 

influence of his sightseeing upon him: 

"Perhaps one of the g eatest reasons for the decline of the 
Egyptian nation is its backwardness in the fine arts: sculpture, 
painting, and music. All of the fine arts, despite the 
variety of their subjects, aim at the same goal: training 
the mind t o l ove beauty and excellence. To neglect them is 
t o l eave the senses and the emotions inadequately trained . " 

(Kalimat, p . 24) 

65Kh- k ... a i, p .S. 
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In the field of literature, France was in the mid le of a 

period of reaction against romantic and lyrical tendencies. The great 

apostle of romanticism in France, Victor Hugo, reached the end of a 

long life in 1885. Writers tried to apply the scientific method to 

history and literature, which, in general reflected a spirit of 

reedo:: and c ual:ty, as well as a sense of realism. By the late nine

teenth century, the theories of evolution and progress of Charles 

Darwin, ~'110 died in England not long after Qasim came to France,. had 

penetrated all branches of thought. 

The nineteenth century was great in historical literature. 

Francois Guizot (d.1874), also a statesman and an educator, cr~ated 

history as a soc al science, based on accurate research. Ernest Renan 

(d. 1892), who roused a ~torm over his original and easil.y comprehensible 

religious histories, was perhaps the nineteenth century's finest Franch 

prose writer. (See below, p. 38). Hippolyte Taine (d. 1893), a philo

sopher and historian of art and literature, including English, was 

prominent among the advocates of the scientific method and a founder 

of the 11natural"st 11 schoo. 

The novel st, Emile Zola, became the chief exponent of naturalism. 

Mastery of style, however, made Anatole France the accepte leader of 

contemporary letters in his country. The emotional Pierre Loti was 

perhaps the greatest impressionistic novelist of his time. 

In Qasim' s own later " r:i.tings can be found the influences of these 

men as well as the earlier }i'r 31~ ch literati: Francois Fenelon (1651-1715), 

the pedogogue and author of Traite de 11Education des Filles; Voltaire 
I 

(1694-1778), the rationalist sceptic, the philosopher- Deist, the Apostle 
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of the "Enlightenment"; Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778), the apostle 

of romanticism, the "'father• of modern democracy, one of the first 

political scientists; and Alpho se Lamartine (1790-1869), the romantic 

liberal. 

Enlightenment and liberalism, at least superficially, were 

translated into govern.~ental reality in France's T. · r Republic, ose 

constitutional laws of 1874-1895 assured full democracy. At the same 

time, however, the needs of spreading industrialization and of a more 

vocal populace gave rise to the increased self-consciousness, acquisit

iveness, and rivalry among countries which, tenned nationalism, becaoe 

the overriding, though not yet venerated, force. Thus the nomi;lally 

liberal French Republic was unliberally able to follow the annexation 

of lgeria in 858 with the protectorate of Tunis in 1881 and to gain 

control over many other territories in Africa and the Far East and 

finally, in 1912, over Morocco. 

His French experience cannot have offered Qasim much enlighten

ment about the cause which was later so to occupy him: the role of 

women in soci ty. True, he was for the first time living in a country 

free of veiling and of recognized polygamy, but what was the French 

attitude toward women? It was not on a very high plane. According to 

the Napoleonic code of 1804, "Woman is given to man to bear children; 

she is therefore his property, as the tree is the gardener's. 11 To the 

husband, as "chief lord and master" , was left the exclusive management 

of his wife's property. She could not spend or sell her own money or 

goods, inherited or earned , ·n.thout his permission. Women, like minors 

and the mentally weak, were ,judged incapable of managing their own 

affairs and could sign a legt.l document only wit their husband I s 
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permission. Marriage, accorciing t o Montaigne in the 16th century, was 

to benefit the community, not necessarily the couple. In the 17th, 

see Moliere; 18th, and 19th, ooe Balzac. Marriage had little to do 

with a compatible relationsh:i.o between two people, but was more a 

business agreement. Di vorc,:; , .:nt1:·oduced by the Revolution, was abol

ishe by the mo. archy a ter th.; f'a.11 of Napoleon, and just again re

instituted in 1884. A widow could only inherit the same share as a 

child and often suffered therefrom in old age .66 

66Andre Maurois , "France Reassays Love and Marriage", New York Times 
Magazine, March 27, 1960, pp.36-40; "French Wives May be Granted Mor e 
Rights" , Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Nov. 17, 1960, p . 7 . 
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C. Francevs Egyptian Community 

It is not kno,m how actively Qasim t•J'as caught up in the political 

and social currents in France. Nor is it known how closely, if in any 

way, he was connected with the undaunted group from Egypt, notably 

al-Afghani and ~Abduh, who chose Paris as their place of exile. In 

all probability, Q-sim had come to know< bduh during the first ha f 

of 1879 when 'Abduh was teaching at the School of Languages and Qasim 

studying at the School of Law. 

Forced t o leave Cairo, al- fghani took up residence in Paris 

early in 1882. 'Abduh did not join him there until the beginning of 

1884, over a year after he too was ousted fro his homeland. Al-AfghanY 

was not long insub::nitting .. articles to the French press, which soon 

brought him publicity throughout Europe.67 During 1882, 1€ Journal des 

Debats publish his literary discussion with Ernest Renan on the sub

ject of "Rel·gion and Science11 • 68 With c bduh, he formed a secret 

society and began, in 1884, to issue a weekly newspaper in Arabic, both 

c·1terprises carrying the same name, The Indissoluble Bond (Al-<Urwa . 

al-rluthga). The newspaper created a great stir throughout the Muslim 

world in its attempt to arouse a national spirit in Islamic nations and 

to inspire them to unite against 1'!estern domination. Within a year the 

society and its organ were suppressed through the machinations of Sult;,an 

Abd al-~amid, and its editors left France. Al-Afghani never returned to 

Egypt, but Abduh received permission to go back in 1888. After Paris, 

the two friends did not meet againo69 

67Adams, pp.8-9 and 57-580 
68J _ _ _ ~ 

ar~al al-Din al-Afghani,Refutation 
Goichon, Paris, 1942, pp. j4_ 85. 
69 

Adams, pp.9- 10 and 58. 

des Materialistes , trans . A.-M. 
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D. The News from Hc:ne 

Despite Qasin's jo! in France's intellectual life and notwith

standing the hospitality which the French accorded to visitors and to 

refugees from Egypt, he and his compatriots there could have been 

nothing but bitter during most of their first year about the political 

role which France was simultaneously playing in Egypt. 

Almost coincident with Qasim's departure from Cairo, the outlook 

went from white to black for the Sharif government~ The major hand be

hind this change was that of the new French premier, Gambetta . From 

his predecessor, St. Hi aire , he had inherited a r volt against the 

French government in Tunisr and Algeria. In order to thwart what h 

considered the pan-Islamic character of this rebellion and to safeguard 

rench investments in Egypt, he was eager to see tight Anglo-French 

control of Egypt, with or w~thout armed occupation as the case m ght 

require. The British Foreign Minister, Lord Granville., allowed imself 

to be dragged along beyond the point where Gladstone could extricate 

him or Her Majesty's Government .70 

At Gambetta's suggestion, the British and the French took the 

occasion of the co vening of the Egyptian Chamber of Deputies, meeting 

on December 26., 1881, to discuss the articles of the promised constitution 

(and t1ereby being the first constituent assembly ever held in Egypt) -

to issue a joint note offeri1~: to support the Khedive and declaring that 

the two governments 11 consic.e .. • the maintenance of His Highness on the 

throne ••• as alone able to guarantee ••• good order and development of, 

70 · Blunt, pp. 138-142 and Cromer, I, p.215. 
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general prosperity in Egypt 11 • 71 No one , Khcdive, Consuls-General or 

Sul-t;,an, had asked for such a note . The Khedi ve was favorably impressed 

by the assembly and took a hopeful view o~ it; the ote , instead of 

strengthening him, frightened him; he aclmowledge it with formal 

than.1<s. Th British Consul General wrote: 11The note has ' • • • ali nated 

from us all confidenc - . Ev ryt.hing was progr s ing capitally, and 

England was oo.ed upon as the sincere well-wishe ••• of the country. 

Now it is considered that England has definitely thrown in her lot with 

Franc ••• and that France from motives i connection with her Tunisian 

campaign is determine ultimately to intervene here.n72 

The iberal reformers, who it was calculated to frighten, 

the Joint Note enraged . bduh and the anti- violence moderates threw 

their lots with the militant. :i.mmoderates ed by qUrabi, who had 

returned to Cairo and been harnesse ~rith an under- secretaryship in 

the War Office. Urab1 gained immensely in popularity and in respect, 

~ J talk of pan-Islam.ism was everywhere. Apprehension, increase by the 

news that a French force was being assemble at Toulon, was only slightly 

diminished by the fall of Gambetta's government on a domestic issue o 

January 31.73 Prime minister Sharif, though outraged, tried to maintain 

a sensible course. His hopes of r l ienating the military from the dep

uties were now shattered. Sul~an Basha, the appointed president of the 

Chamber, a timid and easily frightened man of th third estate, at first 

sided with Sharif, but, under the menace of the Note, followed those no 

longer in a mood for conciliation. Sharif's continued unwillingness to 

71Rifaat, pp.189-190e 

72aifaat, pp.190-191. 

73 Blunt, pp . 137-145. 



cooperate wit the military drew im closer to the Khedive and to the 

Consuls-General. Nonetheless, on February 1, Sharif1 s constitution 

becaine law. In February the less temperate deputies, prom ted by the 

mil:tary and despite C bduh's advocacy of cautio, forced Sharif's 

resignation ov · :." a budgeta~J matter . A deputation to the Kh dive re

queste he appoint the Minister of Wa~, Mal1,~ud al-Ba:rudi, the prime 

minister and Urabi the · inister of War ~ Te Khedive yiel ed.74 
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~cept for Mu~~af-- Pasha Fahmi, an aristocrat and a iberal 

only to the extent that he followed Sharif and constitutionalism, who. 

assumed the direction of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs mainly because 

o his knowledg of French, the other members of the cabinet were now 

all liberal re onnists or militarists, who both wer now ide tifi 

in the term nationali t.75 

The British Foreign Office continued to wish to avoid arm d 

intervention. If absolutely necessary, they thought occupation of 

Egypt by her Turkish suze~e-:j..gn the least of all possible evil courses. 

The F ench suspected in pai--t that t e British were holding back, await

ing an opportunity to act unilaterally. Tis suspicion was enhanced by 

the oppositio of Gambetta's successor, de Freycinet, to hi predecessor's 

interventionist ambitions.76 As early as January 31, at least o 

British official in Egypt admitted that he would thenceforth work to 

ruin the nationali t party and for annexation or, at least, intervention 

as the only way to preserve England's foothold in Egypt.77 

74Rifaat, pp.1S7- 192. 

75 Blunt, p.153; and Cromer, I, p.243. 
76 

Cromer, I, p.253 . 

77 Blunt, p.152. 



Gradually an irrational mistrust· grew up between the Egyptian 

mationalists and the foreign interve tionists, each group fearing and 
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trying to protect itself from the other. The edive 1 s sym: athy to,12.rd 

the liberal Sharif ministry did not carry ov r to its successor; in-· -

stead, his ear was more available to the advice of the -Consuls-General . 

An incident -v.Jl ich sha:rpcned the break beti-reen Khedivo-and cabi!'let, -though 

the Chamber. of Deputies attempted to play a conciliatory role, gave 

B itain and France a pretext for sending a battleship squadro to 

Alexandria, on May 19, 1882;8 ostensibly to watch over the interests 

of Europeans in Egypt. Any attempts the British may have wished • to make. 

to invo ve the other Powers and Turkey and so internationalize the re

sponsibility for the action, the French stopped, wishing to share the 

control no further.79 

The Consuls-General advised the Rhedive to take advantage of the 

presence of the s uadron to. replace the al-Barudi ministry with .one more 

congenial to h:imq Nhen the Khedive could find no one willing. to .under

take the formation .of a new cabinet, Chamber president, Sultan .Bas a, . 
and his colleagues adv·sed 'im at least to keep. Urabi. in power, .the 

better to keep an eye on himo 80 The . rappr6achment between Egyptian . / 

liberals . and militarists . qui.ckened. because of F ance.' s propriatory. 

attitu e . . curabi .favored action. on the part of the Sult,-n if it would 

rid Egypt of European interference. The Khedi ve claimed always to r -

sp ct the rights of the Sul~an and, . a.s May ended. without resolve of the 

impasse, formally aske him .to intervene.81 

78 
Rifaat, pp.195-196. 

79 Cremer, I, pp.268-269. 
80Rifaat, p.197. 
81 Cromer, I, pp.272-278. 
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11 the owe· s of Europe, save France, applaud d this move. The 

rench thought it a mistake, than ,nich only .French military intervention 

82 coul have been graver. As fo t~e Sul~an, after having been so long 

ignored, he had no mi.~d to snap to attention to mend the predicament. 

In addition, he too was in a dilermb.a: He had been in secret communication 
I 

~Tith Urabi, on the one hand; on the other, he could not repudiate an 

official request from the .Khedive. The Sul~an 1 s attempt to come to terms 

1nth both served to strengthen ~Urabi's prestige and his demands.SJ 

Popular impatience for a estoration of stability erupted into 

mob vio e ce on June 11. rnhis was the first blood shed in the year of 

Urabi 1s pro:ninence, and, tough neither side deserves the blame for it, 

Ur-bi emerged as the only protector of law and order, after the police 

failed to quell the riots. The Khedive tha.~ked him and charge him with 

the responsibility for public saf ety; tUrabi swore to defend the life 

of the Khedive d of every Egyptian . 84 

Bismarck now tried to influence the Khediv to accept a ministry 

approve by the military. Paris had done a full about- fac, was in a 

mood to come to terms with Urabi, and .agree vn.th the German-Austrian 

position. The British~ however, having previously been thwarted by the 

French from taking .a relatively tolerant position in Egypt, now flt 

they could not accept Drab! and the military party. Nonetheless, on 

June 17, the Khedive .nominated the elderly Turk, Raghib Basha, pr:i.Jr~ 

minister and : , Urabi, minister of war. 85 

82 
Cromer, pp.282-3. 

83Blunt, pp.232-234; Cremer, I, pp.284-285; and Rifaat, p.198. 
84Blunt, pp.234-236, 240, 256, 258; Cremer, I ·, pp.287-288. 
85 Blunt, pp.257, 259; . Cromer, I. p.293. 
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Thinking . .to explore ways to insure the safety of their nationals, 

the British and the F nch ce.rne together at a conference, which the 

Sru:f:a.n emasculated by denying his hoped-for support. The two po-wers 

had envisioneQ the Khedive. with Sul~anic troops as a counterbalance to 

UrabS:. At the same time, the Hinister of War tackled the job of insuring 

the fortifications of the :important harbor of Alexandria. · The French 

deemed this a routin"' operation, any interference 1-dth which would be an 

act of offensive hos ility against Egypt . The British, on the other hand, 

took extreme exception to this defensive activity and demanded the work 

be stopped immediately. When t.he demand was ignored, the British 

admiral, Alcester, usurped t he ~,rerogat ives of the conference and issued 

an ultimatum to the Egyptians to surrender their forts. 86 The reply, 

drafted by the Khedive an lUrabi, stated Egypt's right to such measures 

as she was trucing and left the responsibility for the consequences with 

87 whoever fire the first shell. 

On July 11, the British fired. The menacing forts crumbled with

in a few hours. For every Britishe~ killed, two hundred Egyptians lay 

dead. Within five days, the British were in effective possession of the 

. . 88 crr.y. 

On July 12, the Khedive called his ::rl.nisters together, Ur- bi not 

among them, and placed himself under the protection of the British. On 

the 11;.th, he invited UrabI to confer on the restoration of Alexandria . 

to the Egyptians and of amity between him and the British. On the 15th, 

a B itish official. in Egypt telegraphed London: 11The Khedive has surrnnoned 

86 
Cromer, I, pp .29~296. 

87Rifaat, p.204. 

88Blunt, p.289; Cramer, I, p.297; Rifaat, pp.206-207 . 
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U abi here . If he comes he will be arrested, if not, dee ar d an 

outla1-1. " (Blunt, p.298). In reply, Urabi reminded the Khedive that 

i w s His Highn ss himself ,tno had urged the course taken to defend 

Alexandria from the British fleet. His refusal to attend the Khedivo 

resulted in his formal dismissal as Minister of War on July 22. 89 

There wer thos i n Ciro, owever, who considered tat , not 

Urabi, but the Khedivc had forfeite his position. Of these, a General 

Counci ass bled to take ov r the direction of affairs, unanimously 

resolved that the Khediv was no longer in a legal position to command 

and that, while ere. ained in British hands., his d crees wer invalid. 

Urabi was not among this group; its leaders were the Grand M fti, the 

Shay.tdl al-Isl-, the Imams of the four orthodox Madh%habs, the Turkish 

Gr?n Qa~I, t e Coptic triarch, the Chief Rabbi., many provincial 

governors, and lea ing cou..~t ry notables. The Council resolved to 
.. 

maintain 'Urabi as Minister of i/Iar. 

At his eadquarters not f ar from Alexandria., <Urabi held daily. 

a kin of co rt . To it provincial magnates, the Cairo 'ulama', and 

wel - t o-do merchants thronged. The independent princess Nazi Facp., 

cousin of the Khedive, and other princely ladies lionized im and 

showered him ,tlth gifts as the hero of the day. Throughout the Muslim 

1 h d d th h . f - 1- 90 word, e was regar e as e cam.pion o Ls am . 

Although the fortunes of Mul}ammad Abduh, still the editor of 

the Official Journal, were closely bound up with UrabI at this period, 

he r,ealiz how great a threat an armed revolution would.be to his work 

89 
Blunt, p.298 and Cromer, I., p.300. 

90 Bl t, pp.294-300. 



of reform and how apt it was to result in foreign occupation. Y t 

Urabi looked to him as at acer~ and 'Abduh hoped that his direction 

of the intellectual side of/\movement would effect refonn and freedom 

without military co fl· ct. Wnen "inally faced with the choice between 

UrabI in anns and the British in arms, he sided ·with t e former and 

became r -bi' s partner in . exile. He went to Bayrut in December and 

on to Paris to join al-Afghan early in 1884. (See above., page38 ).9 
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fter t e bo. bardment, Britain proceeded cautiously to estab

lish sanctions for her position. She called the power into conference 

at Constantinople. The Sultan was prevailed upon to issue a proclama

tion outlawing Ur-bi, a great blow to Egyptian mora e, but would not 
; 

agree on a joint expedition into Egypt. Britain decided to go tho 

occupation alone. 

The invasion route was-highly unorthodox an took <Urabi by 

complete surprise. Te British entered by way of the Suez Canal, the 

neutrality of which had be sanctioned by the Powers. Ferdinand de 

Lesseps himself had counselled UrabI that the British would not dar0 

use it as a base of operations and had persuaded Urabi not to under

take defens in that direction. On September 13, the British seized 

the Canal and routed the Egyptians in a battle of a f w ours duration 

at Tal al- abir. At best, Ura.bi was not a great soldier, and, re

ceiving no backing from his badly-shaken support rs to defend Cairo, he 

surrendered to the British on Septemb r 14. The British commander

in-chief, Consul-General Sir Edward Malet, escorted the Khedive back 
, 

91 
Cromer, I, p.348 and Adams, pp.51-57. 
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to Cairo with a new ministry formed by Sharif, o named Riya1 Minister 

I . 92 of the nterior. 

Ur-bI was tri db fore a pecial court eomposed of Egyptians, 

but def nd db English lawye s, hired by his Irish supporter, Sir 

Wilfred Scat· n Bl t, who feared that Sharif I s and Riyaq.' s anger over 

Ur-bi's responsibil·ty for the British occupatio might weigh the 

sentence toward the death penalty. By plea ing guilty to the o:rmal 

charge of rebellion, Urab- avoided capital punishment and was senten

ced to perpetual exile. 93 

On Ur-bi9s departure with six colleagues not long after ~Abduh 1 s, 

the first phase of the Nationalist movement collapsed. It kep on 

brea ·ng quietly, however, mainly in Paris, where for a decad the anti

British interaction b tween French and Egyptians was keenest. In France,. 

(where non-involvement was reinforced by the German threat o the 

Eastern border), the immediate concern about the British occupation 

was the fate of the Dual Control 1 heade by the Consuls-Gene al of the 

two countries, which ha remained at least officially in operatic and 

vmich she wished to sea cont· e. In October, the British informed the 

French of their ·ntention to withdraw from the Dual Control, and, the 

·"ol owing J ly, a Khedivial decree abolishe it altogether. 94· 

The victory over GUrabi et Britain's Liberal government, hea~

ed by Gladstone, 11 delighted ••• but troubled in conscience. The Liberal 

instinct was now to withdraw, but Egypt could not be left a vacuum. To 

annex her • • • was too r pugnant ••• 11 (Winston Churchill, A History of the 

92 
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93Blunt, pp.320-361 and Rifaat, pp.212-213. 

94cromer, I, pp.339-340. 
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English Speaking Peoples 9 New York 9 p.338). Brita:in se ms to ave in

tended to withdraw from Egypt as soon as the authority of the Khedive 

had bee restore •95 She stated as much in a circular to the Powers in 

January, 18SJ.96 The follo,dng onth , the ambassador at Constantinople, 

Lord Dufferin, led a special . ission to Egypt to organize t he adminis-

trat~on o the country. The m!ssion propos sel -governing institutions, 

bu felt European guidance absolutely necessary. An organic law of 

May 1 superceded the constitution of February, 1882, and provided in 

place of the Chamber of Deputies a legislat·ve council and general 

assembly, both of which were to be merely advisory bodies.97 Althoygh 

98 thes.e legislative bodies were 11 .:..o serve as a · school for democracy", 

no change whatever took place t o turn them from advisory to operative 

organs . On September 11, 1883, Evelyn Baring, later Lord Cromer, succeed

ed Malet as agent and consul-general. For twenty- four years he was 

th de facto ruler of Egypt. Through British aides in all government 

departments, he cal ed the t urie, 99 In the first few years, fearing 

repercussions in E rope, pril.:cc :·: ly France, the British took pains to 

insist that the occupation war nertjly provisional . During the '80s, 

they negotiate two conve tions \rlth the Sultan, still the legal sovereign . 
over Egypt, to establish a precise date for evacuation of British 

troops. Neither were ratified.lOO 

95Geor ge E. Kirk, A Short History of the Middle East, New York, 1963, p.114. 

96sir Reader Bullard, Britain and the Middle East , London, 1951, p.59. 
:J;C; Hur. witz, Middle East Di1emmas, New York, 1953, p.63. 

Bullard, p.60. 
99cromer, I, p.345; and Kirk, p.113. 
10C\iur.ewit~, p. 63. 
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Britis public opinion prove not as Liberal as feared. The 
X 

Occupation gained its support as a reaction to the killing for General 

Charles George (Chinese) Gordon in the Sudan in 1885. T,e resultant 

surge of patriotic f rvor in Britain, plus the fear that the 1ahdii~ts 

might overrun Egypt from the Sudan if they wit dr i, protracted the 

British stay. By t e en of t:ie 'Bos, t e subject o" wit drawal J:1<'.:.S no 

longer discusse • Formally~ the Sul~an remained suzereign of Egypt, and 
101 Comer but the peer of the consuls of the other Powers there. 

After hio first year in France, thereforej Qasba and his com

patriots found the French government' pol·cy toward Egypt greatly in 

contrast to its ttitude of November, 1881. Though France's attitud 

was no mor prompted by concern for Egypt's welfare than it had be n 

before, its anti-British empha is was attractive to the Egyptians. 

France's openly hostile attitude towards the British efforts in Egypt 

was maintained until well after Qasim left her shor s.102 

101 
Kirk, p.114. 
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IV ct s n-11 S FAMILY LIFE 

Qasim returned to Egypt on 
102 

ugust 25, 1885, somewhat over half 
X 

a year after Gordon's very t imely Q~ath in the Sudan and two months 

after the Sudanese Mahdi had died of typhus, his independence movement 

doomed and his country e tined to join Egypt under Britis co trol. 

Egypt had not yet a cepted Occupation as in vitable. In 1885, as again 

in 1887, the British government was actually negotiating the never-to

be-ratified convention with the Sult,an pertaining to the date of the 

troop evacuation. 

Q His Marriage 

Qasim went to live with Amin Basha Tawfiq, in the basement of 

his hous in the Mu}:larram Bak section of Alexandria . Soon after moving 

into the home in 1885, Qas · fell in love at first sight with the 

daughter of his hoste Although , according to the tradit ions of that 

time, Qasim was not permitted to mix with the women of the family, he 

caught occasional glimpses of t.a:.· as she eft the house to go visiting 

or horseback riding. One day, witho t mentioning the daughter, Qasim 

spoke t o Amin Basha of his esire to marry. Amin Basha had been 

secretly hoping for a match between his daughter and Qasim and probed 

tactfully into the object of the younger man's intentions. When Qasim 

admitted his interest in "Your daughter, Zaynab", the marriage was 

approved with pleasure. 

102 
Khaki, p.5. 
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B. His Children 

The couple had four childr n, three girls and a boy. The 

daughters were named Gols n, after Turkish flower; Shafiqa; and 

Fah!ma, who was also called "Sayyida11 in honor of Sayyid al-Badaw!, a 

famous rel'gious personage in Tanta, the ~o~m of her birth. Te son, 

Umar, died n a ro~ming accid nt int Jafariyya stream at ran~a 

at the age of six. The three girls married; Sh~fiqa an Fahima to 

brother, Captain 1u~~~af- Safwat Darwish and Judge l~ammad Tawfiq 

Darwish . S afiqa had one daughter, Fahiraa one daughter and six sons, 

one of whom was named Qas Amin after his grandfather.103 

103 
Personal communication from Qasim Amin 1 s family . 
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-V QASTI1 1S PROFESSIONAL LIFE 

A. Lawyer and Judge 

With in Basha's help, Qasim was, on Decmebe 1, 1885, appointed 

Assistant Chief of Pavq~et;04(~;akil al-niyaba al- ' wnumiyya) a deputy of 

the public prosecutor, who represented the Egyptian government in the 

ten-year-old Mixed Courts. (~1-mahkcmat al-mukhtalita)~See pp~57'.:""61), The Belgiar 

• LeGrelle, named by ubar, was then public prosecutor.105 On September 

22, 1887, Qasim entered the Government's division of legal affairs. 

Qasim was one of the first Egyptian officials in this department, where, 

though the Judicial Department was from 1885-1891 under Egyptian aegis, 

mainly foreigners still officiated. Soon the eafter Fat~i Zaghlul, 

brother of Sa'd, and Mu~~afa FatqI joined him.106 

O"' his work at this time a -! i bat,- Bak, aften-.rards doye11 of the 

legal profes ion in Egypt, later wrote: 11I was a ready acquainted with 

Q-sL~ when he took his position there. I ha once tried a case against 

the Government in Banha, in which he represented the Gov rnment . I ex

pected that each of us would have an entirely different outlook because , 

of our educational backgrounds: he a graduate of a European school and 

I of 1-Azhar. When, however, I hear his arguments on behalf of the 

Government, I was overcome with an admiration for his excellent style, 

his good judgment, and his great ability. Ever since that hour, we have 

been as close as childhood friends. 11 107 

104 -Khaki,p.8 and personal communication from Qasim's family. 

105 Cromer, II. p.288. 
106 -

Khaki, p.8. 

107Quoted by Kha i, p.9 . 
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\( 

In June, 1889, Qasim beca~e a judge in the Nationals Courts , 

which were the old Nati ve Tribunals, drastically reformed in 1883~See pp .63-67) H 

was appointed Chief of Parq et in Bani Suwayf (ra'is n~yabat Bani Suwayf). 
I 

The town of Bani Suwayf, an agricultural center of considerable importance, 

lay sev nty-five mile south of Cairo on the West bank of the Nile and 

was the chief t mm of the province (mudiriyya) of Bani sm;,a,y , the second 

province of Upper (Southern) Egypt.108 In this capacity, he was the first 

to order the releas of prisoners accused of crimes against the Govern

ment . After two years in this position, he was transferred to the same 

post in !an\a. 

From Tan~a, his reputation for clemancy reached the ears of 'Abd 

Allah al-Nadim, the only man under sentence of deat for his support of 

Urabi, in the provincial hid8-o i where e had been since September, 

1882, when the British entered. EgY;)t ~ Al-Nadim placed imself in Qasim I s 

protection , and, on hearing h'._;;. aP},eal, Qasim adjourned court and took 

hil!l to C~iro to seek pardo. for him out of consideration .of the hard-

ship he ha undergone int e nine past years . Q~sL~ took the case directly 

to the Prime Minister, Riya~ Basha, and, ,although assured that -the latter 

would take positive action, refused to leave Cairo until he had seen the 

pardon issued.109 Perhaps his caution stemmed from th memory that 

Riya~ had, in December, 8 2, resigned as Iinister of Foreign Affairs in 

Sharif•s cabinet becaus CUrabI himself was not beheaded . 

Such was Qasim's philosophy and attitude toward his office as 

judge. Guided by a conciliatory spirit, he could step down from the bench 

to investigate the roots of the litigation before him and use his personal 

108 
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au pices to rehabilitate the disputari:ts .1- 0 He did not strive to 

satisfy the majority nor to hide· behind safe legal precedents. 
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On June 26., 1892, alo:i.g with sacd Zaghlul and aJ:iya Ibrahim, 

Qasim was appointed a deputy-judge of the Court of Appeal of the Native 

Tribunals (na 1ib ga9i bi-mahkamat al-isti'naf)in Cairo. Qasim and sacd . 
~ ~ 

sent on to become chancellors (must.asharuna) in this co rt, a position 

which Qasim held, at a salary of one thousand Egyptian pounds a year, for 

th ./;' h . 1 · " ill e res o~ is 0. 

Some of Qasim's later reflections seem born of and applicable to 

the conduct of his prof ssional life: 

11 After the age of forty, the intelligent man begins to 
realize that no absolute has an existence of its own , 
and that the beautiful cone pts which~~ love and revere, 
such as goodness, truth, and justice, cannot be found to 
exist in practice apart from their opposit s. 11 

Kalima:t , p.8 

11The final goal of moral education is surely the forgiveness 
of sin, of the greatest sjn, of all sin. 

11Is the sinner responsible or not responsible? And if he is 
responsible, what is the degree of.his responsibility? .It 
is a.great problem which anyone who seeks to pass judgment 
upon another must solve . His solution, however, is almost 
impossible, since no cne can familiarize himself with all 
of the factors of which the human personality is made up in 
its moral and physical aspects . Tne little which one can 
lmow thereof shows th2.t tho power of the will over the mind 
is limited and subjec'. to na.Yly strong influences which dis
pute over it, fight ,:r:e:• it, and weaken its strength to an 
unknown and inestimable exLent. The entire history of the 
.human being in the past i.:.dicates that, although he is not 
descended directly from the be~st of prey, he resembles it 
in his evil-doing, his rapaciousness, and his appetites. He 
was created in such a way that his mental and bodily health 
is a appy accident, a temporary condition. 

llOiraykal, Taraj:i.m, pp.154-155. 

ill -Khaki, p.10. 



11Sin is the normal thing about which there is no room for 
surprise. It is the natural state inherent in the instinct 
of the htUJ1.an being. It is the legacy which Adam and Eve left 
to their hapless children, from the day when they approached 
the forbidden tree and tasted its fruit, which I suppose was 
sweeter than everything allowed them~ From that remote day, 
sin sullied their nature and tia.S transmitted from them to 
their offspring, generation after generation. That is the 
heavy burden under which groan our spirits, ablaze 1dth a 
longing for virtue, u.~able to attain the slightest bit of 
it except by a putting forth of the most stubborn efforts. 
There is no way to gain even this tiny amount except by long 
practic ,mich is :L.'1.evitably permeated w:i.th repeated lapses 
into sin ,;hich :irt ::turn teac useful lesson about , at in ·.· 
future ·· to' avoid~ :., ·. ,· . · ' . 

11Lastly, forgiveness is the only means which sometimes 
serves to reform the wrongdoer. For rarely will you find 
a nature, no matter how rigid,which cannot b softened if 
it is given proper treatment. 11 

Kalimat, p.10. 
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This last paragraph shows a marked contrast to the words of 

Cromer: "No one will think that the increase (in Egyptian crime)i.sdue to 

poverty ••• It is to be found · in the fact that the law does not inspire 

suffici nt terror to evil-doers • • • I trust that criminals will receive 

adequate punishment fhen their guilt has been brought home to tha~. I 

deprecate the false sent· , ent which expends all its sympathy on the crim

inal and reserves none for his victims. I at times observe symptoms which 

lead me to believe that this sentiment prevails to a somewhat excessive 

d . E t "112 egree 1n gyp. 

Although the expression of both points of view is Go;ncwhat hyper

bolic, there is no question t hat Qasim1 s corresponds more closely with the 

modern theorrJn of penology. 

Qasim includes two 1rnrE: brief reflections on justice: 

112 Cromer, II, p.521. 



bas d 

a roan 

11 I know megistrates ,-mo hand down unfair judgments in ord r 
to become reno ·med among people for justice. 

Kali.mat, p.50. 

11To punish injury wit injury:.isto add an injury.to an injury. 11 

- KaJ imat , P. 53. 

These are the wor s of man whose kindness and clemency ,-rere not 

on naivete, but on a keen insi -t. into the concepts of good and evil; 

of courage, in ependence, and observation. 
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B. The Egyptian Judiciary 

1. The Mixed Courts 

In becoming a member of the Egyptian judiciary, Qasim joined 

one of the most complex legal systems in the world. The complication 

dates back to the formal concessions granted to Western .ations by the 

local rulers. As early as 1154, a qommercial treaty between Egypt and 

Pisa granted special privileges to Pisa merchants. In 1171, Saladin ex

yended these privileges, according a large measure of religious and civil 

self-government and :im.~unity from legal action on the part of Saladin's 

officials without their consent. In 1290 a treaty with Genoa included 

the first expression of the principle on which, almost seven centuries 

later, the Mixed Courts were founded: if an Egyptian or foreign Christian 

has a litigation with a Genoese, the ccnsul shall decide the case. This 
y ~ 

maxim that the plaintiff must seek his remedy in the defendant's court 

has played a large role in modern Egyptian history. In 1488 an agreement 

similar i'h that arranged with the Genoese was arranged between the Mamluk 

r ler Qa'it-bak and the Florentines. 

In 1517 the Turkish Su tan Selim I took Cairo and made Egypt a 

Turkish province. Under Turkish rule this system of consessions which was 

not limited to Egypt, but extended throughout the Ottoman Empire, came to 

be known as Capitulations, because of the many chapters - capitula - of 

the lengthy documents containing them. In 1521, Capitulations were granted 

to Venice, in ~536 to Francis I of France, in 1581 to Britain;1Jnd down 

through the_middle of the nineteenth century to the principle powers of 
/' I 

Europe and to the United States. In the end there were some fifteen 

. 114 
sovereign consular jurisdictions, sheltering some 80,000 foreigners. 

llJKirk, p.65. 
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9, and 28. 



The original aim was to secure a commercial climate of mutual 

benefit to the Ottoman ans and to the foreign merchants. They were 
' 

ominated by the essentially reli gious conception of sovereignty at that 

time, giving people of alien religious faiths, whether subjects of the 

Sul~an or foreigners, the privilege of being judged by their own laws and 

customs, as uslims wer judged by t eir Qur'anic law. 

Whe Mu.?a.mma.d rAli gained power in 1S07 and wished European 

cooperation to speed the internal development of his country, he granted 

the foreign consuls more and :raore privileges. Muhammad c Ali had the 

st ength to keep abuses in check . As the hold of the goverilnent under 

the hand of his successors began to weaken, however, abuses multiplied, 

and the foreigners began to claim by right of usage - a strong sanction 

in M slim countries .- ce :-tain immunities which placed them above the law 

of the land . Since it was practically impossible to execute any sentence 

against a foreigner without the consent of his consul, even cases in which 

Egyptians were not the plaintiff, but the defend$nts,came to be taken to 
I 

the consula: courts. Criminal cases which involved the Egyptian govern

ment rather than an indi vidua as plaintiff now came to the consular courts . · 

For ign criminals in Egypt had to be tried and, if necessary, imprisoned 

by their consuls. In case of an appeal, the matter had to be referred to 

the nearest European court to which the offender belonged. Consuls could 

even bring suit against the Egyptian government in their OYm courts and 

pass sentence against it. Many consuls, especially of the smaller 

European governments, breached the Capitulations by offering their benefits 
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115 to strangers and by accepting for profit Egyptians and Turks as_proteges. 

In Constantinople attempts to reform the empire's judicial systems 

were started in 1820 by European representatives. Further court reforms 
./ 

were instituted by the Turks themselves under the general reform program 

of 1839 and, in 1856, the Hatti Humayun attempted further reorganization 

and, without much success because of the great difference between the 

system Ln the two places, to e:>,.tend them to Egypt. 

Anot: er attempt at modification of the existing system occur ed 

in 1861. Two trial courts, composed of five members, two foreigners, two 

natives, and an Egyptian president, and two courts of appeal of nine 

members each were set up in Cairo and in Alexandria. They were effective 

only in cases where an Egyptian was the defendent. The judges in these 

courts were largely without legal qualifications and the courts proved 

t , • ·ct la .. . 1 115a oo weaK vO overr1 e consu r privi ege. 

It was Isma il's prime minist r, Nubar Basha, who undertook the 

task of total reform of the consular courts. Nubar was a resourceful 

Armenian, well-equipped for the wiley arts of international diplomacy, 

possessed of international fane and a world outlook . Even before he be

came prime minister, he was authoring schemes of court refonn for which 

nejt,;her the country nor the time was yet ripe. e became minister in 

1S67 and, for seven ye~rs, entirely devoted himself to the situation of 

the international courts in Egypt. The basis of tis project, laid down 

in 186S, was that justice should emanate from the Government and, at the 

same time, be independent of it, just as it should also be independent 

115Br~nton, 

115aR•f· t 1 aa, 

pp .12- 13. 

pp.115-117, Bullard, p.62, and Brinton, pp.6- 9. 
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of the consular courts. He aimed at establishing in Egypt national courts, 

drawing the source and fountain of authority from the sovereign of the 

State, but with the exercise o this sovereignity requiring international 

consent to make it effective . Both foreigners, selected by the Egyptian 

government, and Egyptians would be represented and, at the same time, both 

the authority o~ t he consuls and the absolute power of the Khedive would 

be curbed. T ese courts applying codes based primarily on French models, 

should command the confidence and the respect of Europe and of the rank 

and fi e of the population of Egypt. They were not international courts, 

the litigation provided for not being between nations but between litigants 

of a mixture of nationa ity. The designation adopted for them, therefore, 

was Mixed Courts. 

England, Austria and Germany favored Nubar's project, but France 

offered obstinate objections and the Sultan feared it would prove too . 
great a step toward the final emancipation of Egypt from t e last remnants 

of Turkis suzereignty. England and Russia persuaded the Sul~an to back 

down. Franc~ however, insisted on an important change and continued to hold 

out. Encouraged by the support of the remaining Powers , the Khediva, 

on June 28, 1875, incorporated the new courts in the absence, but in antic

ipation, of French approval. Prevailed upon by the French colony in 

Egypt and the Suez Canal Co:npany, the French government gave belated 

approval with a nmnber of conditions and reservations. At last, on January 

1, 1876, Riya1 Basha (Nubar being then in disfavor ·because his project 

gave the new courts jurisdiction over the royal estates) opened the courts 

at Alexandria. 
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From the out set, the . i xed Courts were a success. Foreign powers 

nominated jurists of first r an.~ for the judicia posts. Their principal 

defect was that the j dges were not merely interpreters of the law; they 

were also to a great extent makers of it and not under the effective 

116 control of any legislature. 

Te mandate of the new courts was to be renewed byte Powers 

every five years. The Mixed Courts w re organized into three Distri t 

Courts, at Cairo, at Alexandria, and at Mansura, and were staffed with 

seventeen foreign judges in all and twelve French-trained Egyptians • . 

Holland had three; Belgium, Sweden and Greece, two each; the Great Powers, 

the United States, and Denrnark, one ach. The language of the courts 

was Frenc. Each judge received $11,600 and, though nominated by his 

government, was actually appointed by the Khedive. The supreme power 

rested with the Court of Appeals at AleX:8-Ildria, seven judges of which 
' 117 

three were foreigners and four Egyptians. . 

The jurisdiction of the Mixed Courts covered all suits between 

Egyptians and foreigners, between foreigners of different nationalities, 

except in cases of personal status, and · et ween .foreigners of the same 

nationality in cases involving land. 

2. The Public Prosecutor 

The public prosecutor (or procureu~-general)Wlis head of the office 

of Public Ministry, which 1-ias supervised by and answeBd directly .to the 

Department of Justice, a supervision very lightly applied . The public 

lM . 8 1 Brinton, p.45, and Cromer,II, pp.31 -3 9. 

117Rifaat, pp.117-119;. Brinton, pp.11,17-18, i J,38; Majid Khadduri and 
Herbert J. Liebesny, ed., Law in the Middle East, I , Washington, 1955, p .331; 
and Cromer, II, pp .318 and 516. 
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prosecutor arid his staf constit ut the Parquet. Primarily, he was')the 

chief prosecuting officer of the state before the Mixed Courts. He 

represents the state as sovereign, but not the Government as parl,y 

litigant, that is, he protects the public interest of the state, leaving 

the protection of the private interest of the State to the Government's 

legal department, the Cont entient . The public prosecutor has the ·right 

af.ld duty to oppose the Government's claim, if he is of the opinion that 

it is contrary to the public welfare. Further, it is the duty of the 

public prosecutor to s e that the broader in erests of the state are 

properly considered and protected in every litigation which comes before 

the Mixed Courts, even litigation to which the state is not a party.· In · 

fulfilment of this duty, he or his representative sits besi~e the courts 

at every session and, w enever he judges the interests of the state 

require it, exercises the privileges of intervention conferred upon his 

office by law and by tradition.118 

3. Consular Courts 

Foreigners in Egypt had the benefit of another distinct set of 

· courts. These were the Consular Courts which had jurisdiction over all 

suits between foreigners of the same nationalities except those involving 

2and and between foreigners of different nationalities in cases of 

personal status.119 

118 
Brinton, pp.90-96. 

119Brinton, pp.97- 98 and 289. 
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4. Religious Courts 

In Egypt, there were also two other purely Egyptian court' systems . 

One of these was that of the religious courts. mhe religious courts dealt 

in matters of domestic relations and personal status. The SharCi courts 

handled cases betw en iuslims. Cases between members of a non-Muslim 

community went before it$ Majlis Milli . Of these there were fiftee 

with that of the Egyptian Orthodox Copts having jurisdiction over the 

t t b ,. l 120. grea es num er or peop e. 

5. The Native Tribunals - National Courts 

The other purely Egyptian court system was that o t he ative 

Tribunals, .which looked into all civil, ccmmercial and criminal cases 

between Egyptians. These cases had previously also been handled by the 

religious courts, but widespread abuse led to a series o attempts at 

their reform . 

Viceroy Sa'id had mad the first effort -- earnest, but ineffectual ~

toward their improvement by acquiring the right from Constantinople to 

appoint his own judges . This made a great difference to the status of the 

Egyptia. Theretofore the Qadi al- Qudat (chief j stice) had always been 

appointed by the Sul~an; he, in 'turn, appointed his subordinates. As he 

generally paid for his election, so those whom he elected had to pay him, 

an arrangement which could not have helped the cause of justice. Sa4Id also 

created five new Provincial Courts (Hajalis or Mab;aki:,~ al- agalirn), as a 

supplement to those then functioning. The five were located in 'fan-t:, in 

120Brinton,p~2.8f; Charlesissaw:i, ~ypt: An ~conomic ·, and Social -Analysis,.· 
., London, 1947. 
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-Samanud, in al-Fashn, in Jirja, and in al-Khart'IJm. In each of these courts, 

two shaykhs were appointed, one for Shafi~i law and the other for ~anafi . 

Satid abolished his courts 1 however, in 1860, because the judges were in

efficient and corrupt. 

I s -eyl reopened them and set up others, notwithstanding t e 

crying need for reform, not only in their operation, but also in their 

personnel. In reforming the system, some attempts had already been made to 

x -teach s udents both Shar4'i law and the French codes in the school under 

Rifa'a and in t he School of Law in Darb al-Jamamiz. (See above PP.29-32) . 

French codes had been translated and modified to suit local usage and an 

attempt '1as made also to codify 1usUm law in a more suitable fonn than that 

which ex·sted in the Muslim law boo's. 

It ~ra.s quite another and more difficult problem to produce 

efficient judges to interpret these codes. {en of the effendI class were 

appointed as judges in t he national courts although a majority of them 

had no training as awyers or as judges and could only apply the exact 

letter of the law as given in the codes and regulations. Although they were 
J(" 

trained in the law of figh, ono of the main branches taught at al-Azhar, 

the shaykh- judges who were called upon t o administer the ShartI law were 

inefficient and backward, um.b:1e to adapt to the new social conditions or 

to unde~stand the new spirit which was gradually permeating society through 

contact with Europeans. The ef fendi, in spite of his lack of training, 

was more polished and adaptable and quicker witted than his shaykh colleagues. 

The production of more efficient teachers and judges was one of 

the main factors leading to Isma'1l's abortive attempt to refonn &1-Azhar. 

The Rector of 1-Azhar from 1864 to 1870 was a Shafi I, as had been all 

the Rectors since 1724, the reform-minded Mustafa al-'Arusi . He was forced 



out by the conservative mliki shaykh , backed by the MalikI majority 

of Upper (southern) Egypt and replaced , not by a Maliki, but by the 

~anafi, Mul}armnad al- ' bbasI. The Hanafi had become more important with . 
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the accessio of I r.a •1 and t he r eform of the law courts, first because 

it was the official rite and secondly because Hana.fis were preferred in 

the awarding of judgeships, whic~ wer e now all given to Egyptians to 

the exclusion of any ~urks. Many Egyptians changed over to this rite 

after 1863 to seek employment as judges. Al- AbbasI endeavored, in the 

face of great opposttion, to continue the reforms already begun and was 

sympathetic to the aspirations of al-Afghani. He was Rector until 1882.121 

The establishment of the Mixed Courts in 1875 gave impetus to a 

reform and redefinition of the native tribunals • . The Government under 

Lord Dufferin' auspices created a system of national law courts, based 
):_ 

on the Code of Napoleon (modified to suit Muslim convention) and modeled 

largely on the Mixed Courts (though in no way organically related to them) 

and instituted them in 1883. So different were the new courts that they 

were more a replacement tha a reform of those previously in existence. 

Sir Benson Maxwell was then P b:·c Prosec t or,, but was soon replaced by 

Mr. (afterwar Sir) Raymond West, a judge with di inguished service in 

India. After several months of study, he produced a voluminous report, 

but Nubar Basha, who was again in office, did not concur in its views, 

· and West returned, in 1885, to India. It was now left to Nubar to see what 

he could do in the way of strengthening the new system.122 

Nubar's work proceeded bett er in theory than in practice. 

The Be gian Public Prosecutor, ionsi eur Le Grelle, w~om he had· 

12\ieyworth-Dunne, pp.395-401. 

124Rifaat, p.120 and Cromer,II, pp.288 and 515. 



appointed to head off possible British interference, discovered some 

serious abuses, notably that for some t~ne the work of the courts 
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had been usurped by "Commissions of Brigandage", a form of courts martial, 

sitting under the presidency of the ,Iudirs . With the suppression 

oft ese 11 Commissions 11 , cri"lle of a serious nature increased, and the 

Egyptian Government reluctantly consented to appoint to the post of 

Judicial Adviser an Englishman, Mr. (afterwards Sir) John Scott, who, 

though disliked by prime minister Riya~, put the judicial system on a 

sound footing. 

Changes in the National Courts were introduced gradually, as 

experience required. The most important one was the establish,'llent of a 

Committee of Surveillance, which, without possessing any power to upset 
, 

or revise judgments already delivered, watched over the proceedings of the 

Courts of the First Instance. A partial decentralization, first of Civil 

and subsequently of Criminal justice also took place. 

The chief difficulty of the new system was still to find men 

capable of working it. Before 1890, judges had been named, in Appeal as 

well as in First Instance, who were far from possessing the necessary 

qualifications. The best men were not always selected, and the appointments 

were jobbed. Only gradually were the least capable men weeded out and 

th t d d f . ff. . . d 123 es an ar o e iciency 1Jnprove . 

The new system consisted of one hundred and two courts of the 

First Instance (Smnmary Court .3:, and eight c-ircuit courts (District Courts), 

each presided over by a sinr-;1::: judge, eleven central courts, and two courts 

123cromer,II, pp.288-290 and 517-520. 
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of final appeal, one at Cairo and the other at As -t.124 Their judicial . . 
personnel included upward of t hree hundred and thirty judges, some thirty 

of whom sat in the various chambers of the Courts of Appeal, each champer 

being composed of three judges. Serious or urgent crimes were adjudicated 

in Assize Courts, consisting of three judges from the central courts and 

from the courts of appeal. 

The language of the courts was Arabic. In order to uphold the 

courts' prestige, the Egyptian Government paid its judges a somewhat 

higher salary than it paid the native judges of the fixed Courts. This 

helpc to attract Egyptian judges from the Mixed Courts to the National 

Courts.125 

( In the Treaty of Alliance between Egypt and Great Britain in 

1936, the system of Capitulations was abolished. At Montreux, in 1937, 

an international conference was · called by Egypt, assisted by Britain, which 

set the termination date of the Consular and Mixed Courts, after a tran

sitional period of _twelve years, for 1949. The Mailis Milli Corrnnunal 

Courts were abolished in 1959.126 

When Qasim e tered the Egyptian judiciary, therefore, it was not 

one of great historical traditions or of unquestioned popular respect. 

Qasim,however, contributed conscientiousness and integrity to his chosen 

field. 

124 
LI Emt,e, .,k1:emento Econcmioue , Paris, 19 50, p. 25. 

125Brinton, pp.278-279. 

12t>aifaat, p.121; Issawi, p.178; and Kirk, pp.172-173. 
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VI QASTilf I S MENTORS 

A. Mul_larnmad t bduh 

After sev n years of valuable experiences abroad, u~annnad 'Abduh 

1as permitted to return to Egypt at the end of 1888. Until his death, 

seventeen years later, his ~~s the leading spirit of Egyptian intellectual 

life. Like Qasim, he ivas sworn into the National Court system, serving 

irst as judge in the Court of the First Instance in Banha, then in 

Zaqaziq, and then in Cairo. From 1890 until 1899, he served as Consultative 

Member of the Court of Appeal in Cairo, where he was joined, in 1892, by 
_ 127 

Qasim and Satd Zaghlul. 

The British Occupation ad established a smooth running order in 

the administration oft e country, and, though it did little to enlarge or 

improve the educational structure, it allowed a generous measure of free 

expression to the intel ect ls, enough indeed(to allow them a."'ll.ple vent;, for 

their antagonisms to being ruled by a foreign power. Many of the intel

lectuals, Qasim among them, formed a coterie a.mound fAbduh guided by 

ideals of religious purity and social reform brought about by moderate 

means, yet with courageous outspo enness. Their love of country did not 

exclude a cosmopolitan attitude toward foreign influences. 

On of the influential people who, with Lord Cromer, had mediated 

with Khedive Tawfiq in _l888 for CAbduh's pardon and permission to return 

home was Princess Nazli Facp.. That she did this without yet knowing 

127 
Adams, pp.66-69 and 79. For a full account of ¢Abduh, see Adams, pp.18~176. 
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fAbduh is an indication of the esteem which he retained in his absence 

and of her ovm forthright attitude. Later the Abduh circle found in 

Nazl1's drawing-room their most regular meeting place. 

., 
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B. J.ia.zli Fagl 

Nazi Fa<Jl was the great-granddaughter of Wali Mlli]ammad <Ali; the 
/' 

granddaughter of Ibrahim and is third wife, Ulfe~ Kadinefendi, a 
128 - __ 

Circassian; the n§lce of Wali-Khedive Ismar.il; and the first coifiisin of 

Khedive Tawfiq. Her father Mu~rt,afa FasU ( 1830-1875) was Ibrahim I s third 

son, born somewhat later in the same year as his half-brother, Isma'il . 

Ibrahim took a keen personal interest in the education of his 

sons. All three had Turkish, Arabic, and Persian teachers, and a resident 

French tutor. All three were sent abroad to finish their studies in 

Europe.129 At an early age Ismail and Mu~~afa were sent to France as 

members of the scholastic mission of 1844.130 

Nazli was born in the early 1840s. She was Mustafa 1 s third child 

and oldest daughter. After the death of Ibrahm in 1848, Mu~tafa settled 

with his family in Istanbul and remaine there for six years, throughout 

the reign of his cousin, 'Abbas I. Entering the service of the Sul~an, he 

became fa~iliar wit goverrunent routine. At home he maintained a vast 
y 

library and surroun ed himself of the literary and political personalities 

of his time . His advanced views extended to his fa.."Ilily life and to the 

upbringing of his four daughters, Nazli, Aziza, Rukiye, and Fatma. As they 

grew older and at a t:iJne when women normally still led cloistered lives, 

he encouraged them t o take part in the literary and political discussions 

of his friends . A practice unheard of in those days, he allowed his 

128Emine Foat Tugay, Three Centuries, London, 1963, p.93. The authoress 
explains that 11 the consorts of sovereigns and rulers in Turkey and Egypt 
whom, being slaves, they had not legally married, were styled Kadinefendi. 11 

(Page 13, note) . 

1~Tugay, pp.93-94 and 104. 

130Rifaat, p . 98. 
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daughters to ride unveiled on is estate, wearing riding-habits and tall 

hats, European fashion .131 

On the accession of his uncle, Sa41i in 1854 , Mustafa returned 
•• 

with his family to Egypt and became a member o~ the Council of State, of 

which his eldest brother, Af:mad Rifat, no 1 heir presumptive, was president .132 

Mustafa had vast estates in Upper Egypt ~mich he developed successfully as 

sugar plantations.133 In addition he owned the Shaykh CUbayd Garden, a 

showplace of some forty acres between Marj and Matariyya on the desert's 

edge where Nazli must have spent much of her t ime as a young girl . 

Ibrahim had purchased it from the Imam of his anny in the early 1830s and, 

displaying a passionate zeal to make it the best of its kind, enclosed 

thirty- three acres of it with a wall, dug out the sagiyyas to facilitate 

-· its bountiful water supply, and imported fruit trees from !aif in the 

~ijaz and from Syria . He let it, bringing in a yearly revenue of ,z8JO, 

to hi son Mu~~afa . The pomegranates of the Garden were so large that it 

was a traditio of the gardeners there that thirty went t o make up a 

camel oad. Te pick of the crop of its 70,000 fruit trees was sent yearly 

to Constantinople as a present t o the Sul~an . When Tawfiq lived at near-by 

Qubba, before he became Khedive, the ladies of his household were carried 

every Friday of the spring season to Shaykh •Ubayd Garden t o spend the day. 134 

In Cairo, Nazli's fa.r:i.ily live at the palace, Darb al-Jamamiz 

(Sycamore Court ), which I brahim had appointed splendidly and given t o 

Mustafa 1 s mother, Ulfet Kadinefendi.135 .. 
131 

-irugay, pp.109- 110 . 
132_ 

.. Tugay, p . 109 . 

133 Rifaat, p.103. 
134B1unt (who bought it in 1879 for :tl,500), pp.157- 159 . 

135 Tugay, p.95. 
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However, Mu§j:",afa was dram1 back to Istanbul by the greater 

opportunities for intellectual contacts there. · In 1857, because of his 

remar able abilities, he was appointed a member of the Majlis-i-Tanzimat 

(council for reforming old and promulgating new laws) with the rank of 

vezir and shortly aftenvards became a member of the Majlis-i-Vala (High 

Council of State). In 1861, he -was made 1inist er of Education in the 

Ottoma government. Subsequently he became Minister of Finance and, then, 

of Justice. His ministerial career was notable for important reforms and 

·for the abolition of corrupt practices. Unfortunately, ill-health forced 

him to abandon his political career and to seek a cure for his ailments 

in Europe. From 1865-1867 he remained abroad, spending the ~rinters in 

136 
Egypt. 

On the death of his older brother, · •~ Rifat, i n 1858, Mu~~afa 

had g@e rom third to second (after IsmarI1) in line of succession to the 

Egyptian vice-regal throne. With the death of Wali Sa id and the .succession 

of Ismail in 1863, he became heir-presumptive as the next oldest male 

desc ndant, according to Muslim law and tradition and to the previous 

practice of the vice- regal house. This role was short-lived. Having raised 

the title of WalI to that of Khedive and given all members of the ruling 

dynasty princely rank in 1866, Ismail proceeded with the Sul~an's per

mission to change the old law of succession from tanistry to primogenitute .137 

Isma Il was resentful of Mu~~afa's superior ability to manage 

money and to make his estates pay and coveted his sugar plantations in 

Upper Egypt. Rightly or i,rrongly he charged ust;,fa with' plotting to .. .. 
136 Tugay, p.109. 
137 

Tugay, p.110. 
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overthrow him and sent him i."lto exile at Constantinople, liq idating 

his property and taking over his estates, valued at four million gold pounds, 

for a compensation of one million in cash. 

attempte to return to Egypt.138 

Mustafa never thereafter . . 

I sma -1 continued to fear that Mueyt,afa was p otting against him 

with the help of the Ottoman court or of the French. In an unsuccessful 

counterplot, he seems to have tried to destroy his brother by providing 

him with money to encourage him to spend himself into ruinous dcbt.139 

During his stay in Paris in 1$66, Vtu~~a.f- had sent tC! · Sul!~an CAbd 

al-Aziz a detailed report of the situation of the Empire, exposing in 

a masterly way the current misuse of power and foreseeing the fatal 

140 consequences of failure to make a drastic change in the obsolete system. 

As a result of the Su ~an's support of Ism.a il's change in the law of 

succession, Mustafa, who had used his advanced political opinions in the . . . 

Sul~an's service, now drew closer t o the liberal group which had recently 

formed a secret society to establish a constitutional empire. He is be

lieved to have cherished the ambition of becoming its prime minister . 

When Mustafa 1 s letter to the Sultan was translated from French into . 
Turkish and distribu ed in great numbers by the liberal group, the leaders 

were exile and joined Mustafa in Paris at his invitation and as his guests • . . 
Mu~tafa's Paris residence became headquarters of the group which came to 

call itself the Young Ottomans. Mu~~afa put them in touch with French 

political circles and with French foreign office officials. 

138 
,M,~ Colombe, 11Une lettre d 1 un prince :gyptien du XIXe si~cle au Sultan 
Ottoman Abd al- Aziz, 11 Orient, V, Lo d9n, 1958, <"pp .23- 38. 

1391andes, pp.212 and 225. 

140Rifai~,pp.103- 104 and 111-112 and Tugay, p.110 . 
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In 1867, Mustafa too1 the opportunity of a state visit of the .. 
Sul~an to France to become reconciled to him. He joined the Sul~an•s 

entourage for the remainder of the t r i p and r etu...-ned with him to Istanbul, 

where he again became a minister of t he government. 

The departure of their prince patron .threw the Young Ottomans 

into disarray. He had made financial ar rangements for them, assigning 

them living allowances and also funds to cover their publications. Some 

considered his action a betrayal, but most regarded his appointment a 

success for their cause. Deprived, however, of his guiding hand, they 

began to give way to internal squabbles and to .break up as a group.141 

Mu~~afa spent the rest of his days in a luxurious ~li at 

Kandilli, on the Asian coast of the Bosphorus ainid books and friends . To 

his friends, his house and purse were always open. He kept three chefs , ,1 

a Turk, a Frenchman, and an Egyptian, who worked with their staffs in 

three different kitchens. He was friendly with Napoleon III and with 

Edward Prince of Wales (later Edward VII), whom he entertained on their 

visit to Istanbul. On such occasions the food, ordered from Paris, was 

matched only by the host's brilliant conversation. Mustafa died in 1875 .. 
at the age of forty- five. 142nespite the fact that Mustafa and Ismaqil .. 
had remained unreconciled, Isma Il paid his debts after his death and took 

charge of his large 'family, bringing his widows and children back to Egypt 

by a specially chartered steamer and alloting each of them a civil pension .143 

By this time, Nazli, who married quite young (probably during the 

period 1854-1857, when the family lived in Cairo), was the wife .of her 

distant cousin, Khalil Ba~ Sharif, grand nephew of Mu};la.mmad 'Ali and son 

141 
Tugay, pp .11O-111. 

142.rugay, pp .142-14-3 . 

l43Bernard Lewis, The Emergence of Modern Turkey, London, 1961, pp.149-154. 
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of the future Constitutionalist prime minister Sharif Basha. Her husband, 

a man twice her age, had been a member of the scholastic mission to France 

in 1844, the same year as her father and uncle Isma'il. All studied at 

the St. Cyr Military College.144Being near-sighted, Khalil was a rather 

backward student in France. Nonetheless, in June, 1845, he was among 

nine welected to study civil administration. These specials udents were 

excused from othe classes, but continued to receive a certain amount of 

military training.145 On his return to Egypt, he was assigned to the 

diplomatic service in Constantinople146and, after his marriage to Nazli, 

brought her the • 

The young bride and~groom doubtless were frequent visitors to her 

father's house in the Turkish capital. Several other close relatives found 

it preferable to reside there. The British Ambassador, Sir Henry Layard, 
y 

also took a great interest in her ad cherished her with the kindness of 

a second father. T ro~gh him, she observed the best side of European free

dom and gained ull access to the life of the day.147After several years · 

in Constantinople, Kha1·1 became, in succession, Ambassador to Athens, 

St. Petersburg, and Vienna. During these years, Nazli got to know Queen 

Victoria and her son, the future Kin~ Edward VII, Sul~an 4 Abd al-ljamid, 

and most of the famous statesmen and other personalities of her day.148 

In 1879, Khalil diect . 149 

~ifaat, p.98 and Heyworth-Dur,ne, p.251. 

145 
Heyworth- Dunne, p.247. 

14(, 
Heyworth-Dunne, p.259. 

147sir Ronald Storrs, Orientations , London, 1943, p.87 . 

l.4itorrs,P•8S; and Heyworth-Dunne, p.259. 

l49He:vworth- Dunne, p.259. 
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On the death of her husband, Nazli returned to Cairo and married, 

some said for love and some said for general convenience, an agreeable 

Tunisian, Khalil Abu ~ajib Bak, Mayor of LaMarse . While he;- husband con

tinued to reside in T1mis, NazlI maintained with some scores of servants 

and old family slaves, great st ate in a large palace immediately behind 

the cAh:din of the Khedive .150 

Nazli's childhood residence in Cairo, Darb al-Ja.mam.3:z, had been 

~ppropriated by uncle Ism.ail along with her father's other estates. By 

1868, it formed the hub of the new educational movement of. CAlI Mub~rak 

and was fast becoming the cultural center of Cairo. In the wake of 

Mubarak's effort to separate the civil schools from the military, the 

Govern.~ent's Preparatory School was the first to take up new quarters at 

Darb al-Jamamiz, followed later the same year, 1868, by the School of Ad

ministration and Languages, part of which later became the School of Law 

and is still in existence, the School of Drawing, the School of Surveying 

and Accountancy, the School of Engineering, the School of Egyptology, and 

a large general library. Wnen in 1872, Mubarak became Minister of Education, 

as ,-rell as of Waqfa, Public lorks, and Railways, he moved the offices of . 

all these departments to the Darb, to facilitate the task o control. Soon 

afte~·1ard, a hospital was opened there.151 

In her new -palace behind the Khedive's, Nazli received and enter

yained, with the gracious manner of the House of MtJ1:ammad 'Ali, chosen 

members of Egyptian and European society. 

150 
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"You walked in past t wo eunuchs, named according to custom 
after flowers or preci ous stones , lounging outside the 
Ba;•iwab 's (gatekeeper:s) lodge , acr oss a crunching gravel 
courtyard where a club of f r iendly cats dozed round a cluster 
of ~al ms; you stood before the inner door and cried, 1ra 
Satir1 ( 10 Screener ' ), one of the ninety-nine epithets of God, 
t he conventional warning to l adi es t hat a man is about and 
that they must vei l. There was a scramble, and one or t wo 
slaves, giggling with tactf ully magnified excitement, ran up 
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the stairs to warn 11al- Br incessa11 ; l·lhilst you followed, took 
your seat in the drawing-room, and waited. (vlheter you wer e 
early, punctual, or lai e, you alt-rays waited - if only for a 
minute.) The room, regarded aesthetically, was by any standards 
a comic horror. But it 1-ras infinitely more interesting and 
expressive of its owner than the most doggedly consistent Period 
that sudden wealth, aided by the best hired advice, could have 
achieved. '£he electric light hung in (yet was not of) immense 
gilded gasoliers. The chairs and sofas were debased Modo Luigi 
Kh&~astashir (the local Louis Quinze ), in magenta plush 
surrounded by hard, shiny gilding and of extreme discomfort. 
Every table was loaded with photographs, glazed but not framed, 
and so was the old concert grand, complete with pianola 
attachment. There m11st have been near a thousand photographs 
in the room; as vrell as richly framed pictures of the British 
Royal Family, Sul~an tAbd al-Hami d, Lord Kitchener, Lord Grenfell, 
and Lord Cromer. Not only the numerous gilt screens, but every 
inch of the four walls of the vast apartment were covered with 
pasted pages of the illustrated papers. 

nNazli I s set piece luncheons and diri..ners for Egyptian Ministers 
and couples from the Corps Dipl omatigue conferred the relative 
glory of entertainments recorded in the Norning ~. Following 
her dinners, the evening would be filled with conversation, games, 
and entertainment in her drawing-room. Seated with her back to 
the light, a bottle of sweet champagne on an inlaid Arab table 
beside her, she would smoke continuously one half through 
innumerable Russian cigarettes , crushing them with a small wicked 
hand into ashtrays which Fattuma or c zi za, standing with a 
dozen other slaves . just outside the room, would, on a cry of 
'K1m var orada' (~o's there?) rush in and remove • 11 

Storrs, p.112 . 

In one corner, two cabinet ministers would be playing chess, 

Nazli and the Turkish High Commissioner, Tric Trac (backgammon); in another 

Shaykh Ali Yusuf, editor of Al-llu'ayyad, the Palace organ, would be 

engaged in quiet conversation with someone; over the room might thunder 

t,-he voice of Sa'd Zaghlul, then Nazli's .lawyer and later prime minister, 
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i nveighing against the Khedive and supporting Cromer with all his strength. 

Cromer, Prince Haydar Fadl (Na zlI's n -phew)152and Mustafa Fahrni, prime , .. 
minister in 1891-1893 and in 895, might also be there. It was in Nazli's 

rawing-room that the marriage of Sa'd Zaghlul. to Safiyya H- um , Mu~~afa 

Fahrni 1 s daughter, was agreed upon.153 The Reformists were also there: 

fuJ:iammad Abduh; his friend, I brahim al-Laqan-, lawyer, writer and former 

pupil of Jamal al-Din al- Afghan1; 'Abd al-KarTui. Salman; r_iusayn Rushdi. 

There too Qasim Amin was pursuaded to set down in writing his views on 

the emancipation of women . 

When the gathering was informal, chess would be accompanied by 

an assortment of musical talents ; Sitt Tawasila, a poor dependent, had a 

pretty touch on al-'ud (mandolin); or a vast Abyssinian slave would ascend 

the pianola stool and pedal out a suite of variations on Home Sweet Home, - -
to which the exquisite little Tunisian Fattuma in shimmering azure what

nots, her loose hair braided in sequins, would gravely revolve and undulate 

through t he oldest dance in the world. On some nights, which were counted 

the greatest, Shaykh Yusuf, the Caruso of the Near East, would consent to 

sing.154 

Nazli herself, the only emancipated female member of the House of 

'Ali in Egypt was the "first Near Easter-fl woman to cast aside her veil11 • 155 

In her three younger sisters, too, Mustafa's advanced views on the training 

of daughters bore fruit. Known for their ready wit and ease of manner in 

society, they, like her, entertained both men and women .156Although 
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themselves emancipated before other women of the Near East, none of the 

four played a prominent role in the furthering the emancipation of Near 

Eastern women as a whole. azli's sisters, indeed, lived most of their 

lives outside of Egypt. 

Nazli was beautiful with. "fiercely interesting eyes'' ,l~ld at 
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least as nclever as she was pretty11 • 158 11A person of the highest intel

ligence and knowledge of affairs 1115911with a finger in every political pie 11 , 160 

"her conversation would be brilliant in any society in the world. 11161 

She ~ras a kind friend, but .had a sharp tongue which supported a ready, 

. 16.2 sometimes broad, W'J..t.· 

Na.zli knew many languages; she spoke English perfectly. 16JHer 

Arabic, however, was far from pure or even correct. She addressed her 

family and summoned her retainers exclusively in Turkish.164 In .the drawing

. room with her guests, she preferred that French be spoken. "It was at 

her advise or command - they were not always easy to dist:inguish -- that 

the Azhar graduate, Sad Zaghlul, learned French. 1116.'5 

In any language, Nazli was a voluble talker. 11 She came in at 

three · and talked till 4:15, without our getting in so much as a word. ult·6 

Against the combined volume and velocity of her conversation in English, 

French, Arabic, and Turkish, the comments of her distinguished guests went 

at times unheard.167 

157 · 
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159sir Wilfred Scawen Blunt, My Diaries, 1888-191:Jt, New York, 1932, p.12. 
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Nazli was a fervent Muslim . The mention of Dante made her furious; 

his verse: rtHow mangled is M~a,nnad ! In advance of me with weeping goes 

Ali, Cleft chin to forelock in the countenance. 11 (Divine Comedy: Inferno: 

Sowers of Discord, Canto XXVIII, Eighth Circle, Pouch 9), the cause. 

She had once left a hous in Bavaria at five minutes notice; because 11a 

horrible, disgusting man 11 told h.er e was writing a book on the vices of 

the Prophet. 

Nazli was a patriot, but she was, in general, distrustful and 

intolerant of her ovm people and strongly, sometimes embarrassingly, 

pro-British. The outstanding exception, typical of the quixotic rather 

than the shrewd side of her natur e, was her ardent support of 'Urabi's 

cause . During his brief period of success, she showed her enthusiasm by 

gifts to the hero of the day and, at the time of his trial, did much to 

help with his defense. Her brothers, 'Uthman and Kiamil, were am~ng 

<Urabi's strongest adherents, the latter being a member of <Urabi's pro

visional government. When CUrabi came to Cairo to announce to the Chamber 

of Deputies the imminent defeat at Tal al-Kabir, Kiamil's only reaction 

was to reproach him for having been too soft all along.168 

Nazli maintained her admiration for 'i.Jrabi, recalling his singleness 

of mind and lament:L~g his overthrow. Five years after his defeat, she 

once said, 11He was not a good enough soldier; he has too good a heart. 

These were his faults. If he had been a violent man like my (great) grand

father, M~a.mmad AlI, he would have taken Tawf!q and all of us to the 

Citadel and cut our heads off -- and he would be now reigning happily; or, 

if he could have got the Khedive to go on honestly with him, he would have 

made a great king of him. <UrabI was the first Egyptian Minister who 

made the Europenas obey him. In his time, at least, the Muhammadans held -

168Blunt, Secret History, pp.2h6, 299 and 321. 
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h~ld up their heads, and the Greeks .and Italians did not transgress the 

law. I have told Tawfiq this more than once . Now there is nobody to 

ke p order. The Egyptians alone are kept under by the police, and the 

Europeans do ,,mat they like. 11169 

Nazli seems to have elicited compatible opinions from both wings 

of Urabi's opposition. The British Ambassador to Constantinople, Lord 

Dufferin, who was a special envoy to Egypt to formulate the reor~anization 

of the Government under the British occupation, in an unguarded moment 

expressed to her his lack of cordiality to,iard the Khedive, saying, if 

he had lmown earlier the kind of man Tawfiq was, he would have made 

. 170 .,. 
CUrabi Khedive. Tawfiq, in his turn, initimated to her his dissatis-

faction with his British ally. One day the cousins were sitting together 

when a shout was heard far down the street. 11Listen, 11 Tawfiq mutte~ed, 

turning pale, 11 I recognise the cries of the~ before the carriage of 

Baring. Wno knows what he is coming to say to me?11171 

No patriotism could bring Nazli to love her kinsmen on the 

Khedivial throne. She could not forgive Tawfiq for what her father had . 

suffered at his father's hands. The estrangement between them at one 

point seems to have been so great that Tawfiq was about to cut off Nazli 1 s 

allowance as princess of the vice-regal family and was constrained from 

. . 172 doing so only by the intervention of Cromer . In general, however, she 

managed to get on with him and, with Cromer, was one . of those whom Tawfiq 

indulged in granting Mu1}arnmad <Abduh pardon in 1888.173 

169 
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0 Tawfiq's son, eAbbas II ~ilmi, Nazli was even more resentful. 

When he became Khedive in 1892, at the age of eightec.. , he was ver:y 

ant i-British and showed no i nclinat ion to pardon 'Uribi from his exile, 

- - 174 and, therefore, on both counts was out of harmony with Nazli. Later, 

After fAbbas had, in 1901, pardoned 'Urabi and Nazli's Anglophilia had 

somewhat abated with the r eplacement, in 1907, of Cromer by Gorst, she 

softened a little toward him.175 

The cooling of NazlI 1 s Anglophilia was shortlived. In 1911, she 

was "full of holy joy" at Kitchener's succession of Gorst. She had known 

him - and was affectionately indisposed to let him forget it -- when 

he was a junior captain. On his arrival and much to her amusement, .the 

Khedive, who had all but neglected her for nineteen years, s ent a Palace 

eunuch to meet her and paid her way to Cairo to greet him. 

Nothing could equal t he fearful joy of luncheon or tea with 

Kitchener and Nazli, she expounding her opinions and his protests ringing 

surprisingly mild . "You think, I suppose, that the Eg0.>ptians are 

afraid of you, Lord Kitchener? T ey laugh. And how should they not laugh 

when you allow to be made minister a dirty, filthy kind of man like .••• ?11 

"Really, Princess Nazli 1 I don't think ••• 11 "You don I t, and if you did ••• , 11 

and the next victim would come up for discussion. On the other hand, 

she would occasionally flag down an Egyptian Minister by assuring him that, 

if he misbehaved, the anger of Providence would be slower in effect than 

that of Kitchener .176 

Most important visitors from itain received invitations to call 

on Nazli. One Liberal M.P. ,known to be in sympathy with Egyptian 

l74Blunt, Gordon, p. 8 and the Earl of Cromer, Abbas II, London, 1915, pp.9- 10. 

l75storrs, p.89. 

176 Storrs, p.112. 
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"aspirations",' t wice regretted his inability to accept her invitations. 

She finished him off and summed up her feeling toward Britain, as 

follows: "Sir, After having received yesterday your second excuse of 

not being able to come and see me , I fully believe now that my friends were 

right in telling me that yoar Egyptian friends would never allow you to 

have a talk with me. I woul not believe them.as I never thought an 

Englishman could be greatly influenced by an Egyptian, but I see now 

clearly that your affection for t he Egyptians is stronger ·even than mine 

for the English . I should have been most interested to meet you in order 

to have a long discussion with you about my country and yours without . 

being afraid of anybody hor taking a parti pris . I hope before leaving 

Egypt you will have studied both parties well and will at least have 

given credit to your own country for having brought justice and great 

prosperity to Egypt. Believe me, most faithfully yours, N;zli." l?? 

Between NazlI and t he Reformists existed a constant, mutual loyalty 

and, at the same time, a running, amiable disagreement. Right up to the 

time he became HuftI of all Egypt in 1899,cAbduh was often the target of 

her voluble scol ings. From time to time during the 190s, very possibly 

to avoid unpleasantness with Khedive 'Abba:s, Nazli left Cairo without 

divulging her distination. On one such occasion CAbduh w'c5yte to Jamal 

- - -a1-n · al-Afghani, who was then living in Constantinople, to inquire about 

her whereabouts. In reply al-Afghani wrote: "From that model of perfection 

and beauty who owns the foremost mansion of my heart, Her Highness the 

Princess, I have had no news, good or bad, nor have I heard anything about 

her." Al-Afghani proposed to ask the Sul"l:an after her and was encouraged 

177 
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to do so by some of his Egy:F::;,:",.an friends, but Mapmud Bay Salim advised 

strongly against it, sayin,~:, :;our Lord the Khedive •rill not like it, 

Mawlai al-Sayyid, because h6 will think it an interference with his 

prerogatives.11178 

Nor would Sul~an =Abd al~amid have been happy about Nazli 1 s 

presence in his capital; for, as was her father in an earlier group, 

the Young ottomans, thirty years before, she in the mid-'90s was deep 

in the Young Turk movement, which aspired to overthrow the Sul~an•s 

despotism. At the time, Nazli considered ~Abd al-~a.mid very near his 

end and hoped that, as a lesson to his successor, he would be not simply 
;,< 

deposed, but assassinated. Hitherto the Young Turks had been adverse 
/ 

to this extreme measure, but wer e coming around to its favor. Nazli 

-was one of those who considered Murad quite sane an a likely successor 

to 'Abd al-Hamid.179 . 
The critical exchange between NazlI and the Reformers was not 

always one-sided. An 1898 conversation between 'Abduh and Ri~a notes 

her shortcomings in their eyes: 

"Rida : 1 I hear that this Princess is intelligent, astute, and 
• interested in politics.' 

Abduh: . •Yes, that is very true.• 

Riga: 1But does she ever devote her abilities to the much needed 
work of training the members of her sex in womanly skills? 1 

'Abduh: 'Yes, but she is fonder of politics. Muslims seem fated 
to have everyone endowed for one thing engage in something 
else. Her preoccupation with politics is very much like 
Jamal at-Din' s~ That such a wise man, peerless on the 
subject of Islam and Muslims and with the capacity for a 
great contribution to education and learning, should be 
concerned only with politics! 

'Princess NazlI could make a real contribution to female 
education. If she could interest the princesses around 

178R_d_ 
i .a, p.897. 
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her who squander so much money and other wealthy women 
in ,building school s for girls and in bringing in women 
teachers f rom Constant inopl e and from Syria, that would 
be the best work she could possibly do, and no one would 
stand in her way. 
'As it is, t hey f ulfull no useful role with their point
less, _fruitles s extravagance . 
'This is my view of t he situation; I think it is a 
mistake to engage in politics. I would never tell her 
this, because women - especially princesses -- like you 
to agree with t hem and not to cross them. I prefer not 
to argue with her when she is discussing poli tics. But 
if she is talking with someone else in her sal on , she will 
not suffer me to r emain silent and insists on drawing me 
in, much as I always hate to contradict what I consider 
her mistaken i deas. One d~ I said to her: 'When I am 
silent, you are not satisfied; and, when I talk, I do 
not please you -- for we invariably disagree. What am I 
to do?' 1 11 

Riga, pp.896-897 . 

Nazli died at four o'clock in the morning on Sunday, December 31, 

1913. 11 Five days before her death, I had gone in to see her fairly late 

at night and sat talking and laughing with her for an hour. She was in 

excellent spirits and made some jokes -- fairly broad in nature -- having 

reference to the hour and the place. The day before her death, one of 

her slave girls informed cal1ers that her health was much better. She, 

however, was convinced tha.t she could not survive December, the month in 

which both of her parents had died. On Saturday evening, her cousin,· 

Prince ~usayn, . Tawfiq1 s brother and, f r om 1914 to 1917, Sul~an of Egypt, 

sat with her until half past seven. He left her in fair health, though in 

poor spirits. Her death, which appeared painless, was the result of 

cardiac paralysis . Just before drawing her last breath, she closed· her 

eyes with her own hand. During the hours that followed, friends gathered 

in the familiar drawing-room to mourn her: Zaghlul Basha, Storrs, and 

others. Much affected, Prince ~usayp., 1 now t he oldest surviving member 

of his family, kept repeating rather incongruously, 11 C1etait un tzye , 

c'etait un tyPe . 11180 

180 
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Princess -Nazli Facp_ left no written works, no tangible evidence 

of her influence. She has no project or foundation credited to her name. 

In her nature were many contradictions: she was an imperious aristocrat, 

but abhored despotism; she was intelligent and informed, but blind in 

her loyalties and stubborn in her judgments -- astute but quixotic; she 

surrounded herself with the trappings of the past, but lived in the 

latest hour and remained youthful with the young. She was a fervent 

Muslim, but not a typical Mu..,lim woman; her desires and her position 

were stronger than the traditional ties of the veil and of seclusion 

from masculine society. Her gre~test contribution to her contemporaries 

~~sher friendship and her penchant for interesting people. Underscoring 

these were her hospitality and her independent spirit. Nithout her 

drawing-room, the multi~opinioned intellectuals in Egypt in her day would 

have lacked a focal point, an informal meeting place. Without her in

trepidity, many an old idea would have remained sacrosanct and many a new 

cause unsung. 



-
VII QASIM' S EARLY WRITI GS 

A. · Intellectual Climate of the Early 1 90s 

During the early months of 1893, one of the main topics of 

conversation among the habitues of Nazli's salon was a new .book by a 

French duke., entitled L'·Eg:vpte et les Egyptiens.18francois Charles Marie, 

due d 1harcourt (1835-1895), wa.s 11 one of a number of Europeans who made · 

repeated visits to Egypt to bask in its winter sun and to ramble about 

·ts provinces. 11182 During the past decade he had published several tracts 

giving his views on various social aspects of the Third Republic: in 

1881, Administration de 1 1·arme~ discours prononce a la Chambres des 

Deputes du 22 fevrier (Paris, A. Quantin, 15 pages); in 1886, Quelgues 

reflexions sur les leis sociales (Paris, Firmin-Didot, 281 pages); and, 

in 1890, La nersecution religieuse dans le bourg d 1harcourt pendant la 

Revolution, 1790-1802 (Falaise, R.Moutanze, 19 pages). 183 

After his third and last visit to Egypt in 1889, he published 

his book on Egypt to air his views on the weaknesses in that country's 

moral values and national character. The book's Egyptian readers were 

outraged; but, although it evoked copious discussion, it brought forth no 

reply from Egypt 1 s literary or journalistic community. The young Egyptian 

press still hung back from publicly probing into social ills. 

181Fran~oise Charles Marie, due d1Harcourt, L1Egypte et les Egyptiens, 
Paris, 1893, 305 pages. 

182KhakI, p.61 

183Bibliotheque Nationale Catalogue General~ 
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In 1889 , YaCqub Sarruf and Faris Mimr, who had started Al-Muqtataf . 

in Bayrut in 1876 and moved it to Cairo around 1880 (see above, p. 19)~. 

founded Al- Mugattam to oppose the influence of Al-Ahram which had been .. 
upholdi ng the . nationalists be~ore and during the CUrabI revolt and was 

somewhat pr_o-French. The editors of Al- Mugattam threw their support be-
• " 

hind Cromer and the British occupation but, because of the strength of 

their anti-nationalist feelinr,s, probably were more of a liability than 

an asset to the cause they espoused . 

Al-Mu' aYY§:d, founded in 1890 by Shaykh 4 AlI yusuf, soon beca~e 

:militantly nationalist and se, erE·ly critical of the British occupation 

and of Cromer . It was cons,ffVc.tive as well as pro- Khedive . (See p . 90 .) 

During the 1 90s, Sarr~· ar,d N imr' s Al-Hugta t;af ( see above, p .19.) , 

which had begun as a channel of ~·fostern scientific thought and of popular

ized Arab history, was established as one.Qf the :two le~dfng · periodicals 

of the Arabic speaking countries, became a training ground for contem

porary Arab writers, and bega giving sociological articles priority 

over scientific and historical ones. The other of the two leading 

periodicals was Zayd~n_' s Al-:Ulal ( see above, p . 20 ) , which concentrated 

on historical rticles and,in so doing,' whether intentionally or not, 

t . t 1S3a increaseQ Arab natiqnal sen JJnen •. . 

183a 
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., 
B. Les EgyPtiens (1894): Qas:irn 1 s Defense of the s~atus Quo 

One Egyptian, however, could not let the of ensive book go 

unanswered. That man was Qasim Amin. Since no one else had done so, and, 

despite his lack of experience in the field of letters, he wrote his reply 

in the final month of 1893 . at he lacked in literary background he 

made up for in legal training, which supplied him with logical argumen

tation and a wide range of detailed facts . Keeping his regular duties to 

a minimum, he completed his work in French at as rapid a pace as consci-

-entiousness would permit . Early in 1894, Cairo's Al-Jarida Press published 

this first book of Qasim 1 s, Les EgyPtiens: reponse a due d 1Harcourt. 

Al-Jarida was run by ~ad Lu~fi a -Sayyid, an aristocratic constitutionalist, 

who, though he held moderately conservative attitudes on religious matters, 

was an exponent on the political side of the progressive reform ideas of 

the Abduh circle· . He became an i ncreasingly close associate of Qasim's .184 

Q;sim's determination to requte d 1Harcourt's opinions was wholly 
., 

justified, for many of the duke's criticisms were based on superficial 

knowledge and questionable r easoning. The topics which he covered, however, 

were vital ones, deserving of constant study and continual reassessment . 

When Qasim brought his book to a close , it did not close the matter in his 

mind. The problems ~hich d 1Harcourt had raised and failed to solve remained 

to be solved . Qasim had pointed out d 1Harcourt 1 s shortcomings, but that did 

not absolve Egypt of hers . Qasim discussed the issues with his friends and, 

as time went on began t o j ot down his new ideas "almost as if he were keeping 

a diary of the fresh insights which came to him . 11185 

184Actams, pp.224- 225 . 

l85Kh:::-._.. ? a.t\J., p . 2 . 



C. Asbab wa- Nata ' i ,i wa-Akhlag wa-Mm·m 1 iz ( 1894-1897) : 

9asim's Probing of the Status Quo 

90 

During 1894, a series of articles, entitled "Causes and Effects 11 

and by-lined only "An Honest Egyptian 11 , appeared in Al -1-~u• a~tyad . At that 

time , this ,•;as one of . t:ne l eadi ng_ newspapers in .the .,Arab.;.._speaking.world. Al

though its editor, Shaykh • l I Yusuf (1863-1913) "directed the appeal of 

Al "' ' d l 1 t t · rth d · · 11186 d · t - r.u a:yya arge y o conserva ive, o o ox op111ion, an i was con-

sidered 11a palace organ111tiee p. 88) , ~he was a great friend of·'Muha.rranad 'Abduh 1 

• 

and opened his columns on occasion to contributions of a controversial 

nature. In 1896- 1897, "An Ho:iest Egyptian" penned a second series of 

articles, entitled "Characteristics and Distinctions11 • Together the two 

sets of essays presented a discomfort.ing picture of mishandled wealth, 

education, women and bureaucracy in ~gypt. To extend the impact of these 

essays, Muhammad "AlI Kamz.l gc.1.thcred them up in 1898 and published them . 
in book form . Not until 1913 di d the book appear under the posthumously 

, - . .., 188 
acknowledged authorship of ,t,as:un _Ainin. 

Although contemporary journalists were not yet much given to the 

exploration of social issues , Qas:i.m's book was not a pioneer work or even 

unique in its day. Even before al-Afgh;nI and 'Abduh, Rifa'a Bak Rafi' 

al-Tahtawi 1 s (see above,p. 13 ) handbooks on education and ~Ali Basha 

Mubarak's (see above, p . 9 ) tracts on the reform of education and on the 

186 
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187 
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188Qasim Amin, Asbab waJlat a'i,i wa- Akhla wa-Hawa 'iz Alexandria; published at 
the expense of 'Ali Effendi a l-Khattab, Bookseller and in-law of Qasim 1 s?)l 
forwarded by a biography of his lite by Jurji Zaydan, reprinted from Al-Hilal: 
1913; 92 pages . 
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improvement of teaching had broken ground in that fi eld and had been 

the first to consider the educat ion of women . The pen of Muhammad 

'Abduh had, in the early 1 80s , sketched r eforms for most of the social 

ills besetting Egypt. Thus the "Honest Egyptian" escaped the criticisms 

born of shocked complacency that a completely new appraisal might have 

inspi r ed . Nor did he question the validity of Islam itself, as 

d 1Harcourt had done , but only the abuses of Islam . 
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D. Kal imat 

Throughout his life, Qasim kept a not ebnok in which he recorded 

his impressions of people and events, conversations which he felt illus

trative of a point of view, and general philosophic observations . The 

book was probably intended only. f or private satisfaction .and not for 

publication . It was not publ ished until after his death . 

KalL~at gives ample indication of Qasim's literary gifts and 

reflects his experimentation with ma.ny forms of writ"ing and with the 

portrayal of many moods . Perhaps more than any of his other writings 

it reveals the mind and heart of this sensitive and constructive person . 

(See Appendix II . ) 



VIII QASil1' S rn.;;I NIST 1dIUTINGS 

A. Intellectual Climate of the Late 1 90s 

During the 1 90s, the Egyptian factio~s, which had closed against 

the British in the I S0s,began to find themselves uneasy with one another's, 

platfonns,and their divergences of opinion could no longer be played 

down. The catalist for this new climate was the succession in 1$93 of 

'Abbas II Hilmi to the khedivial throne. Whereas Tawfiq had worked out 

a modus vivendi with the British, Abbas refused any kind of compromise 

with them. In addition Abbas was a ruler of the old order and had little 

interest in constitutionali sm or in social refonn. To him rallied the 

conservatives and those non-conservatives who wished to oust the British 

from Egypt at once and at any cost. 

The most prominent figure in the latter group was lfostafa Kamil .. 
(1S74- 190S), "a consumptive young law-student" , who returned in 1895 from 

Paris, where he had moved deep in anti- British circles . Dubbed a 

"Gallicised Egyptian11 , he constantly reminded the Khedive that France, with 

Russia in the background, was an enthusiastic advocate of Egyptian auton-

omy. Though differing from many po:iri~ of view (for example, Kamil stressed 

pan- Islamjsrn,while 'Abduh 'favored pan-Arabism), Kamil considered 'Abduh a 

fellow disciple of al- AfghanI and approached him about joining forces. 'Abduh 
\ 

refused, unable to endorse Kamil I s cooperation with the reactionary h.'hedive. 
> 

and refused alliance . Thus the second phase of Egyptian nationalism crys-

tallized around Kamil with an inflani,atory tone, leaving 'Abduh I s reformist 

moderates free to operate apart from it. Kamil began organizing his followers 

into a political group which was to become the : Patrio~ic Party (Al-Bizb 

al-Watani)(see below, p.123) , and ..rhich began to publish Al-Li,~a' (The 

Banner) in 1900 . He received the active support of France until 1904 when 

93 
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189 
the Franco-British Entente Cordiale forced her to bring it to an end. 

On the other hand, ~Abduh crone increasingly to look toward Britain 

for his support. The return of Gladstone and the Liberals to power in 

London in 1892 had given promise that the Occupation might encourage 

democratic institutions and social reform and consider early evacuation . 

Although this promis was not fulfilled, the British continued to think 

freedom of speech and of the press a safety valve, harmless to them

selves and, at least, a cause of more embarrassment to the Khedive and 

to the Sul~an · than to themselves. Thanks to this dichotomy, Qasim set 

forth his opinions, no sentiment that criticisms of the established order 

were unpatriotic, had gained hold. 

In addition, British countenancing of such freedom of speech made 

Cairo a haven for dissidents in trouble elsewhere . Even the incendiary 

'Abd Allah al- Nadim, ,mo had had to leave Egypt as a condition of the 

pardon which Qasim had ga· o-i for him from prime minister Riyaq in 1887 

could return . He had spent his exile in Constantinople, where he had 

been given an official position and had resumed his intimacy with 

al-AfghanI. Ba.ck in Cairo, al-Nadim rejoined his old friend Mu~~afa 

Ka.mil and became active in the Nationalist Party. 
t 

Most of the refugees, however, were more attracted to Muhammad . 
(Abduh . Many Young Turks, who had worked f'or constitutionalism at 

Constantinople were forced to flee to Egypt, where the British demurred 

-to the Sultan's demand to hand them back and where they were welcomed by . 
<Abduh and found hospitality at Princess Nazli's salon.190 

189 . · , 
Gabriel Hanotai.AX,ed, Histoire da la Nation Egyptienne, VII, Paris, 

1940, p.196 and Kirk, pp.15-16. 

190cromer, Abbas II, p.76. 
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The progressive Syrian lawyer, Abd al-Rahman al-Kawakibi (1847-. 
1902), walked out of the Sultan's jail and onto the boat bound for Cairo • 

• 

Although he did not arrive in Egypt until 1898, his ideas were kno,,m 

there through the articles which he had been publishing in the Egyptian 

press, denouncing tyranny, championing the poor, and deploring illiteracy, 

especially of women, and corrupt family conditions. Though a disciple 

of al-AfghanI, he differed vrith him in drawing a sharp distinction between 

Arab and non-Arab Muslims and in thinking that the Arabs by descent and · 

language should control the leadership of a united Islamic world. While 
!< 

he plead for sectarian harmony, he nevertheless contributed greatly to 

the inevitable transfer of leadership in the Arab movement to Muslim hands . 

nis introduction of the idea of a purely spiritual caliph led for the 

first time to considering the divorcement of religion from politics, an 

essential prerequisite of nationalism. To NazlI's drawing-room al-Kawakibi 

preferred the Splendide Cafe where he sat daily, charming his audience 

with his brilliant talk, his novel and daring views, and the humor with 

19 which he could express them. 

Despite this cosmopolitan atmosphere in Cairo, the need for 

domestic political freedom and social reform pushed interest in pan

Islam and in Arab unity into the background among Egyptian intellectual 

leaders. On this point 'Abduh's set scarcely differed from ir-amil 1 s . 

Yet 'AbdtL.'1 1 s belief in moderation led to a more cooperative outlook towards 

the non-Egyptian ,-.rorld . As a counterpoise to Kamil I s extreme Nationalists, 

Abduh's followers supported the political party o ·more moderate -outlook 

which was in the process of formation (see below, p·. -124) . 

191 
Antonious, pp . 95-98; Daghir, pp .672-675; and Haim, ed, pp . 25-29 . 
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B. Ta~rir al-Mar'a (1899): 

Qasim 1 s Demand for Refonn of the Status 9.!::2 

1. Previous thought about the status of women. 

To the reformers discussions of social issues, the subject of 

the status of women was no stranger. It must have stirred the emotions 

greatly for it intimately touched the daily life of every man, struck 

at the heart of the basic unit of society, and was closely bound to 

religious beliefs . Yet, if Isla.~ could not encompass reform in the 

status of women, no amount of other refonn within it could allow it to 

stand as a modern religion. 

Egyptian Muslim writers had been attac~ing the woman problem 
I 

obliquely or on the fringes: Al-Tahtawi and Mubarak viz-a-viz education; . . 
al-Kawakibi, 'Abd al-Kar'Im Sa,.lman,.. al-Shidyaq, and Sa c:d Zaghlul had all 

written something indicating they realized the existence of the prob]em. 

cAbduh had mentioned the education of women, reminding Muslims of the 

Qur 1 an's qualified statements about the equality of women in some 

spheres, and criticizing the injustices arising out of polygamy and 

divorce. His motives for these remarks, however, were less directed 

toward coming to grips with the condition of women than with illustrating 

the method by which Islam could be purified of its medieval accretions, 

reduced to its simplest and most universal form, and returned to its 

original purity of principle, loftiness of ethic, and high standard of 

justice. Though using reason in his analysis, 'Abduh put revelation 

first and then showed how reason verified it . Thus, he kept reason 

second and subordinate to revelation.192 

192~ 152 ..., ran, p. • 
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One of the most widely read of the Islamic , apologists of the 

time who among other subjects illustrating the vital contemporary spirit 

of Islam, discussed the position o Muslim women, was the Indian Shi'ite, 

Sayyid Amir Ali . A very persuasive writer, his ideas were copied through

out the Muslim countries.193 His book appeared first in English as a 

series of articles in a London journal. These were translated into a 

series of Arabic articles, published about 1893 in Cairo in the journal 

Al-Mut;tatar.194writingonpolygamy, he states the practices of other 

societies, ancient and relatively modern (pages 222-228), and concludes 

that, until fairly recent t:imes, Islamic performance in this aspect 

of marriage was ahead of most other religious communities (pages 2~8-2.35), 

prompted by Mutiammad I s teachings and actions (pages 235-238)~ and as 

circumstances permit will disappear in Muslim countries (page 230). 

Writing on divorce, his presentation follows- a similar pattern (pages 

241-244), and he concludes that contemporary Islam has fewer divorce rules 

which are unjust to women than do other social bodies (pages 245-247). 

Writing on seclusion (a general term which presumably includes veiling, 

for he does not mention it as such), he states that it was a pre-Islamic 

borrowing and was to a certain extent necessary in the early days of Islam, 

while social chaos was being brought under control, but that Mutia.'11Ulad 

never expected the custom to be perpetuated (pages 248-250). He brings 

his chapter on women to a close with a discussion of the development of 

the idealization of and reverence for womanhood in Islam; 11 Islam, 11 he 

asserts, "like Christianity, is different with different individuals and 

193H.A.R. Gibb, Modern Trends in Islam, Chicago, 1947, p.95. 

194Mtu:ammad 1'alll'at ~arb, Tarbiya,t al.J{ar'a wa- 11-f;ijab, 2nd ed., Cairo, 
1323 A.H. (1905), ,p.16.. ,Qasirn himself says it was June-July, 1899.) 



in different ages, but on t he whol e, true chivalry is more intimately 

associated with true Islam than wi th any other form of positive faith 

or social institution . " (pages 251-253). Where her condition appears 

more backward than in other societies, it is not the fault of Islam, 

but the result of a want of cul ture among the community generally 

(page 257) .195 

Egyptian Christian writers had ventured further into the subject 

of women than had Egyptian Muslims , but had reached only a very .limited 

audience . The first person thus to approach the woman question in a 

concentrated work was an Egyptian Christian lawyer, Marqu~ Fahrni. In 

1894 he wrote A1J1ar'a f1'l-Sharg (Woman in the East), describing all 

the ills of the Egyptian domestic scene and demanding the elimination 

of the veil, monogamy and rights of divorce for wives as well as husbands . 

In addition he recommended intermarriage between Muslims and non-Muslims. 

This book had no influence outside the author's immediate circle . 

Equally unnoticed was a pamphlet of his Christian contemporary, ~abib 

al-Zayat, though it was distri buted in 1899 as a supplement to the 

popular literary magazine, Al -Diya 1 (The Light), published by Ibrahim 

al-Yaziji. Approaching the problem from a different. point of view, this 

essay, Al..Mar 1 a fi'l-Jahiliyya (Woman i n pre-Islamic Arabia) tried, on 

the basis of the old poetry, to characterize the position of women before 

the time of Mw:iammad . Executed with great feeling, the work concludes 

that, in those days, Arabian wonen had a much higher role than in most 

contemporary Muslim countries, 196 

195Ameer Ali, Syed, The Spi r it of I sl~~, Revised edition, London, 1953, 
pp.222-257 • . (See Appendix I , pp. lUJ-lU~.) 

196rgna.c& Krachkowski, trans., Al-Mar 1a al-Jadida by Qasim Am!n, St . 
Petersburg, 1913, Introduction. 
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On the whole, Muslim women themselves (were they Egyptian or 

Syrian, publishing in Egypt because of censorship in their homeland) 

resembled Princess Nazli Fa~ in neglecting the cause of women in favor 

of other interests. An exception was the Egyptian Muslim authoress, 

{A'isha at-Taymuriyya (1840-1902), the daughter of a prominent and 

wealthy family, like Qasim( s,:?e ~bove , p . 2 ) of Kurdish origin • Over the 

objections of her mother, her father saw to her education from early 

childhood, tutoring or having her tutored in literature and poetry, 

Qur'an , calligraphy, etymology, prosody and syntax, French, and juris

prudence . She married but was widowed early and lost her only child, 

a daughter, in early childhood. From then on, her writing occupied 

much of her attention. She published in press and in poetry her thoughts 

and opinions on many subjects, including the social needs of women . 

She is probably the first Mus~im of modern times, man or woman , to write 

of the need for ending veiling and seclusion. Her work was not widely 

read nor could it provoke the serious consideration given her masculine 

colleagues .197 

Warda al-YazijI of the celebrated Syrian literary family was knovm 

in Egypt, but neither she nor her circle of women took a specific interest 

in questions relating to women. The first signs on any scale of self

conscious expression among women were a flurry of women's magazines which 

were issued toward the end of the nineteenth century. These periodicals, 

mostly shortlived, were the work of Syrian Arab women and were composed 

and published in Egypt because of the censorship in Syria. The first such 
I 

journal, Al-Fatat (Yiademoiselle), was started in 1892 by Hind Mawfal Nair . 

197naghir, pp.238-240. 
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This was followed in 1896 by Maryam Mu~hir's Mir 'at al-Uasna 1 (Mi r r or of 

Beauties). Two of the longer lived ones were Alexandra Avierino's 

Anis al-Jalis (Counsell~r), begun in 1898, and Labiba Hashim's Fatat 

al-Sharq (Young Woman of the East), begun later, in 1906. These magazines, 

however, rarely touched on themes of a social character and are of far 

less interest on the subject of the advancement of women than general 

magazines and newspapers. Nor, being Christian, do they apply at any 

length to Muslim women .198 

The most widely noticed public utterance of an Egyptian Muslim in 

this period was a 1896 .speecfi of Umar "'Lutfi, a la:wyer, · entttled · ·. .c . . . 

"The Rights of Muslim Women in the East". Based exclusively on theo

retical material from Muslim law and emphasising rights of property and 

inheritance, his conclusions were that the Eastern woman had thirteen 

hundred years ago received the rights which European women were only now 

receiving.199 

2. Qasim's First Contribution 

.The first Muslim thoroughly to formulate and to detail the 

prob~em of the Arab Muslim woman in itself was Qasim Amin. His contribution 

lies not only in the thoroughness of his exposition of one aspect of 

reform, that of the · condition of women, but also in the steadfastness and 

courage with which he, a mild-mannered man, held to his beliefs throughout 

the time's most violent controversy 

Toward the end of his life, Qasim disclosed to a friend how he 

had come to write his first book on women: "Even after I had written 

198K · I P - - L 6 rachkowski, ntroduction, and ierre Cachia, Taha l}usayn~ ondon, 195, 
pp.27-2$. 

199Krachkowski, Introduction. 
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my rebuttal of d' arcourt, I could not shake from my mind one important 

subject which we had debated. I found myself dissatisfied with my own 

arguments. I am referring, of course, to the problem of the Egyptian 

woman. Up until that time I had been totally unaware that something 

might be wrong with our family patterns. I decided upon a complete 

study of the matter . The more I read on this many-sided subj ct, the 

more the nature of the disease became clear to me . Tahrir al-Mar'a 

was my prescription for its cure. 11200 

Further evidence of Qasim's openmindedness is the quote attrib

uted to him by Rashid Ri1a in an eulogy for him: 11It profits one nothing 

to belittle a faultfinder by citing his own faults . We should , instead, 

recognize our faults, admit them,, and seek. to remove them . 11201 

Qasim spent the summer of 1897 in Switzerland with Mul}amm.ad 

~Abduh, Atimad Lu~fi al- Sayyid; and Sa~d Zaghl~l~ They attended lectures 

at the university and discussed what they heard and read in the light 

f th i kn 1 d f A b . 1·t t d I 1 . h'l h 202 o e r 01-m ow e ge o ra ic 1 era ure an s amic p 1 osop y. 

The experience was one of deep intellectual searching for them (See 

below, p .124 ) • Qasim was 1.n the process ·or writing his-:book at ·the 

time ·and. read ·several chapters to ' his friends . 202a 

In his book, Tahrir al-1.1.ar' a (Woman's Emancipation)',' '.Qasim 

discusses the improvement of the status of women in Islam over pre-Islamic 

times, an improvement which deteriorated durjng subsequent history. 

200Tawfiq ~abib, "Qasim Amin and the Egyptian Woman", Al-Hilal, #36, 
Cairo, May, 1908, p .945. 

201Rashid Riga, "Qasim Bak Amin", Al-Huatataf, Cairo, June, 1908, p.458. 

202Jamal Mohammed Ahmad , The I ntellectual Origins of Egyptian Nationalism, 
London, 1960, p.87. 

202a . •,· _ . . 
Ahmad Lutfi. a:1-Sayyid, "}fudhakkirat 11 , "Al-Musawwar , No .13 52, 8 Sept. 

1950, p.25. • 

" ' ' . 
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l( 

He stresses/\ women need; to be educated in order to fulfill her role in 

the family and in society. She must be freed from ignorance and not 

only learn skills, but also acquire t rue kno~ledge and intellectual 

capacity, albeit she need not att end school beyond the primary stage . 
,( 

While observing modesty in dress and demeaner, she must be freed of 

the veil and of seclusion, so that she can become an independent human 

being, able, if necessary, to earn her own living . She must be freed 

from the degrading practices of polygamy and from unjust divorce 

patterns; polygamy and divorce must again be subject to strict limitations 

and special circumstances. Qasim concludes that her resultant elevated 

status in society will raise the spiritual level of the population as 
. 203 ., 

a whole. · " ,. 

Many of Qasim' s points reflect a familiarity with Sayyid Amir 

'Ali's article on the status o women . However, Qasim's was a greatly 

Q!Ilplified presentation and differ ed markedly in two ways. Firstly, 

Qasim 1 s purpose was not to prove that contemporary Islamic society was 

better than others as ' Ali hatj done . Very likely 'Ali's failure to 

discuss veiling per~ in his discussion of seclusion is indicative of 

his desire to flatter conservative leadership. Qasim wanted reform and 

not excuses • . Though avoiding a controversial tone, he did not leave 

out subjects which would be hardest to accept nor did he include details 

which would, by making the truth more palatable, distract attention from 

the problem. Secondly, while ~Ali did not speak of education and had 

only hinted briefly at a general cultural want, Qas:i.m devoted ample space 

to an analysis of the educational needs of society as a whole and 

stressed the contribution an educated woman could make to the culture and 

morality of humankind. 

203Qasim Amin, Tahrir al-Mar'a, Cairo, 1899. 
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3. Qasim's Impact 

Qasim's recognition of his countrymen's and co-religionist faults 
)( 

and his prescription for their removal appeared in 1899. Despite his 

defense of Islam itself, loyal somet imes to the point of inaccuracy 

and his care to emphasize that he wrote not only to benefit Egypt's 
X: 

womankind, but also, by rehabilitating her, to quicken the country's 

cultural and economic development, Tabrir al..Mar'a created a great out

cry. Of course, he had the support of his friends, in the forefront of 

whom were Sa'd Zaghlul, then chancellor of the court of appeals; Fara~ 

Antoo (1974-1922), publisher of the journal, Al-.f"ami'a (The Alliance) , 

who had helped in the me chanics of the book's composition and who now 

hailed Qasim as the Eastern "Oriental Luther 11 ; 204and Prime Minister 

Mu~~afa Fahrni Basha, who, in the pages of Al-Mu'ayyad, seconded Qasim 1 s 

opinions about the education of girls and the lifting of the veil. 205 

In addition, the book ha.ct scarcely appeared in print before newspapers 

began to report the fonnation of a committee in Egypt, under the sponsor

ship of responsible individuaas, for the emancipation of women along 

the lines indicated by Qasim~06 

Detractors, however, far outnumbered supporters. Qas:im's slim 

volume provoked about thirty books and pamphlets written in opposition207 

as well as many columns of the newspapers. 

In his introduction to his attack, Talacat Harb explained that . . 
he had been prompted to write it because of the vast amount of study and 

discussion which Q~sim 's book had aroused. Public opinion had reacted 

204Daghir, p.11;.7 and 11SufurI 11 , "Dhikra Qasim Amin", Al-Mugtataf, Cairo, 
June, 1928, p.684. 

205113 f- -:-rt 687 u uri , p. • 

20~arb, pp.2c3. 
207 

.AI:rnted, p.47. 
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. 208 
to an extent unprecedented even in great political issues. "When I 

saw the kind of debate going on between the 'pros' and the 'cons', each 

claiming the sanction of canon and realized that their arguments were 

largely meaningless, I was eager to study the problem and to add my 

opinion." 11Here11 , he adds, almost paraphrasing the words of Qasim' s 

introduction to Tat A Ir al-Nar' a , 11 is the result of my study. If I am 

mistaken, let my good in entions excuse my mistakes; if I am right, 

as I think I am, I do not ask for reward. 11209with his usual eye on 

popularity, Khedive ~Abbas aligned himself with Qasim1 s opponents. 

CAbadin Palace was forbidden to QasiJ71 •. 2~ u~~afa Kamil Is close friendship 
\ 

with the Frenchwoman, Juliette Adams, did not inspire him to brook 
X 

their differences in political outlook and speak out in defense of 

Qasim' s point of vi~w. · Kamil, then at the height of his power as a 

nationalist leader, for a time turned all bis energy to combating Qasim1 s 

ideas. He kept returning to the subject with his usual fire and eloquence, 

ostensibly defending the veil but in reality attacking Western standards 
· 211 

of morality and indicating the danger of copying them. 

There were those who criticized Qasim for his Westernization, 

and those who cited Proudhon, Auguste Compte, and Samuel Smiles in defense 

f h . . t. h. . 212 o t eir oppos1 ion t o is views. 

Tala'at Harb rejected the assertion of many that Qasirn was another • • 

one of those ✓Egyptians who had adopted Western opinions of Easterners 

while living abroad . "That is proven by his words and by his defending 

20aMuhammad Taia 11at ljarb ' Fa§l al-Khitab fi 1 1-Mar I a wa-' 1-Hijab, Cairo, 
1901, . p.3 . • 

209 . 
Tarbiyat, p.10 . 

210H k 1 T -··· ay a , ara,11.m, 

211Ahmed, p .47 . 

212 - -l\haki, p . 118 . 

p . 166 and 11Sufuri11 , p.686 . 
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the treatment of the Muslim woman and veiling in a valuable book ,vritten 

as f reply to th~t of the Due d'Harcourt. But I have no idea what 

influenced him to change his mind so completely in Tahrir al-Mar'a .613 

Like most critics, ~arb 1 s greatest objection was to Qasim's opinions 

about veiling . He recognized his country's great need for education, but 

believed that wom4n cou d r eceive her share fully veiled. Whereas 

Qasim, who couched his discussion in very moderate terms, thought heavy 

veiling an un.wholesome influence i nsofar as it too much emphasis on the 
/' 

physical relationship between the sexes, ~arb thought it the greatest 

assurance of virtuousness. 214 

~arb was also extremel y di ~·1uieted by Qasim I s refusal to accept 

any interpretation of the O,!r' ~:i1 which supported the concept that women 

215 are less intelligent and less perceptive than men. 

-
Before ~arb, the great professor, Far!d Bak Wajdi, one of 'Abduh 1 s 

more conservative disciples and l ater editor, with 'Abbas Mahm~d al-<Aqqad, 

of Al-Dustur (Constitution), t he first newspaper to open its columns 

to literary prose and poetry~16had written a reply to Tabrir al-Mar 1a 

which was published in Al-Nu 1 a:yyad, o Sept ember 20 and .October 1, 1899, 

under the titr . 11 A Look at Woman' s Emancipation 11 ?,nd later expanded into 

book form as Al-~ar 1a al-Mu3lima . 217wajdi 1 s work revolved largely around 

the differences between men and women, demarcating the sphere of women 

and citing the need t ·o limit her freedom. When he discusses veiling, he 

213T b" t ar iya , 

214.rarbiyat, 

p.16. 

p.69. 
215 

Tarbiyat , p . lS . 
216 

Cacchia, p . 28. 

217 - . T · 

F~rid" Bak 'Wajdi, Al-Mar' a al-Musl ima , Cairo·; 1912; and ~arb/Tarbiyat, 
p.20 (pp.20-25 and 33-41 <!,re quotations from Wajdi). 
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falls into the pattern of many others in idealizing the situation of 

the veiled women while descri bi ng the Western woman in her least favorable 

light, just as Qasim had done i n h i _s reply to Due d 1Harcourt:8 

Decrying Qasim I s destru,~t ive inclinations and lack of piety, the 

shaykhs of Al-Azhar, with wi :i.d exaggeration, swelled the ranks of Qasim 1 s 

opponents . To them QasiL1 wa5 ,;ont radicting religious law and, worse 

still, making revelation subJact t o reason. He was pursuing reason first 

and then verifying the results of reason by revelation. , More · · cono-

: clastic still, he gave the spirit of revelation · as much or more weight 

than its letter . 219 

218 
Khaki _, p . 119. 

219 Safran, p.152 . 
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C. Al-Mar'a al-Jadida (1900): 

Qasim's Demands Expanded 

1 . Qas~ enlarges his discussion 

A man of Qasim 1 s sensitive and high-strung temperament can 

but have been deeply hurt by these hostile reactions . With the courage 

of his convictions, ·hm1ever, and with the support of Sac:'d Zaghlul, , who 

received the dedication, he published a second, more controversial 

book one year after the first, in 1900. This , Al-Mar' a a)-Jadi da 

(The New Woman) 22~as not as systematic as the first and confined itself 

mainly to points all owing of contradictory interpretations . From one 

appr oach , AlfMar' a . al- Jadida , is more important t han Tahrir a1J·iar' a , 

insofar as it relates its subject to a wider context of Muslim life 

in its present aspects and future possibilities . Written in a more 

stringent tone, it shows t he outrage against his critics which Qasim 

could not altogether hide. He rejects altogether the false pride about 

Muslims of earlier times and the ill- founded arrogance toward the West . 

Muslims must join the march of progress and look towards the West not 

with scorn, but with eyes willing to learn. 

At the appearance of the second, more revolutionary, book, the 

storm broke anew. ~ala 'at ljarb published a Fi nal Word ~ Woman ~ 

~ Veil (Fax1 al-Khitab fi 1 1-Mar ' a wa-' 1- I}ijab - see above, p.104, 

footnote 20~ which was essentially a translation into Arabic of t hat part 

of Qas:im1 s reply in French to Due d1Harcourt pertaining to the position 

220Qasim Amin , Al-Mar'a al-Jadida , Cairo, 1900. (See Appendix) . 
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of women. 11'l'his11 , says Ijarb, 11 is what he said in 189L., ~d we reecho 

it in 1900. 11 (Page 47). 

Other Final' Words of varying degrees of conservatism were publishe~21 

within and without Egypt's borders. In 1901, the ga2I al-guq~t (chief 

justice) of Egypt issued a statement, directed at closing the debate, in 
222 

which he ruled that veiling would r emain . 

But the debate continued . Salama Musa says: 0 In those years 

(1903-1907), there were two subjects that we used to discuss more than 

anything else, as the" concerned the whole of Egyptian society. They 

were the English occupation, and Qasim Amin's movement for the liberation 
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of women." The debate was still going on with the tide of disapproval 

224· 
still overwhelmingly against him at the time of Qasim's premature death . 

2. Qasim 1 s reaction to his critics. 

"'fhe character of the man is not finished until it is all 
the same to him whether people praise or blame him." (Kal imat ,p.18) 

11~ . Bak was asked, 1\·Jhat did you think of the book, .Woman's 
Emancioation?t H~ replied, 'It's terrible!' 
'You've read it then?' 
1No !' 
'But shouldn't you read it before deciding it's terrible?' 

1 I have not read, and I will not read; a book which contradicts 
my opinion!' 11 (Page 34). 

"Whenever I have seen public opim.on accusing a governmental 
figure of treason, railing at him, rabid for his downfall, I 
generally know that he is an innocent man a.nd has perf o:nned 
beneficial service. 
"Whenever I have seen public opinion hostile to a promising 
writer, and it has made him enemies who vie wittr one another in 
destroying his ideas and in demolishing his doctrine, and · 

221s uch as that of Mukhtar ibn Af:unad Mu I ayid Basha al- <'A~I-> Fail 
al-Khit,ab au Taflis Iblis min Ta rir al-Mar'a wa-RafC al- i ·ab, Bayrut, 
1318 A.H. (c.1900-1901 • Also Abd al-Majid Jar:m, Al-Daff_ al-Matin 
which I have not seen. 

222. 
·1;1arb, . Fa~l, p. 50. 

223Education, p.29. On page 15, he says that the veil was abolished among 
Copts about 1907 or 1908. 
224Adams , p. 234 . 



especially \•1henever I have seen them resorting in their 
invectives,to cursin0 and s lande~, it has turned ·out that he 
has struck falsehood a mortal blow and given truth the 
victory over it. 
11What is public opinion? 
11Isn•t it, in most cases, this most simple-minded multitude , 
hostile to change -- the servant of falsehood and the 
wellspring of tyranny. 
11 If reformers were always to wait for the sanction of public 
opinion, the world would be no different from what it was 
in the time of Adam and Eve. 11 ( Page 26) • 

11The printed word has the effect of rr'lgic upon the unso
phisticated man; it mesmerizes him.I.f he quotes from a book, 
he says, in order to repudiate any suspicion: 'This has been 
recorded in books'. 4f he .quotes from a newspaper, he says: 
'This was mentioned in the journal'. If you protested that 
the information might not be consistent with the truth and 
that the mistake might lie with the writer of the book or 
journal, he would answe r 1Yes, but the writer certainly must 
check the facts before publipation, because his profession 
requires him to do this . 1 11 (Pages 28-29) • 
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11 In books, newspapers, and journals, I see the writer more 
anxious to flatter the mass of readers than concerned over the 
expression of his i dea . 
11The writer who loves his art, however, publishes Pi.s ideas 
just as they are. He publishes the facts, no more and no less, 
accepting no alteration in them, no modification of them, no 
surrender of a letter in deference to anything whatsoever -
he is the enthusiast who believes in perfection for what he 
loves, who does not conceive of the existence of ~ything on 
a par ... '1.th it, and who pays attention to people's censure, but 
discovers in it a kind of fire of indignation, stimulating his 
nerves, activating his faculties, and spurring him to continue 
and to persevere . 11 (Page 8). 

"From.my knowledge of the opinion molders with whom I have 
associated, it appears to me that their enthusiasm is super-
ficial, not ignited by a fire kindled within the heart -- the 
enthusiasm of words which, once they have been expressed, 
return to dust, leaving no trace behind them . 11 (Page 7). 

11The affairs of the world proceed as if Divine Power takes 
no heed of them or as if It favors cowards and blesses their 
activities, their lives, their fortunes, and their progeny. 11 (Page 60). 



11Every discussion is useful, if its purpose i ;_; to uncover 
the facts. You _can find, however, only someone who wants 
to teach you what he has no knowledge of and who will listen 
to nothing you tell hirn, because he is interested only in 
wha.t he is saying. 11 (Par,e 20). 

"Every new idea is ·offensive because of the truth which it 
contains . Despite tl:w.".:.: it lives only by means of this 
truth." Bage 57). 

11Rarely is there to be f ound a truth into which some error 
is not mixed, and r arely is there to be found an error int o 
which some truth is not mixed. It, therefore, behooves us 
to listen to every word said." (Page 38). 
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These remarks were written oy Qasim in -h notebook which he kept 

and were probably never intended for publication. Indeed, they were 

not published until after his death. On the subject of the status of 

women, Q~si.m had said what he had to say, and it is characteristic of 

him that he did not spend any t~ne thereafter berating his critics in 

the columns of the public press. He turned his attention to other 

fields of interest . 

2. Qasi.m 1 s Successors 

In-the first decade of the twentieth century Alpnad Lu~fi al-Sayyid 

took Qasim's ideas and related them to the specific situations as they 

were developing in Egypt. In t he columns of Al-Jarida, he discussed the 

unwholesome family life of the upper and middle classes caused by 

seclusion, the contrast between it and that of the peasants, and the new 

problem of the gap between educated young men and uneducated young women . 225 

This century's second decade was witness to the publications of 

the women themselves . While the furor over Qasim 1 s books was still in 

225 . 01 A}:lmed, pp.9o- 00 . 



progress Malak ~ifni Na~if (1386-1918), daughter of a distinguished 

member of 'Abduh's group, began to write and t o speak on behalf of 

women I s rights. Her tone was for more wary and conservative than 

- 226 
Qasim's . 

Mayy Ziyada, a Christian from Bayrut, who moved to Cairo in 
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1908, gave Malak Jjifni Na~if en·couragement and, as her own first ·published 

work, offered, under the title of Babithat al- Badiya (The Desert . 

Inguiress), a biography of Mrs . Na~if which included a comparison of 
• 

her approach with Qasim 1 s . Miss Mayy held a salon, in many ways rem-

inescent of Princess Nazli's, and continued to write and to speak 

throughout the twenties on a number of literary and social subjects, but 

always at her best about women , until she was overcome by illness in 

1929.227 

By this time several women's groups had been formed and Madam. 

Huda Sha1arawi, a Muslim activist (who had publically discarded her 

veil in 1919) rather than a writer, became with the encouragement of 

Sa~d Zaghlul the outstanding figure in the women's movement. On her 

death the writer and doer, Duriya Shafiq became the most prominent feminist 

leader and has seen the question of the rights of women carried successfully 

into the ·political field. Qasim had said he found it premature even to 

speak of women's political role in society, but the Egyptian constitution 

of 1956 gave women the right to vote and to hold public office. 

226see Adams, pp.235-23~,and Mayy Zi~da, Babithat al- Badiya , Cairo, 1920. 

227see Mary Flounders Arnett, 11 arie Ziyada", Middle Eastern Affairs, New 
York, August-September, 1957, pp .288-294. 
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Requirements o._f eco omic and advances toward modern society 

plus a modest amount of legislation have produced a more equitable 

social climate in Egypt . Standards of education for boys as well as 

girls, however, are. still far short of the goals envisioned by Qasim 

228 
and by current social leaders. 

228 

C, 
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See Attilio Gaudio, La Revolution des Femmes en Islam, Paris, 1957, 
pp . 71- 79; Rudi Part, Zur Fraue_nfragc in der Arabisch-Islamischen Welt, 
Stuttgart-Berlin, 1934; Doria( Slla iq) "Ragai, La Femme et le Droit Religieux 
de 1 1Egypte Contemporaire, Paris, 1940; Ruth Frances Woodsmall, Moslem 
Women Enter a New World, New York, 1936; and Ruth F. Woodsmall, director, 
Study of the Role of Women, Their Activities and Organizations in Lebanon, 
Egypt, I~ag, Jordan, and Syria, October 1954-August 1955, New York, 1956, 
pp . 22-37 and 76- 88. 
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D. Qasim 1 s Family Practice 

At the time Qasim was campaigning to have the veil discarded, 

he did not wish Zaynab to unveil. His obedient wife neither opposed 

his advanced views nor objected to wearing the buraaC(face-veil) or 

the }Jabara ( long black v_eil) • She conformed to the status of the 

ladies of her time. Qasim r ealized that the time had not yet come to 

put his philosophy into effect and contented himself with articulating 

it. 

Even so, Zaynab did not altogether escape the unpleasantness 

resulting from her husband's books. One time at a party with a group 

of ladies, another guest who did not realize who she was turned the 

conversation to the subject of Qasim Amin and stated that he had embarked 

on his campaign only to please his shameless wife, who loved to step 

out and be constantly on the go . When this person went on to describe 

Zaynab as she imagined her, another one of the guests called her attention 

to Zaynab' s presence . After the critic realized w'1at Zaynab was really 0 

like, she apologized to her and revised her totally unfounded opinion. 

Another time, a young opponent of Qasim's came to his house and 

asked to -see him . Told he was not at home, he asked to see his wife. 

Informed that Qasim's wife did not receive anyone, he protested, saying 

he had merely wanted to put Qas~n 1 s ideals into practice by meeting and 

talking with Qasim's wife , and started to push his way through the door. 

The servants barred his way, forced him to leave, and locked the -door 
229 

behind him. 

· 22~zauji., Qasim Amin: an interview with Mrs. Zaynab Hanum. Qasim .Am.In:' 
Ruz al-Yusuf, Cairo, circa April, 1943, pp .10-11. 
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However, Qasim aDplied his philosophy in the great care with 

which he attended to the upbringing of his daughters. Qasim refused to 

let them wear the burga~ or the babara , and, .throughout their lives, never 

let them P½--t., 9ne on. _. , Once, when she was twelve years old, Fahima 

went to visit her father's maternal uncle, Ibrahlill Basha al-Kha~\ab, 

When he saw she was wearing a hat and ~n a summer frock, he took her 

to Stein's department store, bought her a burga' and a gabara, and made 

her wear them on her return hoil\e. In the evening, when he saw Qasim, 

he told him what he had done, adding: 11 Yourdaughter' s grmm up, Qasim. 

She must be veiled. 11 Qasim, however, took the buraac and the babara 

from Fahima and gave them to a maid. 230 

~o -
Personal communication from Qasim Amin 1 s grandson. 
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IX QASlM 1S OTHER I NTERESTS 

A. Laneuage .and Language Refonn 

Little is lmovm of Qasim1 s activities ~uring the five years 

between 1900-1905. It is reported that he engaged in some travelling 

for pleasure and observation in Turkey and Syria at some point in life;31 

and this may have occurred during these years. Somewhere along .the 

line, his gift for language developed into a concern for the refonn of 

Arabic, and it is logical to assume that this was the stage in his 

experience when his attention would have turned to it. 

Friend and foe, alike, arunitted that, even though they might 

take violent exception to the content, they could not help but admire 

Qasim 1 s clear, pure, simple direct prose style. · Had it not been for 

this, his unpopular works might not have been so widely read nor lived , 

so long as modern Arabic classics. 

Doubtless his mastery of a language other than his own helped to , 

give him greater insight into his mother tongue, but it was his own 

flair for language which allowed him his superior lmowledge of French . 

Illustrating Qas:im's reputation for French, if not his infallibility in 

it, is a story told of Mullamrnad 4:'Abduh. "Both for the sake of practice 

in translation and in connection with his plans for the reform of 

Egyptian schools, he (<Abduh) translated into Arabic from a French 

version a book on education by the p}lilosopher, Herbert Spencer·. He 

then showed his translation to his friend Qasim Amin, who was aclmowledged 

to have a greater 1feel 1 for this language than anyone else around. 

231Haykal,F! 'J.wqat al-Faragh, p.104. 
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Of French-versed Egyptians, he was the most skilled in reading, speaking, 

and writing. Qasim Amin made some corrections, and then the Reverend 

Master submitted the corrected translation to some French Arabic 

specialists, only to find that Qasim's corrections were wrong and that 

232 
what he had written originally had been right ." 

In respe~t to Arabic, Qasim was in the tradition of Na~if 

al-YazijI, Bu}rus al-Bust~n!, and Af:unad Faris al-Shidyaq (see pp.14-17),' 

wishing to purge it of its archaic inflexibility and, by purifying and 

simplifying it, to release its natural beauty . At the same time, he 

went further in his hope to see it opened to new influences. His own 

words from Kalimat best describe his opinions on this subject. 

rrThe foremost writers of the Middle Ages were Ibn Sina, Ibn 
Rushd, Ibn Miskawayh and such as they. The Arabic language was 
the language of literature, science, and philosophy; it was, 
therefore, the broadest and richest of the world's languages. 
Then long centuries passed it by, while it was standing still 
in its tracks, not advancing a step forward, and European 
Janguages began to undergo a change and to advance wherever its 
people made progress in the humanities and in the sciences 
until they became the desired pattern of facility, clarity, 
precision, movement, and grace -- the most precious jewel 
in the crown of modern civilization . 
rrnespite this, our people have already agreed that our 
language still continues to maintain its original standing. 
They assert that it is the mistress of languages , just as 
our people have agreed that Egypt is the mother of the world. 11 

· (Pages 13-14) 

rrrt appears that the Gate of Ijtihad (independent judgment) 
has been closed in the field of language, just as it has 
been shut in the field of legislation. We have already come 
to the decision among ourselves that Arabic has covered and 
is covering everything l 
"For this belief to be true, we would have to assume that 
this language is thP resuJt 0f a miracle and appeared in a 
complete f onn on the ~fi:tst day of its -. existence in .the \'t6rld . This 
the weight of proof refutes in so far as all languages are 

232Ta 1 rikh, p .1034 . 



subject to the laws of change and general progress and 
are subsidiary in t hci · str,.5es to the course of humanity. 
They are a manifest ati 1r. of the natural instinct which 
continues to produce Dnc t o innovate , just as in the past . 
I do not understand why our people want to exclude from 
the Arabic language the expressive words and graceful turns 
of phrase which we sometimes hear in popular speech on 
the 'pretext that they do not go back to classical Arabic. 
"We are the successor3 of the Arabs linguistically, and 
so everything that our talents create linguistically may 
certainly be consider ed Arabic." (Pages 11-12) 

11 'lrite·rs have attached some words t o one another over the 
<> 

centuries > so inseparably that they have become wearisome 
through long associations. For instance: 'the learned 
scholar', 'the noble gentleman', 'the initate friend', 
'the sheltered lady'. Either let a divorce restore to 
them the freedom to associate with other words or, at 
least, let them have a rest by way of a temporary separation 
from this compulsory partnership." (Page 29). 

"The ti:ue writer avoids the use of synonyms and 0oes not 
set down two different nouns for one concept in one place, 
because that is a r edundancy, a grammatical error, and 
proof of paucity of t hought and of imagination. If, however, 
the piece of writing were to demand mention of a number of 
similar concepts joined by a single thread, the use of 
synonyms relevant to them would be fine and, if necessary 
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to facilitate understanding or to clarify differences among 
them, might sometimes be demanded . Also, a good writer does 
not place an adjective beside a noun, unless the situation · 
calls for him to distinguish it by an adjective consistant 
with the facts. Reliance upon the use of adjectives, however, 
and of superlatives in order to create an effect is the lowest 
degree of literary art. Much to be preferred to it is the 
method of Western writers who in description depend upon 
recalling fact·s, explaining their context, and analyzine them 
in detail or upon dissecting the human being, baring his 
iniermost self, revealing what is hidden in his sinews, 
probing into the depths of his fears, and listening to his 
soul, in order to understand what attitudes and ideas, what pre
delictions and imrulses, are lurking there. The appearance 
of something is described in its total framework with all 
of its components, so that iP the reader's or listener's mind 
is occasioned a complete picture, an overall impression , a 
lasting effect." (Page 40). · 



"I do not understand the object of writers who, wishing to 
design2.te a new invention, go out of their way to search 
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for an Arabic word equivalent to the generally accepted foreign 
word, such as, for exe.mpl e, their use of the word I si:vara ', 
instead of the word 'auturnub!l' . If the intent is to bring 
the meaning more readily tc mind , then the word which people 
are accustomed to perfonns the function demanded of it more 
fully than the Arabic word. . If their iritent is to prove that 
the Arabic language is not beholden to another language, t hen 
they have set themselves an impossible task, since there is 
not and never will be a language independent of others and 
sufficient unto • itself • 11 (Page 11) 

"Among all of the people whom I know, I have not yet seen a 
person who could read everything that falls under his gaze 
without a grammatical mistake . Isn't this sufficient proof 
of the need to r eform the Arabic language? 
"I have an idea about inflection which I shall mention here 
as a general princeiple. It is that the endings of words should 
remain silent and not be vowelized by any case endings . In 
this way, which is also the way of all the Romance and Turkic 
languages, could be eliminated rules governing the tenses of 
verbs and the cases of nouns, without a violation of the 
language resulting, since its vocabulary would remain just 
as it is. , 
"In other languages, the person reads so that he may under$.8.nd. 
In Arabic, he understands so that he may read. If he wished 
to read the word make up of these three letters: c 1, m, 
he could r ead then '°alam (flag), Cilm (science), "uiii;:fa 'fit 
was learned), Cu1lim2. (it was taught), ~allarna (he taught), 
or calima (he learned). He cannot decide on one of these 
forms until he understands the meaning of the sentence . It 
is that .which determines the proper pronounciation. For us, 
therefore, reading has been one of the most difficult arts. 11 

(Page 14) 

These linguistic suggestions were as bold, if not bolder, in 

their context, than Qasim's suggestions for the advancement of women. 

Other than the efforts of James Sanua (seep. 18) to gain literary 

acceptance for colloquial Arabic, it is difficult to find such drastic 

a&nissions and recommendations as these: about · Arabic 1 s outdated-

ness; • its encumberance with ad j ectives, synonyms , and case-tense end

ings; the shortsightedness of its attitude toward foreign words; and 

its inadequate use of vowels. 
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In his Kalimat, Qasim includes a few candid remarks about the 

Arabic writers of his day: 

"When wishjng to express sincer e emotions, the human being, after 
a period of exertion and an abundance of words, comes to realize 
that he has said something cormnonplace, something l ess than 
he anticipated. He has found that the best in himself has r e
mained hidden within hL"llsc l f. 
11To picture a perfect emotion and to depict its effect in a 
form consistent with reality, overworked and . antiquated e}.-pr essions '1 

not be used. New expressions must be invented." (Pages 57-58) . 

11The poets, ·writers and scholars among us do not express t heir 
ideas in what they write. Instead their minds are depots which 
preserve whatever comes into them by rea.ding and hearing and 
repositories for the ideas of others. They deal in merchandize 
which is not theirs, and they do not add or append to it 
anything of their own. All of their work is limited to 
repeating the other' s ideas which they have memorized, just as 
children memorize the Qur' an . When the populace hears them 
or reads their writings, they clap their hands and praise 
them and shout > 'Oh, so-and-so, hoN ·•ronderful he is!' There is 
no publicity in the world like it! it (Page 14). 

11When you read the newspapers, you find all of them so 
uniform in their content and so similar in their style that 
you can scarcely tell the dif ference between one and the nther . 
If, during the day, you encounter twenty men of your acquain
tence, you hear from t he other nineteen what you have heard 
from the first. You do not find in the newspapers which you 
read nor hear from the friend whom you meet an unorthodox idea 
or a new interpretation or an original approach. You find no 
genius who amazes you or fascinates you with his obsession. 11 

(Pages 14-15). 

"Of the many wa'ys to express each idea, one way is best: The 
one which the proficient writer senses." (Page 15). 

Qasim's flair for fiction is also apparent in some of his 

Kalimit entries. Had a longer life been vouchsafed him, he might well 

have pioneered the field of the Arabic novel along with Mu.J;lammad ijusayn 

Haykal, who expressed great admiration for him. In explaining how he 

came to write his biographical sketches, Ha;ykal says that from the time 

he was a law student he had given particular attention to all Qasi.m 



wrote and to everything written about him and that Qasim had had a 

great and treasured influence upon his thoughts. 233 

233 
Adams, pp.249-250, quoting from Taraj;im, p .8. 
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B. Speaking 

Muhammad CAbduh died on July 11, 1905. Editor, teacher, judge, 

member and moving spirit of the administrative committee of Al-Azhar, 

from June 3, 1899 on, he was a l so Muft i of all Egypt. As such he was 

officially recognized as t he supreme interpreter of Islamic law for the 

country, and, though his f atwas (legal opinions) were limted in scope, 

1 . f . 1 234 his position ent new weight t o the re ormist schoo. 

On the fortieth day &fterl:Abduh I s death, according to custom, a 

memorial service was held. 0 the six speakers carefully chosen because 

of their connection with him and their familiarity with his aims and 

· Q- · A -:- 23 5T h · h h 'd views, one was as:un min. ~n 1.s speec e sa1.: 

m,.Jben a Western coW1try is stricken by the loss of a leading 
figure, whether in science , in literature or in politics, 
even though he has guided them in r eforms of heroic proportions, 
its people say, 'No man is i ndispensible', and immediately 
find someone to step in and · take his place. For us it is not 
so easy. Search as we may, we shall find no one in our land 
to make up for the loss of our professor, Shaykh Mul}amrnad ' Abduh . 
I say this not out of a sense of loyalty to a personal friend 
nor because it is customary to eulogize the dead, overlooking 
their faults and attributing to them virtues which they never 
had. 
"I say this, because it is the truth, well- known to every 
Egyptian. He achieved the h~ ~hest place obtainable in this life, 
one not dependent upon high gover nment office nor upon a titled 
family , great wealth, or ancient lineage nor upon any of the 
commonly accepted marks of nobility designed as substitutes for 
nobility of soul. He. gained his place by his perception, earne<;l 
it by hi s diligent effort, maintained it by the power of his 
resolution and by the .firmness of his principles, and served it 
by his knowledge and by his labor. This place enabled him to 
hold the reins of a whole nation in his hands, to direct its 
fate, and to pave the way of its future . It was a place of 
leadership in the widest sense. Shaykh Mul}ammad Abduh is gone 
from it, and2~gere is no one in Egypt who deserves to put on 
his mantle. 11 . 

234 . Adams, pp.92,72, and 79. 
235 

Adams, p. 93 • 

236.ra•rikh, pp.1062-1063. 



Early in 1908, a lesser man, and less Q~s:i.m 1 s friend, died. 

Of Mustafa Kamil's death , Qasim wrote: 
•• 

"February 11, 1908, the day of the funeral of Mu~t,afa Kamil, 
was the second time I felt the heart of Egypt beating . The 
first was the day of the ·Du1shawa! executions. 
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"Then I could tell that everyone I s heart was heavy, torn, 
crushed. Gestures and voices reflected shocked disbelief. 
Grief was in eve~r face, the silent grief of resignation, grief 
touched with amazement and stupefaction. You could observe 
people talking in hushed whispers and in disjointed phrases. 
The pervading atmosphere was that of a wake, with the souls 
of the executed abroad everywhere in the city. But this emotional 
unity, finding no channe l of eJo..--pression, was bottled up in 
people 's hearts. It was not clear for the world to see . 

· "On the day of the funeral of Al-Liwa' 's publisher, however, 
that emotion shone forth strong and clear; it exploded with a 
tremendous noise which was heard echoing all over the capital 
and into every corner of the country. 
"This emotion, newborn rom the womb of the nation, from its 
blood and sinews, contains the hope to put smiles on~our 
wretched faces and r adiant wannth in our cold, frozen hearts. 
It is the future . 11 Kalimat , pp . 55-56 . 

The Dinshawai incident of June 13, 1906, may well have been 

the first occasion when the new patriotism, which had heretofo; existed 

only among the educated, permeated the general public. As a result of 

an altercation between a British hunting party, who had shot some 

commercially valuable village pigeons (another version of the affair is 

that they accidentally shot a woman), and a group of villagers, one ~f, 

the British party, an officer, died. Within two days four of the 

villagers had been ·sentenced -to death, two to life imprisonment, and 

three to fifty lashes and a year's imprisonment. The penalties were 

publically executed in Dinshawai itselfo Mu~~afa Kamil made political 

capital of it in Egypt and a.broad~ In Egypt , at least, Cromer 1 s resig

nation the f ollowing year was ascribed to the success of Kamil 1 s campaign . 
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In December , 1907, Kamil convened _the first Nationalist Congress, out 
1 ~ ~ 

of which the amor phous Nat~onalist Party emerged , the first organized 

political party in Egypt. (33e above , p . 93) •. Two months later, at 

the age of 34, Ka.mil diect . 237 

Ahmad Lutfi al-Sayyid tells of chancing to meet QasL~ after . . . 

Kamil ' s death . Lu~fI had been criticized for having been hyperbolic 

in describing patriotistic feeling in Egypt·. _ He relates that Qasim 

accused hL~ of not being forceful enough and again expressed the 

opinion that he c_onsidered this new surge of feeling the hope of the 

future which should have everyone's blessing and which everyone should 

nourish to full-growth. 238 ( But see Appendix II , pp. 22-ZJ . ) 

237 
Cacchia, pp .23-24. 

2381utf!, Al-Musawwar, pt . 4 , p . 23 • . 
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C. The Umma Party 

When Qasim spent the su--nmer of 1897 in Switzerland with Muha'1UUad 

<Abduh, Sa Cd Zaghlul, and Ahmad Lutfi al-Sayyid, the latter had gone there . . 
at Mu~~afa Kamil 1 s request. His miss ion was to acquire S"{iss cit izenship 

in order to have the special judicial protection and immunities which 

foreigners enjoyed in Ebypt and then to undertake the editorship of Kamil's 

party journal, Al-Liwa 1 (The Banner) . As his acquaintence with 

Huhammad ' Abduh blossomed into close friendship, however, Lutfi abandoned . . 
this plan and eventually became permanently cut off from Ka.mil . Out of the 

discussions which he , Mm;ammad ' Abduh, sa cd Zaghlul, and :1asim had that 

summer , many of the characteristic ideas of the group later to become 

the 'Umrna (People's )i-arty began to take form -• (see above, p.9 5) . 

In 1907, when Mustafa Kamil, whose patron was the Khedive, had 

succeeded in rallying around his Pat·rioti"c ' Party large sections of 

the population, LutfI and the circle of moderate nationalists around . 
' Abduh formed their group into the I Urama Party to counter Mustafa I s .. 
movement . This party included among its leaders several very ric.h land

ov.rners on good terms with t he British, and also a number of eminent 

intellectuals, social reformer s and statesmen including FatlJi and Sa ' d 

Zagr..lul and Qasim Amin . 239It: was the first of the political parties to_ 

have a r egular organization and t o propose a detailed program covering 

the political, social, and economic needs of the country. Araong other 

t hings, it advocated the extension of free and compulsory elementary 

education and the promotion of higher education ,as well as the gradual, 

extention of the principle of representative government by means of 

councils . 249 

239 Ahme.d, p . 87, and Safran , pp . 90-91. 

240Adams , p . 222 . 
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Though the party did not prove very stable, its journal, 

Al-Jarida, edited by Lu1fi al-Sayyid until his resignation and its 

subsequent demise in 1914, reached men of influence as well as the 

general public with discussions of fundamental cultural, social and 

political problems and became the rallying point and training school 

f or a whole generation of young writers . 241 

241 
Safran, p .91. 
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D. The Egyptian University 

Under the British occupation, higher education was limited to 

the training of government officials and to certain vocational skills . 
J'\ 

Early in the new century many of the Egyptian leaders became inter ested 

in remedying this situation by founding a university which would be 

on a much broader basis and pursue learning for learning's sake. The 

idea of such an institution may have first been suggested by Mu~~afa 

Ka.mil, but further elaboration of the idea had to be abandoned in 1905 

because of the disapproval of Cromer. Nevertheless, in the autumn of 

1906 a committee to plan for a university was formed and included 

Sa~d Zaghlul, Qasim Amin, ~ifni Na~if, Atunad Lu~fi al-Sayyid, and other 

followers of 'Abduh. K~il was in Europe at the time, but, when news 

of the committee's formation reached him, he wrote to it saying that 

the idea had been his and therefore should be carried out under his 

• 21+2 auspices. 

The first meeting of the committee took place on October 13th, 

at the home of Sa'd Zaghlul. Sa'd was appointed chairman and Qasim vice-

21+3 chairman and secretary. The committee issued the following statement, 

probably drawn up by Qas:im as secretary: 

11This year public opinion has arisen on a spontaneous tide for 

the realization of this desire. The nation has come to a complete under

standing that our education is deficient and its sphere narrow and stagnant. 

It is coming to demand that we achieve our goal, by pushing back the 

242Ad ams, 

24 3 Ada.11s , 
p.225. 

p . 2321 and Khaki, p.129. 
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boundaries now confining advanced learning and higher truths, sta1emating 

great theses and knotty problems begging for solution, and inhibiting 

new inventions, new experiments, and new information. All t hese 

challenges have been and are Eingaging the minds of great European scholars, 

but of them we, as yet, have 1·eccived only a faint echo.i: 244 · 

Before the year was o t. 1 Cromer, appointed Sa <ct Zaghlul Minister 

of Public Instruction, and sa<d turned over the chairmanship of the 
245 

cormnittee to Qasim, who held it until his death two years later. 
~ , 

On April 15, 1908, Qasim gave a talk at the house o~ ~asan ~~ha 
~ ' 

Zayad, on the occasion of his giving a 1-1agf ( a charitable endowment ' of the 

income from property) of fift y f addans (roughly an acre) to the University Fund 

"If , instead of only placing wreaths and r efurbi shing tombs and 
illuminating old memorials, the best men of the country put 
their minds on the revitalization and betterment of their nation 
and,if they had worked generously t o bring out the best in it, 
the Egyptian University would today have been, like its counter
parts in other countries , the richest community in the l and . 
It is, however, the poorest one of all. 
11GentlernPn , true patriotism does not consist of tall{ or of 
braggado-6io. Our forefat hers lived and worked to the best of 
their abilities . They served their country and fought and 
conquered for her, yet we do not hear of them boasting about 
how much they loved thPir country. We would be better off to 
imitate them and to r e1y, not on words, but on deeds . 
"We must understand that our social problem is not something 
which exists by chance or which will be altered by a miracle . 
Like all other scientific phenomena it 5.s a problem to be 
analyzed and structured . The existence and growth of human 
society has numerous causes tied to religion and canon, to morals 
and climate, to race and language, and to educational methods . 

, 

The social situation, can only be altered by a change in the 
causes which go· to make up its existence . On that basis, every- · .. 
thing written and done and said about the subject is beneficial, 
auspicious, effective; and everything else is superficial and 
ineffective. 

~aki, pp .129-130 • . 

245Hanotaux, p.214, and Tara.j im, p.162 . 
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11Gentlemen, one of the most important causes for the inferiority 
or superiority of any nation is its educational methods . If we 
examine ourselves, we f ind that our present educational system 
is purely vocational or geared to such indispensible professions 
as medicine, engineering, and law. This education is rationed 
out to the students in our schools in a given measure, nev~r in 
excess of the use to which it will be put. 
11 This bespeaks the finP-;er of government in education, and the 
directors of private schools fall right in line. The government 
is vr~ll aware that this education is inadequate, but it is hampered 
in the work of expanding it for the reasons which it has outlined 
in numerous reports, the most important of these, as it has ack
nowledged, being the problem of money. 
11 In reality, there is, no -government in the world ·which can; by 
itself, oversee the program of public education in all its 
ramifications and gradations. If we observe what is done in 
highly developed countries, we find that the gr ea.test share of 
education is in the hands of academic organizations which form 
the bases and directorates for its ad~inistration and that the 
function of the government therein is l:imited to cooperating 
and assisting wherever it can. 
"This is what has induced the Egyptian government to arouse 
the concern of the neople over spreading elementary education 
and what prompts us also to demand that our compatriots consider 
the dissemination of higher education and do their utmost to 
perfect the system of education in our country and to make it 
adequate to fill all the needs of the nation. 
"Gentlemen, we cannot now be satisfied to pursue knowledge as 
a means to the practice of a trade or to the procurement of a 
job. Our country craves men who seek knowledge out of a love of 
the truth, out of a longing to discover the unknown, .men whose 
motto is, 'Learning for l earning's sake'. We would like to see 
Egypt produce what other countries have produced: a scholar who 
enbraces all fields of human knowledge, a specialist who knows 
all their is to know about a particular field, a philosopher 
of universal fame, a writer read all over the world, an authority 
to whom the world refers for the solution of a problem and whose 
opinion is indispensible. Such men as these lead public opiniOn 
in other countries, guiding them t o success, and planning their 
advancement. If a country lacks them, unjnformed advisers and 
r.harlat~ns take their place. 
l!Gentlemen, if we look at the educated segment of the Egyptian 
pop~lation, that is, graduates of high schools, we find that 
their motto is, 'Earn much and toil little'. None of them works 
out of devotion to knowledge or to his art nor is any of them 
so filled with a passion for his work that he finds no room to 
be enthusiastic about anything else . We sometimes find rare 
individuals who occasionally spend short periods of time adding 
to their knowledge, but they lack that fever, that fire, which' 
grips the heart and feelings and without which the soul does not 
seek challenging work nor demand advancement to high rank. 
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11 Does it not appear to you, as to me, that human advancement 
is especially connected with feelings? Most mature people 
have sensibilities which make them react in tune wit h t he 
passage of events, causing them to become greatly excited by 
them and to be strongly and r eadily influenced by t hem. They 
are happy when things go well, sad when they go poorly. They 
are foremost in the arena of life. You see them in t he f r ont 
row, risking danger to themselves and competing with one another 
to grapple with any difficulty. From them, God selects the 
best , and to him He r eveals His secrets. This chosen one then 
becomes an outstanding poet, a wise scholar, a holy saint, or 
a revered prophet . 
"Gentlemen, the lack of people prepared to seek knowledge for 
its own sake is a great defect in our country and one which' , .. e 
must remedy . It is the result of our upbringing at home, whi ch 
has neglected the training of our sensibilities and overlooked 
the development of our hearts. We have become materialists, for 
we take an interest only in what we can get out of everything, 
even in things which by their very nature should not lend 
themselves to opportuniti 5m, such as our relationships with family 
and friends . It cannot be expected, however, that our morals 
will change perceptibly until the reform of the Egyptian family 
is accomplished. 
"From this knowledge of ours, is it legitimate to entertain the 
fear that, when the Egyptian University opens its doors, no one 
will enter? I have heard this r emonstrance and, in my considered 
opinion, it is a false notion. Even if we must regr et not having 
as great a devotion to learning as we would like, that does not 
mean that it is altogether missing from our country. From 
ancient times, love of learning has existed in our country, and 
it will continue on our soil forever . The history of modern 
Egypt offers strong proof that ever since the time of the l ate 
MUQammad CAli, love of learning has been and still is growing in 
the souls of our peor le. 
"I have great hope t hat the establishment of the Egyptian 
University will be the means of showing the younger generation, 
and the ones to follow it, a truly good example . Our young people's 
present state of anxiety and ~onfusion is but a sure sign that 
they are brimming over with a great force which seeks an arena of 
activity to enable them t o enjoy the equanimity necessary for health. 
11 We would like the Egyptian nation to build up this magnif icent 
institution with its own hand, so that it wi7 1 remain an immortal 
influence in this region and a witness to its being well-prepared 
for intellectual growth and more pro~ress. Everyone who adds a 
stone to this institution serves his nation most handsomely. 
Thanks are due the i nitiators and thanks are due the sustainers 
of this noble work . In the fir st rank of the farsighted benefactors, 
who are wise in spending their money to best advantage, I see - ' two men : Th~ Honorable A!:rnad Bak Sharif and our kind host here 
tonight . 11 246 

246 -
Tawfiq Habib, . Qasi.fu Amin, il-Hilal, ·No . , )6 , Cai~o, i908,pp • • 460-462; 

Tarajim, pp: 162- 16); and .Khat<:!_ pp . 1J0~1J1 . 
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On another occasion Qas im noted : "Purely self- aggrandizing .edu

cation, whose adherents try to exploit knowledge, is a corruption of 

education . It may spawn a Niet zsche or a Nordau. These two German 

philosophers , backed by the ambitions of their military governments, 

uphold strength over weakness and the grinding down of others and the 

rigid control of life and food and livelihood. This kind of education 

drags humanity into savagery and makes of the entire world a cave of 

dangerous wild beasts , moldering in squalor. Therefore one must look 

out for that and undermine its established foundations, pull up its roots , 

burn them , and s catter the ashes to the four winds . 11 247 

In May, 1908, the project for the University gained the active 

support of Prince Fu' ad, son of I sma'il , uncle of Abbas ~ilmi, cousin of 

Nazli, and l ater himself the Sul~an (as the Khedive came to be titled) , 

then King . Fu'ad was instrumental in helping the "thinkers" group of 

the People~ Party accummulate the necessary funds , in seeing through 

the necessary s t atutes , and in acquiring the necessary faculty. The 

University was the first institution of higher education in Cairo modeled 

on Western lines and counted a French, an English , and an Italian professor 

on its staff . I t opened its door s in December , 1908, but that was 
- · · 248 

eight months afte r Qasim ' s death . 

247Ra 1if Khuri, Al- Fikr al- 'Arabi al-Hadith , Bayrut , 1943, pp .136-137 . 

248Hanotaux, p . 220. 



-X QASIM 1S DEATH 

A. Qasim's Last Day 

On Tuesday evening, April 21, 1908, barely one week after his 

talk at the house of Hasan Basha Zayad, Qasim died of a heart attack • 

at the age of 45. 

Late in the afternoon of this day, he gave a welcoming address 

to a delegation of Roumanian (rurnani;vya) students , both boys and girls, 

at the High Schools' Club (nada al-madaris al-'ali;vya). He spoke in 

French: 

11 1 salute this scientific delegation and thank it for visiting 

the High Schools' Club. I am especially grateful to its young women 

members, who have braved the hardships of travel to transplant from 

West to East the seeds of science and of knowledge. My heart is full 

of joy as I observe that their regard for their education is no less 

than that of their masculine companions. It is my great desire to see 

the day when our own young Egyptian Muslim women become their peers as 

pioneers in science and in knowledge. Then shall we see Muslim women 

sitting alongside Egyptian men in just such cultural groups as this one 

today, sharing in ~he arts and sciences from which they are now barred. 

Perhaps my hope will be realized as they and the Egyptian people move 

forward." 

At seven-thirty the reception ended, and Qasim left the Club h~th 

Yusif ~adiq Bak (later Basha). Upon his arrival home, he felt a disturbance 

in his chest and a catch in his breath. Saying to his family, •I don't 

feel like eating anything, don't hold dinner for me", he got undressed 

and lay down on a chaise longue. He realized that his breathing was 

131 
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becoming increasingly disturbed and faint and had his chest and back 

massaged . He tried to r est a. l ittle but, before long, got up and threw 

himself into a chair, where, peacefully and without pain, he passed 

away. By quarter to nine, he was gone. 248 

,) 

248 
tfab!b·,."'Qasim :Amin and the Egyptian vl(?man;•; p . 949 . Khaki gives the date 

of his death as April 23rd. 
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B. An Interview with Qasim's Wife 

Zaynab survived her husband by at least thirty five years. A 

woman of medium height , she remained slender and dignified of carriage . 

Bespectacled and smiling, she was active and mentally alert as the years 

advanced. When interviewed in 19h3, she said : 

"The girl s and boys of the present generation have misundPrstood 
my husband's campaign and have carried his intention too far . 
Young women today not only appear unveiled but dress in a shocking 
way that Qasim would never have advocated . Qasim campaigned for 
unveiling according to the religious law, which prescribes exposing 
only the face, hands, and feet . He did not intend a display of 

•decolletage and naked limbs, nor did he intend the mixing of 
men and women in the fonn popular nowadays. 
"I believe that, if Qasim were alive today, he would not be 
pleased with this situation. But, here, we are not seeking an 
argument. It so happens that I still find many people maligning 
Qasim Amin. They charge him with the responsibility for today's · 
shamelessness, attributing it to his campaign; but, by doing so, 
they show that they have misunderstood his message . 
11Mrs. Huda ShaarawI is probably the person who best exemplifies 
respectable, d~corous unveiling_-- the proper unveiling for 
which Qasim Amin campaigned. 11 49 . 

249 _ 
Ruz ·_al~Yusuf. ,. paO. 
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PART T\\O: 

TRANSLATIONS OF T\\O OF HIS BOOKS 



THE NEW \\OMAN 

by 

- -QASIM .AMIN 

CAlRU 

1900 



To my friend sard Zaghlul 

In you I have found a loving heart, a thinking mind, 

and an effective will . 

You have shown me friendship in its most excellent form,' 

so that I have perceived that all of life is not misery and 

that it has sweet hours for those who can appreciate them. 

Now I can understand that such friendship gives even 

sweeter hours when it exists between man and wife . 

That is the secret of happiness, which I have lifted 

my voice to proc laim to the children of my country, be they 

men or women . 

15 August 1900 Qasim Amin 



Preface 

The new woman is one of the flowers of modern civilization . 

Her appearance was first made in the West in the wake of tho 

scientific discoveries which freed the human mind from the thrall 

of delusions, uncertainties, and superstitions; granted it command 

of itself; and outlined the route it must follow. That was where 

.science began to investigate everything, to review every opini on, 

and to accept a proposition only when it had been proven to be of 

benefit to the people. Ultimately the attempt was made to paralyze 

the power of the clergy, to erase the privileges of the nobility, 

to :impose a constitution upon kings and judges, and to free the 

negro race from slavery. This activity culminated in the abolition 

of most of what men used to consider their privileges, because of 

which they were superior to women and would not admit to them that 

they were equal to them in anything. 

1 

(3) 
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Europeans used to hold t he opinion we have today about women; (4) 

and, indeed, their affairs were confined to a short supply of religion 

and rationality, and they were nothing but sowers of discord and 

tenacles of Satan. They used t o say: She is long on hair , but short 

on brains, created only to serve men . Their savants, philosophers, 

poets, and priests used to think it fut_ile to teach and tra.in her 

and used to scoff at the woman who gave. up cooking and took up r eading 

books of science and to accuse her of intruding upon what they deemed 

the prerogatives of men. 

\vhen the film of i gnorance was removed from them and the 

condition of the woman caine under the review of the investigators , 

they acknowledged that they themselves were the source of her degradation 

and the cause of her corruption . They r ecognized that her intellectual 

and moral nature was just as amenable to progress as man's . They 

perceived that like them she had the right to enjoy her freedom and 

to make use of her powers and faculties and that it was .a mistake to 

deprive her of the means whi ch would enable her to take advantage of 

them. 

From that time Western woman entered a new era and began ( 5) 

gradually to cultivate her mind and to improve her character. One 

after the other she obtained her rights and took her place alongside 

men in the concerns of human l:_fe. She joined them in studying 

science in school and in l istening to sermons in church and sat with 

them in literary gatherings and attended learned societies and travelled 

abroad. After that it was not long before that female - that bestial 



being submerged in finery, muffled in clothing, and immersed in 

pleasure - - disappeared, and there appeared in her place a new woman: 

sister of the man, partner of the husband, tutor of the children, 

and educator of the race. 

This transfonnation is exactly what we strive for. 

Our hiehest aim is that the Egyptian woman may reach this 

elevated standing and take such steps up the ladder of fulfillment 

as befit her qualities, so that she may be granted her share of in

tellectual and moral progress and of felicity of circumstances in 

life and will know how to use what influence she has in the home. 

3 

Were that to happen, we are convinced beyond the shadow of a . 

doubt that this small movement will be the greatest event in the (6) 

history of Egypt . 

Since such was our conviction , is it proper that anyone dissuade 

us from persisting in the attempt t o r ealize our hopes; that the mass 

of the people has paid no attention to it; or that some writers have 

shown displeasure with it whe t her a critic whose opinion does not 

agree with ours , a cynic who spends his life in empty talk, or a 

victim of deception who denie s our sb1cerity? 

We do not write out of 2 desire for the applause of the i gnorant 

or of the common people, who, if they heard the word of God, plain in 

expression and clear in meaning, would not understand it until it came 

out distorted and misconstrued as the 1 
~ of a shaykh -- the most 

1Ra;_;r~.in Islamic law: a decision based on individual judgment , not on 
Qur an or Sunna . 
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ignorant of mer. about his religio~. They love their country or.~y 

when it is represented to them by an ugly picture, by antiquated mo"es , 

and by absurd customs. Indeed, we ·write f,:,r people of learning and 

especially for the new generation, uhich is the repository of our 

faith in the futureo By the sou..~d scientific education this generation 

has gained, it can put the problem of the woman in the place it 

deserves of interest and study. 

At this juncture we see no n:ied to discuss the veil from ( 7) 

the r-eligious standpoint. The Q.ur'anic texts which we quoted in 

Tahrir al-Mar 1 a (T~1e :&rtancip2.tion of the Woman). are clear i permitting 

the revealing of the face and hands and the associating of women with 

2 men. ¥.any Musl:i."n scholars, w~10se opinions we have cited, have agreed 

with us about this. If anot:1er f,::.ction of la\·m1akers prefers to insist 

on tbe veil, this is an opinio:i religion does not require us to follow. 

Since there is a dichotomy in this problem, it is proper to 

give prefe:::-ence to the doctrine which is consistent with human freedom 
'\ 

and the general welfare. 

The publisher of Al-Hanar ·wrote a short article about the veil 

which we quote here in support of our view: 

"As for the third matter, the judgment of the Shar'3 in this 

discussion, it is knm•m that the Shar'-" h2.s :forbidden being alone with a 

strange woman. Reports of the early period of Islam are filled with 

discussions between women and men and with their converse together 

in public, but not alone. Su_fice it that. the Prophet's wives -- the 

2cairo, 1941, pp.60-72. 

3The Shar': the canonical law of Islam. 
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very ones who \•!ere charged with z.,1 extreme form of veiling US-'!d 

to converse with men, ever. to the point that the Lady '~ti :ia was Ctn 
the canunander of an army and :l.t.s :.eade:· ir. the fmnous Batt,:e of the 

4 Camel. It is unlike_y tr., '- v0:-. a stickler 1-1ould say that she spoke 

with no one unless he was ri.aLJ.r.:. 5:r 

This is the opinion or' a .,c:n whose standing in religion was 

knmm to everyone. If the Az'car:.tes6 would devote themselves to 

understanding the aims of their religion, instead of devoting themselves 

to words and to grammatical a,.d philological constructions, they would 

not have disagreed with us i~ anything we have said. 

It is a shame that the ne.rnpapers a. d the intelligentsia daily 

accuse the Islamic theologi~~s of being the cause of the decadence 

and backwardness of the Islamic cou:itriez as compared with other 

civilized countries and ascribe to the~ laxity in the understanding of 

relig:.on and disregard of its laws. The~, w:"len an altruist makes a 

move to present an idea he considered of benefit to the country, their 

gazes shift toward these 7 
same t.heologiat.s ~ :::s~:ing them· for a fatwa 

on the basis of their opini~n about it. :t escapes them that those 

who fight refor.n and assign to the study of modern sciences no benefit 

to be gained for themselves in training the iritellect, perfecting the 

moral character, and elevating action 

4A battle in 656 at Basra, where a movement led by A1 isha (one of the 
Prophet's wives) and at.hers in opposition to the caliphate of CAli (the 
Prophet's son-in-law) was defeated. 

5rfahran: in Islamic law, related in a degree of consanguinity precluding 
marriag. 
6Azharites: the faculty of the center of Islamic learning in Cairo. 

7F .t . 1 .. a wa: canonica opinion. 
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and who accept the study of 1;eography and hist.ory only in spite of ( 9) 

themselves have no standing in science or in religion which would 

per:nit them to express an op~~ion about any of the country ' s affairs, 

let alone about on0 of the most L~portant quastions of human society. 

Anyone familiar uith tr.c :slamic ShariCa8 knows that the 

freedom of the woman is one o:' the JT,ost valuable principles whic:1 it 

deserves to pride itself or: ov ~:::- its peers, becau3e it gave the 1:mman 

of twelve centuries ago rir): -.~ 1·:c.ich "\'!estern woman has obtained only 

in this century and in part c,.[' tr:e last. She even continues to be 

deprived of some rights and is nou engaged in seeking them. 

Our Shari'-a has established for the woman a personal fitness 

to manage and to dispose of her property; it has urged her training 

and her education; it has not forbidden her practicing any profession 

or engaging in any job. It nas emphasized the equality between her 

and the man to an e:>..'"tent that it allows her to be an executor for the 

man and to perform the function of muftI9 and of c,a9119 that is the 

function of judging a~ong people equitably. CUmar himse_f appointed 

women as supervisors over the markets of A L-l'•iadina, despite the avail

ibi:i-ity of men from among the Prophet's Companions and others. French 

laws, on the otner hand, have granted wo:::ien the right to practice the 

profession of law only last year. Since our Shari'a has protected (10) 

the woman to this eA--tent &~d granted her this degree of freedom, 

is it proper for us, in this era, to forget the a:irns of our Shar and to 

8shar! ·a.: canonical law. · 

9:~fafti: in Islamic law, the deliverer of formal legal opinions. 

lOQadi: judge • 



neglect the means which qualify·t:-ie woman to take advantage of these 

precious rights and to waste our time in theoretical debates which 

result only in delaying us from advancing on the path of improving 

our conditions? 

I do not think that is appropriate for us, and I hope that 

many readers v.rill think as I do. 

7 



THE WO~AN IN TH:•~ JUDCNGNT 0::-' HISTORY (11) 

One can know the conditior-. of the ~-romn. today only after knowing 

her condition in the past. ':'his is the be.sic ::i. inciple of ::-ccea:'ch 

into social questions, for ,;e can g::-asp the reality of our condition 

in any matter of importance only after exa-nining past events and be

coming familiar with the ~eriodic changes they u.11derwent. In other 

words we must h.1.1ow our starting point so that \·re may know at what 

point we shall arrive. 

Herodotus, the Father of History, mentioned that the relation

ships of the man with the '.·mm.an .-;ere haphazard and no different :.:rom 

what might be seen among cc:ttlo. '!'he important thing when a woman 

gave birth was to gather i::. the t:-ibe ,-men the child reached maturity 

and to relate him to the people most resembling him. This custom w~s 

also well-known among the Gerr.1anic tribes and the pre-Islamic Arabs, 

and accounts of contemporary travellers have brought us confirmation of 

the historical accounts, for all of the travellers who have toured 

Tahiti and the Earquesa Islands and else1-,here in the region of Australia 

and New Zealand and parts of India and Africa have noted that marriage (12) 

is unknown in those areas. Certainly the woman under such circumstances 

lives independently, supporting herself and being equal to the l:lan in 

all activities. Moreover, she has the advantage over hm. ii that the 

childre are, in general, related ~o her alone. In this early period, 

the woman was of prime importc.r.ce in the social milieu. So:-neti,'!les she 

participated with the man in the defense of her tribe, as is indicated 

by the account of the battles of horsewomen in ancient histories and by 



the existence of the custom, still widespread in some cou..·Ttries, of 

drafting women, just as men a~e drafted. In such a way the king of 

Siam has intrusted a number of women with the task of guarding him. 

The king of Dahomey in Ranzan, tl,ose colli.1try the Frer:c have occupied 

for a nu~ber of years, had a troop of five hundred men and a troop 

of five hu.'rJ.dred uo;nen • 

lfnen man forsook no~adism, occupied a fixed home, and engaged 

in agriculture, he discovered the institution of the family. Of the 

most important aids to the form.atio of the house~102.d was that each 

family had its private deity which it wou2.d choose from mnong its 

9 

ancestors, as was current among t · ,e Greel:G, the Rcmans, the Hindus, ( 13) 

and the G1;:rmans and as is still cur:::·ent among primitive peoples. It 

still has vestiges in China~ The family used to offer sacrifices to 

its gods. T' is -was an induce:nent for the man to leave behind a progony 

to carry out the discharge of the religious obligations. 

Women I s loss of independence resulted from her entrance i.'1to the 

family. Thus we see the head of the household among the Greeks, Romans, 

Germ.ans, Hindus, Chinese, a~c~ Arabs, owning his wife. He used to acquire 

her just as he acquired a slave, through purchase, in the sense that 

the marriage contract was draw:1 up in the fonn of buying and selling. 

This is so,net:-iing every Latin scholar knows, historians have mentioned, . . 

and our contemporary travellers have observed-; ~ ·The man buys his wife 

from her father, all of the father's rights over her are tr&r. ~fc~~~c tu 

him, and he nay dispose of her by sale to another person. ~Jhen he dies, 

she is transferred with his estate to his heirs from among her male 

children or to others. 
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O:ie of the consequences of this situation is that the woman does 

not ov.'!1 anything for herself nor share in inheritance. A man r.aarries a 

number of warner., because raonogamy prcsu";les equality bet\:.:ion the cotlple (14) 

in rights and duties. Later the tyranny of the man over the woman 

abated so:newhs.t through the action of the government; and the right of 

",.. . ,.. - .. . owners .. ip1 in :tu.LL or 1 part; of in,.~eritance, completely 

or incompletely depending upon the laws, was restored to her. In no 

country, however, did the goverrm1ent 1 s protection of woman go so far as 

to give men and women equal ri,f".hts. The woman in India was deprived of 

her legal identity; with the Creeks , Homan were obligated to live in 

total seclusion and to go ot.t c 1' t1:eir houses only when necessary; and 

with the Romans the woman was c;.S gocd as helpless. At the beginning of 

European history, when it was subject to the authority of the churc 

and of Roman law, she was in a· worse situation with some clerics even 

denying that she had an ~'Timortal soul. This question was put to a council 

··M 116 ,. convenea in .ay, 58 o After long deliberation and acrimonious debate, 

it resolved that the woman is a human being, but was created to erve 

man and must live u.,.~der a man's guardianship: hor father prior to marriage; 

her husband after marriage; one of her sons, if the husband died, or o e 

of her t1ale relatives or in-laws, if she has no sons. In any case, she, 

is not permitted to look after herself. She was not qualified to (15) 

testify in legal transactions, to have custody of her minor children,or 

to serve as arbiter or an informant. In some Swiss cantons it has been 

llor M~con? 
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observed that the testimo:\y of t,:o women is the e;;quivalent of thc:.i:. o~" 

one man. Traces of these legal practices continue even no~ in many 

countries of Europe. That is because the formation of the govern."1lent 

was based upon the format of the family. It cannot be e.Js.-pected that a 

government based on despotic auttority Nill work toward [;rarsting ,mman 

her rights and freedom.. 

This kind of despot:~c coverrnrnt is the first political syctem to 

appear in the ·world. Afte1 ii, h21 existed for generations in Western 

countries, it withered and died c1nd 1·:as replaced by c. constitutional order 

based upon the principle that the ruler has no right over individuals 

or properly except as prescribed by law. 

But, generally, it coutinucs to prevail in the East, where we 

find the inhabitants of China, India, the Arab countries, _Turkey, and 

P.ersia subject to the authority of a goverrm1cnt ,mich has remai..T1.ed un

changed for thousands of years. 

This is not the place to e::-::&.':line the causes which prevented those 

Easter-fl societies f!'or.i ridding th.;r.isolves of the chronic despotism \'lhich (16) 

deprived the':: of progress in civilization and confined their move;ne:::its 

to a si.~glc in'.movable axis. :tis, indtead, more important for us to 

state her-e what is pertinent to our subject: i.e., t:1e interdependence 

betw:x:!1 the political situ::.tion z.nd that of the fc:.mily in each country. 

:·lherover m,m has do1vngraded the status of wo:~an and treated her like a 

slave, he has do;mgradcd hirr,aclf and bccc robboc. of the ~· arenes:J 

freedom. Conversely,' wherever fromen enjoy ·y,:,ersonal freedom, men enjoy t!-leir · 

political freedom. The two situations are ine:xtricably intertwined. 

To anyone asking Nhicl1 of the t-:fo situations 11.:,s influet1ccc. -c •• c 

othc:J .re so:y th.:-.t they 2..ct v.utuall:t, each oi' then hs.ving an in.:.'1-;.:•..;:-:cc 
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in turn. In oth_er words, th-e for:n of government influences the conduct 

of the household, and the cc~iuct of the household influences the social 

body. 

Take a look at the Zastern ccu.'1tries; you f"nd that the ,·roman (17) 

is. the slave of the man and the r.,a.:n the slave of the ruler. An oppressor 

in is m-m house, he becon:es -;:,he oppressed i-lnen he leaves it. Then look 

at the European countries; you find that their governments are founded 

upon freedom and respect for personal rights. In them the status of 

women has risen to a high deg~ee of esteem and of freedom of thought and 

action, even t.ough they have not as yet reached the level which is 

their just due. Cross over to ,.erica; yo1: find men completely inde

pendt.. .. .:, in their private lives a:.--id the government's authority and its 

interference with the affairs of individuals almost non-existent. Along 

with this, the freedom of '.-:or;:en ' ..... ere is much greater than in Europe, 

since women and men in A.'Ilerica are equal in all personal ights, and, in 

some states, equality betwa,3n them has been achieved in political rights 

as well. 

In the state of Wyoming, women have ha.d the right to vote since 

1869~2 I shall, in fact, quote here the opinion of its governor, Mr. 

12 
The Wyoming Organic Act was approved by Congress in July, 1868, but the ne·.-1 

territory did not function until its officials were sworn in on April 15, 1869 
The Territ:ory becarne a State in 1890.( ~yomin~, compiled by the Writers Progra: 
of the vrPA in the State of '.,Jyor:iing, New York, 1941, pp. 73 and 188.) See also 
P.s .. ul Schubert, 111\'yoning I s l!or:dorful Wo:r.en11 , Saturday- Evening Post, Philadelphi, 
Pa., August 1, 1959. Mr. SGhubert states that '.'lyoming 1 s i·:c::ien were the first 
to vote, to serve as justices of the neace, to sit on grand juries and on 
trial juries, to be sworn ir.. as bai:!..iff~,"experiments so radically 'unnatural' 
that newspaper readers throu;hout the United States and Europe were regaled 
with detailed reports 11 in the Spring of 1870. Eleanor Flexner, Century of 
Struggle: The Homan' s Rii;rhts ~fovemer:.t in the Ur:ited States, Cambridge, M..1ss. 
1959, pp.161-162, adds that such pressura 1,vas put on husbands to forbid their 
wives to serve on juries that some declared they would never again live 
wit_h their wives if the.y did so. 



Campbell (SH f;. !1, ~ _1)1,1-ho exorassed it candidly in a speech uhich he 

delivered two years after t he cnact::.cnt of this law: 

13 

11Two years have passed s iLce women , in acco::-dance wit h the law, (113) 

have exercised their political rights. T, ey vote for the :-.c.l.t.ion I s rep

resentatives, and they themselve s 1~epr e sent it. ·They sit · ir. offices of 

justice and discta!'ge ot:"er pu.::>lic ft:.,i c·.:.:.ons. It i s only fair to ack-

nowledge that women have ca::-r:.13d out thei ::- new oblieations with an air 

of self-assurance, discrim:..n.c: :. · :m, and t act o less ttan men I s. L view 

of its short duration, this c ,.,,er:.:I:cnt. is insufficient proof to establish 

woman's readiness to carry o..:.t the weighty tasks of goverrunent. It does, 

howevar, prompt a good opinio~, o ~ ~•,oman' s natural gifts. As long as 

this is the case, they have t he right to pe:csist. 11 

After further e:x--pariment, lasting four years, the abo·re-mentioned 

governor said: 

11 It is six years today since we put women to the test of using 

their political rights. I have already expressed my opinion in a former 

session and pointed up the advantages which the experiment revealed. I 

will now say that what I have seen during these four years has absolutely 

convinced me that we were correct to give women the right to vote and 

that making woman equal to man in political rights has by experience proven 

an unquestionable success. 11 

Two years after that, another governor, General Thayer q~ fl I Ji) 14 

was appointed. He had been chosen from among the members of the United 

13John Allen Campbell, Brigadier General (1835-1880), first governor of 
Wyoi.ning 1869-1875. ( Marie H .Erwin, l'lyoming Historical Blue Book, Denver, 
1946,. p.166.) 

14John M. Thayer We. appointed governor of the Wyoming Territory in 1875 and 
servet.. until 1878. 3rwin, p.166.) 
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Senate. In a speech, he s ·.~ i: (19) 

11 For eight years r.011 ,,:,r> n hrtve enjoyed political rights 

in our ter~itory, and with eve ry p.2.ss ing day the people hava more co1-

fidence in women. I think th.:.s a splendid outcome, corresponding as it 

does with the good of our n =::.tion. 11 

Five years after that on Jan~ry 12, 1882, another governor, John 

Hoyt (.!I !I. .£! !f !I. l 11 ; 5 spoke as follows: 

nThe territory of Wyoning is the only place where ,-:omen enjoy all 

the political rights given to men, t-rithout any differentiation between 

the sexes. This initiative on the part of our people, who were led by 

the love of truth and justice to rectify a long-standing mistake, has 

turned the eyes of the i-mrld upon us. Though our adversaries have claimed 

that we are still in an experimental stage, all of us know that this 

stage is over for us. I her .::iby ~et it be :mo'"m that, as a result of ( 20) 

women's participation with men in gov3rrJnantal activities, our laws have 

been improved, and the mz,1be:::- of qualified officials has reached a level 

hitherto unknown. Our social co::;dition has advanced greatly and now surpasses 

that of all other countries. And not a trace of all the calamities with 

which ·we were threatened, s1.:ch as ,;ro:ri.en losing their gentle nature and 

our homelife collapsing, have we seen except in the imaginations of our 

adversaries. 

"The great majority of our women have a true appreciation of 

their new rights and consider their exercise a patriotic duty. In sum, 

I say that the brilliantly successful twelve year experiment has firmly 

established in our minds a d. :.n our hearts that the equality of woman and 

man is unquestionable. 

15 John W .Hoyt was appointed governor of the Wyoming Territory in 1878 
and served until 1882. ( Erwin, pp .166-167 .) 
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Tlf.11 these advances p:;..~cmpt us to seek perfection in om- social 

situation so that we shal.2. r.:2.kc ti!0 tc:critory of '·Jyomi...,g a star by 1.1:1ic:. 

the world will be guided i...:. :,ha g . .:-ea.t novement which ·will lead mankind 

up to the apex of freedom. !! 

There is nothing f o::.:· : '•~ to add to the opinions of these great ( 21) 

men, except that the :aw oi' ~---..J9 .:_.3 still in force in Wyoming .... 6 and that 

three American states, Utah, Coloraco ar.d Idaho, have follm·red the 

example of that state and have granted women political rights. 

In the re:naining states of America, the woman has not yet ob

tained her political rights, but anyone familiar with the movement of 

public opinion there has no doubt that she will obtain these rights in 

the very near future. Here you have the opinion of two of these greatest 

statesmen: 

Semplon (~~I 1 Q !:I), a membar of the United States Senate, has 

said: 11 I am convinced that the spread of immorality in our big cities 

cannot be contained until wo;;1en have been granted the right to vote.rr 

In the opinion of Gilbert Chafee (::! f I:~ I g li }:._.EI[), also 

one of the mer.1bers of the Scns.te: "Only the participation of women in 

elections will reform the corruption of political morals, because we know 

the taveFn is t~e town counc~l chamber and the polling placepand that is 

only because the tavern is the one place where the woman does not go. 11 

Perhaps the reader will wondzr uhy r;:en in .Anerica see no · 

combat innnorality and corruption without the aid o 

16rt is, however, interesting to point out that, when Hyoming applied for 
statehood in 1889, it was led to u..~derstand it might be turned dovm u.~less 
Homan su::frage there were abandoned . WyomL11g replied: "We will remain out 
of the Union a hundred years rather than come in without the 1r.romen . 11 (Flexner, 
p .178, with quote from Susan B.Anthony and Ida Husted Harper, ed., The 
History of Homan Suffrage,IV, Rochester, 1902, pp.999-1000.) 
On the other hand, Wyo:ning was only the twenty-seventh state to ratify the 
Woman Suffrage Amend.i"!'.ent to the United States Constitution, doing so on 
January 26, 1919. (Flexner, p.316.) 



item which needs clarificat ion, and therefore I shall quote here the 

opinion of the American judge , John Lynchman ( J U N L I N J H A N). 

It appeared in 882 in an :important European newspaper. He said: 
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11 Before the participation of women at public functions, when 

men met together anywhere, no one's pocket was without a revolver. If 

a t?'i vial disp' te arose a'Ilong some of those present, it usual:y ended 

in someone being killed or wou.-:ded, and, in most cases, the jurors judged 

the culprits innocent . )\'hen women shared jury duty along with men, 

it resulted in the punishm.ent of the guilty. Similarly, jurors were 

not concerned about punishment for drunkenness, gambling or dis9rderly 

conduct. But the situation ha3 r-ow changed. As a result of the presence 

of women at meetings, we now see auditoriums characterized by mo?'e order, 

dee orum, and dignity than we knew in the past. 

11 l-Jomen' s involvement in public functions has not resulted in ( 23) 

their neglecting their household duties. To my knowledge, no husband 

has complained about his wife because of her being distracted frorr the 

welfare of her ousehold by the public welfare. I have not seen a 

quarrel between husband and wife because of the divergence of their 

political views, nor have I heard about one, although I know a number of 

families in which the husband belongs to one party and the wife to another . 11 

The A.merican woman, then, has gained throughout the United States 

a large share of public rights. She may practice l L and plead cases 

before all the courts. There are women judges in the states of --ansas 

and Wyoming as well as in Colombia, Chile, New Zealand, and elsewhere. 

Some of them have been appointed to the position of public prosecutor, and 

a great number of them are in the Departments of State, Interior, and War. 
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Scarcely calculable is the nix-nber of women stenographers, 

ministers, engineer...,, ne•,rspaper edito:-s, and of those employed in ob

servatories, ~n the postal service, and in telegraph offices. 

Women occupy most of the positions in the depa.r-:::.ment of education. ( 24) 

Their number has now _, ,hed ninety-five percent in the elementary schools. 

Paul Bourget (B U L I, L .., J I H)}7the fc..,':'lous Frend'. uriter, has t,he 

following to say in his new book, written after his trip to America, 

in describing the position o_ women there: 

11h'hen I visited a public school, I found the girls studying along

side of the boys, and the teacher who held the class would be a nan or 

a woman indiscriminately. When I entered a laboratory, I found girls 

bending over microscopes side by side with young men scientific students, 

each busy witt investigating a problem in anatomy. Should an unidenti

fied newspaper reporter pay you a visit, you would find him out to be a 

woman. Should you 1-:ish to sU"..:non one of the famous physicians, you 

would find that the m.nnber of women physicians is equal to the nwr.ber of 

men physicians. If it is not equal in some areas, it is 2-arge enough 

so that being treated by them is not considered n.ny:,hing unusual. 11 

It is sufficient to dc~onstrate the rise of the stat~s of the 

American woman to say that statistics cm.piled in 1880 show that the ( 25) 

number of women err.ployed in the sciences and in literary pursuits alone has 

reached seventy-five percent, in con~~erce sixty-three percent, and in 

industry sixty-two percent. 

17Paul Bourget (1852-1935), French novelist and critic, master portrayer of 
emotion and of character. I:r. 1395, he wrote Outre-}for, a critical journal 
of a visit to the United States. 



When we turn from A.r:-terica to England, the country closest to 

her, we find that women I s oc .::i;.pation ,•Tith science and industry is 

al'nost no less significant t he.n what was observed in America. According 

to latest statistics, one r:-:iJ.J ion cf t hem are engaged in the sciences 

and in literary pursuits ar,d t.1re.3 million in co;;-merce and industry. 

Englishwomen h,'1.Ve t.r.e r i g:ht to vote in tmm meetings and in 

learned societies and charitable organizations. Enjoyr:-i ·t of these 

privileges has not been denied women even in the British colonies, such 

as South Africa, Canada, and Australia. 

The question o.f gr2.nting them political rights is still in the 

preparatory stage. The first petition presented by Englishwomen to 

Parliament ,-..ras in 1866. Six hundred thousand women signed it. The 

first bill -presented to Parlia,nent for concedine them political rights 

was in 1867, and fortunately the distinguished Stuart }1ill was the one 

who took upon himself its defense before the House. He i.Irm.ediately (26) 

obtained eighty votes of the members, noteworthy among them Disraeli and 

Gladstone. In 1872, the bill 1•1as again introduced and won one hundred and 

fifty- nine votes, and in 1873, it i·ron one hundred and seventy- two. It 

was reintroduced from time to time, gaining new votes, until, in 1897, it 

received a major_ity . The House of Commons has passed it, and, for it 

to becor.1e law, there rem.ains only the approval of the House of Lords. 

In France, the trend of thinking about the status of 1.-mmen has not 
r 

yet reached this point. Tr.e number of women engaged in scientific re-

search is small, and the number of wo::nen 1·mrking in governmental offices 

is all but limited to the office of the post, telegraph and telephone. 

The occupation toward which the ,·romen of France are particularly inclined 

is commerce. Huch mistaken was the belief of Victor Hugo, one of the 
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greatest poets of- the era in France, who said: "The eighteenth century 

established the rights of r.:en, and the nineteenth will establish the 

rights of women. 11 The nineteenth century is at an end, and not much 

by way of reform t1hich many Frenchmen seek has yet been accorr.plished. ( 27) 

During the last ten years, ho-.-ave:.:-, the::.~e has occurred in the trend of 

French thinking a palpable advance, which has ended in women's obtaining 

the right to vote on boards of' trade, and, during the past year, the 

law which granted women the right to practice law was promulgated. 

The position of women in other European countries differs but 

little from that of French i·wmen. 

As for Russia, its geographical location has fated it to be in

fluenced by Eastern customs. Therefore its women of the upper and 

middle classes were veiled like the women of the East, imprisoned in 

their houses, deprived of education and learning, and possessed of no 

rights except what the compassion of their husbands and their guardians 

permitted. This practice disappea::-cd from Russia only in 1726, w' en a 

royal decree of Peter the G~aat initiated the immediate abolition of 

veiling. The empress Catherine, who came to power after him, completed 

his work. From 1762 to 17971 she was engaged in establishing schools (28) 

for girls and disseminated ~ntellectual and moral education a~ong them. 

When, however, Czar Alexander I, who despised freedom, came to 

power, this movement was arrested until Czar Alexander II crune to power. 

He was in f9tvor of his country's progressing and longed for its advance

ment. He abolished serfdom and opened many primary and secondary schools 

for girls, where they were to study the same subjects as boys. The first 

such school appeared in 1g57, but it was not long after this great 

awakening until the Russian government realized that women's advancement 
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in knowledge had a great influence on the political situation of the 

country and that the opposition party was beginning to flourish. 

Therefore, in 1862, the doors to institutions of higher learning were 

shut in the faces of men and women. Women, however, did not consent 

to being thrmm back into i gnore.nee after they had had a taste of freedom 

and learning. :Many of them travelled abroad in search of owledge 

and took to emigrating to France, Switzerland, and Germany to obtain it. 

In exile, they began to speak out against the government, to disseminate 

their ideas through books and newspapers, and to take part in conspir- (29) 

acies a~ong with the men. 'i'hus, the closing of the schools resulted 

in an intensification of the revolution of ideas over what it had pre

viously been. The government becmne aware of this state of affairs and 

perceived it had made a mistake. In 1889, it decided to reopen those 

schools. From that time to this, their number has conspicuously increased. 

This is a summary of the history of the woman's life throughout 

the world. Let us recapitulate it briefly. In the early ages when 

h ..unankind was still in its i::.fancy, woman was free. After the formation 

of the family, she fell into virtual slavery. Then, when mankind set 

out upon the ro~d to civilization, the form of this slavery changed and 

woman was granted a little of her due, but was subject to the despotism 

of the man, who frustrated her in her enjoyment of those very rights 

granted her. When mankind attained a measure of civilieation, the woman 

received her complete freedom, and women and men were equal in all their 

rights or, at least, in most of them. These are the four conditions which 

correspond to four stages in the history of world civilization. 
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Today the Egyptian wo::nan is in the third stuge of her historical (30) 

life. In. the eyes of the Share, ·whe is a f:;.~ce r.u.;ian being w::.th rights 

and obligations. In the eyes of the head o ~ her family and in his con-

duct toward her, however, she is not free and is denied the enjoyment 

of her lawful rights. :... :.s condition fac·eing woman today is one of the 

consequences of the pol_t cal tyranny to "Wl ich we have been and still 

are subject • 

.Although the political tyranny has now entered into its death 

throes and has reached the brink of hopeless extinction, our men continue 

to tyrannize over their women. 

The sole reason for this is that our political code is in advance 

of·us and has outdistanced us to a point we have not yet reached, ·or 

it establishes that each of us can enjoy his freedom and his lawful rights 

with no distinction between male and female. But deep-rooted int e 

nature of all of us men is still the desire to monopolize the prerogatives 

of freedor and to disregard the rights of women. 

This goes to prove that the poiver of old mores still affects us 

and visibly influences our actions. Our laws were laid down for a (31) 

free people, but our mores remain those of an enslaved people. Thus we 

see our rren coming to places of learning and noving from one school to 

another and from one degree to another degree until they have achieved 

the title of scholar: whether legists, well-versed in law; poets, 

described by connoisseurs as modern geniuses; writers, dedicated to 

helping mankind in newspapers called scholarly, literary, artistic, or 

whatever term you wish; or orators, famous for their love of freedom and 

independence. All these we have l7l.entioned, on hearing it said that 

woman's rights have bee:-. wron,ged and that she is an abused hUi'llan being, 
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we see starting to ask one another : "Should she be allo:·1ed to leave 

her prison or should t e clo;:.;~ of ignorance be lifted from her? 11 After 

long soul-searching, they have fa.,_len back on what was firmly embedded 

in their natures. They have denied her this right and conde~ined er to 

remain in the shadows of ignorance and in lifelong irrrprisorL-:ient. 

1:fas it because of the c,)mplexity of the problem which requires 

great pains to solve and admits of differences o~ opinion? Indeed not 1 

It is simply that we may imagine freedom, but we do not really feel (32) 

any love for it. We know about the rights of others, but in our hearts 

we find no respect for them. We are in a stage of apprenticeship about 

putting the mores of freedom i..~to action and require time to have them 

take root in our hearts. As for Europeans, they have a true appreciation 

of the value of freedom and :ove and respect it for others, just as 

they value, love1 and respect it for themselves. 

So it is with anyone who has a true appreciation of any virtue. 

A virtues man is he who exalts virtue wherever it appears. In this 

context, t~e fa::nous philosopher, Condorcet(~ Q ~ Q Q ~ Q ~ I I)18has 

said: 11To be valid, a right is for no one or for everyone equally. He 

who h2.s deprived another of his rig::t, no matter what his creed, color, 

or sex, as trampled upon his m·m right. 11 

For this reason, friends of progress in Europe and in America are 

working to jJnprove the position of woman and to bring her to perfection 

beyond her present attainn;.ents. They have promised themselves to fight (33) 

for this cause until women reach the ~evel of nen and attain equality 

with them in all human rights. 

18.1 . J 
1· arie ean 

mathematian, 
d I u.11 tableau 

Antoine Nicolas Caritat., Marquis de Condorcet (1743-1791~), 
philosopher, and revolutionary, best kno'ltm l{Ork: Esauisse 
historique des pro~res de l'esprit hmnain. 

French 
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I do not deny that a not inconsider~ble number of Westerners 

still debate over the validity of complete equality between the sexes. 

In this respect two schools of thought compete with one another. 

One is content with the freedom and 'ights wh~ch "'.·Jestern woman has 

achieved, and the other demands they ir,crease until all differences 

between the sexes disappear. 

Human beings have c2.lways been split this uay about everything 

int o conservatives and reformists ! Both want what is best and seek the 

happiness of the race, but they differ over the means to attain them. 

Anyone who has f ollm·:ed ' the chain of history throughout the 

ages lmows for a certainty that ·woman has always and everywhere fulfilled 

her natural role. She stands prepared, however, in a variety of ways 

for a variety of achievements. She has set foot on and travels the 

path of gradual fulfili~ent, ~oving step by step. 

To say that she must remain in a certain position, unchanging and 

unchanged, is to place her outside the .atural laws which have brought 

about a change in er position in the past and which are now preparing (34) 

her for tr.e transition from her present 'Ole to another one. In general, 

the origin of the difference bet,·1een 1A7esterners and ourselves is that 

Westerners have understood tte nature of human beings and have respected 

their individuality. They have gra.nted women those rights which they 

have granted themselves in everything connected with private life. Nobody 

disputes her right to enjoy her freedom in physical or mental activities, 

except those which decency forbids. In all that, they consider her the 

equal of man. They disagree, however, over the question of her equality 

with man in public life. Some of them believe that her involvement in 

public activities takes her outside the scope of her natural role; others 



believe that this natural role does r:ot occupy ,·roman' s entire l::.fe 

nor every woman and have acknowledged that she is the equal of man 

in public life as well. 

As for us, we do :1.ot look t:pon wcman as we look upon man. Our 

minds are not yet prepared to grasp this obvious truth; namely, that 

like man woman is a human beir.g. ~·.'e h"'ve deprived her of the use of 
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all of the rights of hu~an beings and have forbidden her all the privileges 

of private and public life. Homan's involvement in public activities (35) 

does not. come within the requisites of this book. Therefore, we see 

no advantage in discussing it. Natters pertaining to the private life 

of women are what we intend to examine here. This examination will 

cover three questions: 1) the freedom of wo::ien; 2) woma.-ri' s obligation 

toward herself; and 3) woJ;1an's obligation to her family. We shall dis

cuss them in this order and follow it with a report on education and 

veiling. Then will follow en epilogue co ta:ining the present state of 

mind in Egypt regarding womer. 



THE FREEDC:-: OF THE 1.iOEAN 

The fathers of philo3ophy :1ave not been as i·rrong about any 

problem as they have been ai:'in t tl:e concept of human freedom. T ey 

were convinced that God er a .. ~cd r,:-op-.e i n two division~: or:e He 

favored with freedom, and t .: ~ ot!"ler He condemned to bondage. 
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The way of life of t he free me,n was far from personal independence 

and was subject to patriarchs and princes. 

History tells us that in those by-gone times the government 

meddled in everything connected with private life. It had the primary (36) 

responsibility in the regulation of the family, of education, of religion, 

of morals, and of attitudes, even fixing the price of merchandise in 

commercial transactions. The effect of this meddling in private affairs 

brought it to a point where the laws of ancient Greece forbade women 

to leave their houses except on stated occasions. Civilian lifo was 

something like army life -- t he governor giving an order whenever he 

wished about whatever he wished, and the governed able but to obey his 

orders. 

When the world beca'":lc more civilized, the individual gradually 

rid himself of the authority of the social body and widened the sphere 

of his freedom., and the situation was reversed. What formerly had 

been a general rule now became t he exception. From then on, the goal 

of civilization was for the individ 1 to obtain the utmost possible 

independence and freedom. 

That was because the human being was advancing in his thinking 

and realizing that to put hi:nself at the disposal of the ruler was some

thing which his standing among the ht1.:-na,n race would not accept and which 
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was incompatible with his peace of mind and ~tlth his happineso. There

fore he would not consent to yield his f~eedom to anyone, and he would 

not entrust it to anyone, eve~ to the people closest to hiru, nor would (37) 

he consent to abandon it to the government except insofar as it would 

be necessary to enable it to carry out its function; narr.ely, to maintain 

public safety internally and to defend the nation's borders externally 

and also to carry out activities beneficial to everyone. 

Under these conditions, the individual is subject to those actions 

and taxes which it imposes on hin. If the govern~ent or a fellow 

individual wished to meddle i~~o any of his activities or into any of 

his private affairs, he feels the weight of the pressure upo!1 him and 

finds within him the ache of tyranny. 

For that, there are two reasons: 

Firstly, if the ruler's decisions were based on personal pref-

erence, it would sometimes contradict the wishes of the majority because 

temperaments differ, instincts vary, and tastes disagree, depending 

upon individuals, ages, times, and places. To accept the imposition of 

one principle for all the private actions of each individual wotld not 

be easy for human nature. Secondly, experience has. demonstrated that 

the meddling of the ruler i.'1 the private affairs of individuals weakens 

their faculties, makes them cr:able to perform their duties, and causes (38) 

stultified minds and the inability to work or to trust another. To be 

sure, some people take pleasure in idleness and in being left in peace, 

but this will yield them misery and hardship. 

Freedom is a principle which advances hunankind and is its stair

way to happiness. For this reason, the nations which are aware of the 

secret of success consider it one of the most precious rights of human beings. 



Of course, the meaning of 11 freedom 11 here is rr..an 1 s independence 

of thought, will and actio:i, as :ong as it fits within the limits of 
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the Shari~a and maintains noral standards. Beyond that, he is not subject 

in anything to the will of another , save in exceptional cases, such as 

insanity and youthfulness. Even in regard to children, the opinion of 

eAl)erts in wholesome education is that forcing children deadens their 

resolution . They have pre~erred to let the child be free to take care 

of himself and merely require his parents to guide and advise him. 

Freedom of such broad scope must be the basis for the education 

of our women . (39) 

Some people are surprised at ffiY seeking to give freedom to women 

and question whether they a.rain a state of bondage. If they understood 

the meaning of freedom, they •,:ould not disagree with us. 

It is not our wish to.say that the woman today is bought and sold 

in the market places, but the human being who can be traded is not the 

only slave. CoJTu~on sense decrees that anyone who does not have complete 

corrn:iand of his thought, his will, and his action is a slave. 

I do not think that the inpartial reader will disagree with me if 

I say that the woman in Muslim eyes is, in general, not a complete human 

being and that the male MuslL~ thinks that he has the right of mastery 

over her and treats her accordingly. Evidence of this is abundant. 

In many families etiquette requires that the wor::an kiss the man's 

hand wheri greeting him, nor is it good manners for wo::;1en to sit with men 

or t o eat with them. Many times have I seen with my m-m eyes the man, 

sitting at the table, eating, while his wife stood by, chasing away the (40) 

flies, and his daughter fetched a pi~cher of water. 
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Yes, the man's treating the woman in such a boorish, improper 

way is widely seen in somt. classes, especially in country tovms; but 

enslavement of the woman in other classes and in the cities is found 

i other forms. 

The nan who forbids hi.3 wife to leave her house for no reason 

ot' er than is mere wish that she not go out does not respect her fr e-

do"1. From this point of vim·r, she is a slave, nay, a prisoner and 

prison is a more powerful negation of freedom than is slavery. Nor can 

it be said that the number of men who imprison their wives has today 

become insignificant; for, even though it is small compared to the past, 

all of us know that it is very rare for the woman to be left to her 

volition and choice about _er goings a.d comings. Although our discus

sion now is only about the place of the woman in the mind _of most men 

and what, in their belief, she must do and be, yet it is no matter 

whether the restraint upon the wo~an is slight or not, for the housebound 

woman who never goes out is considered by them the superior woman. (41) 

Having adopted the opinion of the know-nothings among their fagihs;9 

the opinion-makers among them, 1-:usl:i.ms think they have to imprison 

their wives and not permit them to go out except to visit relatives during 

the holidaysGO or, better still, not under any circumstances. They con

sider it a matter of pride th3.t the woman leaves her quarters only to 

be carried to her toT!'.b 1 

Without a doubt, ac:m::i-dedging the man I s right to :imprison his 

wife is a denial of the freedom which is the birthright of the human being. 

The woman whose father herds her like a beast toward a husband 

whom she does not know and a.bout whom she kilows nothing which would .allow 

l9Fagih, expert in Islamic jurisprudence. 

2~id al-nakhr = Baiyram = 10th Dhu-1-hijra and 'Id al-fitr: Little Bayrem = 
1st Shabbtti. 
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her to visualize what he is really like or to form an opinion about him 

cannot be considered free. She is, indeed, to be considered a slave. 

It is well-known that the ereat majority of fathers among all classes 

of people marry off their daughters 111 this way. They exchange information 

by letter, then they sign t~e marriage contract. The daughters them

selves ave no say i this .:.-:'.portant matte:~ with which their happiness (42) 

or unhappiness in the future is so bound up. It cannot be said that 

in this the man's situation is the same as the woman's since he, too, 

knows nothing about his fiancee, because the man can be rid of the 

consequences pf his ignorance by divorcing her at any time he wishes or 

by marrying in addition to her a second, third, or fourth. The woman, 

however, who suffers from a man with whom she is incompatible has no way 

to be rid of him. Therefore, marrying off the woman to a man she does 

not know and depriving her of the riglt to rid herself of him, despite 

giving a free hand to the man to keep her or to dismiss her as he wishes, 

21 
is true slavery •. 

The woman who must study only the duties of religious observance, 

as the faaihs &rtd their adherents say, and only a limited a:nount of the 

rudiments of a few sub'ects n:ay be counted a sla:ve, because forcing 

natural instincts and God-given talents to stay within a specified limit 

and depriving them of development to the full n:aturity for which they 

were equipped may be considered spiritual slavery·. 

The wor:-.an who must veil her limbs and the external features of 

her body to the extent that s~e cannot walk or ride and, moreover, 

breathes, sees, and talks only with difficulty may be considered a (43) 

21 . 
See Kalim~t, p.22. 
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slave, because the sole purpose of r.iaking her e::case herself in a piece 

of cloth is to distort her appearance and to hide her natural human 

form from the gaze of any mau not her lord and master. 

On the whole, the woman from the time of her birth to the day of 

her death is a slave, because she does not live in herself and for 

ersa~:, but, instead, in the nan and for the m~n. She is in need of 

hit.1 in everything she does. She does not go out unless escorted by 

him, does not travel except· der his protection, thinks only with his 

mind, sees only with his eyes, hears only with his ears, wishes only 

with his will, acts only through his intercession, and moves only under 

his direction. For this reason, she may not be considered a~ independent 

human being, but rather some sort of appendage to the man. 

Look at a boy not yet f:.fteen years old and compare him with his 

mother. You will find that .::hE is inferior to him in intelligence, 

knowledge, and e:>..--perier..ce ar:.d L'.1at he is more i.rnportant than she is, not 

only in matters .outside the house, but inside the home itself. 

How could it be otherwise as long as he orders what is to be (44) 

done and what is not to be done there and as long as he speaks for her 

in her business dealings and ::.n the administrati;:m of her home and the 

manager~ent of her wealth? 

Look at a woman walking alo::-ig t' e street, accompanied by a servant. 

You will perceive at once that the servant k.11ows intuitively that he 

is in charge and command. He walks in front, she behind. Fu, rthermore, 

his whole.bearing seems to say: "I have been entrusted with this stupid, 

feeble creature and with watching, guarding, and protecting her. 11 Ob

serve a veiled woman passing by a group of coarse men. You will find 
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that they do not shield from her hearing any uncouth expression that 

pops into their heads. Sonetin1e3 they bump her or reach out and touch 

her, even though no movement has come -from her w: ich is doubtful or 

which would provoke them to ~L~f!•ont her or to lapse into these disgraceful 

-actions. Why does the wo:~ ,' -:.ut up vrith such outrageousness fro:n men 

in si c ce and in fea~ wit}icut dJveloping any defense? Why do those men. 

not venture to speak and to act so a~rociously with an unveiled woman? 

Is it because the veiled won:an has a more fascinating kind of beauty 

for men than unveiled women? Of course not t Rather it has been ingrained 

in the minds of our men that the ve.il (burga<:) and the shawl (habara) (45) 

are a mark of ignorance and weakne-ss and a symbol of deception. In 

their families they ave seon that the woman is not :cespected and feels 

no respect for hersel; that she is tractable, docile, and suggestible; 

and that she fears the man and vill not risk his disciplinary m asures. 

Therefore, they have made lig t of her; have ad the audacity to humil

iate her; i:nd have beco;ne accustomed to respecting a veiled woman only 

when a man is with her, even if e is a eunuch i 

Is such a pitiful creature enjoying her freedom? With such 

humiliation, does she consider herself a human being? 

People will say: "How can anyone claim that the woman is enslaved 

by us, when ve see her in a position of power over man 1 s heart, bending 

him to her will and to her whims and manipulating him into satisfying 

her desires and when the man travels out of his WlSJY and goes back and forth 

between one to\m and another to select a dress for his wife or to choose 

for her some sort of trinket with which to gratify her whim or to satisfy 

her desire. At this point ste is the mistress of his house, wherein he 
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approves only what she has approved and disapproves only what she has 

disapproved. Considering all this, can it be said that the woman is 

enslaved by the man?11 

Yes, we do not deny any of this. We do, however, deny that (46) 

it is com;::ion to everyone, and we also deny that it is a result of man's 

respect :or the wonan or of his belief that she deserves such treatment 

because of the intelligence and refinement which are hers or because of 

the right to companionship which she has acquired as part of the marriage 

contract. Instead, an excess of masculine passion, occasioned by skill 

in the arts of beauty or by proficiency in the varieties of guile, may 

at times raise the woman to this level. She is mistress of him as long 

as his passion invo ves her. But when passion's fires have died and 

their relationship has returned to normal, the woman falls from the 

zenith of her power into the .depth of humiliation and dons the clothes 

of slavery. 

Again it will be said that woman's freedom may, in fact, require 

that the ncan treat her with r espect, that he not stifle her wil_ or her 

thought, and that he allow her to go ou~ to visit and_ to exercise; but 

what is the con.-riection between her freedom and the veiling of her face 

and her a,ssociating with men and her behavior toward them? The answer 

is that compelling women to veil is the most severe and the most shocking 

form of slavery. That is because, in the age of barbarism, men used to 

acquire women, either by purchase, as we haves en, or by abduction. 

In both cases, they considered themselves the absolute possessors (47) 

of their women. As a consequence, the man stripped his 1rrif e of human 



attributes and restricted her to a singl e function; namely, letting 

him enjoy her body. He install ed her i n hi s dwelling and forced her to 

stay there and not leave i t, so that no one else might have the pl easure 

of enjoying her, either to l ook ~t or to talk to. It is t he outlook of 

the miser, who wishes to hos.rd al l the advantages of the goods which he 

f"'i''•""...,_..,_ ........ .,;,. 

When it proved impossible to prevent emergencies which required 

the woman to go out of the house at certain times, he strove to follow 

her ·with a covering wherever she went. Then he required her to veil her 

face whenever .she went o t. 

This veil which he originally imposed upon his wife, he then ex

tended to his daughters, to his mother, to his sisters, and to all women, 

because every woman is a wife or has been .a wife or is preparing to 

become a wife. 

Veiling is the symbol of that old domination and one of the (48) 

remnants of those barbaric mores by which humankind lived for generations 

before it was led to an awareness that human beings cannot be the object 

of domination merely because they are female, just as it was led to 

understand that darkness of skin is no reason for the black man to be a 

slave to the white. 

There is nothing odd about the veil remaining after the disappear

ance of the cause which brought it into being; that is, after the emergence 

of the woman from the owners:iip of t he man. For God's Law (sunna All ah ) 

in His creation has proceeded in such a way that the transition from one 

stage to another is not abrupt , but instead occurs by a variety of changes 

which those who are subject to it scarcely feel. Often people assume 

the L~possibility of their being shifted out of a certain condition, al-

. though they are moving from it, shifting to another and changing for 
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better 9r for worse, without realizing it. Then, when the transformation 

has been completed, it becomes clear to them that they have entered the 

stage which they had hitherto disavowed. 

When men I s right of ov.11ership over women becal:'.e obsolete, the law 

of gradualism required that women live in a state midway between slavery 

and freedom, a state in which the woman was considered to be a hurnan 

be:ing, but one deficient and incomplete. ::i:t was too hard for the man 

to consider the woman, who was yesterday his property, to be his equal 

today. It seemed all right to him to put her in a rank below himself 

in.the creation. He asserted that, when God created man, He gave hL~ 

-
intelligence and virtuousness, but deprived her of these gifts; that, 

because of her deficiency ar.d lack of intelligence and proneness to 

carnal desires, it is necessary for her to live a life of dependence 

under the dominion of the man -and to be shut ::way from men and to conceal 

herself by being restricted, when in her house, and by coverine her face, 

when going out, so that she would not seduce them with her beauty or 

deceive them ·with her wiles; and that she· is unfit for intellectual or 

moral advancement and so must live in iGTiorance. 

That is what lies behind the imposition of the veil and the reason 

it remains till now. The first action which would be considered a step 

toward the emancipation of the wo~an is to tear up the veil and to get 

rid of all its influences. 

(49) 

Since accusing the woman of lacking intelligence has been the (50-) 

pretext men have given for enslaving her, it is incmnbent upon us to 

examine the woman I s nature to ~~ind out ,-,hether or not it is, as is claimed, 

inferior to man's. 
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Were we to ask public opinion, the answer would be easily learned. 

It is not, however, proper fo·a~ public opinion to have a voice in an 

intellectual question such as this, because public opinion is based on 

well-kn01m theories,which custo:n has molded and familiarity strengthened, 

without examination or rese~rch. They are the refuge of the populace 

in its evaluations •• People trace back to them every atural or social 

event of which they do not know the cause. Public opinion reg&rds a 

change in any custom with \ hich it is familiar as contrary to nature, 

because it does not differentiate between custom and nature since it 

thinks that what is happening now has always been the same and will 

remain forever. 

There is no doubt that, in general, the woman of today is lower 

than the man, but we must consider whether this condition is natural to 

her or a derivative of the wz.y sbe is brought up. In order to solve 

this problem, we must resort to scientific principles to learn what 

they establish about it. 

The opinion of scientists is that it is unsour1d to judge the ( 51) 

woman's nature and her capacity for human perfection by the impressions 

w~1ich have emanated from her so far. It will be sound only aft.er she 

possesses as much freedom as the man and after she occupies as much 

tL~e cultivating her mind as the man spends in training his intellectual 

and moral faculties. Even though they have expressed the opinion that 

the woman is unlike the nan in cha::-acter traits and that between the 

two sexes are to be found anatomical and physiological differences, dis

tinguishing each sex from the other, there is still in these differences 

nothing to indicate that one sex is superior or inferior to the other. 

That is the conclusion to be dreiwn from the words of the scientist, 

Jacques Lorbette, in his book: The 11oman in Relation to the Teacher. 
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Professor Ferchelot .as said: 11 I have given many courses in the 

mathematical fields and in tl,e fields of ethics and philosophy to science 

students, amo O them many Homen; and, according to my m-m observation, 

there is no distinction between t:-,e saxes. Always as many O..c one pass 

the course as of the other." 

The scier:tist, K:::-.tc,:::a:!;za, p~o.:'cssor of humanities and member o!' 

the Italian Senate, has said in a c'le~v boo~{ entitled The PhysiolOfY....£f 

~ Woman: "All of the disci.;.Ds:.ons ~-:1ich involve the lightness in weight 

of tl::e '\-•roman I s brain, the srr:c.llness of her cranium, and the weakness of ( 52) 

her cerebral envelope are nonsense, if, by them, one wishes to prove a 

difference between the sexes in mental pcwer. 11 He goes 01 to say: 

"How ungrateful is man ! His pride compels him to falsify, even 

in anatomy. He is not satisfied to seize the first place on earth, but 

also wants to prove that the woman is beneath him within mankind and 

that she is on a level between ape and man. Accordingly, he therefore 

has the right to deprhre her of the rights which he himself has been 

given. He forgets that the individual whom he wishes to humiliate is 

his mother. The truth is that, in respect to anatomy, the woman is 

neither inferior nor superior to man. She is, instead, different from 

him, because she has functions unlike his which she performs." 

This scientist has poin0ed out the minute differences which exist 

between tr.e mc.n and the woman in feelings and in'sentiments. He says 

that, according to his observation, the cause of the nost important way 

in ·which the woman differs from the man from a moral point of view is 

the servitude which has overtaken the Koman for so long a time. In the 

lowest classes, the man has broken the wcman's resistance by the power 

of his muscles and, in the other classes, by the ascendency of his 
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knowledge and of his education. T:is inferior status has led the (53) 

1voman to emp_oy the tactics of the slave to defend herself. It also 

seeres that the man excels her in the stamina of his resolution a~d in 

the exceeding firmness of his actions, but she excels him i the stamina 

of her feelings and in standing pain. She endures illness and surgery 

with.a patience amazing to man. The reason for this may be that she is 

less selfish than the man or it may be that she has become accustomed 

to submission and to humility. 

The woman excels the man also in being less prone to carnal desire 

than he. With the man, love is an instinctual craving to gratify physical 

appetite; but, with the Homan, it is a heartfelt affection, the goal 

of which is the blending of two spirits. Proof of this is that men may 

use all kinds of ruses and strategems with women in order to attract them; 

but, despite that, most of them defend their honor and overcome their 

carnal desires. He stated that, if the case were reversed~ and, let us 

say, women were permitted to use in order to attract men what men now 

use with women, a man cou d !'lot possibly preserve his integrity. 

He went on to say that the woman's love of goodness is proverbial. 

With man, self-love has the upper hand. You see him, therefore, thinking 

first of himself and then of his children, i contrast to the woman, who 

thinks first of others and then of herself. The man considers it important 

that he is happy, but the woman considers it important that she make (54) 

others happy. These feelings are evident in all of life's activities, 

minor and·major. The greatest example of the woman's atruism is the 

love of the mother for her ch.ad. She loves him more than his father 

does, and she loves him no :natter what his defects. One might even say 

that, when her child is unlucky, she loves him more. The father is just 

the oppo·site. 
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In the opinion of most · scholars and of those ,mo have done the 

most exhaustive research, th.a wor.:an is equal to the man in intellectual 

power and above him in sensitivity and compassion. To the observer, 

however, there appears to be a vc.st difference between them in intellect, 

because, for many generations, men ha.ve been active in the· pursuit o 

know·_edgE: > their minds h&ve gained insight, and their resolution has 

been strengthened by use, in contrast to women, who have been deprived 

of all training. Those differences now observed between the sexes are 

synthetic, not natural. By equality, we do not mean that every potential 

in the woman is equal to every potential in the man or every aptitude of 

hers is equal to every aptitude of his, but we do mean that the smn of 

her potentials and of her autitudes ~s corn.~ensurate ,vith the sum of 

his, even if a vast difference is to be found between them, because 

mere differe:ice does not signify that or.e is lower than the other. 

( 55) 

On what scientific de::1.ons,., r:=:.tion does man rely for the enslavement 

of woman? By what right is it pe.r:nitted him to deprive her of er 

freedom? For the sake of ' .: · te , let us assume that the i·roman' s intellect 

is less than the man I s. D,J. ~ la:~l-: c.1.· intellect in a person justify his 

being deprived of his freedc::'? fi.mor.e; individual men, does there not 

exist a difference in intellect 6reater than the one now existing between 

men and women? Doesn't the intellect of the Egyptian vary with the 

difference of the classes of the Egyptian nation, yet even so we see all 

men equal in their enjoyi:ient of their ph:rsical freedom? Are there not , 

arnong our Egyptian women, those more intelligent and more p r 'ec~ i..·, 

character than their husbands, their fathers, or their sons? 

It is not sound that difference of intellects should be a reason 

for depriving the human being of his freedom. No, what this difference 

does,instead, lead to is that one idea surpasses ar,, ther and guides it 
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by the power of pursuasion or tr.at or.e will prevails over another by 

the power of suggestion, t:.nti l it wins it over voluntarily. 

Hhat the Islamic Sha--:: -.: a has established about the rights of (56) 

women -- as we have alrea,-ly :: r1di:::s:t.,:od u.bove -- directs us to the fact 

that this moral authority :i_., ,1h.:...t- the Holy Verses which speak of men 

having a standing above wcr::'--!i a:-.:: ref erring to. European law has followed 

the sar.ie lines and has given the r:tcin similar authority over his wife 

and called it conjugal authority. Nonetheless, ever-,tone sees Western 

women enjoying their freedom . 

Also for the sake of debate, let us suppose that the veiling of 

women is a means of protect::.ng them from immora.lity. Is that enough to 

deprive them of their freedon? 

If men I s conduct toward wol7'en is a cause of the immorality, why 

is the woman's freedom crushed and t:-ie man's respected? Is the theory 

of justice different in relation to the man and to the woman? Are there 

two truths, a truth for tt.e man &nd a truth for women? Is not everyone 

possessed of choice entitled to exercise his choice as he wishes, as (57) 

_ong as, by his action, he does not exceed what Shar' and_ p,anun22 ave 

de "ined for him. 

Fe realize that the :-esponsibility of the woman in this uorld and 

in the next is no less than the man's before the Shar', and we realize 

that the g3'.-1.i:n does not exempt her from punishment, if she has cor.Jnitted 

a crime, nor recorru'"nend a mitigation of : er punishment. We see, moreover, 

that public opinion magnifies her responsibility u..~til it makes it greater 

than the man's. If a forty-year-old man seduces a fifteen-year - old girl, 

taking advantage of her i mmaturity to commit adulter-,t with her, public 

22Qanun, civil law. 
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opinion judges that it is this sm&ll girl who has lost her honor and 

overlooks the part played by the man, just as :i.f he had done nothir.g 

objectionable. Is this not b0cause the Share. and public opinio:1 recognize 

that the wor..an is responsible for her actions? If she were responsible 

to this degree , is not that because the Shar and p blic opinion also 

recognize that she is f ee ,::.:::d free to choose? 

I think it unreason~blo to consider the woman a completely ration

al and free human being from the point of view of her deserving the 

punishment of hanging, if she corr.:mits murder ; and then to · consider her 

so lacking in reason that she is depri ved of her freedom in affairs of 

ordinary life. 

Man I s belief that his wife, if given her freedom, may misuse it ( 58) 

does not justify his depriving her of it, because no hmnan being is 

justified in encroaching on anot her by robbing him of his freedom and 

by controlling his will on tr e pretext that he wants to prevent him from 

making a mistake. If depriving a human being of his freedom is permissible 

in order to prevent an inj t.,_•_y which might occur, ninety percent of the 

men should have been put under the law of the veil to keep them from 

iID.morality. 

Moreover, even if the Homan has accepted the veil being imposed 

upon her, this acceptance of hers is not to be considered a commitment 

so solL~d tnat it prevents her thereafter from loosening its hold, for it 

is an invalid- commitment because of its inconsistency with hur.1an nature 

and with the principles of the Share. 

Everything that has been said and is being said about women 1 s 

freedom prompting them to exceed the bounds of chastity is baseless talk 
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which experience disproves and reason rejects, since basic tests by 

sound observers show that t ::e freedo:w of women increases their moral 

capacities, evokes in them feelir.gs of self-respect, and induces men to 

respect them. 

In support of this opinion, we shall not adopt the policy of (59) 

others by producing co trivec~ and unrealistic statistics, which some 

of them published in htunorous newspapers to amuse the readers. In them, 

they have ascribed to one of t he scientists the observation that ~he 

German woman is unfaithful to her husband seven times, the Belgian six 

and four-fifths times, the Dutch four, the Italian one and five-sixths, 

and the French once, and so on until he came to the Turkish by which 

he means nthe Oriental" - - woman, who he said is unfaithful to her 

husband only one-tenth of one time. 

This balderdash has led a man who relies on such statistics to 

believe that what was published in that ewspaper as a joke is "precise, 

scholarly research, based on figures". It has not crossed his mind 

that to gather statistics on such a subject as this is impossible, be

cause one cannot enumerate cases of adultery unless they have come to 

("- ,rt, and obviously only a ~ew of them do. 

Because any theorem not traceable to one of the varieties of (60) 

axioms acknowledged by theoreticians is inadmissible as proof, we do not 

base our opinion on accepted but unproven theorems, as do those who demand 

that the name of the woman who has sat for five minutes in the same 

place with men must be expunged from the roster of virtuous women. Those 

are a group who, if any one of them were asked for proof of what he says, 

would have found nothing in the recesses of his brain except that man and 
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woman are always subject to their carnal desires. Thus, it is their 

concern to a9ply of their mm 2.ccord the morals or 1-rhich they have 

a propensity and to believe that they are the morals of all J:J.ankind. 

In their own view, they represent man as he is; and the woman in her 

present situation represents, in their view, the 1-1oma..11 as she is. They 

have not compre'1ended t at me:-;. differ endlessly in their morals ·and 

in their merits, according to the time and the 9lace and the methods 

of education, and that the wonan differs in her characteristics and 

morals just the way men do. 

This difference which is apparent in the life of moral women 

emerges generally from the difference in customs. (61) 

The main thing which our men demand of the woman is that she be 

chaste, and they have the right to demand of her that she be adorned with 

this virtue, but they have done their utmost to eradicate this virtue 

and to make it unrealizable. ~hat is because the organization of our 

life induces in the woman an intensification of the tendency toward 

carnal desires. For imprisoning the woman and cutting off her means 

of exercise exposes her constantly to ':reakening of the sinews; and, when 

the sinews have become weak, the balance a.."'Tlong the moral forces is up

set. This is a fact which everyone m·st recognize, for it is an estab

lished fact that, if the body is strong and the heart is pumping blood 

to all the body cells, the human rr,ind realizes its potential; and, just 

as it is not debilitated at encountering physical difficulties and 

infirmities, neither is it weakened by ha.ving to resist passions and 

evil impulses. But clearly, bodily stagnation and a breakdmm. of strength, 

both of which have an influenc~ on the will and on the will power, 

follow overwork and sickliness; then, just as when the body has attenpted 
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an undertaking of which it is barely capable and responds with a d.esire 

to rest, just so, the mind is awa:Ae of its inability to control its (62) 

passions and to resist any i!'lclination which requires effort and trouble 

to defeat. 

There is no doubt that a strong constitution and sound nerves are 

two of man's most :impo:-tant i:.ids to self-control and that a weak constitu

tion and poor nerves are two of the main causes i·rhich mal<:e the human 

being an instru:nent with which ca1·nal desires and passions play. 

If there . is a need to cite the opinion of experts about what 

we say, I shall pass along i.·,hd an outst:mding man in the field of edu

cation, Dr. Fleury (I 1 ~ r. x.,, has said: 

I~ his book, entitled The Bed,~ Soul of the Child, re said: 

ttThe tool of the mind is the brain, and every ailment which occurs in 

bodily health affects it. I: ·.:e h·:rve :.·cccived our full share of the 

preconditions of physical :.ealth, 1·,e have been enabled to attqin sound 

will and strong judgment ar..d to i.':'lprove the noral and ethical standards 

of the man. 11 

Housebound women are considered before all else sickly worr.en. 

Therefore, they are much more apt to yield to their carnal desires than 

are women w~o enjoy their f eedom. 

T·:hen we combine the veil with idler..ess -- and it is impossib_e (63) 

to separate the veil from it -- what follows is the killing of any virtue 

in the woman. 

1t is distasteful to some of us to recognize the existence 

this correlation between veiling and idleness. Perhaps it pleases them 

to say that our veiled 1·10men have numerous duties which occupy their 

time a.'1d that giving them the desired freedom might be a cause of 
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diverting their attention froCT these duties and of directing it to 

matters of no benefit to the \·rnmD.n or to her household. But, since it 

is of interest to us only to determine the truth as it is, we say that 

the existence of duties is one thing and carrying them out is another 

and that our women who have no activities and no interests outside the 

house do not find enough time to carry out their duties to their husbands 

and to their children. They leave the affairs of domestic life to 

others, unlike 1-Jestern women who have widened the scope of their activities 

until it has almost come to 0q·.1al that of r:ien I s .and, along with that, 

find sufficient time to perform all their housel,old duties. There is 

no reason for that except tr.at work gives rise to work,and rest gives 

rise to rest. 

Then, too, the way in which children are brought up in the (64) 

home has an initial role in the lm-:ering of moral standards. 

It is possible for me to state frankly here, without hesitation, 

that, in the mind of a member of the younger generation, male or female, 

no more than ten years of a,'!,e, there are already being stored up expres

siuns and images which awaken carnal desire.. In his heart there is 

already gr01·ring the yearning prompted by the sexual drive; and he is 

more sexually precocious thar. the European boy or girl of fifteen or 

eighteen. 

Clin1atic difference does not enter into this, or, if it has an 

influence, it is slight. No, the real influence is the way of bringing 

up children. 

If our intelligent and educated men were to observe what occurs 

and is said in front of them every day, if they were to reflect on what 

they see and hear in the streets and at public gatherings all the time, 
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they would agree with us completely in this and other questions about 

which there is no reason for difference of opinion except the concern 

of some of us to triumph over others and the lack of concern of each 

of us to understand what the other is saying. (65) 

If we could spell out all the aaterial and moral influences by 

vhich th.3 child's·emotions .3.::-;.d tastes are formed, the reader would see 

for himself that it is impossible for the attributes of virtue to grow 

in the girl who is brought up in an Eg;yptian family. Suffice it to 

mention here some examples of these influences which occur in middle 

class families, the most proper segment of society: 

One example is that the children's relatives usuaJly do not hesi

tate to call everything by its true name and talk in front of them of 

what has occurred between husband and wife without it occurring to them 

to order them to go elsewhere during that time. Also, the first thing 

which comes to the tongue of a visitor when he encounters a small girl 

in a house is to ask her if she wants to marry him or to marry his little 

son; and, if there are a rnJ!I',b8r of visitors, each one asks her who among 

them appeals to her. 

Another example is tte presence of children at weddings and their 

seeing the dancing of seductive women and hearing the singing which is all 

about sensual love. (66) 

By such scenes and conversations as these, the little girl is made 

conscious of what she ought to be oblivious to, and sensual yearning 

grows within her. 

Then, if a girl happened to enbrace a boy in the course of play, 

the blaine would be directed tow2.rd her by her family, and it would be 

said to her that she had done a disgraceful thing; and, . if the girl 
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asked what was 1,-rrong about ' .. :1--t :..he did, whomever she asks answers her 

according to what has mean_: r for him and to what his upbringing has 

given him the capacity to w-. : 1..,;.1 st and. As the girl grows older, the 

lL"llitation upon her and her removal from the company of men increase. 

In this, there is enougr.. sti::mlation of h8r mind about the difference 

between the sexes to prom.pt her to investic;a.te this matter 1·1hich occupies 

her and her family to such an extent. She queries those of her girl 

friends in whom she has confidehce and learns something about it from 

them, and her imagination is left with the job of comprehending the rest. 

And this pattern of life which encompasses the girl and in which 

the part most important to her is the man and his doings and her kinship 

to him and her associations with hL"ll and her distance or near,ness to him 

is without a doubt the gre~test factor in her temperament, because it 

makes sexual functions the main concern in her life. 

Because of men's assure.nee about the validity of what we have (67) 

cited and of their feelings t :-:at uone::1 have no importance and their 

minds no occupation except their relationship with men, you do not see 

a man among the Egyptians who trusts his ,-rife or sanctions her having 

anything to do with a: •man who is strange to her. In some homes, the man 

does not trust his broth~r and will not allow his wife to talk to him; 

she must veil her face fro~ him even though he is right there with them. 

Also, in many families, the man will not associate with his wife's sister. 

It is not my intention to blame r.:i.en and women for thinking so 

badly of one another, because our present customs and morals.and upbr:ingine 

have condemned them to distrust ench other and have made the veil the 

only means to protect women and have not nade of religion or chivalry or 

nobility of character or goodness of ethics a more appropriate means to 

protect chastity and to elir:linate indecency. 
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But let t e reader per:nit me to go on with r:iy train of thought 

by saying: 

The veil has remained with us to tl is day for the reasons which 

we have pointed out; namely, because, fro~ the political, intellectual, 

and moral point of view, i~ was an adjunct of our past social order. (68) 

He were governed tyranically so we thought that family authority should 

be founded only upon tyranny. We, therefore, imprisoned our ,-lives, de

prived them of their freedom, and took sole possession of the right to 

lift the ma riage bond. In bringing up our children, we employed the 

corr.mand, the threat, fear, and the ·whip. We wer.e foolish, for we 

imagined that the woman had no function or job, save to be the object of 

man's carnal desire and o~e of the media of his pleasure. We failed to 

realize that sl,e is also a h~i'.2.n being like us and that she has the 

right to try to find her happiness through the s~ue means which the 

Divine Lawgiver has put at the disposal of men. Since we have unjustly 

debased the rank of the woma· , justice has taken revenge upon us; a.'1d 

its revenge has been terrible. For ·rn, :i.n this wc;_y, have been deprived 

of true happiness, our mor~l standards h~ve fallen, and our'children~s adu

cation has bec1 impaired. Such sorrow and despair has gripped our hearts 

that many of us have thought that the life of the Islamic nations has 

neared its end and will not retain a share of success in the worldwide 

jockeying for position. They .ave begun to brag about the old Islamic 

civilization, whenever Europeans discuss their sciences and their arts, 

and to pride themselves on the Arab culture of ages past, whenever modern 

Western culture is mentioned, just like an old woman who has reached ( 69) 

the age of senility, consoling herself with mer;iories of your youthful 

beauty. 
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Today, however, our social situation has chane;ed c0i'1lpletely • . Tle 

have become free, and we love freedom. Sou.nd information has begun to 

spread ~uong the individuals of our co~munity, and our minds have been 

prepared to recognize the dignity of the human being in the existing 

universe and the status of the woman i the home and her rightful place 

i t c 1-:0:--2.d. Is it fittin.s;, the:::-caf t er, that we maintain the old 

customs and traditions and retain the custom of veiling, considering it 

the o:1ly means to protect the woman? Or is it more fitting that we seek 

out another means compatible with the new situation into which we have 

moved and let her rightful place be to progress with us to the best within 

her? 

In other words, two schools of thouzht exist. 0 e warns people 

to stick to the veil, and the other advises them to get rid of it. Which 

of these schools of thought must we cl"loose, and what are our criteria so 

that we do not suffer the co::;.seque!lces of error? 

If we use our heads ar.d take common se seas our criterion, we 

shall undoubtedly choose the school of thought which is consonant with 

our welfare and by which our interests will prosper. We need not fear, ( 70) 

thereafter, that our choice will be counter to what is right and proper, 

because enlightened self-interest which is based upon the principles of 

common sense is a right which the Shar defends. It is impossible that 

one of the rights which the Sh2.rr defends would be a source of disadvantage 
J(. 

to people or that one of th8 virtues would be more harmful than beneficial. 

Then which of the two schools of thought is consonant with our 

welfare, and by which will ou::.- interests prosper? 

As for the veil, its disadvantage is that it deprives the woman 

of her innate freedom; preveDts her from completine her education; 

hinders her in ear-ning her living, whe::1 necessary; keeps husband and wife 
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from enjoying an· intellectua:;_ and cultural life together; and keeps them 

from · being mothers qualified to bring up their children. With it the 

nation is just like a person ~~o has be3n stricken with paralysis in one 

half of his body. 

~ts advantage is limited to one thing: it l essens the frequency 

of adulte r y since it is interposed between the two sexes·and outwardly 

prevents '7ssociation between them, even if it does not remove the pre

dediction for it from within. And what they call chastity is defined by 

the saying, 11 It is part of purity to be unobtainable 11 • Bodies are (71) 

protected, but most hearts are unfaithful . As for freedom, its advantage 

is the cessation of all t:ie d3..':1ages which have grmm out of veiling 

(see above), and its only disadvantage is that initially it would be 

open to abuse. With the passage of time, ho·.,rever, t he woman will be 

prepared to recognize her responsibilities and to be accountable for her 

actions; and she will get accustomed to self-reliance and to defending 

her honor, so that, within her, will be developed the virtue of true 

chastity, which is the conterapt of the free, unrestrained person for the 

ignominious, not because of fear of punishment or of hope of reward or 

of the existence of an inteminable obstacle, but solely because it is 

ignominious. 

It is not possible for the woman to attain this moral level, as 

long as she is veiled; but it is very easy for her to attain it, when free . 

She will attain it, just as 'Western women have attained :Lt, for 

we see that, whenever there has been an i ncrease in the Western woman's 

freedom, there has been an increase in her feelings of respect for herself, 

for her husband, and for her family. 



That very learned man, Mantegazza2~ has said: "The greatest 

influence on our daughters• characters is the fre dom which is given (72) 

them from the time of their child:,ood. 11 

He 1as also said: 11 It is inco::-rect to attribute the lofty 

virtues observable· women who enjoy their freedom to climate, because 
I 

I have found these virtues in Buenos Aires, where the heat is intense , 

the skies are clear, and general prosperity is on the rise; and, if 

the nature of the climate had such an effect on morals, the morals of 

the women in that country would have been corrupt. In the last century 

and in the beginning of this century, our ,girls did not leave the 

cloistered existence ur.til they were married and were ignorant of every

thing connected with love. Most of the t:L"Ile, they have received extra

marital lessons about love . That was because, on general principles, 

the girl who does not choose her : usb.s:nd, but is forced to accept him, 

has alreadJ' taken a shortcut to sin. Nothing guards the girl from cor

ruption like letting her choose her usband by herself after she has 

gotten to know him and has compared him with other men. 11 

In describing the wonen of his country, he has said: 11 rhe Italian 

woman is less chaste than others, because she generally marries without 

loving her husband; and the situation is almost the same among the 

women of France. 11 

As for English, Ame:dca.1, and German 1-·ro::nen, he extols their high (73) 

degree of chastity and attributes it to the way they were brought up and 

to their enjoying freedom and independence in life's activities. Veiling 

and freedom are two means to p~otect the woman, but what a great difference 

23see page~ J6. 
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there is between them in the results which derive from them l Whereas 

the first means reduces her to the category of a tool or a chattel and 

offends humanity, the second serves humanity and encourages the woman 

along the p.s.th of intellectual progress and of morale cellcnce . 

You Lave a l rca.:ly seen from ,;hat we hav;e mentioned t .a.t t he method 

1· e prefer for educating the woman and for guar ing her chastity is not 

built upon theory unsubstantiated by fact, but is based upon observation 

and experience . 

Western man's respect for the freedom of the woman has reached the 

point where the father does not take it upon himself to open his daughter's 

mail. Si.uilarly, the husband has deemed it improper for him to open 

his wife's mail . This last question has been a subject of serious study 

among members of the French Bar Association for alrnost ten years, and 

it was established that the husband's authority. does not permit him to (74.) 

read hi s wife's secrets, because such an action is considered spying 

and demeaning t o the woman 's freedom and honor. 

To be sure, most wives read their mail to their husbands, just 

as most husbands show the letters w:'1ich come to them to their wives. 

There is., however, a great difference bet1,veen what is offered readily 

and what is looked upon as an obligation required by some alleged law. 

Western man's respect f or the freedom of the ,·-roman has reached 

the point where twenty- year-old girls may leave home and travel from 

America to the farthest place on earth, either alone or with a maid, and 

remain away for months or years, traveling from country to country, with

out any of their relatives 1·rorrying that their being alone would expose 

them to any danger. 
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It is part of Western woman's freedom that she may have friends 

other than those of her husband and a viewpoint other than that of her 

husband and that she may support a political party other than t he one 

which her husband supports. In all these matters, the man realizes that 

his wife has the right to favor what is consistent with her 01,m taste ( 75) 

and her mm mind and her own feelings and to live in a. way which she . 

believes compatible with her own point of view. 

Despite all that, you see the organization of the households of 

those i·lesterners built on firm foundations 1 i\nd we see those nations 

in. a continuous process of growth l Not yet aff licting them are any of 

the, , misfortunes with which those writers and jurisprudents in our 

midst who have been very loque.cious in describing the damage which would 

result from giving women f reedom three.ten us l How often have we heard 

them say that the mixing of men and women will lead to the mixing of 

f a:nily bloodlines and that, vrhen bloodlines have been mixed, the country 

has fallen into ruin. 

The women and the men of all of those countries of Europe are 

mixing in all ':ralks of life all the time. And, behold, there are our 

Christian and Jewish brothers and compatriots, who have recently abandoned 

the custom of veiling and have brought up their ,-.romen to unveil their 

faces and to associate with men. How far they are from deterioration and 

ruin l 

Let us abandon these unrealistic theories which have no value in 

the face of facts. 

Sxperience has proven that freedom is a source of benefit to (76) 

the human being, the root of his progress, and the basis of his moral 

excellence and that the human being's independence of will has been the 

most important moral factor in the advancement of men. It cannot but 

have a similar influence upon women. 
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The point is that every change which sets forth visions in the 

form of a plan for which acceptance is solicited and about which the 

people have not previously been clear is really an idea set forth ahead 

of its time. Therefore, only a small number of people, whose vision ex

tends to those events which the future will fathom, understands and 

properly evaluates it. 

Look at the case of Egypt: The Egyptian nation has lived for 

generations in political servitude, and the result has been a general 

decline in all phases of its life - a decline in intelligence, in morals, 

and in deeds. It has continued to fall from one step to the next until 

the matter ended in its being a weak, sick, stagnant body, vegetating 

rather than living. When it rid itself of servitude, it beheld itself, 

initially, in the dilemma of not knowing what to do with its new freedom. 

It was all because no one understood what this word meant or (77) 

attached any value to it. People used to make light of it and to ridicule 

it. Moreover, they complained about it and attributed the deterioration 

of their way of life and the sickness of their souls to it. How many 

times have we heard that the cause of Egypt's misery is her enjoyment of 

freedom and equality. Then, little by little, people got used to freedon 

and began to realize that the deterioration of their way of life could 

not be the result of it, but that it had other causes. The love of 

freedom beca'l1e such a part of most of us that ,-re could not conceive of 

existence having any meaning without it, and we have the hope of our 

children, who are growing up in complete freedom, harvesting all of its 

precious fruits, of which the most i.TJ1portant is preparing themselves for 

action. With that, they will understand thoroughly that freedom is the 

basis of all vitality. 



And such will be the case with regard to the freedom of uor.1en. 

The first generation in which the freedom of the woman will emerge 

will do much complaining about it. People will think tha,t a great scourge 

has been visited upon them, because the woman will be in the process of 

eJ-..rperimenting with freedom. Then, with the passage of tim.e, the woman ( 78) 

will become accustomed to usjng her fre Bdom, will realize her obligations 

little by little, and will develop her intellectual and her moral 

capacities. Whenever a defect in her more.ls appears, it will be treated 

by education so that she will become a fully self-conscious human being. 

That is because moral Growth does not differ in its course from 

physical growth. Just as t he child creeps before he walks and learns 

how to walk by degrees, clinging to the wall or grabbing hold of his . 

nurse's hand, and, even ,,men he has learned how to talk alone, does not 

do it well tmtil after he has experimented for a month, during which time 

he falls very often; s:iJnilarly, in its moral course, humanity exchanges 

one condition for a better one only by degrees and after long ex-periment, 

during which many bumps and spills and painful trials befall it, until 

it settles on its course. 

That is the law· ( sunna) of natural creation. It is inconceivable 

for us to imagine that it is in our power to be free of it or to escape 

from its chains. It is also unwise for us to turn back or to stop 

moving forward. 

If we wished to attain the goal toward which we have directed our 

hopes, what must we do but surrender to the wisdom of the sunna of God 

and accept the difficulties and strains without which its attainment would 

be :impossible. (79) 
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Otherwise we would be like the neurotic father who fee.red that, 

if his son ·walked, he would fall down and so kept him from walking until 

he was grown up, with the result that he lived out his life sitting down, 

his feet having withered a,·,ay . 



THE ':v0I1·:AN 1 S OBLIJATICES TOH.AP.D Hii::RSELF 

The first thing which attracts the attention of the Easterner 

staying in _any of the cities of Europe is t he important role which the 

,,roman occt'Y'lies there. From the very first moment, it is apparent to him 

that the division generally accepted in our country between nrivate and 

public life which interferes Ivith the two sexes cooperating in all of 

life's phases and aspects is not a principle recognized as valid in those 

countries. 

Were he to leave Europe and travel in America, he ,-rould stare in 

astonishment at the amazine; phenomenon which he sees, and amazement would 

cast his mind into a state of bewilderment. He would find that the 

division so dear to him had d:.sappeared to such an extent that it was 

almost nonexistent; he Nill 13ee women engaging in men's activities ( 80) 

and men doing the work of ~rc:rcn, without differentiation; and he will 

hear Americans accusing Europeans of acting tyrannically to1,1ard their 

women and of destroying their ri0;hts, just as Europeans reproach Orientals 

for using despotism Hith their women . 

The Easterner sees this phenomenon and, initially, finds it extra

ordinary. Then he forgets about it. 

After that he does r.ot t hir!k about it and lives side by side with 

vfosterners without knowing anything about their ways. Even if mention of 

them is made, incidentally, in newspapers or in books, that does not 

provoke in him the slightest urge to gain knowledge of the facts or to 

delve beneath ~he surface. 

That is because he is sure in his own mind that his customs are 

best and that anything which differs from them does not merit his attention 

or interest. 
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But the truthseeker, who is accustcmed to the method of 

sc:i entific criticism, does not j udge social p2.tter ns in such a f acile 

manner . 

One day he h3.s seen in one of the newspapers that a 1-~i s s Gordon 

has tried a case before a I Frisco criminal court and defended a r.1an ( 81) 

a ccused of murder . Anbther day he has seen in a mE.g~zi ne that Hiss Carry 

Rainar, a minister in the United 3t ates, has preached a sermon at a church 

in the city of Laru to a l ar ge congr egat i on of men and women . Then 

again he has seen that Miss Stone is teaching political economy at the 

Univers ity of Chicago to students of that subject, both men and women. 

He has been made aware that the woman la\·.ryer has women colleagues active 

in all the courts, that t he woman minister has women colleagues in many 

churches, that the woman prof essor has women colleagues in most UJ1iver

siti es, and that the women do t heir jobs no better and no worse than the 

men do theirs . Ifuat, then, is he to believe? · He believes that the words 

of the poet 

Fated are men for battle and war, 

And the fair sex for trailing after. 

are not at all consistent with the truth . It is, therefore, unsound to 

cite them in refuting us. We excuse the poet ·who is only making an 

account of the condition of t he woman in his 01-m time. But can we (82) 

excuse ourselves from our beliefs that women are fit only for 11 trailing 

after11 , even though one glance at the valuable work which women do in 

the West is enough t o indicate that the life of the ,,roman may rightly be 

filled with something nobler than play, games, and 11trailing after11 ? 

7his image by which t he poet has characterized the woman is not 

a true :i..mc.ge of the woman, because it is not an image of a human being _ 

or even of an animal, since nothi ng exists in life unless it has a 



function to fulfill or a job to perform, and, among the animal species 

from the highest to the lowest, none is to be found which is not 

subject to the law of survival. 

If we wished to arrange mankind's activities according to their 

:importance, we would find that they 2.re divided into three categories: 

1) life-sustaining activities, 2) activities benefiting his family, and 

3) activities benefiting the social entity. 

Obviously, all worthwhile education must enable the human being (83) 

to carry out these activities and to heea this natural arrangement. More 

important than anything else is the knowledge which insures life's 

security and the performance of its obligations and necessary requirements. 

It must be given priority over knowledge specific to domestic duties, 

because it is possible to carry out any domestic duty onlJr after the 

accomplishment of the primary duties. Likevdse, the knm-rledge which 

leads the h1m1an being to the awareness of his domestic duties is a fore

runner of the knowledge specific to social duties, because the strength 

of the social body depends u:1on how well households are organized. 

When that has been established, we say that education which en

compasses thes0 +,hree categories in the arrangement ,·rhich we have set 

do'WTI is necessary for men and for women to an equal degree. 

We have now disregarded political privileges and rights, and I 

have not and do not demand equality between the woman and the man in any 

of them, not because I believed that to prohibit the woman from partici

pating in public affairs -- a complete ban for all time -- is a necessary 

principle for social organization, but because I realize that we are still 

in great want of men who are proficient at performing public duties and (84) 

that, today, the Egyptian woman is not prepared for anything at all and 
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must spend years in training her mind by study and experience until she 

is ready to take her place alonside men in the arena of public J.ife. 

Therefore, we sball omit further· iscussion about activi ties and 

information pertinent to the third category and limit ourselves here to 

the discussion of the activities and information specific to the first 

· two categories. 

No matter how much peopl e differ in their understanding o:( the 

woman's nature, no one may suggest that she can dispense with activities 

by which she sustains her vital forces and which prepare her to carry 

out the requirements and obliG~tions of human life. 

In the same ·way, no matter how much we disagree about the scope of 

the woman's function in the world, it is inevitable that we recognize that 

she cannot forego activities and information pertinent to her domestic 

duties. Thus, all information pertinent to these hro categories of 

activities is beneficial, and all training which enables the woman to fend 

for herself and to improve the condition of her household is also (85) 

beneficial. 

Many of us think that the woman has no need to learn or to be 

active and assume that the mildness of women' s temperament, the softness 

of their bodies, and the weakness of their constitutions make it difficult 

for them to bear the fatigue of t oil and the hardship of l abor . 

But such talk is really a slander against women, even though it 

may appear to be compassion for them. 

Anyone observing condit.ions in our social body sees the sad facts 

which make him fully aware of that. He sees that the man and the woman 

are adversaries who agree in but few instances and that they fight with 
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one another night and day. The man will seize on the weakness and the 

i gnorance of the woman to deprive her of all that she owns and to ap

propriate the profits for himself . The woman struggles to the best of 

her ability to defend hers : ~, but finds no way to do it. 

Had the court cases Jtween the sexes been compiled jnto a book, 

it would have been the best possible re2.ding matte r for championing the 

rights of the woman. 

I do not think it would be an exaggeration if I said that in ( 86) 

the event of a conflict of interests between the man and the woman for 

any reason, whether over a marraige which has occurred between them or 

over the a!)portionment of property reverting to them or over any contract 

tied in with it, the first thing the man's thou_ght races to is how to 

steal from the woman whatever he can of her property. And the poor woman 

is unaware of the dangers which surround her . Even if she discovered them, 

it is usually not until after her ruination. In any case, when she 

has fallen into the net, no device is left to her except to weep and to 

wail since she perceives herself in an entanglement from which she does 

not know how to rescue herself. 

All Egyptians know that the wom0n of Upper Egypt are a group of 

people deprived of their rights in legacies which they inherit in accordance 

with the stipulations of the SharI<a and that this situation continued to 

exist until the syster:1 of Family Courts was introduced in Upper Egypt. 

Still, some mudirs~ whose opinions were obtained about the formation of 

the new courts in Upp:er Egypt, beJ.ieved it an argu.11ent against t heir _form

ation that, if formed, one of their provisions would be to give 1vomen their 

2½viuair , provincial governor. 
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This is no easy task, because it r eouires varied knm,rledge and 

abundant observation.' 

Even ii' he amassed all of that, it would still not be easy for 

hirn to judge the problem dccisi vely; for he lmows that his opinion is 

based ui)on hypothetical premis2s, and its conclusions are only approx

imate. Therefore, you see him allrays in the process of research, con

sidering the result of his effort only as groundwork for provisional 

action and not refusing to correct his opinion according to the demands 

of t he situation and revelations of the action . (89) 

The case is just the opposite 1-tlth some one who possesses fanci

ful theories. He is convinced that his theory is like a .mathematical 

proposition and so is never wrong, although it is composed of vaeue 

generalities in 1·1hich the mind settles upon nothing definite, such as 

the weakness of the woman and the strength of the man, the division of 

life into that inside the hone and that outsi de , and so forth. Such con

cepts fill his mind . But they are devoid of facts and of observations 

and are, in reality, phrases which have no sound general basis whatsoever 

for any time or place . 

He does not look at real people , nor does he see himself in need 

of looking at them or of studying their conditions. It does not occur 

· to him that the hmnan fabric has f orm other than the fanciful shape which 

has laid hold of his mind . Therefore, he is .not interested in see ing 

this fabric in the form of a herdswoman, a farmwoman, a fac~ory woman, 

or a tradeswoman or in finding out if she is rich or poor, living alone 

or in a family, a city dweller, a villcger, or a beduin . 

None of these many different pictures are corrununicated to his mind . 

They make no im!)ression on it, because all of its windows have already ( 90) 

been so blocked by the mass of theory which fills his consciousness from 

beginning to end that no place is left there for anything else. 
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In other words: If he wrote or spoke, he would not be writing 

or speaking about a living, flesh and blood woman with feelings and 

emotions. Instead, he would be writing and speaking about the woman who 

is in his mind. 

Now she is a young ,roman between twenty and thirty years of age, 

beautiful, slender, passionate. A nod fror.i her is sufficient to obtain 

whatever her heart desires, because she is possessed of vast wealth or 

because she has an extremely wealthy husband who denies her nothing. As 

for her morality, it is decadent, inclined toward falsehood and deceit, 

and bent on evil doints. Between her and that, nothing intervenes except 

sentencing her to remain indoors and to seclude herself from men. 

In portraying the woman in our minds like this, we see only t he 

opinions of the Arabs .about them, handed dovm to us . 

This is colored by the fact that the life of the Arabs was a life 

of war and battle, and their livelihood was gained by plunder. It has (91) 

failed to show that, in a corr~unity whose livelihood depends upon fighting, 

the woman cannot have grec:.t i.111portance. For, in this way of life, the 

woman is un2.ble to keep pace ·,vith the man. Therefore, her standing with 

them went down and her rank among them fell until she came to be considered 

pa.rt of the goods and chattels. The victor got her, and she was counted 

in with the plunder, just like the r est of the movable property. 

From this ensued concubina6e and polygamy. 

Just as the woman had nothing to do in the Arab community because 

of the limitation of all of life's activity to raiding and to the defense 

of the tribe, she also had nothing to do in the fa1:1ily, because the 

rearine; of children with them ·t1as restricted to nourishing the child' s 

body with suckle and food so tr.at he grew up to be a fighting man, not a 

well- educated man of culture and refinement. 
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It comes as no surprise to see i n the proverbs and poems and 

legends of the Arabs, and even in the writings of their l egists, savants, 

and philosophers, indications of their contempt for the woman . 

This is the source of the propagation of the picture of the woman 

in Euslim minds. It is a true picture, if one were to lcok at the 

past; but it is false, if ono is to look at the present and at the 

future. That is because the Egypt i an woman today does not r esemb~e the (92) 

Arab woman who used to live a thousand years ago, either outwardly or 

inwardly. She differs from her in dress, food, housing, customs, morals, 

needs and obligations, because the social and economic necessity ·which 

is now in existence with regard to her has changed completely from what 

she was up against in the past . This change was in compliance with 

requiremer.ts and needs unknm·m to the women of the Arabs. 

For the Arab woman was satisfied to eat barley breqd, to wear a 

·cotton shirt, and to live in a :hair tent . Obtaining and maintaining that 

did not require vast knowledge or great _ skill. The Arab woman lived in 

ie;norance of life's affairs, because her family and her people did not 

need her to sustain their domestic and their social life. The Arab woman 

was enslaved, because she was, -in :truth, a chattel to be taken into the 

possession of the nan by plunder or by a contract which was closer to a 

contract of sale than to a contro.ct of marriage . 

As for the present, we are in an age when people feel safe with (93) 

one another and order has been established among them. Har is no longer 

the chief concern of everyone, one group bent on the other's ruin. People 

have reached t he point where they do not have to go raiding in order to 

earn a living. Gone are the days when the standings of men were high or 

low, rose or fel~according to t he amount of their plunder in battle and 

how brave they were . Gone, too, are the days when whoever excelled in 

boldness and in violence was possessed of the highest authority; and the 
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weak, c3:.ll under his wing, were in the opposite state. There is no 

longer any need for battle, except in special circu.11stances in which 

reputable people are in char ge . Individuals of the nation have turned 

their attention, as men and women indiscriminately, to competing in 

other rn.atters. Some of t hem co~pete for honor in learning, and some 

of them vie for it in ·wealth, a:rnone them those honored for seeking it 

in industry, in corrunerce, and in agriculture. The arena for the match

ing of wits is vast. The woman is a human being like the man. She is 

naturally endowed with the gift of intelligence, and she has the right 

today to aspire to approach his level, even though she cannot yet equal 

him. This situation is a consequence of the abundance of pressing needs,(94) 

and 1"/hoever falls short in hi s effort, dm-m in his resolution, or back 

into his laziness and ignorance has come to be menaced by death and en

circled by the menace of eA-tinction. The door of a new crusade has there

by been opened to :mankind. The people of one cou.'1try are hardpressed 

over ways to earn a living, and to do so they struggle to best one another 

by deed and by cunning. Everyone competes against the foreigner, who 

has foUl].d . it· ,easy to penetrate into their midst, because of the con

venience of communicati.ons and .of the multiplicity of means of obtaining 

protectionl'his competitior'. has not:1:een simple and easy. It is, rather, 

something Hhich requires feats of mental and physical strength greater 

than the clanging of swords and the aiming of arrows . 

Tine has by now come a full circle for the woman and brought her 

back to the lew of creation. It has put before her requirements ·which 

make it impossible for her to live cooped up in her house . She is obliged, 

in spite of herself, to take jobs in men's fields and to work in order to 

earn a living, to stay alive, and to go onward and upward . By virtue of 
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this obligation, she is in great need of learning uhatever will enable 

her to have a share of the victory in this grc2.t competition. 

The weeping and wailing and complaining of women which w" .1ow hear 

about men for failing to support t hem or for wiping out their rir;hts (95) 

and about irresponsible1..talk, which has cast many of them into the 

depths of depravity for the sake of sat isfying some need, · con- : 

firms Hhat we have said and makes apparent to every eye the correctness 

of vmat we have set forth. 

We ask our opponents on the subject : Can they say that there. is 

no need to encourage the woman to know how to earn a living and to raise 

her position? Or say that she should do that, but, alas, it is not in 

her nature and among .the faculties God gave her there is nothing to 

prepare her to ready herself for this endeavor? 

This problem is not solved by remarks such as: 't: e woman is weak 

or of limited intelligence; because, weak or strong, bright or stupid, 

illiterate or educ;ited, -all are equal before the obligations of life. 

Instead, that which is useful in understanding the true nature of this 

problem and its solution is to know, first : are there to be found women 

who have no family .provider to look after their needs or who have a family 

provider, but one ,-/hose earnings are insufficient to meet their needs; 

then, if there were to be found women of this sort, what is their number, 

many or few? 

For that, we can refer -:.o t he Eg;yptian population census which was 

taken in 1897, and these arc tlle l atest statistics available. It is (96) 

brought out in these statistic:3 that the total number of Egyptian women 

who are employed in a craft or a trade is 63,731; that is, two per cent of 

Egyptian women are now employed in a trade, and these figures do not in

clude rural women who are employed in agriculture or foreign women of 
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whom the number gainfully employed in trade has reached twenty per cent. 

It goes without saying that these gainfully employed women have 

no family provider, for to our knowledge no men will permit their 

wives or their daughters to be gainfuJ.ly employed in a trade , unless they 

themselves are incapable of ea,rning . any living Hhatsoever . 

Going back to our observations , we find that women i;rho have no 

family provider are more than double t his amount, because the majority 

of them live as a dependent ur,on their relatives and to earn a living 

some of them use means which they do not admit to. I add to this category 

those wives whose husbands do not earn enough to provide life's neces

sities for them and for their childr en . They are always quarrelling and 

at odds with their husbands . Thereupon their feet hustle them into the (97) 

Shari a courtrooms to demand maintenance; and, if the judge were to 

award the wife two gurush25 per day, t he husband would shout: "This is 

too much" . The number of t hese women is no less than all of the pre-

ceding put together . 

If we have established that no more than two per cent of Egyptian 

1-romen have no family provider, ought not these women, forced by necessity 

to compete ~rith men to earn their living, be equipped to succeed before 

entering into life's battleground with the means by which men prepare 

themselves? Is it right or just that they are deprived of training which 

would qualify them to l ook out for themselves? Is it of benefit to men 

or t o the whole social body t h ,.t t hese women are deficient, illiterate, 

and poor? 

We do not dispute t hat natural disposition has prepared the woman 

to engage in household activities and t he rearing of children and that she 

25 . 
Qurush, piastre, about three cents. 
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is exposed to natural obstacles, such as pregnancy, childbirth, and 

nursing, which do not permit her to pursue activities which men are (98) 

able to tackle. Moreover, we state here that the best service which 

the 1.·10man renders the social body is to marry and to bear and rear her 

children. This is self- evident · matter which does not need long study 

to establish . But the mistake is for us to infer from this that it is 

not necessary for the woman to be prepared by education and by upbring

ing to carry out her role in life and to do ·what is necessary to support 

her children, if she should have small children and the need should arise. 

That is because everyi·'h:;re t here is to be found a number of 

women who are unmarried and <' ·-,1..L'ilbe r of others who are divorced or widowed 

and some who have husbands but who must earn a living because he is 

very poor or too infinn or too lazy to work. Not a few women are married 

and have no children. It is not right to bar all of these women from ob

taining work outside the home on a pretext that they have men to furnish 

their support or because they have domestic duties or because of the 

existence of na.tural impediments between them and the job . 

"\fo are not saying to t he woman: Renounce marriage and do not wish 

for offspring or leave your husband and children at hor:ie and spend your (99) 

time in the streets or live like men, and we repeat that we would like 

every woman to be a wife and every wife to be a mother. But this does 

not cause us to foreet that the fact is other than what we would desire, 

since the fact is that a vast number of women have no provider and no 

domestic obligations. 

This group of women is snall today in our country in comparison to 

Western countries, for, if '.-re take the most recent statistics in Fre .. nce, 

we find that there are 3,622,270 urunarried women, 2,060,778 widows and 
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924,286 childless married woTien ; that is, there are, in France, more 

than five million women in a position to work and obliged to do it with

out any disadvants.ge befalling their fa:nilies by their working. 

But, with the passage of time and the mE..rch of civilization in 

our countries, the number of unmarried women will increase; and, instead 

of their being, as today, two per cent of the Egyptian women earning a 

living by a trade, there will be a1most double· this number. That is 

. because sociological events are subject to natural laws by which it is 

easy to project what will occur in the future. (100) 

Therefore, we can assert that the number of gainfully employed 

women will inevitably increase each year over the previous one, because 

we are traveling the route which Europe traveled before us. 

It makes no difference that there are fewer marriages in Europe 

than in the East. The reason for that is that it is not as simple for 

one of them to marry as it is for one of us, for the European demands 

that his wife be a comrade who is by his side as long as he lives and a 

companion who shares with him in all of his activities, his thoughts, 

and his emotions. He demands .of her all the oualities which one of us . . 

seeks when he wants to make a friend, and to find such a one is difficult. 

I shall add to that another reason. It is that the economic sit

uation in highly developed countries does not allow the individual to 

be able to earn his living before he reaches the age of thirty, except 

in rare instances, because he encounters stiff competition in his path 

and must break through the ranks which are in front of him. This he does, 

if luck has been with him and he has been well prepared to gain a foot

hold in commerce or in industry or in literary fields. Most of them ( 101) 

spend their lives seeking and finding nothing. 
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It is a matter of prudence with them that a person does· not marry 

before he is confident of a means of livelihood by which he will obtain 

enough to support himself and his children, because they are conscious of 

their duty to their f&~ily and are not content to be a cause of misery 

to their wives and children. On the other hand, the ignorant man is the 

one whom stupidity hurries into marriage and who ignores what that social 

union i~poses upon him . Nor does he acknowledge his family's claira upon 

him . 

We are prodded along this course by a po;,;er which no one can 

oppose . It seems to me that marriage with us has already become more in

frequent. I kn011 many men and women who have passed the age when marriage 

usually takes place, and they are still single, voluntarily or involun

tarily . But I 2..rn not aware whether this is common or peculiar to certain 

situations . I can verify, however, toat the average age of marriage is 

lnter than it was in the past. Now it is generally between twenty and 

thirty, whereas i.i.'1 the pA.st it was at maturity and often before . (102) 

It avails nothing for our literary giants to detest the state we 

have cor:J.e to today or will come to in the course of time and to cite what 

Europe experienced as a result of the decrease in the number of marriages 

there and of the gainful employment of women in_men 1 s occupations . That 

is of no avail, because such complaints cannot have any influence upon 

the course of events in the world. If complaints were sufficient to 

change the situation, the matter would be simple. 

The truth is that the most important single factor to have an 

influence on the condition of the nation is its economic condition . Re

gretably, it is not 1-r.i..thin the power of 2.ny one person to control and 

direct this economic condition however he pleases . 



Yes, t here is to be found in every hi ghly developed nation a 

nmnber of women whom necessity has f orced to Hark - - to work hard 
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and to engaee in men's work; that is, to become masculine -- if you 

·will. They are women whom men have refused for no one desires to marry 

them; widows, whose husbands are dead; and divorcee s., .-fuose husbands (103) 

have left them . Th'.~Se women are not co:rnmitting a crime against the 

social body, for what is any one of them except desir,ous of finding a 

suitable companion to love. her and for her to love and to help her and 

for her · to help; and what is any one of them except inwardly grieved 

because she does not have a child whom she could devote herself to bring

ing up? 1·ihat is any one of them except tearful about her unhappy soli

tude and regretful over the loss of her hopes, which she has spent her 

life anticipating? 

But what is to be done if the law of existence decrees that many 

women live singl;r 2.nd unattached and work and strive to earn their living 

E;nd their children's living and that of some of their infirm and disabled 

relatives. 

Objectors will say that they do not bar poor vromen from undertaking 

men I s jobs and from mixing ·with them, just as they do not bar the woman 

from training if it is necessary for earning her living because necessit~es 

justify doing what is prohibited. All of them have concurred in this 

opinion, even 11 Dr . Learned Sc:.,olarrr26 (as he called himself on the cover 

of his book), who was commissioned on behalf of the Azhar faqihs_ to refute 

The E:maY1cipation of the Wom2.n. All of t hem realize that to keep the (104) 

woman from unveiling her face and from leaving her house and from doing 

men I s jobs and mixing with the;r. and. from training which would equip her for 

26Farid Wajdt? 
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such jobs is inappropriate ·''c-~ poor women whom necessity forces to work 

to obtain their daily bread. 

It is evident fro:n t r.is t ha t, t hey agree with us in the case of 

necessity, but they disagree ~-Jith us otherwise . For the;r think that 

permission must be r estricted to this situation only and to such women, 

and we think it ::nust be gener al -- inclusive of all women and sit:uations. 

If they would realize what they a.re saying and grasp the r ami 

fications of t his opinion of theirs, they would have concurred in our 

opinion and come to our conclusion, because they advocate that the woman 

should part with the veil and obtain jobs in the same way as men do, if 

circ1.:.i."Ilst2.nces require it, an.d it is well kn01•m that every living person 

is vulnerable to t he onslaught of need and to the assault of necessity. 

P~operly to do the job which necessity compels and need prompts , it is (105) 

not e:1ough that the woman confront it and start to work. On the contrary, 

before starting it, she must prepare herself completely to cope with it 

and to see it through . Such prepara.tion does not exist except through 

the upbringing, l earning, trai ning, practice, and e:>..1)erience of people; 

and, if the woman has been kept f rom equipping herself to r.ieet needs until 

she has fallen into them, she is unable to free herself from them, and 

her debarment from such prep2.r2.tion is tantrunount to delivering her to 

destruction . 

Oh, what a wonder, how 1·1e expect f ailure for the man who has been 

deficient in training. , wantine in knowledge, and lacking in experience and 

do not expect that failure for the wom:m, '.vhen she ha.s shared these de

ficiencies with him l 

Cases of jmpoverishn1ent, of divorce, of the death of the husband , 

and of spinsterhood are all everpresent and occur at any time. Since 

kno:•ring the unkno0,m is not an en.sy matter, it is ne cessary t hat every woman 

be prepared for such eventualities before she falls into them . 
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Therefore, we think thc.t one of the most jJnportant things in-

cumbent upon fathers is to prepare their dau~hters to face these even

tualities with whatever will overcome their mischief, offer protection (106) 

from their harmfulness, and pave the way for them to achieve a portion 

of happiness in this life. 

Yes, we think it incumbent on every father to teach his daughter 

as much as he can and as completely as he can and to show the same con

cern for her tra.ining as he does for his sons 1 • If, after that, she 

married, her knowledge would do her no harm; moreover, she may derive 

great benefit from it and benefit her family; and, if she does not 

marry or hs.s married and been separated from her husband for one of the 

many oft-recurring reasons, she can use her knowledge to obtain a live

lihood in a way which is agreeable to her and guarantees her peace of 

mind, her independence, and her dignity. 

Whether we look at tr.e material benefits which the possessor of 

knowledge obtains from his knowledge or at the abstract pleasure which 

he derives, education in any case is to be sought. 

In my hand at this moment is a book written by a French writer, · 

Paul Drozet, entitled Americe.n Life. In it he says the following in the, 

discussion of the training of 8irls: 

11 In America, I have seen, boys and girls going to the same school, 

sitting side by side in the same classroom, hearing the same lessons, and (107) 

taking exercise together. And when they have finished their studies, 

this mixing has continued, inasmuch as you see girls working in labora-

tories and in fa.ctories, employed to keep the records in large hotels, 

teaching children in elementary schools, and studying at medical schools. 
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You see t hem as clergywomen, pr eaching in the streets, a s members of 

charitabl e organizations, as heads of municiple councils , and so forth. 

If you wish to know the r eason f or these 1-ve st ern pr actices and the ob-

ject of bringing up women :i.n t his way and t he duties she is equipped to 

perfonn by this upbrfogint:;, you must ponder this question in order to 

comprehend its mystery. If you t hought about it, you would realize that 

here are two alternative courses which two different categories pe_rtain

ing to the woman face. Evidence of that is that, if the girl remained 

single, she would be forced to work for a living like the man who is 

competing with her. The best upbringing which befits ,her, then, is an 

upbringing like that of men . Ir she married, the burden of earning a 

living would be on her husband, 2.nd she would be busy with rur:ning her (108) 

household and with bringing up her children. But who knows the future 

of the girl when she is ten year s old? And what should fathers do in 

the face of ·this unknovm futur e? The Americans have realized that it is 

prudent to act as if their daughters would not marry and to bring them 

up like boys from the point of view of education and of independence of 

action. The American father brings up his daughter to be self- reliant, 

because he does not know her future. Then if she chanced to meet a hus

band who wishes to put his hand in hers and to travel life's road with 

her, this upbringing would prove the best way to prepare her to carr~r out 

her domestic duties. And if there is no one ,<l10 desires to marry her, the 

father has already freed himself from reproach, since he has considered 

the future and done everything possible to prepare her to overcome the 

difficulties which she will confront and the bitterness of life. 

There are two careers toward Hhich I would like the training of 

our girls to be directed: the first is the profession of training and 
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teaching children. This profession is the best possible one for a 

woman ·who wants to earn her living to undertake, because it is an 

honored, respected profession <2-nd the woman is more predisposed to it 

than the man and more aware t hem he of ways to win them over and to (109) 

gain their affection. Our country is the country most in need of women 

who are trained for this profession, yet we have scarcely a woman who 

is trust-worthy in the trainjng of children. Egyptian families are _in 

need of a grea.t number of governesses, so that they can dispense with 

f oreign governesses . Likewise, there are no girls' schools in Egypt 

in which the administration and instruction are in the hands of Egyptian 

women . This is a great lack in our country, since all of us are now 

obliged to educate our daughters in foreign schools . 

The second career is medicine. Every man knows the extent of 

the difficulty he faces when one of his women relatives is ill and he 

urges her to let herself be seen by a male physician, especially if the 

illness is one of those peculiar to women. If there were a number of 

women skilled in the practice of medicine, there is no doubt that their 

skill would be in great demand because of the need for them which they 

would find in ~gyptian households. Here we should also say that the art 

of medicine is one which suits the natural disposition of women . What 

one now sees in public hospitals and in families of the splendid services (110) 

·which women perform is the greatest proof that the woman with her natural 

disposition for compassion, patience, and extreme carefulness is as 

fitted as, if not more fitted than, man to treat the sick . 

It is also possible for the woman to engage in all of the activities 

based on organization and arrangement and not in need of the power of 

muscles and sinews, such as commerce. How many commercial houses have 
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been bui1t up hy the hands of ,,;omen after they have fa1len from the 

hands of men . Women can also pursue all of t he literary professions. 

If the Egyptian woman today needed to earn her own living, she 

would find no job by which she might obtain something to live on except 

some tedious, menial jobs, such as household service or peddling worth

less wares. To prevent women from engaging in the work men do is really 

tantamount to relegating them to inferior, poorly paid jobs such as 

these and to depriving them of respectable, well- paid jobs. 

This low status is one i·1hich we wish to replace by a loftier one. ( 111) 

The woman must be brou ght up to exist for herself first, not to 

be a chattel for a man whom she may never in her whole life be destined 

to marry. 

The woman must be brought up to take part in human society as a 

complete entity in herself, not as putty in the hands of a man . 

The woman must be brought up to find the sources of her happiness 

and of her unhappiness in herself, not in others. 

How would we receive a r:i.an who would give us such words of advice 

as this: Bring up your sons as if they are to be husbands only and prepare 

them for nothing except marriage? Undoubtedly, we would receive him 

with derision and contempt . For we would know the.t is is inevitable for 

the man first to be a human being prepared for meeting the hardships and 

difficulties encountered by hw:1an beings and to obtain the happiness 

merited by human beings. Then, when he has been educated and become 

equal to earning his living and has been graced by goodness of character, 

he has naturally been a good husband . Then, how could we accept the 

advice of anyone who tells us: Prepare your daughters to be housewives (112) 

only; do not prepare them for any other purposes and goals in life? 
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From the preceding it follows that the woman has the right to 

engage in the jobs which she thinks necessary to earn her living and 

that this right calls for the recognition of another right for her, 

which is that her upbringing be directed into paths which will pre

pare her to take advantage of all of her potentialities . That does not 

mean requiring every woman to engage in men's jobs, but it does mean 

that every woraan must be prepared to work when prompted by need. 
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".i'.l:il!.: \•.UMAN ' S OBLIG ... TIONS TO HER FAMILY 

Up to here, our dis cussion has been about the training and 

activities which are necesse.ry to sustain the woman's existence in a 

suitable way. We wish, now, to discuss the activities and training 

which are necessary for the wona.n to be useful in her family. 

(113) 

Everyone agrees t hat setting up and organizing the family is in 

the woman's hand, but not everyone is alike in understanding this matter . 

The understanding of the great majority of people is that it means the 

woman renders service to her husband and to her children, if the family 

is poor; or directs the ,.,.ork of the servants, who carry out their 

duties on her orders and unde r her supervision, if the family is rich. 

At this point, their t::1inking stops. 

So by our begrudging the woman her due in all circumstances and 

after having deprived her of her freedom and ke}'ther from preparing her

self to cope with t he necessities of her life, we have ultimately nar

rowed the scope of her activities even within the family. This is the (114) 

most poHerful proof that everything pertaining to the woman's pro:3ress 

i >3 ir1terdependent; for the well-t rained, free woman is the one who can 

have a great influence on her fa.'7lily, while the untrained, enslaved 

woman cannot have any more influence on her family than the head household 

servant. 

Muslims have believed that the woman's enjoyment of her freedom 

and her occupation ·with men's concerns and the broadening of her education 

would lead to her neglecting the performance of her domestic responsi

bilities. They have, therefor e , put between her and the outside world 

a complete veil, so that nothing will distract her from companionship with 
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her husband or the management of her household or the upbringing of 

her ch ildren . But look at the result ! You find it contrary to what 

they intended, since the Egyptian woman does not know how to be a com

panion to her husband nor can she manage the running of her household 

nor is she fit to bring u~ her children . 

That is because all of the activities of the hu~an being, no matter 

how different or varied, spring from one source, his perception. ;[f 

his perception has been superior, his influence in everything has been 

great, beneficial, and laudable; but , if it has been inferior, his (115) 

influence on everything has been insignificant , harmful, and anything but 

laudable . 

The insignificant role which the Egyptian woman plays in the family 

today cor:i;-esponds with her getting away from the afore- mentioned source . 

The inability of our vwmen now to cope with activities which ou13:ht to 

be theirs does not cause us to despair about their progress or to judge 

it impossible for them to r each the point which is anticipated for them . 

The woman has obligations other than what most of us think, and 

t he most important of these duties :i.s the home- training of children . If 

you wish to know how ignorant our mothers are about the simplest funda

mentals of home - training, look at our child mortality statistics and at 

t hose of a city such as London. You find t hat the number of deaths among 

our children is more than double that of London . You may already have 

read the statistics of the Department of Public Health which were pub

l ished this year and have discovered that the number of deaths among 

children under five years of age in Cairo is 145 per thousand , as compared 

to 68· per thousand in London. (116) 
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Since the good health and poor health, the life and death, of 

our children are connected with the method w~1ich women have followed in 

bringing them up, is it not feeble-minded and dim- witted of us to en

trust those children to whatever the ignorant may improvise and to 

abandon them to the superstitions of wet nurses and the blandishments 

of old vrnmen who do as they please with them, accountable to no one . 

Every year uneducated mothers kill more children than the number 

of fatalities in the most terri ble war, n.nd many of them inflict on their 

children sickness and chronic deformities by which life becomes a heavy 

burden for them as long as they live. In most cases, this misfortune 

has no cause other than the ignorance of the mothers about the laws of 

hyeiene . If the child's mother had kno~m that everything connected with 

the child's feeding, housing, clothing, sleeping, and playing has an in

fluence on his body, she could have undertaken to protect him from illness 

to the extent of her knowledge of hygiene; and, if every mother knew that 

most illnesses which waste her child's body did not strike without reason 

and that she is responsible for hi's health or lc,ck of it, she would not 

be careless about protecting him from everything around him which might 

cause him bodily harm . But how will she come to know that with her (117) 

ignorance which makes her believe that happenings occur without reason 

or are the result of inexplicable causes. 

It is undesirable to describe in detail here all the reader should 

know about this subject, but we shall say in summing up that the child's 

physical training alone demands much information, mostly connected with 

the laws of hygiene, and that knowledge of these laws requires a vast 

amount of other information wich is necessary to facilitate her under

standing. 
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The mother must know t he best ways to f eed her children, because 

the body's growth is always r egulated by the way it is nourished; the 

firmness of the tissues, especially of the brain tissue, is dependent 

upon good nourishment. So:ne medical authorities h2.ve even said that 

the nations which are better fed t han the rest are more p01,.erful than the 

rest and domine.te the others. 

The mother must know how to protect her child's body from exposure 

to heat &'1d to cold and what te:r.perature -- hot, lukewang, or cold -- wqter 

she should use to wash his body. She must know that air and sun have (118) 

a co.-·rnendable affect on heal t h and not to deprive him of enjoying the:rc . 

The same could be said about other things, such as sleep, play, and so on. 

Then, from another a spect, it is incumbent upon her to have full. 

knowledge of the child's spiritual, intellectual, and moral capacities, 

if she is not to be the prime factor in the corruption of her child's 

character . 

Look at the way the Egyptian woman treats her child . You would 

not think it originated in an intelligent human being who values the 

result of his work . An example of this is that she keeps him from playing 

so that he will not disturb her, unaware that, by keeping him from play

ing, she stands in the way of his growth. If she wants to punish him, 

she threatens him with something she cannot; or will not, carry out; or 

she frightens him with fantastic tales ·which conjure up in his mind 

specters which may remain with him throughout his life. If she wants to 

appease him, she makes hil.ri promises she cannot keep . In this way he has 

in her an example of mendacity, and she weakens his faith in words. In 

most situations, she seems angry with him, scolds him in a loud voice, 

and disquiets him with threatening motions, just as if she ·wishes to (119) 

implant in him, by the most powerful proof, that she is incapable of 
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self-restraint and self-control. Probably the cause of her anger has 

in no way merited all of that. Then, when she sees she has made an 

:L'Tlpression on him, she is quick to embrace him and to kiss him and to 

appear remorseful about what she has done. The poor child does not know 

how he merited her anger, in the f irst place, and her pleasure , in the 

second. 

Nor are these faults peculiar only to mothers . We find many of 

our fathers, because of their ignorance of psychology, using methods in 

bringing up their children which are no less atrocious and foolish than 

those women use. One of the great est atrocities which many a father com

mits against his son is to r evile and insult him with phrases which the 

child, not knowing the meaning of the:71., answers in kind; then, when the 

answer is clever, the father laughs gleefully and is delighted at the 

super_iority of his son . Similarly, you see a father giving his son an 

unnecessary order . The child disobeys it, and he falls on him like an un

feeling savage and beats him on any part of his body which he happens to 

hit . He acts this way ohly because he sees in the disobedience of his (120) 

son an infringement of his 2.uthority and a contempt for his dignity. 

If the father had reri.li zed what he ,,ms doing and lmown that every 

habit which a child fonns while grm·.ring up has an influence on him which is 

the basis for a deeply- rooted character trait, he would not have let him 

form a habit of anything ,-rhich it would be unpleasant to see in him as 

an adult. If he lmew that the purpose of home-training was not to accustom 

the child to obey every cormnand which is issued to him, but rather the 

object of it is to fonn the habit of self-control, he would have avoided 

the CO!Iunand,. the threat, and the beating . These means do not prepare the 
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child to master himself. The chj ld is, instead, trained to master 

himself, if his father has made an effort to convince him and to alert 

him about the consequences of his actions, so thc:;_t there is gener2.ted 

in him a firm belief that wh2.tever good or evil befalls him is something 

he has earned. 

The best way for home-training to reach this goal (i.e ., self

mastery) is to let the child go his own uay, acting on the promptings 

of his O'\fil ideas, and for the teacher not to step in except to point out 

,-,hat will be the affects of these actions in the form of advice and 

guidance . If the youth insists on going against the advice, he is left (121) 

to himself, under most careful supervision lest he injure h:i,mself badly, 

unti.l he experiences the consequences of his action . Deprival and pre

vention are permissible only i n rare circumstances in ,-mich the youth 

exposes himself to danger. 

In this way the child i s pr epared to be a man who may rely on 

himself when the time comes that no one ,,,ill be at his side to defend 

and protect him . 

I can set dO'\vn b;r way of smnmation a fact which I would like every 

father and mother to read. It is that all of the faults which you ob-

serve in children such as lying, fearfulness, laziness and foolishmess 

are an outgrowth of the parents' ignorance of the principles of home

training and that it is easy to eliminate these faults by moral methods 

and sometL~es by medical methods. 

If guarding the child from i1lnesses and curing him of faults re

quires abundant learning, as we he.ve said, then attending to the chilci '°s 

physical fitness and implanting laudable qualities in him require subtler 

knowledge and wider learning. 
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The vast majority of people thinks that home-training is some

thing of slight importance, but anyone who is really informed knows 

thgt among huinan affairs, no matter how great , nothing requires broader 

knowledge or more minute insi g:1t or harder work than home-training. 

From the point of view of knowledge, it requires all fields of knowledge 

pertaining to information about the physical and spiritual lai-:s of 

human growth . From the point of vieH of arduousness and difficulty, 

correlating these laws to suit the situation of the child from th~ day 

of his birth until he reaches tte age of maturity requires patience, 

constant work, precise observation, and careful supervision rarely re

quired of her in other work . It i.s not to be inferred from this that 

I advocate that every mother ~mst fully understand those broad fields of 

knowledge, but I maintain that all mothers must know their outlines. 

The more any one mother knm·:s about the fundamentals and the derivatives 

(122) 

of these fields, the more strongly prepared she is to bring,up her children. 

The reader will notice that I have neglected the role of fathers 

in this discussion about home-training. That is not out of inadvertance, 

but because the whole sphere of home- training is up to the mother. For 

the child, boy or girl, from the time of his birth until puberty exper

iences no ex:: .. mple but his mother; no society but her, and no :iJnpress ions (123) 

except those she exposes him to. His mind is a blank pa1:,e, and she en- · 

graves it as she wishes . The engraving is completed, and it is a recorded 

book by the time the child reaches fourteen years of age, as Alphonse 

Daudet27 (ALFUNS DURIH) h;is said . After that , it is within the power of 

27Alphonse Daudet tlt:)40-1897), French novelist; experienced a depressing 
childhood, abnut which he wrote inth pathos and grace in his novels and 
reminiscence1. • • 
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mind or to subtract from it but an insignificant bit from which would 

result no alteration of the book. 
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This is the secret behind :·Jesterners I respect for their women and 

their veneration of their mothers. Each one of them knows that all of 

the fine qualities and good char acter traits which he possesses are 

by virtue of his mother who denosited in hirn a piece of her soul and the 

best piece she had . If, amone; Westerners, there is anyone who is con

scious of the love of truth and of the disposition to fair deeds, ·who · 

values nobiJ.ity of spirit and has compassion for the poor, who aches for 

the suffering of the sick and is kind to animals, if, among them, is to 

be found anyone who has made order and system the foundation of his work 

and goodness and diligence the object of his soul, and if there is among 

them anyone who finds in himself a r everence for his religion, a regard 

for the honor of his count!"J, and a longing to seek perfection in every- ( 124) 

thing; this is not because he has read in books or learned in school 

that these qualities are commendable for, :i.f decency were taught by 

vote:, to reform the world wou1d be a very simple matter, but this is 

becau.se his mother wanted him to have these qualities and endured inde

scribable fatigue to imprint them on him and to establish them in his 

character . 

It is she who has wanted no ugly picture to enter his range of 

perception . It is she who has presented to him the beautiful side of 

everything . It is she who has gradually accustomed him to good habits 

until they have become as embedded in him as the roots of plants are 

L~bedded in the earth . 
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This function which mothers i n those countries perform is the 

most important and the most useful thing which any living being on the 

face of the earth does, fo r not hi ng i s more important or more useful than 

instructing the minds of ch:iJ 1lr er. and pr eparing them to become upright 

men. 

From this, it is evj dent that t he woman's job in the social body 

is to build the moral characte r of t he nation . That ·moral character has 

a greater influence on society from the point of view of the nations' (125) 

proeress and re~ression than does the influence of governmental ~ystems, 

laws, and religions. 

Among Westerners, t herefore , there is not to be found anyone who 

is ignorant of woman's status in t he social entity or of her important 

role · in the family . It will do no harm to cite here a few words of some 

philosophers in order to clarify for the reader the position of women in 

their opinion. 

Smiles(~ It. 1. ~) 2~ "In the instruction of the human species 

the woman has a greater pa.rt t han any teacher . To me, man I s position in 

the species is that of the brain in the body, and woman's position is that 

of the heart ." 

Schiller (SH I 1. R) 2~ "Whenever a man has achieved glory in his 

work, a beloved woman has been at his side." 

28samuel S1_r1ile s (1812-1904), Scot tish author and journaJ.ist, editor of the 
weekly Leeds Times; wrote Self-Helo (1859) and similar studies, several 
biographies, and an autobiogr aphy. Eldest of eleven children raised by a 
widowed · mother . 

29Johann Christopher Friedrich von Schiller (1759-1805), German poet, 
dramatist, and philosopher; many of his dramas · have women as their main 
characters. 
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Rousseau (B: g 2, Q,) 3~ tr}Ien are what women want them to be . If 

you want to make men high- minded and virtuous, teach women high-mindedness 

and virtuousness. 11 

Fenelon (f I'! 1 Q !~)3~ Wfhe duties which women pursue are b.J.sio to 

human life; for the woman me.nag es all of the household affairs and, in 

so doing, has a preponderant share in the better:r.ent or corrupation of (126) 

moral character. The nation is not a self-sustaining' abstraction, ~as it 

would appear . It is the sum of all of the families, and who but the woman 

makes it possible to improve the family?u 

Lamartine(!!!::_~!;;_ g_ .'.£. l, Ii)3? 11 If the woman has read a book, her 

husband and her children have as good as read it. 11 

Such exar.1ples of ·wisdom from the sayings and writings of scholars 

and philosophers showing v;hat influence the ·woman has on the improvement 

of the moral character of nations are too abundant to give in full. 

It is strange that many of our youne people who have a knowledge 

of foreign languages and ·who must certai.'1ly be acquainted with some of 

these writings should think t1at I have exaggerated about woman's high 

status and about her exalted function . Some of them, moreover , have been 

of a mind to belittle my opin::.)n c:.nd to consider it worthless and not fit 

to conternpl.?.te . For inst2.r:co, t~e II Azhar Schola~", who refuted The 

Emancination of ':foman , has ~:'Dre2 sed their thoughts when he says: 

30Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778), French ~rriter and popular philosopher; 
wrote inter. alia, on education and domestic affections though not h~~self a 
good example of either . 

31Francois de Salignac de la rfothe Fenelon (1651-1715), French writer and arch
bishop; His Treatise ~ the Education of Girls was probabl_y the most influ
ential of all his books and ~uided French ideas on the subject all th~ough tne 
lSth century. It holds a judicious balance betHeen those 1·mo advocated higher 
education for girls and those 1·1ho thought the less girls know the better they 
1-1ere . He s1.muned up L--1 favor of the educated housewife, his first object beir1g 
to persuade mothers to take ch.s.rge of their daughters tr.emselves and bring them 
up to be good housewives and mothers . 

32Alphonse de Lamartine (1790-1869), French poet , statesman, and man of letters; 
a precursor of the Romantic revival. 
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11 In no piece of historical literature, of devotional literature, 

or of journalistic literature have we learned that any nation or any (127) 

government has been advanced by its wor.1en or ha.s had its status advanced 

by its fer.1ales . Those Europ•3an governments have, indeed, advanced in 

our time and have gained recor.nit ion in science and in education, in 

cormnerce and in industr'IJ, and in the field of major inventions which are 

of universal benefit; but in which area of science or education, in .. 
which area of commercial or industrial creativity has any woman gained 

recognition?!! 

Anyone who reads these lines h::..s a right to thir..k that this"' Azhar 

Schol~r•and people like him have never read a history or a religious 

book or . a journal. 

For women whose memor;s/ history has immortalized because of their 

reputation in the various ficl-Js of s:::ience and ·of educ2.tion or because 

of their great deeds are no:. ,·3,; in number, and stout volumes are to be 

found containing biographies of their lives. It is not possible for us · 

to recall here the deeds of so:ne of the best knm-m women in history --:

perhaps opportunity will pcrr:iit us to write a book on that particular 

subject; 1·.re can, however, assert here that there has been no branch of 

the sciences or of the arts but that the woman has demonstrated in it 

that she stands prepared to re~ch the highest stage of hu~an perfection.(128) 

In particular, let me draw the HAzhar Scholar'• s attention to 

the venerable ancestors of his country that he may know that the history 

of his religion is not devoid of mention of women wbo had a very favor

able influence on it. 

'fhe .. matter , 1-wweven, does not require history to verify it,. for 

we have 2.lready found in our mm century ri:any women who ranked high and 

were well- kno,m throughout th0 civilized world . 
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33 
One such is Maria Mitchell(!:!~ ,!l l H. ~! SH ,!;). She discovered 

a cornet which was named for her, was appointed director of an observatory 

in America and professor of astronomy, and had many writings in this field . 

Caroline Herschell (K AR UL IN HR SH L) 3~iscovered seven stars, 

and the London Acadert11J of 3cience conferred their Gold Medal upon her . 

Teresa DuBavier (TR I Z ;) UY AF IR) wrote important works 

in the field or geogrJ.phy and paleontology and was a member of th1:; Munich 

Academy of Science . 

Sofi,e Germain, (2_ Q I l if. E ~ 1 !i,)35has m8.de significant discoveries 

in the natural sciences . (129) 

All scientists knm·r that it was the Marquisa · du t.:hate),.~1'. (J2 JI 

SH! ! ·1 l !i,) 3~ho p~blicized the theories of Newton(~ Q ! Q rl in France 

and Clemans Rouvet (.!S_ 1 li ~ f ~ Q l H,)37the theories of Darwin (Q 'l ~ ~ l ~) . . 

33}:aria Mitchell (1818- 1889), American astronomer; discovered a telescopic 
comet on October 1, 1847; in 1865, became professor of astronomy and director 
of the observatory at Vassar College. 

34caroline Lucretia. Herschell (1750-1848), gnglish astron011ier; assisted her 
brother in his astronomical re searches . In 1783, she detected three nebulae 
and, from 1786- 97 , eight comets. She received the Gold Medal of the Astro
nomical Society in 1828 and one from the King of Prussia. in 1g46 . 

35sophie Germain (1776- 1831), French mathematician. 

36Gabrielle- Emilie La Tonnelier de Brcteuil, marquise du Chat elet ( 1706- 1749), 
French writer; fr:ien d and collaborator of Volta.ire. 

3?.'or Rouvier (?). Or could he mean Darwin's granddaughter, Gwen Raver~t 
who wrote a book of family reminiscences, entitled Period ~? · • 

I .; ,f • 
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Madame de Stael(~ Q f:::. ll 1. §.. 1'. I ,1)38 was the first to recognize 

that Germany belonged to Europe , and similarly Madame Tarnovskaya (tr_ QA !i 

1: f:. li ~ Q f 1 J_) publicized the t heories of Lombroso (1: r ] li .Q l Q.)35 

in Russia. 

The nmnber of women philosophers and writers who grew up in this 

and the previous centuries, it is impossible to enumerate in a book such 

as this, but I see no escape from mentioning two whom no man has surpassed 

in the art of writing: Madame de Lafayette (~ Q !::. f 1 !:_ .E !}_ 1. t)40 and 

George Sand (i·li Q ~ f ~ Q)~I 

Although there is the connection which we have claimed · between the 

' progress of nations and the advance of the position of women, we do .not 

1-1ish to imply by it that the wom.an benefits the nation directly by scien

tific discoveries and- philosophical theories . Instead we mean by it, 

specifically, her work 1~'ith the improvement of the moral character of the 

family and, thus, of the nation in the way we have indicated. 

38Anne Louise Germaine Necker, Baronne de Stael-Holstein (1766- 1817), . French 
novelist and miscellaneous writer; wv0te De L1 Allemagne over a period of 
two years, publishin(s it in 1813 • ' 

35 Cesare Lombroso (1836-1909), Italian crL~inologist and profe ssor of psy- . 
chiatry; conducted wide and systematic research on the relatiohship between 
mental and biological conditions . 

40~fa rie-1'ladeleine Pioche de la Vergne, Comtesse de Lafayette (1634-1692); 
French novelist . With her masterpiece, La Princesse de Cleves (1678), beeins 
the history of the modern novel of sentiment~ 

4-rGeorge Sand, pseudonym of Madame Amandine Lucile Aurore 
. (1804-1876), _French writer and apostle of women's rights. 
novels of revolt and tendency novels , she established her 
with simple stories of rustic life. 

Dudevant, nte Dupin 
Turning from 

true reputation 
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In other words, we maintain that the emergence of a learned man 

or an eminent scholar in a country is occasioned by events ·which occur (130) 

for two reasons . The first is his hereditary predisposition for whatever 

talent he shows, and the second is the home-training which supports the 

growth of this predisposition within him . Insofar as one of these two 

reasons has been lost, the probabiJ.ity of such a learned or scholarly man 

coming into existence. has lessened. From this, it is clear that the 

moral identity of the human .being is made up of t wo factors; a natural 

factor and a manmade factor. It is not within our ability to influence 

the first, but we have wide control over the second in that by early home

training we can develop the child's instinct, if his instinct is sound, and 

round out and perfect it. And we can ·weaken its influence, if it is 

otherwise . Of course, the control of the second, ultimately, has a limit; 

but the vastness of its scope permits us to make great use of it, if we 

have been infonned how to manipulate it and have been shmm correct 

methods of home- training . 

This early home- training whose reins are in the woman's hand --

is what earns for her that exalted rank than which .no rank in the social 

body is higher . 

The woman's influence on the family is not limited to bringing up the 

children . It is plain to see that the woman influences all of the men (131) 

who live around her . How many women have smoothed their husbands' paths 

to success in their jobs and arranged for the occasions of rest and tran

quility, that they may have leisure from their occupations? How many a 

woman has shared the labors of her husband , her brother, or her son? 

How many a. woman has soothed t he man's heart and strengthened his reso

lution in times of despair and hopelessness? How many a man has sought 

glory and noble t hings out of a desire to please his beloved and achieved 

his goal? 
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Stuart Mill (IS TU AR T · M IL) has written the following in 

the Forward of his book entitled en Liberty, which wa.s published after 

the death of his wife: 

11 I dedicate this book to the spirit who inspired the best thought 

herein set dO\m, to my friend o.td wife, . whose passion for truth and 

justice was of greatest help to me and whose approval was one of the 

greatest rewards I hope to attain in my work. In all that I have 'i'rritten 

until now and in this book, she has had a share of the work no less than 

mine . Great is my sorrow that this book has been published in the 

present state b~fore she had a look at it. If only my pen had the (132) 

povrer to descri1;)e half of the excel.lent thoughts and lofty sentiments 

which have been buried with her, the world would_ derive more benefit from 

t hem than from all that I have written ster,1ming from my own thoughts and 

sentjJnents vrithou-c the advice of her peerless mind . 1142. 

The 1-:ife of the renovmed Pasteur (!:_ A 2, .I Q E) participated in all 

of his scientific investigations. The dau:::;hter of Lombroso is still work

ing with her father. Similarly, uhen the renowned Lamarck (M A R K) 43 lost 

his sight, he found no means of support but his daughter, who gave paid · 

41 i'he Arabic is a translatioL of t he follm·ring: 11To the beloved and deplored 
memory of her who was the :i.n .. ,pir cr, and in part the author, of all that is 
best in my writings -- the .f::-iend and 1-d.fo ,·,hose exalted sense of truth and 
right ~-ms my strongest inciter:ent, and whose approbation was my chief re-ward 
I dedicate this volu.rne. Like aJ.l that I have written for many years, it be
longs as much to her as to me ; hut the work as it stancis has had, in a ve-ry 
insufficient degree, the inestimable adv2.nta3e of h,~r revision; some of the 
most important portions ha.ving been reserved for a more careful re-ex2.mination, 
which they are now never destined to receive. Were I but capable of inter
preting to ' the world one half the grec.t thoughts and noble feelings which 
are buried in. her grave, I should be the medium of a greater benefit to it, 
than is ever likely to arise from anything that I can vrrite, unprompted and 
unassisted by her all but unrivalled wisdom. 11 

4.5Jean Baptiste Pierre Antoine de Honet, Chevalier de Lamarck (171~4-1829), 
French naturalist, chiefly in botany and zoology, part of 1:rhose evolutionary 
teachings is knovm as the doctrine of Lamarckism. 
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lectures and provided for her father with what ehe earned from them. 

She then urged him to complete his sc:i.entific research and wrote what 

he dictated to her, as a result of which he became with her aid one of 

the most famous natural historians. 

This exa.'Ilple, . and others whj_ch it would take too long to expound, 

indicates to us that the educated woman by training her children can do 

a great deal for men's welfare and happiness. wbat is more advantageous 

to man than that he should live with a companion at his side who remains 

with him night and day, at home and abroad, in health and sickness, in 

joy and sorrow; who is intelligent, educated, and familiar with all (133) 

of life's requirements; who looks after everything which touches her 

husband's welfare and her children's future; who manages his ·wealth, 

preserves his health, defends his reputation, promotes his business deal

ings , reminds him of his obligations, and alerts him to his rights; and 

who knows that, from her hard work, she will derive the same benefit as 

her husband and children? 

Can a man be happy who does not have a woman at his side to whom 

he can devote his life and who, by he·r devotion, pE3rsonifies perfection . 

in his eyes. He is proud of her, desires her approval, solicits her 

favor · with kind acts, and is brought closer to her through t he ver;:/ best 

qualities and throueh noble traits of character. She is a friend who 

adorns his house, who gladdens his heart, who fills his hours, and who 

makes his cares melt away . 

This kind of life of which our men have no conception at all is 

one of the greatest sources of great deeds. I say, and do not hesitate 

to repeat what I say: if deJ.icacy of feeling among us does not reach a 

point where men have a relationship with women similar to the one we have 
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indicated and if men continue to neglect women, to leave them in a 

downtrodden condition of which every one of the effects causes suffer

ing, to feel nothing, to be in no hurry to prepare the woman through 

training to be a companion on a par with the man, a co ade who is well- (134) 

versed in household management, a friend who is ready to sacrifice 

her most precious possessions for her husband, and -- as to her in-

volvement in what she must do for her children -- an expert in the 

methods of bringing them up; then all we have done until now and all 

we will do in the future to advance the concerns of our nation will 

vanish into thin air. 

This is the fact which we have come to recognize through our 

study of the causes of the backwardness of Eastern countries, in 

general, and of Islamic countries, in particular . 

This opinion, which we have sucmitted to the readers before, 

we subr.i.it to them once more. All that we crave from them is that "they 

do not throw it overboard", <"-S has been suggested to them by many 

philosophers and writers, most of whom maligned The Smancipation of 

the Woman before they had read it. 

It makes no difference that Islamic nations are in a state of 

intense weakness for which a cure must be undertaken. It is our duty 

to identify this sickness by recognizing its causes first; then to 

study its cure, just as any doctor would do who is interested in curing 

a patient . And what are the causes of the sickness? 
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Its causes are reducibl e either to climate, to religion, or to 

family structure. (135) 

As for climate, it i s not correct that it is a cause of the 

sickness . For it is well-known t hat t he Eg:rptian nation is one of the 

oldest, and historians acknowl edge its prior claim to an .abundant ori

ginality in the arts and sciences, which shifted from it to the Greeks, 

then to the Romans, then to the Arabs, and then to the Europeans . - The 

first great religion in the world appeared there, and for centuries it 

enjoyed havin~ a city so famcus t hat its ruins are sti.11 famous and will 

continue to be so for all et ernity . It was self-governing and managed 

ijrs affairs well for generations. In time, however, it was conquered by 

great powers, both neighbori ng and distant, who subdued it and subjected 

it to their rule . Then, after t he loss of its i ndependence, it maintained 

its existence and its entity despite the oveMvheJming oppression, tyranny, 

and hardship which befell it. This indicates that it was naturally 

endowed with strong vitality and was equipped to hold its own in the 

rivalr1 with other nations. So, if the clim2.te has not hampered the 

Egyptian nation from undertaki ng very great works or from establishing 

a legal code and originating sciences and arts, why has it become a 

hindrance to it in these tL~es in which the degree of the climate's heat 

has , without a doubt, been somewhat t empered. (136) 

Althoush it remains unconfirmed by reliable scientific data that 

heat has any influence at all on the body or on the mind and the most 

that can emerge from difference of climate is a disparity in temperament 

and char acter among nations, it is observable that the inhabitants of the 



East are distinguished by shar}) wit, quick comprehension, and good 

memories. These valuable attributes compensate them for being sor-i.ewhat 

deficient in patience and perseverance. 

In the East, the inhabitants of cold clima.tes are no less culturally 

backward than the inhabitants of. hot climates. 

To attribute the cultural backwardness of Muslims to the Islanic 

religion :i.s an outright mistake. Anyone who claims that Islam, which 

addresses the mind and urges work and effort, is like this, obstructs 

the progress of Muslims . Musl:i.ms have already proven that their religion 

was one of the most powerful factors in their cultural progress. W"ith 

the clarity of this historical proof, none m2.y have doubts about this 

question . Of course, true Islam has today devi~ted from its original 

principles and for a number of centuries has been concealed under a veil 

of innovations (bida ) . Its growth has been halted and its development 

curtailed . This religious decline seems to have had a great influence (137) 

on the conditions of Muslims, but this decline to which certain Western 

writers attribute the Muslims' cultural backwardness is itself in need 

of an explanation, for it is a secondary, not a primary, cause. 

Thus, we see nothing in the conditions of the Muslims resulting 

from the two above- mentioned causes. The first of them has no i..Ylfluence 

at all, and the second is to be considered among the secondary causes . 

We have left the third cause, and to it should be attributed the condition 

of which we complain. The decline of the lfoslims, like that of the 

·Hindus, the Chinese, and all Easterners, not counting Japan, · is a ·result 

of the condition of the family structure in these societies . 

That is to say, the family is the first thing which enters the 

human being's range of perception in the early part of his gro¼th . It 
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the constant, continuing t hi ng which he always sees. If the child has 

seen in it examples of order, work, highmindedness, and keen sensitivity, 

he will have become attached to these attributes and this attachment vn.11 

be the first step on the path of his development; so that, when he grows 

up, he finds in his personal situation something to help him in this (138) 

development • 

Development, then, has two stages. The first is a preparatory 

stage which the human being passes through in his childhood and youth. 

In it, the qualities of order and or~anization are etched upon the child's 

mind; there grows in him an inclination toward good works, he is b_ent 

toward the love of excellence, and the body organs become accustomed to 

activity and movement. The secohd is an active- stage which the human 

being passes through during maturity and until the end of life . In it, 

these qualities go from a state of latency to being manifested in deeds. 

If the preparation has been neglected in the first stage, it is 

impossible to help the individual in the steps of development. No matter 

what knowledge he memorizes in schools after that and no matter what 

religious and ethical teachings are put before him, he will live like a 

bird which has had its wings cl ipped: whenever it starts to fly, it falls . 

When he has realized by experience how inept he is, he will surrender to 

his fate, be content with it, and end by preferring it over everything 

else. 

That is because teaching , whether it is religious or scientific, 

cannot have a beneficial effect unless it has found the mind an aid to (139) 

success; just as a seed, no matter how good, ·will not sprout except in 

soil suitable for groi·ring it. 



Our children now spend their time learning writing, reading, 

and foreign languages and studying science for several years . 

they move onto other higher and loftier disciplines than those. 

Then 

After 

they have completed the period of study and have entered the arena of 

general life, we have expected them to go amon~ us as men of noble 

sentiments, charitable impulses, good moral character, and lofty ambi

tions, as men who feel and who act; and, through them, we have hoped 

to gather the fruits of such teaching in pursuit of which was spent 

valuable time and money. But, and what a pity, 1ve see our expectations 

about them have been dashed. We see that these educated young men 

have hard hearts, small ambitions, and feeble resolutions . As for 

sentiments, theirs are almost nonexistent. No beautiful scene delight·s 

their eyes, just as no ugly sight disgusts them. Tenderness does not 

stir them, nor compassion move them to tears. They do not respect a 

great thing, nor despise a paltry one. No service, no matter how useful, . 

prompts them to a ct • ( 140) 

There is no reason for this except that their early training has 

not extended to their conscience . This conscience, 'iThich is the prime 

mover tm.ard action, is not apparent nor does it gain strength and grow 

except by home-training. It has no agent in the home except the mother . 

It is she who imbues her child with respect for religion, country, and 

moral excellence, implants in him beauty of character, and infuses into 

him a charitable spirit. But of greater influence on him than all of 

this is how she appears in his eyes, graced by such qualities. For, un

wittingly, he will imitate her and, little by little, grow so accustomed 

to doing this that these qualities will become undetachable requisites for 

him. 
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He has none of this if he spends his youth without responding 

to any of these images or beL~g deeply impressed by any of these examples. 

Even if he is thereafter made aware of them in school, they are held in 

his mind and none of them penetr ates into his innermost being . They do 

not occasion in him real f eelings which would be a ·call for action and 

an incentive for him . 

For this reason, you see our poets composing rhymes describ ·ng (141) 

the bitterness and torments of love ·which the lover suffers, but they 

themselves do not love. Our orators lecture most beautifully to ears 

other than their m·m about patriotism and urge the performance of 

patriotic duties, but not one speaker brings forth any proof that he has 

any insight into what he is saying . You see that men of religion who 

have devoted their lives to its service are the people least perceptive 

about true religious feelings. You see us, all of us, turning away from 

everything, yet yearning for everything . 

While I was writine these lines, I read in the newspaper, Al-Mu'ayyad, 

an article by the Rt . Hon. Ibrahim Bak al- Hilbawi, which it r el eased 

while he was on board ship sailing to Europe this year . Something which 

I remember in particular about t his informative article surprised me ; 

namely, its author's striving for sincerity in the wording . ¼~at prompts 

me to mention it here is t hat the Honorable Ibrahim Bak al-Hilbawi described 

to us what he was experiencing and how d:i.strubed he felt as he passed the 

island of Crete: 

11 This is the f:i.rst time that I have seen this island with my own 

eyes since it was removed from t he ,iurisdiction of our government and (142) 

bestowed by the Europeans upon the second son of the king of Greece. While 

passing it, I tried to recall with sadness and r egret the events which 
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occurred before, during, and after this transfer -- the slaughter and 

the shedding of the blood of the Muslims of this island, the humiliation 

and outrage which befell t hem, and, thereafter, the confiscation of the 

properties and hard-won earnings of those who remained; I tried to 

recall it as a true Muslim, who suffers for the misfortunes of his brother, 

but my soul found not a drop of blood in my body capable of indignation, 

no room in my heart for sorrow or compassion . ,, 

11 When I examined my conscience about the reason for this inertia 

and indifference over the disasters and misfortunes which have taken us 

unawares, I thouf,ht perhaps it was because they overtook us in such 

abundance that they have insulat ed the heart and it could almost have 

been said of it : 'Spears have been shattered upon spears• . 

11 I had already experienced a similar reaction to my lack of concern 

over wh!:1-t befe11 the Muslims of Crete, which does not remove from me 

the soul- shaking grief about their misfortune only; on the contrary, it 

shames me more whenever I pause to consider that misfortune . It was 

before coming into Ism~liyya at the end of my trip on the Suez line (143) 

fro~ Cairo, Z~z:iq~ station, and thence the train approached Isma.T.liyya . 

It was the first time in my life that I took it past Tall al- Kabir, 

Qasasin , Mahsama , and Nafisha, those places which occupied the frontlines . . . 
for the defense against the English army in 1882. It is natural that 

passing such spots for the first time would arouse a flood of regret and 

remind me of the country's loss of glory and independence . Despite that, 

I was not conscious of any pain or agitation . 11 

· This is what one Egyptian, famous for his intelligence and for 

his patriotism, wrote . If we wished to speak as truthfully as he, we 
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would have to acknowledge that, if we ourselves also passed these spots 

qnd looked them over, they would not move us any more than he was moved 

or make us feel any more than he i'elt . 

It is evident that the source of t:i.is 11 inertia", as the writer of 

this article has called it, is not that Ibrahim Bak aJ,.lillbawi is a stupid 

man or does not know that patriotism is a duty . Nor is the cause of 

this inertia what His Excellency presumes it to be -- that our hearts 

have become immune to the multiplicity of misfortunes which have over.-

taken' us, because a continuous succession of misfortunes does not drain (144) 

the soul of perceptivity nor dilute it . On the contrary, it increases 
\ 

and intensifies perceptivity, teaches patience, and strengthens resolution. 

The real reason for loss of perceptivity to such an extent is 

our neglect of training the eir,otions during childhood. Consequently, 

our nerves have become res:;io1·,sive only to the materialistic stimuli which 

they run across directly and have become incapable of responding to ab

stract concepts. 

During my stay in France , I saw alongside of me a ten-year-old 

child who was taking gr,eat delight in looking at a division of the French 

army on its return from the w9r in Ton:..Cin (~ 1 - IQ Ji 1S, ! !:O . 1•men the 

flagbearer passed in front of hi .rn , this lad stood at attention, raised 

his cap, saiuted, and began following it with his eyes u.~til he lost 

sight of it. I felt that, for t his child, the homeland was embodied in 

the flag which passed in front of him and so awakened in him all those 

emotions which his home-tau_c:;ht love aroused in him that I · considered him a 

full-grmm man . As for the men and women Hho were watcl1ing this parade , 

so strong were their feelings that they began to act like children. Most 

of the women threw kisses to the soldiers, while tears of joy streamed (145) 



down their cheeks; and most of the men were dancing and singing and 

throwing their caps on the road . 

By parades like this and by the conversations which take place 

during and after them in front of the childr en, patriotic sentiment is 

:implanted in them and blooms and bears fruit . Such is the case with 

the development of the other fine qualities . 

The backwardness of t he Egyptian is really an outgrowth of pis 

being deprived of this first step . With us the child grows like a weed, 

and no one in his family is concerned wit h anything except feeding and 

clothing him. They look after him just as anyone would look after a 

pet. After that , anything built upon such a foundation is built upon 

sand and will soon collapse in n 1ins. 

In short, home-training h:1,s two p2.rts: training t he mind, that 

is , directing t he intellectual capacities of the human being toward the 

discovery of universal truths; and training the spirits, that is, directing 

his will toward goodness a.YJ.d channelling his perceptions toward the 

beautiful. Both of them are necessary for the happiness of the h1.unan being. 

The source of mental training is libraries and schools; spiritual 

training is acquired only within the family . It is not possible to 

acquire it in the family unless the mother has been the first one to (11+6) 

administer it. Nor could t he mother administer it unless she were very 

advanced, mentally and morally. We have said, therefore, that _if Egyptians 

wish to ·e.dvance, they must strive to advance the status of the Egyptian 

woman. 

It is regretable that Egypt i ans do not yet understand this fact 

cor.1.pletely at a time when the Muslims of India have advanced in their 

thinking and, through their studies, have reached an awareness of the role 
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of women in the social body and comprehend the importance of her function . 

'l'wo men st2.nd out a.111one their greatest men : .Amir ' Ali al-Qa,fI ( see pt . I, 

pp .-. 97-'i8) and 'Inaya l{usayn. 

The former published a splendid article on the subject of women 

in Islam, translated in the journal, Al-rfoqtataf, in its issues of June

July, 1899 . Random exerpts follow: 

11 No vardstick measures the advance of nations better than the u , 

position of the women there . If the Huslims of India wish to advance , 

they must give back to the women the high standing which was hers at (147) 

th . · ~..,.l" .e emergence 01 ~s a~ . 

"From the history of modern Russia, there has been sufficient 

proof of the relat ionship of the material and non-material progress of 

nations to the place of the ,-ror.i.an there . Russian noblewomen remained 

secluded u_ntil the beginning of the eight8enth century, living indoors 

nay, imprisoned -- where no light or fresh air entered . The curtain ,-ras 

dra,,m over her small window, and her doors secured by padlocks, to v.rhich 

t he keys were kept in the father's or husband's pocli:et . When he , '1d 

to move them from one place to another, they tr.::-veled in litters, cur

tained and veiled, just like the women of India .. When the women were 

unshackled and caught up with men in knowledge and in culture and became 

pillars of the community, Russia became on of the gre2test countries on 

earth . " 

"Y-..nowledge I s sun rose in the East and traveled West . From it we 

must absorb light and to everyone \•,rho tries to elevate the status of' 

our women be thankful, but God does not change a people 's hearts until they 

change what is in themselves . 11 
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11 Inevitably, someone will a sk : 'Did the caliph's womenfolk an 

other women come out encased in shrouds as do Eastern tovmswomen today? 

It seems to me th2.t they used to wear only a porous veil (ni oab) cover-

(148) 

ing their faces, like the vashmak nO'\·r worn by the women of Istanbul . It 

hides the ·wrinkles of old age arid reveals the beauty of youth . The 

buraac (full- length veil exposing only the eyes), complete with wishah (scarf) , 

niaab (porous face veil), and khimar (head veil) appeared only to,:ard 

the end of the Seljuk period. Confinement in purda, in the form now 

current with the Musl:im.s of India and of other countries , was unknown in 

those times, and upperclass women used to appear in front of men unveiled . 11 

"The Arabs employed eunuchs in the time of Mu<;wiya , adopting 

that from Rome, and borrowed the harem system in the time of the Ummayad 

Walid IL Mut awakkil -- the Nero of the Arabs -- ordered the separation 

of the women from the men at banquets and public celebrations , but women 

continued to mix with men until the end of the sixth century of the hijra, 41/. 

r eceiving guests and attending social gatherings and going to war clad (149) 

in armor and helping their brothers and their husbands defend fortresses 

and strone;holds . 11 

"And when , in the middle of t he seventh century, t he role of the 

caliphs diminished and t he Tatar s demolished the hegemony of the Arab 

governments, the Culama~5 undert ook to debate whether it was proper for 

women to show t heir hands and feet. 11 

The latter ((tnaya ~usayn) ga;e a lecture at the Islamic Cultural 

Society in Madras , India, which 1·;as translated in the. July 14, 1900, issue 

· 4irhe sixth century A.H. is approxjmately equivalent to the thirteenth 
century A.D . 

4f'cu1ama', religious authorities. 



of Al-:Mu'ayyad. Exerpts from it are as follows: 

11We have another very important topic which I feel compelled to 

discuss arid to examine in all of its ramifications, since no nation will 

advance nor any state be erected except by doing so; and this topic is 

the upbringine of girls. If you are not convinced, gentlemen, that women 

and men are twins, working in the community, and that they either stand 

together or fall together; then there is no route to advancement, no .. 
way to progress or success, nor can we say that the basis of our nation 

rests on firm supports or is soli dly built. Remember that the child 

is the father of the man and that, when mothers are illiterate, they (150) 

cannot illuminate the minds of their children with the ethical anded

ucational fundamentals, develop their intellects, or strengthen their 

bodies with sound hygiene . Therefore, we shall remain., as a nation, for

ever in the back row. 11 

Look at what men of jurisprudence and learning in India are writing 

and at what our jurisprudents and authors have written, ,vhere they have 

said tha.t the woman has no role in t he advancement of nations and that 

it is not necessary for her t o learn anything except such divine precepts 

as are necessary for her religious observances or to be permitted to 

learn hO\·T to read and ... rrite. All of them have started to warn people to 

veil her more securely and to caution them away from traveling the nath 

to perfection which we have indicated on the pretext that it is an imita

tion of Western customs, a.~d they are instilling the delusion that 

Westerners themselves are unhappy about the condition of their women l 

We have shown in detail the social reasons because of which one 

must heed the role of the woman and bring her out of the interdiction 

under which she has fallen for many long years . We have demonstrated that 
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she is morally self-controlled and ethically self-restrained, that she 

is the one to encourage the nat ions along the path of good or evil , 2.nd 

that she cannot be good at performing this social function unless she (151) 

is very intelligent, eq.ucated , and raoral. 

We say this despite some of t he things we have read about Western 

woman and despite some of the things we know about her . We do not see 

any hindrance to traveling that path which the Western nations took ahead ... 

of us, because we observe that Westerners show their cultural progress 

day by day and we see that the countries in which women enjoy their free

dom and all of their rights are those who travel like a beacon in front 

of the other nations and guide them on the rout e of cultural excellence. 

From another aspect we see that all of the nations which have lowered the 

status of their women are in a state of extreme weakness _and are thereby 

at the same stage of development or at closely related stages among which 

there appe2.rs no dissimilarity de.spite the differences in cl:i.Jnate and the 

variations of r aces and creeds. 

This is to be observed taking place under our eyes, and no intel

ligent person can dispute it. 

~s for their clairn that Europeans are unhappy about the condition 

of their women or complain about some of their deamnds, that is another (152) 

subject beyond our scope here . The women's responsibility which is the 

subject of investigation in our country is different from their responsi- · 

bility as described by some Western authors. We in this country demand 

the woman be given back her physical freed om and be awarded her legal 

(sharriy:ya) rights, be educated and be enabled to perform her household 

functions • . No Westerner wou.ld argue with us over this demand, no matter 

how low the stage of his intel ligence or his sensibilities . 
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Some Western writers may, instead, complain of some women's abuse 

of their freedom and of their demand for equality with men in political 

rights . 

To use the ideas of these writers as proof to refute us is dis

honesty and a mistaking of one subject for another, since everybody can 

distinguish between discovering the right way and getting it to operate 

well. .. 
Freedom of the press here and in certain European countries has 

been so abused that everyone j_s unhappy about it . No intelligent man, 

hm·:ever, seeks to claim it necessary to suppress opinions, because such a 

remedy would be worse than the disease. (153) 

The reasons on which our writers base their opinion about the 

interdiction on the freedom of women are the very reasons which Eastern 

governments have adopted to deprive their people of freedom of speech, 

writing, and action; which have misled the later Muslims into locking 

the gate of ijtih~d ( independent judgr:ient) upon harmonizing the edicts 

of religion and the needs of the people j_n all different places and t:L'nes 

without departing from the general principles which the Qur 1 an and the 

4'& authentic Sunna established; which have prompted our fathers to use 

harsh and ruthless methods in bringing up their children; and which have 

brought about, not long ago, our laws imposing a tariff for merchants by 

which they establish the price of meat, vegetables, butter, and most of 

what is sold and bought in the marketplaces. 

The source of all that is the concern to stop the evils which appear 

in some human situations, whiJ.e neglecting to retain the good . One of 

the reasons for this neglect may be that the beneficial aspects in human 

l-1-bSunna, the practices of the Prophet Muhe..mmad . 
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situations -- the good side of them -- are usually hidden to the super

ficial observer; but the bad aspects are usually apparent to everyone, (154) 

because they assume the form of crimes and atrocities from which the mind 

recoils. The objector's first a:im is to erase this influence by any 

means . The handiest and easiest means at the outset of the affair is 

harshness and severity. 

But the thinking man, if he has r .-:! flected on the matter, fipds that 

the course of humanity has special laws by which one must abide, for the 

gro.,rth of life and the achievement of its potentials, whether in indi v

id uals or in communities, and that every infringement of these laws has 

a bad influence and is very harmful to the individual and to the social 

body. 

Once this has been established, denying the woman her freedom is 

the greatest infringement of the laws of her mental and moral growth . 

Reliance on depriving the woman of her freedom out of fear of the damage 

caused by abuse of this right a.my perhaps be beneficial in preventing some 

women from doing anything to cause this damage, but it is certain that, 

along with this specific temporary benefit, it brings permanent damage 

and is a hindrance to the p;rowth of the gifts of the feminine sex as a 

whole . 

In sum, we are not afraid to speak about the necessity of giving 

our women their rights in regard to freedom of thou8ht and action after 

strengthening their minds through education, even if it were certain that 

they would pass through all the stages which Western women have gone 

through and are going through, because we are confident that all the demands 

which the women of the West are aspiring to these days are not matters 

which would be difficult to resolve or because of which there would be 
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lasting anxiety; the future wil l take care of them. In all fairness, 

perhaps a questioner may ask wher e these sta_;;;e s through which women are 

moving will end . The answer is that that is an undisclosed secret which 

it is no one's power to know. Just as we are i p;norant of what men's 

condition will be after a hundred years, so are we unable to know what 

woman's condition will be after this length of time has passed . However, 

we are sure of one thing; humanity is marching along the path of per

fection. Beyond that, we hf.Ve only to find the procession and to take 

our place in it . 
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EDUCATION AND THE VEIL (156) 

Even if there were nothing wrong with veiling apart from t he fact 

that it is a denial of human freedom and that it has gone so far as to 

make it impossible for the woman to enj oy the rights given her by the 

SharI'a and by man-made l aws; a s to put her in the category of a minor, 

unable to attend to any transaction by herself, although, in the management 

of her day-to-day affairs, the Sh2.r ' recognizes that she is equally as 

competent as t he man; as to make he r a prisoner, although the law con

siders her as free as the man -- if there were nothing ·wrong with veiling 

except this, it alone would be hateful enough and r epugnant enough to 

every nature in which is i.'1!pl anted the capacity to respect ri0hts and to 

perceive the sweetness of freedom. Much more harmful than all of this, 

however, is that weiling interferes with the woman's achieving her education . 

If it has been established that woman's education is an indis

pensable necessity, then what i s the education which suits her best? 

Does it suit her best to be educated like the man or to be recognized 

as having other special educational demands? Is her education possible 

with the veil, or is its abolition inescapable? Should it be worked out 

on principles adopted from modern 1vestern disciplines, or should it hark 

back to the funda~entals of the old Islamic culture? 

These questions are basic to a consideration of education, and the 

(157) 

veil . In the past year, r esearch and debate about it have been in progress 

among many writers, and now we wish to express our views about it as 

clearly as possible . 

On the first question: we do not find it proper that the women 1 s 

education fall short of the man ' s . 
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From the point of view of physical education, the ·woman is as ' 

in need of good health as the man . She must, therefore, take regular 

exercise, just as Western women do 11ho join their male relatives in most 

sports . She must get used to that from early youth and continue it , un

interrupted, unless in poor health or exposed to illness . That is be

cause natural laws decree the necessity of balance between what the (158) 

body absorbs and ,v.hat is discharges with the result that, if this ,,balance 

is upset, the health will have become unsettled and its reg~~e upset . 

Illnesses which afflict the human being because of his failure to use 

his physical pmv_ers 2.re no fewer or less harmful than those which strike 

someone who has used up his strength and has not made up the loss by 

proper nourishment . The woman may e~erience more pain and difficulties 

during childbirth, at one time, than the man experiences throughout his 

entire life . It is intolerable for women except those with strong con

stitutions and sound bodies, like the village women , who are accustomed 

to physical labor in fresh air . As for urban women, deprived of exercise 

and the enjoyment of sun and air, they do not have the ability to bear 

these difficulties and, therefore, many of them live as invalids after 

their first confinement or, often, die therein . More than thirty per cent 

of them have died in childbirth. 

Just as it is necessary to guard the health of the woman in order 

to insure her against death and illness, it is also necessary to guard 

her health out of a concern for the health of her children and to euard (159) 

them against aiJments . For whatever the mother's constitution is subject 

to and whatever predisposition it has for illness is transmitted to the 

children through inheritance. 
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From the point of view of moral training, since nature has selected 

the woman and delegated her to preserve the morals of t he species , it 

has handed over to her the reins . of mora1ity and left them in her charge . 

It is she who molds t heir minds , when they are innocent and formless, 

and then shapes them according to the patterns of moral character. She 

disseminates that moral character among her children, and t hen th_ey trans

mit it to whoever comes into contact with them. It .become s a char acter-., 

istic of the nation, after having been a characteristic of t he family; 

just as it became a characteristic of t he fan1ily, after having been a 

characteristic of the mother . This demonstrates to us that the good 

mother does a greater servi ce to her species than does the good man , and 

the bad mother does more harm to it than the bad man does~ Perhaps this 

is t he reason it has always been inculcated into people that, if a woman 

is party to an :immoral action, it degreades her more than it d~means the 

man involved and that virtuousness raises the woman I s prestige in a way 

that it does not raise the man' s. 

We have still to discuss another kind of training ; na,niely, intel

lectual training . This training consists of studying the sciences and (160) 

the arts, and the goal at which it is aimed is that the human being know 

something about the essence of existence and where he fits in; so that, 

after he has gotten to know that as it really is, he can direct his actions 

toward whc:.tever will turn out beneficially for him, enjoy the delights of 

learning, and lead a happy life . 

The woman is like t he man to an equal extent in needing to t ake 

advantage of knowledge and to enjoy its delights . They do not differ in 

longing to delve into the wonders of existence and to dwell upon its 

mysteries in order to learn its beginning, its enduring qualities, and 

its end. 
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No matter what the main occup2.tion of the woman, ,;r_i.arried or 

single , with children or without, she should find some time to cultivate 

her mind and to improve hersel f . Had our women today set aside for 

study one-tenth of the time which they spent in idleness and in empty 

discussion and arguments, Sgypt would have made breathtaking advances 

thanks to them . 

The woman wi l l not obtain the desired amount of intellectual train-
~ 

ing by learning reading, writing, and foreign languages. She needs (161) 

also to learn the fundamentals of the natural, social, and historical 

sciences, so that she may grasp the integral laws to which cosmis move

ments and human circumstances revert; just as she needs to learn the 

rudiments of the laws of hygiene and of the functions of the bodily organs, 

so that she can train her children effectively. 

The importance of this trai.ning is not to cram her brain with 

subject matter, but to stimulate the woman's mind to seek after the truth, 

so that, when her schooling has ended, her desire for truth will continue 

and she will forever be moved and enriched by it. 

In addition to that, the girl should study nutrition and home 

economics. 

Here, one must take a look at the need for concArn over cultivating 

the woman's taste and over fostering her natural bent for fine arts. I 

am sure that many readers will disapprove of teaching girls music and 

drawing because some among them believe that there is nothing useful in 

engaging in those arts and some among them consider them indecorous and (162) 

indignified amusements. The r esult of thi~ erroneous :impression has been 

a downgrading of t he se arts in our country to the extent that everyone 

who has known how beneficial they are in improving living conditions is 

in a state of despair over it. 
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The art of painting anci drawi ng i s no less beneficial than 

science, because, ·though sci,:mce gives us a comprehension of t?e truth, 

this art endears it to us -. by showing. it to us in the most perfect 

form which the artist can iJ: . .::i.gine and thereby awakens in us the yearning 

for perfection . Perfection is s omething which our intellect grasps, but 

it does not cut beneath our senses . Therefore , it :i.s impossible for us 

to conceive it unless it has become tangible in front of us in an agreeable 

fonn which we experience . When we have seen it in this form, we become 

devoted to it . The mor e skillful the artist has been in his art and the 

more proficient he has been in his craft , the closer his work has come t o 

perfection and the more one leans toward it , marvels at it, and enjoys 

it emotionally. 

The art of music is equally meritorious , for it is a most eloquent 

language , which gives expression to ,..,hat is in our innermost thoughts, 

and the sweetest thing to come to our ears . One of the best descriptions 

of it is the statement of Plato: 

11Music arouses the apat hetic. By it, thought is elevated and the (163) 

imagination lifted . It scatters joy and gladness in the soul, lifts it 

out of base' habits , and turns it toward beauty ar,d perfection . It is 

one of the educators of manki::.1d . 11 

This is the training which 11e would like girls to have . We have 

stated it in general terms, because space does not permit us to state it 

in detail. This is the perfect education, which makes it easy for the 

woman to integrate her many different duties . It equips her t o be a 

self- sustaining human being; a wife, c.ble to obtain f or he r family the 

requisites of tranquility; and a mother, competent t o train her children . 
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By the time the girl has been trained to take the necessary 

measures to develop her physical powers and her mental faculties, she will 

have reached the age of fourteen or fift een. What should she do then? 

How should she live? Should she be se cluded in her house and be denied 

association with men, or sho-~ld the f r eedom to do that be given her? 

This is the subject of inquiry i n dealing with the second and third 

problems . We shall discuss t hem together because of their interre_lation

ship . 

The opinion of the cri tics of Tahrir al-Mar 1 a is that we have (164) 

been radical on the question of vei ling and that we have suggested by 

removing it imitation of Western customs. The;'.,r h2.ve claimed that the 

veil does not necessarily degrade the woman and that it does her no harm, 

and therefore they have deemed it necessary to retain and preserve it . 

They have said that what lowers the woman's status is merely her lack of 

education; and, if she were well educated, she could, though veiled, 

better carry out her duties. 

But, after we have scrutini zed all that has been said or written 

about this matter, we hold to our 09inion, and reexamination serves only 

to increase our confidence i n the soundness of our belief. 

We see no cause for disagreement between us and our examiners except 

a difference in understanding the meani ng of education . They believe that 

education is book- learning , and that is accomplished, in their view, by 

the child's attending school for a specified number of years . The goal 

of his effort there is to attain a diploma; and, when he has gotten this 

piece of parchment, which some French wits call a 11 sheep-skin11 , he is 

c:onsidered to have reached t he utmost limit in science and i:h culture. 

In contrast to the opinion they have expressed, we believe that education 
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does not consist of attending school and obtaining a diploma, but (165) 

that ever.vthin~ which the youngster learns there in his elementary school 

days is preparation for perfecting his w.ind and character. 

That is because the youngster of fourt een or fifteen does not 

know anything about science but e;cneral theories and overall problems , 

which he memorizes in short paragraphs . No matte r whether these theorems 

are scientific or cultural, t hey are .worthless except by being shown in 

practice. That is through observations and experiments which define the 

sphere of their application and the boundary which separates one from 

the others and which show the conditions in which they are relevant and 

their useful and harmful aspects. These applications are the only means 

to understand the fundamentals as t hey really are . If they are lacking, 

these fundamentals are only empty phrases . 

For example, it would not occur to an intelligent man to put him

self in the hands of a doctor on t-he day of his graduation from school or 

to select a lawyer to defend him on the day he obtains his diploma since he 

has not been in practice _long enough. 

The same is the case with ethics and morals . Nothing is easier (166) 

for the human being than to learn the advantages of curbing his appetites 

and of self-conquest, but nothing is harder to do than actually to achieve 

it. For the human being to conquer his passion and put it under the rule 

of the intellect demands great will-power, and this will- power is not ob

tained by putting up material obstacles between him and imperfections or 

by merely filling his mind with mor2.l principles; it is born instead out 

of being eA'J)Osed to events as they come along and getting accustomed to 

combating and mastering them. 
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Repetition of actions, observation of events, and experience of 

aff airs, mixing with people and being in touch with them, and tribula

tions - - all of these things are sources for knowledge and for sound 

morals . Through them, high-mindedness is developed until they reach the 

highest degrees, and before them mean-mindedness is vanquished and sinks 

to the lowest levels . 

In this context, Spencer47 hc. s said in his discussion of intel

lectual training: 

"Nothing is to be gained from training which makes the human being 

a repository for the ideas of others, because words put down in books (167) 

can be meaningful only in r el ation to actual experience . 11 

Edmund DuMoulin ( A D H U N D I I-~ U L A N) has said in his dis

cussion of moral training as translated by my friend Ahmad FathI Basha 

Zaghlul : 

llThe order of events and the course of existence lead us to the 

discovery that the nations in which the aspiration of the human being 

has reached its highest degree and which are the sanctuary of sound moral 

life are where character is established and commendable acts are preserved . 

Illustrative of the fact that moral influence enable.s the man to control 

himself and to master his passion is that no course of study in which 

the man is taught self- control and self-mc>.stery is more effective than 

the religious life , in which he is taught to rely only upon himself . Nor 

does any education win more hearts than that life, for it is what guides 

47Herbert Spencer (1820-1903), English philosopher of the great scientific 
movement of the second half of the 19th century; tried to eA"})ress in a general 
formula the belief in progres s which pervaded is age and to erect it into 
the supreme law of the universe; evolutionist and friend of DarHin and 
Huxley . He was greatly admired by 'A.bduh, who visited him in England and who 
translated his work on 'Education- into Arabic from a r·rench version . ( See Pt ... 
I, pp . 115- 116 . ) 
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the man to the essential life. It is nature's school which makes 'h:im 

realize how to endure hardships and disasters. It is the easiest to 

come by and the most widespread and exacting . Those are obligations 

which have a greater effect on minds than the sermons of preachers and 

the advice of wise men and perc~ptors whose words go in one ear and (168} 

k 1 d h d II 48,; out the other . That is because actions spea ou er tan wor s . 

Experimentation is the basis of knowledge and of true education 9 

The veil prevents the woman from drawing on this valuable source, be-: 

cause the woman who lives :imprisoned in her house and who sees the world 

only from openings in the walls or from between the curtains of the 

carriage and who does not walk unless she is -- as the amir said to the 

gagi -- 11 swathed in a shroud 11 , cannot be an active, perceptive human 

being, familiar with people's circumstances and able to live among them . 

It is not enough to take the Egyptian women out of this artificial 

life, of which all complain, so that she may remain a few years in school 

and then transfer from it to a house in which she is secluded for the 

rest of her life . Instead, she must continue to have a concern for her 

body and for her mind after school, and we must let her participate in 

our normal life . ·we must nut our hand in hers and travel over the earth 

i·dth her, showing her the wonders of the universe and the subtleties of 

manmade things, the fine points of the arts, the mounments of times gone 

by, and the discoveries of the present time. She must share our thoughts 

and our hopes, our joys and our sorrows. She must attend our councils (169) 

and benefit from the character and. thought and study displayed there, while 

benefiting us by prompting us to watch our deportment and discipline our 

speech. 

48:: ~ 'h.... d F .. -, .tVJ>"a aihi. Zaghlul, 
.2.L~ Anglo-~axons) by 

trans,, Tagaddum al-Ankllz al-Saksuni (Advance 
Edmund 1.1:l.rnulin, Cairo, 1899. 



An opponent says: 11We t hink you want to :L.11prove the Egyptian 

1-roman 1 s condition by inducing her to imitate t he Western woman . Are 
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you not dishonoring our ancient cul t ure, of \•rhich the secluding of women 

is a reflection of the very f oundations? Are there noble souls who 

are swayed by r emembrance of ancient glory? Cast a scientific glance at 

its founda.tions, you will r 0alize that it is the true glory toward which 

we must journey toward determinedly a.."ld which will one day be sho'i'm to 
,, 

the entire world to be the essence of perfection which the human being 

should swear by and the psychic forces seek out . "' 

This objection may, perhaps, be pleasant for the reader to hear, 

because of the elegance of its phrasing; or, perhaps, it may be attrac

tive to him because it appeals to the instinctive tendency found in 

every hu11an being to be devoted to the ways of the fathers and grand

fathers . It would be more proper not to let phrasing affect us to an 

extent which makes us fore;et the trut h. It is up to us to make prepa

rations to battle the p01ver of inherited customs , whenever we fear that 

they will rob us of our willpower and of our free choice . Devotion to 

deeply rooted usages needs no provocation or invitation, because it is (170) 

a condition which is inherent in the soul, which it grabs by its harness 

and then tries to claim completely away from its owner . What, instead, 

needs to be desired and encouraged is to get rid of a damaging past and 

to embrace a beneficial future. Were it possible f or us to make such 

preparations, one of the most important things incumbent upon us would 

be to take the old Islamic culture into consideration and to refer to it , 

not in order to make a carbon copy of it and to follow its example 

indiscriminately, but in order to weight that culture on the scales of 
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reason and to contemplate the causes of the rise of the Islamic nation 

and the causes of its deteri or ation and to extract from that a principle 

on which we would be able to erect a structure by which we would benefit 

today and in times to come. 

The Islamic religion appeared in Arabia aJnong tribes who were 

living in a state of nomadism; that is, in a lm·,er social system. It 

produced among them a religious cohesion, subjected them to a .uni:t.:ied 

leadership, and established for them a l aw which supplanted the customs 

to which they had adhered in their conduct from time immemorial . When 

it ordered them to embark on a crusade (jihad), they undertook to make 

war on other nations and triumphed over them; not because they excelled 

their neighboring nations in scientific and industrial knowledge , but (171) 

because of the spirit of unity which Islam aroused in them, together 

with their innate predisposition for combat . When they came in contact 

with Egyptians , Syrians, Persians, Chinese, Indians, and others, they 

found in those nations a high level of scientific and industrial and 

artistic knowledge and derived profit from the}!i, adapting most of them 

to their own idiom and permitting the conquered peoples to further their 

development as much as they Hished. From that emerged an intellectual 

awakening -- as is the case i·r.i.th nations following any well-motivated 

upheaval -- which has continued for almost four centuries. 

Upon these two bases the Islamic city was built; the religious 

basis, which made of the Arab tribes one nation, subject to one ruler and 

to one law, and the scientific basis, by which the nQtionality and moral

ity of the Islamic nation were advanced as far as it was possible for them 

to go at that time. 

But, since scinece was then in its infancy and its principles (172) 

were fonned out of conjecture, largely unconfinned by any experimentation 
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at all, the authority of science was weak a l ongsi de t he authori t y of 

religion and the jurisprudents ~ained a scendancy over t he scientists, 

keeping a close watch on t hem and plungi ng t hemselves into sc i ent ific 

problems and pointing out their shortcomings . Since t hey di d not approach 

these problems in the right 1·ray or make an ef fort to understand them, 

t hey set about giving the Qur'an and the body of tradition (hadith) an 

interpretation from which t hey mi~ht devise proof of the wrongness of .. 
s cientific beliefs . They pursuaded peopl e that it ,·ras evil to think 

about them and continued to di scredit scientists and to accuse them of 

atheism (zandaqat) and blasphemy (kufr) unt il everyone avoided the study 

of science or gave it up and ended by bejng convinced that all the 

fields of knowledge were f alse except the fields of religious knowledge . 

I:1.oreover, they went too far in their r el i r;ion and went to such extremes 

in their thinking t hat t hey claimed religious learning itself must stop 

at a point,beyond which no one woul d be permitted to go . They then es

tablished that what certain j urisprudents had set down was the eter nal 

truth ·with which no one was permitted to disagree , just as if they be

lieved it to be one of the principles of religion that the doors of God's 

grace are closed to the entirety of His people . 

This controversy which arose bet ween men of r eligion and men of 

science - - I am not saying 11 between r el igion and science" -- is not 

peculiar to the Islamic nations; something s imilar occurred in the 

(173) 

European nations . Although t he latter have inherited t he sciences of the 

Greeks, t he Romans, and the Arabs and have received t hem in an almost 

compl ete form, it has not taken Europe long to discover the essential 

principles of these sciences. She drew out of them in two hu.'ldred years 

what others had not drawn out of them in t housands of years . Scientific 
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discoveries have been continuous; some pulling others along, some giving 

impetus to others. Among them are the discovery of the la.ws of the move-
, 

ment of the universe; of the refr~ction and speed of light and of how 

sounds are formed and their speed and the shape of their vibrations. 

She has learned the nature of heat: how the earth was formed; its true 

shape; how its layers were put toi ether; hm-1 the procession of epochs 

affected it and its inhabitants; the kinds of changes which befell.. it; 

and the stages through which it evolved from the time it was a firery 

lump until the human species appeared upon it after all the other species . 

They then recognized the laws of life: the functions of the circulatory 

system, of the respiratory system, and of the digestive system; the 

special properties of the faculties of reason; and how the organs of (174) 

the body are formed, how they are sustained, and how they become consumed. 

They corrected and completed the principles of chemistry and of natural 

science . 

From these discoveries, writers and philosophers took what they 

needed to teach the human being where he ca.'11.e from , where he has been 

going, and what his future is; and they laid the foundation for the ethical, 

social, and political sciences. 

With the revelation of these truths, science built up a solid 

structure which no intelligent man could think about tearing down. There

fore, after controversy and strife, men of science gained ascendancy 

over men of religion in Europe and in the end science gained an authority 

which all people acknowledged. 

Since Islamic civilization began and ended before the wraps 1-rere 

removed from the principles of science, as we have shown, how could we 

believe that this civilization was a "model of human perfection''? We 
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think it important that ,ve do not f ail to give our forefathers their 

due and that we do not belittle their importance, but we also think it 

important that we do not deceive ourselves by fancying that they brought 

civilization to the ultimate of perfection, beyond which there is nothing 

further . We are seekers of the truth. ·when we have stumbled upon it, 

we have discussed it openly, no matter how painful it is for the reader (175) 

to hear . Therefore, we think it our duty to say that it is incuml;ient 

upon every Muslim to study Islamic civilization and to be , informed about its 

outward forms and to its inward leadings, because it includes many of 

the foundations of our present condition . It is incumbent upon him to 

marvel at it because it is a work by which humanity has benefited and by 

which it completed ,vhat was lacking from it in certain phases . But many 

of the outward forms of this civilization cannot be incorporated into 

the organization of our contemporary social life . 

From the point of view of the sciences, the matter has been clarified 

by what was stated previously. 

From the point of view of political organizations, no matter how 

detailed our study of history, we find that the people of those times 

had nothing which would merit t he tenn 11 organization11 • The form of their 

government consisted of a caliph or a sul"t,an, unfettered by law, sur

rounded by unbridled officials. The ruler and his agents carried out 

their administration according to their will. If they were good, they 

referred to the principles of justice as much as possible . If they were 

otherwise , they exceeded the bounds of justice and treated the people 

unjustly. There was nothing inherent in the organization which forced 

them back to the principles of the Shari'a . 
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It may perhaps be said that the caliph was appointed after the (176) 

individuals of the nation acknowledged him as leader and that this in

dicates that the authority of the cali ph derived from the populace who 

were sovereign . We do not deny this, but this authority, which the 

populace enjoyed only a few minutes , was a verbal authority . In rea;lity, 

the caliph was the sole sovereign . It was he who declared war, con-

cluded :::ieace , levied taxes, promulgated l aws, and administered the, interests 

of the nation arbitrarily. He did not think it incumbent upon him to 

give anyone a share in his command . 

It is strange that Muslims, in all the eras of their civilization_, 

never reached the level of the Greeks or went as far as the Romans from 

the point of view of setting up organizations necessary to maintain the 

interests and freedom of t he nat ion . Those nations had had representative 

councils and political assemblies in which they participated with the 

ruler in administering their affai rs. 

3tranger than this is that the Muslim commanders (amirs) and 

jurisprudents did not think of setting up laws spelling out ·what acts 

they felt merited punishment and defining appropriate punishi"'Tlents. In 

addition, they left the right of pardon up to the ruler to dispense 

however he wished, despite the fact that t he enumeration of crimes 

and punishments is one of the pr imary principles of justice. 

(177) 

There is no need for me to say that they knew nothing of the 

political, social,or economic sciences, for these sciences are of recent 

date . If a stickler wished to verify that, he has only to leaf through 
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Al-Nuaaddima o.f Ibn Khald~/+9t he only book which sets forth the social 

principles of the Muslims. He would r ealize that most of the principles 

on which he dra,·rs for support are not devoid of error . He would be 

particularly astonished to r ealize that in this book, which professes 

to analyze the social problems, not one word is mentioned about the 

family ,,rhich is the basis of every social body. If their political 

situation was just as you see, what is it that we are asked to borrow 

from it? 

Similarly if we looked at their family situation, we would find 

it devoid of any organization, since the man, in contracting his marriage , 

met all requirements by beint; in front of two witnesses, could divorce 

his ~rife for no reason or fo r a very feeble reason , and could marry a 

number of i-.romen without taking int o account the restrictions of the 

Qur'an . All that was and has continued until now to be an accepted thing,(178) 

with no philosophers or jurisprudents thinking of setting up an organ-

ization which would prevent the damage caused by a loosely bound family . 

The least they should have done to alleviate this inequity would have 

been to determine,for example , that divorce and marriage and remarriage 

must take place in front of a legally appointed official so that these 

important matters do not r emain a subject for uncertainty, open to vague-

ness, and frought with controversy and discord . 

How far is this chaos from the · systems and laws which Europeans 

set up to emphasize the matrimonia l bonds and family relationships? How 

49 <Abd al-Rahman ibn Khaldun(l332-1406), historian and philosopher, born 
in Tunis of a Spanish Arab family. His fame rests on his Muoaddama , in which 
he presented for the first time a theory of historical development which 
takes into consideration the physical facts of climate and geography as 
well as the moral and spiritual forces at work . With his formulation of 
laws of national progress and aecay, he may be considered the founder of 
the science of sociology. (Philip K. Hitti , History~~ Arabs, London, 
1946, pp . 567- 568 . ) 
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far is this from Greek and Roman laws which at no stage of their develop

ment overlook the importance of the family and its role in the social body? 

Can any of this be applied to the i..-nprovement of our situation today? 

\'le have still to consider Islamic civilization from the point of 

view of ethics. Our contemporaries believe that Muslims of long ago 

possessed all sorts of 11 sound moral accomplishments~ but it is an unwar-

rented belief or, at least, exaggerated . • 

From the point of vie1·r of ethical principles ., it is certain that (179) 

the Muslims brought no new principle to the world. Before the Muslims , 

there were such peoples as the Jews, the Christians, the Buddhists, the 

Chinese, the Egyptians, and others: Those peoples acknowledged these 

principles, their writings contained them, and they were revealed to some 

of them as part of heavenly inspiration. 

From the poin.t of view of Muslims acting in conformity ,-lith these 

ethical principles, history bears witness to the fact that no era was 

without go od and bad, beauty and ugliness . Infonnation about the Arabs 

has reached us as recorded in historical and literary vrritings, and their 

morals and their behaviorisms have been laid bare to us. We have read 

their poetry, their proverbs, and their songs and have found no time span 

devoid of poor ethics and corrupt morals and base natures. We have seen 

the Arab government, from right after the death of the Prophet until the 

end of its days, wracked b;y internal dissension born out of mutual hatreds, 

malice, and greed, even in times when the goverrnnent was engaged in waging 

wars against other nations. We have seen one of the sons of 'Ali marry 

more than a hundred women so that his father was compelled to warn (180) 

people not to let him marry their daughters. He have seen men who were 

opposed to allovling women in the street, but who glanced furtively at 
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t hem from chinks in the wall. We have seen some of their amirs and 

t heir grandees who drank so r.1uch wine that they did not know what they 

were saying in social gather i n o:s attended by female slaves who entertained 

t hose present with songs. We have seen a.'11ong their poets h:im who begged 

for aJms and extended his hand in supplication for nourishment from the 

bounties of amirs and rich men and him who praised and extolled h:imself 

to the brink of madness or who wrote odes to young boys or who lampooned 

his rival with obscene phr ases and shocking language, too shameful to 

imagine , let alone pronounce. We have seen some of their historians who 

fa) sified history and some of their fagih s who :improvised he.diths and 

used them for personal a:ims . 

What former period of time h,,.s been so free from defects t hat one 

could truly say : "It is a model of hu:nan perfection"? We must not search 

for human perfection in the past ; if God wishes to vouchsafe it to His 

servants, it ~~11 be only in the very remote future . 

One of the strangest things to haunt the human mind is the thought (181) 

that the time in which it lives is on a lower level of perfection than 

the time which preceded it . The origin of that is that sons are brought 

up to respect their fathers and to attach great importance to everything 

which emanates from them . To them, perfection is whatever they have found 

their fathers doing . It becomes increasingly fixed in their minds by the 

fact that fathers always disapprove of what is unfamiliar to them in what

ever their sons undertake . They cannot change themselves . So the so-1-

~citude of the sons and the conceit of the fathers are each of them helping 

the other to dovmgrade the present and to worship the past . 

If what they assert is true, the most perfect human being is the 

first of his species to exist and degeneration has continued age after age 
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until this very day and the human being will end up becoming a dumb 

animal, despite the fact that i t has been established that, for eons , the 

human race was at the lowewt level of humanity and then rose by degrees 

until it re~ched such a high degr ee that it has a right to be proud of it . 

When it has been established that the old Islamic civilization is 

other than what is engrained in the imagination of writers who have de

scribed it as they would like it to have been, not as it really was, (182) .. 
and ascertained that it was deficient in many asp~cts, thereafter it will 

be all the same to us \·,hether the veil ing of women was one of its prin

ciples or not and whether it is true that, in the days of the caliphate 

of Baghdad and Andalusia, women attended the social gatherings of the 

men or not . For it has proven true that veiling is a custom impracticable 

in our day. 

We do not think it strange that Islamic civilization was mistaken 

in understanding the woman's nature or in establishing her worth . Its 

mistake about that was no greater than its mistake in many other matters . 

It goes without saying that , in our discussion of Islamic civil

ization, we do not intend to judge it from the point of view of religion, 

but from the point of view of t he sclences, the arts, industries, ethics, 

and customs, which constitute the social fra.J'!lework pertinent to it. 

That is because the religious factor is not alone in havine; an influence 

upon the makeup of that social framework; for, despite the amount of the 

sultan's power over morals therein, it can only result in having an in

fJuence commensurate to the level of mentality amd morality of the peoples 

who went before . 

1-Jhat I believe is that our being so subservient to the past is (183) 

one of the conceits which we must all rise up to combat, because it is a 
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tendency which l eads us into decline and regres s i on . I cannot find any 

cause f or t he persist ence of this t endency in ourselves except our feelings 

t hat we are weak people, incapabl e of i nst :ituting t he special set , of cir

cumstances which would adapt us to our times and which could be of sound 

benefit to us. This is a form of dependence upon others, just as if each 

of us said to himself: "Stop th i nking and working and caring . Relax; 

it is not possible to achieve anything better than what has been . 11., 

This is the malady which we must make haste. to cure. The only 

remedy for it is for us to br ing up our children to recognize the sig

nificance of Western culture and t o grasp its principles, its ramifications, 

and its effects. 

If that time came -- and we hope it is not far off, the truth would 

be unveiled before our eyes as radi ant as t he sun. We would appreciate 

the value of Western civilization and be certain that it is impossible 

to achieve any improvement in our situation, if it i s not based on modern 

contemporary sciences, and that human situations, no matter how they differ, 

either materially or morally , ar e subject to t he supremacy of science . (184) 

Therefore we see t hat civilized nat ions, despite their differences 

of race, language, nationality, and religion, are very much alike in the 

form of their government, bureaucracy, and courts, in their family organ

ization, in their methods of education, speaking, writing, building, and 

traveling, and, moreover, in many of their ordinary customs such as clothing, 

greeting, and eating . From the point of view of science and industry, we 

find nothing to distinguish our nation from another except as to there being 

more or less of it. 

From this it is clear t hat the eff ect of civilization is to steer 

humanit y a long a single path and that the source of the dissimilarity which 

is observable among uncivilized nations or among those which have not yet 
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achieved a given level of civil ization is that those nations have not yet 

found t he way to set up their social situation according to scientific 

principles . 

This is what has made us "hold up the Europeans as exarnples 11 and 

recommend imitating them and what has prompted us to 11 draw attention to 

the European woman 11 • 

On this question of demarcating the rights and education of~the 

woman, I have made a great effort to find out the opinion of the Muslim (185) 

savants , ancient and modern, but I have found nothing . One of my friends 

has reminded me of the book which the Hon . Shaykh Hamza Fath Allah , super-• . 
intendent in the Ministry of Education, wrote , and I have read it from 

beginning to end and have found it contains everything but that for the 

sake of which it was written . It is surprising that those who take a 

dim view of our admiration of Europeans have all , "The Azhar Shaykh" 

among them, been compelled to quote, in refutation of us , the opinions 

of European savants and writers, both men and women . 

If from among them anyone would say that I am uninformed about what 

Muslims have written and unac ~1uainted with their fields of study, I would 

not dispute him in this . I would, however, rejoice and my heart be filled 

with delight to see an Islamic book, old or new, which included the rights 

of the woman and the obligations she incurs as a woman, wife, mother, 

and citizen . If anyone who claims that I am uninformed and unread brought 

me a book such as this, I would heap praise and gratitude upon him . 

Thinking men among us will say: "We admit that European culture (186) 

is sound and good and beneficial in respect to the sciences, which it has 

assimilated, advanced, and applied; but j_t is unsound, bad , and harmful in 

respect to the morals and ethics which have accompanied it every place it 

\ \ 
has gone . 
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They acknowledge that Westerners are more advanced than we in 

sciences, arts , and industri es , and they a cknowledge that their lmowledge 

has enabled them to direct t heir activities toward obtaining advantages 

for themselves by superior means leading t o happiness in this world; but, 

when they have seen or he ar d about how some of them treat others and 

especially how their men treat t heir women , their judgment of them has 

alter ed totally and they have refused to understand its context and de

clar ed that they were inferior to us ethically. This belief appears t o 

be universal with us , as a!"lyone can observe who reads t he newspaper or 

who pays attention to the discussions circulating among people . It is 

a belief of which the cause is not difficult for us to explain . 

That is, He concede the procedence of the We sterners over us in 

scien ce and in industry, because we see its influences surrounding us (187) 

on all sides . Wherever we turn, we see i ts influence in evidence . We 

see it at home, in what we eat and drink and wear and in all the household 

utensils and furnishings . We see it in school, while we learn, and in 

the institutions around which revolve all the roots and branches of our 

administration and of our goverrnnent . We see it in the streets in the 

design of t he deluxe buildings , the department stores , the well- planned 

gardens , and the clean str':)ets on which carriages and steam and electric 

motor cars travel. In sum, we see all the time and everywhere material 

proof in the face of which 1ve can only ad.r.lit that we lag far behind 

Westerners in scientific and industrial knowledge . 

It is as if we wanted t o blot out the shame which overcomes us from 

t his admission and to avenge ourselves, but have found no way of doing 

it except to claim that we are superior to them in ethi cs and that if they 

have outstripped us in material and out,,ard things , we have already out

stri®ed them in spiritual and inward things . 
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It has been easy for us to make this claim stick, because prece

dence in material things i s somet hing which is t angible and its denial 

is impossible . Precedence i n non-material things can only be grasped (188) 

by the intellect . Not every human being can comprehend it, and the 

bigot in his absence of perceptivity finds grounds for rejection . The 

bigot may be supported in his bigotry by what he sees or hears about 

Western com1~ries of the abundance of places of entertainment and burlesque .. 
shows and other such bad habits of which Westerners themselves wash their 

hands and by the proliferation of which they are pained . The more in

telligent of them try to eradicate or to curtail them, and they regret 

th.::.t their attempts fail to achieve what the_y want . We have taken advan

tage of the existence of such defects and have built up from them an 

argument to confirm our claim. 

One of the things we hold against 1'/esterners in regard to their 

morals is the unveiling of t r.eir women, their associating socially with 

men , their enjoyment of complete freedom, and men ' s deference for them . 

Most of us consider these customs causes for the spread of L'TlI!lorality among 

t hem and believe that none of their women apporve of chastity and that 

all of their men are devoid of self-respect . 

Since civilization's goal has been to instruct the mind, to purify 

it of vices, to keep it away f rom what is objectionable and harmful, and 

to spread virtuousness a;J10ng people, we would have had the right to 

despi se European. civilization if our belief about it were correct . (189) 

But is this belief correct? 

As for ethics in the West being inferior to those in the East , it 

is a problem which our topic does not permit us to examine exhaustively; 

but we can present a discussion of it in a few sentences . 
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The old hostility which has continued for generations between 

the people of the East and t he people of the h'est because of differences 

of religion 11as and is still a reason that the one has been i gnorant of 

t he circumstances of the other and that each has thought ill of the other . 

It has affected their minds so much thc.t it has made t hem imagine thines 

not as t hey reaJly are . Nothing removes the human being from reality 

more than looking at it while in the grip of a strong emotion . For, if 
• 

he has been sincere in his examination and devoted to unearthing the truth 

and it is rare to find such a one, his emotion will inevitably throw 

him off in his judgment and the least of its influences is that it embel-1-

;i.shes for him whatever he is in accord with and is sympathetic toward; 

or else, he has been one of those for whom the truth is of no importance 

and they are the greater majority . They have undermined the truth by 

means of a screen of lies, biases, and errors made up of what t heir 

emotions lure them into , so tha.t not one ray of truth penetr ates the heart. ( 190 

In addition to that, scient ific traininr, came into existence in 

t he Western world only recently and is still lacking in the East. It is 

not easy for one deprived of this training to base his judgments upon 

sound premises, because the untrained man derives his Judgment .from emotion, 

not from reason. He does not approve of something because it conforms to 

the truth, he believes something conforms to the truth because he approves 

of it. This is just the opposite of someone accustomed to scientific 

research . His reason is not misled by his emotions . Whenever he h2.s 

wished to take up a problem of natural science or of history, for example , 

he has gathered together all that has hAppened in connection with it, sorted 

the f acts, and extracted from them the underlying principle , which he 

takes as a norm according to what he has inferred from the pr emises , pro

ceeding therein only out of love of the truth . If it appeared to him 
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that he should devote himself to contemplating the condition of his 

neighbor or of his enemy, he would use the method: he was used to, accept 

:.the '-· •:; conclusions it led to, and defer to them, even if they were contrary' 

to what he desires. 

Westerners have achieved a high level of training and many of (191) 

those for whom this training has been completed have -devoted themselves 

to the study of the conditions of Easterners and Muslims and have ..,written 

about their customs, their language, their influences, and their religion 

and have compiled valuable books in which they have deposited their ideas 

and the results of their study. They have commended what they have 

:thought worthy of connnendation and have condemned what they have · thought 

worthy of condemnation, having in mind therein only to estabJ.ish the truth 

and to state the facts. They may have happened upon what is correct or 

they may have ·been wrong about it. As for us, our people have hot yet 

reached this amount of training. Therefore the judgment of our writers 

about these things has been shackled by passions and under the sway of 

emotion, ,,habit, and custom. Anyone who has found a glimmer of the truth, 

a meaning in his intuition,has found, out of fear of censure, a curb on 

his tongue which prevents him from publicizing it; or dissimulation has 

prompted him to long-windedness in support of what he does not believe. 

If among them were found a man sincere in his intention to seek the truth 

and to proclaim it, his fate was to be accused of being devoid of patrio

tism and of being hostile tm-.rard religion and the religious community. The 

most moderate of them in disparaging him accuse him of vacillation and 

inconstancy, suspecting of him that the acknowledgment of the excellence 

of the foreigner is . something which increases the foreigner's ambitious 

designs on us and that revealing our faults is something which occasions 

despair in . our hearts. (192) 

\ 
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They have no excuse for such a judgment except that they have been 

in the habit of making judgments in this way. Nevertheless, they are 

wrong, because the reason for the ambitious designs of foreigners on us 

is not our acknowledgment of our inferiority. It is that inferiority itself, 

which .the foreigner was a11are of before we perceived it ourselves. They 

uncovered what our countri~s were doing five thousand years ago, infonned 

-themselves about the characteristics of Egyptians and about the details 

of their living conditions in the days of the pharoahs, and gathered a 

considerable body of facts about that time which would not yet have come · 

to us without them; and few, indeed, are those of us who know it! It 

is no wonder that they knew about our present situation and its strengths . 

and weaknesses ahead of us. 

There is no danger that despair over our feelings of inferiority 

will overtake us, because despair is reserved for cases where it is im

possible to save one's self from destruction, and this impossibility does. 

not exist for us; particularly since nations do not stand still in the . 

courses of their lives, but are subject to revolutions and chanees and 
. . ' 

have periods of strength and of weakness, of adversity and of prosperity, 

succeeding one another, and they do not remain static. If adversity 

befalls them one day, they are quick to emerge from it by diligence (193} 

and hard work. Obviously, attention to improvement and perfection comes 

only after feelings of inadequacy. The nation which is not conscious of 

being behind other nations and of being deficient in achieving the goals 

of perfection which others have achieved is not provoked into progress and 

is not moved to realize any of those goals. Therefore, awakening the 

nation to its inadequacy and making it perceive its true rank among the 

rest of the nations is the first duty which one must perform. Similarly, 

the nation's perception of this inadequacy may be considered the first 

step along the path of progress. 
\ 
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Therefore, we do not hesi tate to state that saying we are more 

advanced than ·westerners in morals is tantamount to the songs mothers 

sing to lull their children to sleep . 

The crux of the matter is that the proof of the Westerners' lead 

over us in this acpect does not . rest upon material considerations, such 

as their lead in science and industry; instead, one is aware of it from 

associating with them and studying them from the outside and from he 

inside until one comprehends their level of ethical qualities . 

Europeans are divided, like other nations, into three classes: (194) 

upper, middle, and lower. As f or the lower class, the most it t;ets out . 

of education is a knowledge of reading, writing, and a few of the rudiments . 

of the sciences. In their personal morality, they are more corrupt 

than is our populace iri its morality. 

As for the _upper ~lass, it attains a large ~~ount of intellectual 

trainine; , but its absorption with wealth and leisure get the better of it. 

Carnal desires rule it. They specialize in pleasures, as serious_ people 

have specialized in inventiveness and craftsmanship. 

The reason for this is that the cuilture in which they live makes 

it easy for them to gratify their canal desires, and they find means to 

to that which we do not. They have excelled in inventing ways of enjoying 

themselves, and they have given them fonns which win people over to them. 

Electricity, for example, which lights cities and transmits news and 

from which the farmer, the merchant, the craftsman, the traveler and the 

sick benefit, 9rovides the lords of the underworld with services in a way 

which suits t hem. Thus, you see they have newspapers, books, and stage 

shows which cater to them, as well as lush estates and gigantic mansions. (195) 
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This perversion is something which Western culture sustains and 

endures because it cannot eradicate it. Since this culture is founded 

on personal freedom, it is co~pelled to accept the perniciousness in

herent in this freedom because it knows t hat t here is more good in it 

than bad . 

The existence of this perver s ion in the West is but one of the 

natural corollaries of personal freedom and one of its consequence~ in 

the current ethical phase in which that country finds itself now. 

No one doubts that, wi.t h t he passage of t:ime, with the dissemin

ation of information, and with the :improvement in educational methods 

in . the upper and lower classes of the nation, people will little by 

little be set right and will approach the perfection which is their 

cher ished e;oal . 

But it should not escape t he r eader t hat this perversion which we 

have noticed in Western nat ions does not weaken therein the social virtues 

which are the most powerful pi11.::i.rs for t he building of nations or the 

concommitant virtues of sacri;:_cing one ' s self. and one's wealth to stren

gthen one's homeland or to def,md i t. The lowest man in the i'lest, as 

well as the highest, if called on t o launch an attack or to put up a (196) 

defense or to perform some useful act, will abandon all of his pleasures , 

put them behind h:im, and ri se up to answer the call, to risk his life, 

and to give his all to secure f or the nation what it desires . How dif

ferent with regard to admirable qualities is the situation of these two 

classes in 1vestern nations from that of the Eastern nation ! 

There is no doubt that the middle class is more advanced than its 

counterpart in our society. We, in fact, lmow about the conditions of 

Westerners only from the outside . Many of us have no more knowledge than 
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we have picked up in the streets or i n the cafes or have read in some 

stories and ane cdotes . It i s untrue and unfair for us t o think that these 

outward glimpses are a complete enough picture for an appreciation of 

their l evel of morality. 

Anyone who would like his judgment about them to be sound must 

survey all of the phenomena of t he life of those nations and acquaint 

himself with all of the emotions and sentiments which move them. This .. 
is a matter which requires a t horough lmowledge. of their language , their 

history, their customs , and their moral code . ~I'nen these conditions 

have been fulfilled by t he i nvestigator, he can understand why the German , (197) 

leaving his wife and children, will devote his life to aiding the Boers. · 

Why does a s cientist disdain life's pleasures and delights and prefer 

t o occupy himself with solving of a problem or with unravelling a mystery 

or discovering the cure for an illness . Why is it t hat a wealthy, highly 

placed politician will spend his t ime in planning ways to alleviate 

the conditions of his nation , perhaps even denying himself the luxury of 

sleep in the process . vJhat i s t he motivation of the explorer who spends 

months , even years , far from his f@nily ana his country in order to 

discover, for ex~nple, the source of t he Nile . What is the emotion which 

makes the missionary glad to l ive among savages , despite the variety of 

discomforts which beset him and t he dangers which surround him. What is 

t his spiritual force which impels t he rich man to give thousands of 

dollars to some charitable organization or to an activity of which the 

benefit accrues to his nat i on or to humanity . 

When one has learned the secret about these qualities and about the 

sources of these admirable deeds and t hen has learned how much unity, 

hannony, and love there i s among the members of the family and has observed 
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in their a.ealings honesty of speech and solicitude for the truth .• , . the 

development of feelings of honor, the proclivity to assist the weak (198) 

and the poor, and the compassion for animals , one will doubtless draw 

from this knowledge a sound conclusion; namely, that these nations are 

exceedir.glymoral and virtuous~ For these actions and conditions are 

indicative of the weakening of t he power of self-love , just as they are 

indicat ive of t he development of feelings about the need of each :i,,ndi

vidual of the nation for the other . Ethical progress is but this very 

same reciprocity. 

Nor is this remarkable, for advancement in the sciences leads to . 

advancement in ethics and morals. There is no doubt that intellectual 

progress is always accompanied by ethical progress , for science is the 

stuff by which ethics are nourished . I do not claim that ethics do not 

exist without science , but. I do claim that the ethic of the illiterate 

man cannot be as firmly imbedded within him as it is in the scientist. 

Science speaks to t he intellect, and scientific truths do not demand that . 

it release them without a struggle . No, they require research, effort, 

and hard work. Constant preoccupation with science imparts constant self

control, which is one of the most important pillars of ethics. When a 

person who has been infused with science is worried that he is doing some

thing contrary to ethics, he feels a desire to look at whatever it is, at (199) 

its effects, and at its advanta8es and disadvantages. Then he consults 

with himself in order to ascertain whether or not it is true for him. rt · 

is unusual for him then to go through with it. As for the uneducated man, 

if he is virtucus, his virtuousness is nothing except mere habit, since 

he is r eady to give in to whctever makes a great impression on him, be it 

good or bad, and is inclined to a ccept what he sees the majority of people 
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doing, \vithout examination. And, if the habit has once been broken 

and he has enjoyed a t aste of vice , his self-control will slip from 

his hand and it will be :impossible for him to go back to the way he was 

before. 

We have seen t hat science s trengthens the mind 's judgment, nourishes 

the soul, and , in addition to that , enl arges r eligious perceptivity. It 

is not off the subject to br~n~ un this concept , because religion .and 

ethics, in reality, go back to a •s ingle thing . 

The most beautiful expr~ssion of this idea was written by the 

philosopher, Spencer, in his book on education50 from which I have excerpted 

a part appropriate here: 

" 11 Sc:ience is not a denial of religious perceptivity, as many people 

claim. The abandonment of science, however , is the denial of r eligion. 

Let us give an example of this . Let us suppose that a leading scientific (200) 

writer publishes books, establishing certain facts, and people extol them 

and loosen their tongues in praise of him , despite the fact that they 

have seen only the covers of his books and have not read a bit of them 

or at any time made an effort to under stand what they contain. What, in 

my opinion, is the value of such praise? What I beli'eve about the sincerity 

of these panegyrists is that ( if we may compare great things ,vith small) 

we might say that people believe in the same way toward the Creator and 

His creation. The worse thing to come out of this behavior is that they 

are content to live and die without knowing any of the facts about those 

50Educat ion : Intellectual, ~fo:·al , Physical (1861); see also above, p. 117, 
footnote · 48 . 



things which they proclaim t o be the most hereti.cal of heresies and 

the most mysterious of mysteries . Moreover, they tend to censure 

anyone who undertakes to .understand the facts about them and to com

prehend the secrets stored up in them. If they were knowledgeable, 
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they would know that to neglect_science is to weaken religious per

ceptivity - - nay, to destroy it. Service to science is a religious 

obligation which the heart performs because service to science is .. an 

inward acknowledgment that created things have a lofty value and that 

he who discovers them has a lofty status and a high p]ace. _Service to 

science is a tribute to the Creator and His work which the researcher ( 201) 

in science performs, not by mouth and tongue, but by giving his time, 

his thought, and his labor . 11 

We may conclude from the above that the advancement of Westerners 

in the sciences has helped to support their progress in ethics and that 

the slow development of knowledge in our society has been a cause of 

the decline of our ethics . 

Such is the case with our families and what takes place in them 

between father and son, brothe r and brother, and husband and wife over 

matters which do not need detail ed enumeration . Such is the case with 

the villages and what can be observed in them in the way of hatred, be

trayal, strife, and heinous crimes , ba±:fling to the reason . Such is 

the case with our native land and the deterioration of the cohesion of 

its inhabitants which we see : their division of opinion over trifling 

things; their hoarding of wealth so that they do not spend it for the 

sake of anything of general benefit; and their begrudging of any time for 

thought about any improvement of their country . All these cases are 
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proof of the decadent state of our mor als . Even those good moral qual

ities which are ours, such as the wel.1-knm,m munificence of many of the 

remote country cornrnunities, go back in fact, to some moral defect such (202) 

as rivalry out of desire for a good reputation . Therefore , you see many 

of the country's notables, famous for generosity, hospitality and extra

vagant parties, behaving in the rest of his affairs anything but gener-

ously. They oppress the poor, devour the possessions of t heir weaker .. 
relatives, especially of the women , keep their family in straightened 

circumstances, and thus achieve what the generous person would scorn . 

In that, the situation of the Turkish people is no different from 

ours . Yes , in some rural a r eas there they have made progress in ethics . 

and morals and have outshone Egyptian ethics and morals . The sole 

r eason for this , however, is that the Turk lives in his village in ut

most simplicity and has, in a sense, a comfortable way of life •. He finds 

nothing to induce Mm to do anything unethical. He is without many of 

the vices, because he is ignorant of them and cannot imagine their exis

tence . Should he leave his vi l l age and go to live in town, as I have 

seen him do, none of its inhabitants can compete with him in the race to 

carnal houses and to burlesoue shows, and he outdoes his peers in all 

the other vices . 

In general , we are saying that European crivilization is not pure (203 ) 

goodness . Pure goodness does not exist in this world of ours , because it 

is the world of imperfection. It is, rather , the best which it has been 

possible for mankind to reach now. In it, mankind has already filled in 

a little of what had been imperfect and has proeressed one degree of 

perfection. 
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Even if this result is small alongside of the perfection which 

is anticipated for the htnnan spirit , it behooves us to be satisfied with 

it. It is up to the future to bri ng its people to something higher. 

Nany of us mistakenly imagine that progress can be attained in 

some aspects of national life without influencing the r est of it. Cor

rectly, however , progr ess is not true progress unless from it has been 

evoked a spirit which is evident in all of the nation's affairs, indi-
• 

vidually and collectively, so that if an investigator wished to analyze · 

progress's sum total, he would find it a combination of its individual 

parts as exhibited in housing , food, dress , building, thoroughfares, 

clubs, weddings, funerals, teaching methods , education, theat_ers, and 

places of entertainm~nt, as well as in industries, commerce, farming, 

sciences, and the arts. In short, he would find a trace of progress in 

all manifestations of its intellectual and ethical life. 

That is because the intellectual state and the ethical state are (204) 

absolut ely inseparable from one another. They are, in fact, one state; 

but two terms have been assigned them in accordance with the difference 

of viewpoints from which one looks at them . Each piece of information 

which is stored in the mind is useful to it as a new insight. Thvough 

being used in this way, it enters into the code of our behavior. If 

knowledge is limited to information alone and has no influence on action, 

most, if not all, of its significance is lost. 

As for the We sterners' customs being different from ours and their 

women going about with unveiled f aces and in company witn men and enjoy

ing their freedom and the re spect of men , none of this indicates a 

decline of ethics in their society . 
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Yes, many of us consider t hese customs defects . But , let me ask , 

why do Westerners treat their wives this way? 'Why does a man t here 

respect his wife and have her sit on his right and want her to be en

lightened and educated? 11\Jhy does he pennit her to go outside whenever 

she wishes and to travel and as·sociate with men and women? Why all of 

this freedom and all of this respect? The answer of any one of us would 

be only that this is their wicked customs. But this answer is not at 
" 

all helpful, because it calls f orth another question: why has there (205) 

been this custom? Here no answer is possible . 

If the subject of our investigation were one of the customs of 

an uncivilized people , it would have been easy for us to say that this 

custom has come about by accident and these people operate under its 

mandate without thinking about it and in ignorance of its origin and 

of its bearing on their conditions , as well as in ignorance of .the effect 

which it will produce on t heir affairs . 

Something , however, which t he mirid will not accept is that the in

habitants of Europe and Ame ica nw.intain this custom without being aware 

of its causes and its resul t::,. I t is inconceivable to think that their 

scholars who exert themselves every day to discover the secrets of nature 

and that those who study microbes, identify them, classify them, describe 

them minutely, raise them, and multiply them should overlook or neglect 

this custom . 

The fact is that t hey have studied it thoroughly and -other problems 

as well and have compared it to our Eastern custom, but I am not aware 

that any one of them has ever stood up to call his people together and 

urge them to change it . All , however, are agreed that the viling of 

women is the reason for the decline of the East and the lack of veiling (206) 

is the secret of the advancement of the West . The only disagreement to 

be found among them is about the extent of the woman's political r ights , 
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as we ha.ve s een . 

This 2.greement is a matter worthy of arresting our attention . 

Among Westerners there can be found men who believe that private property 

is robbery arid that ~ossessions should be jointly ovmed by all of the 

individuals of t he nation. Ther e may crop up among them a man who calls 

for the abolition of the institution of marriage so that the relation

ships between the man and the woman will be free and not subject. to .. 
regulation or limited by l aw! From them may emerge a faction 1-,hich pro

claims the demolition of all organization and law and does not acknow

ledge a government , no matter 1-rhat its essential form . Despite that , 

it has not occ.urred to any of them t o demand the veiling of women . 

Indeed , ·we see the opposite t o be the case . The most radical of the 

demomenational leaders demand the broadening of woman ' s f r eedom and the 

increase of her rights so that she may become man ' s equal . Despite their 

divergences of opinion, in that they aeree with the leaders of the 

moder ate schools . 

What is the secret of this agreement, and what is its cause? Is 

it because Europeans do not like to change their customs? - Not at all. 

With them, change is the law of progress . Anyone who scans their history 

from the first century will find that they have altered everything in ( 207) 

their society. They have alter ed their government, their language , their 

a cademic disciplines , their arts , t heir laws , their clothes , and their 

customs . · All : that these t hings have att ained ·' is no,,•.r exposed 

t o the criticism of their invest i gators and . is threatened spora ically with 

alteration and change·. 

Neither can it be true that one of the reasons fo r this agreement 

is what is said about Europeans not placing a true value on nobility of 
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spirit and not being solicitous of their women . This claim 1-ihich I have 

heard from many people can only S1:, em f rom the ill-informed and the un

sophisticated who have no acqu.J. i ntance at all with the conditions of 

those countries. Such people lmow no more of them than is known by 

the We stern tourist ,-rho has toured Uzbekistan and its environs and writes 

of our customs in terms of t he itinerants whom he sees around those 

well- lrnown places . So, t hen, what is the reason? • 

The reason is that, the question of t he woman's rights and of her 

freedom is not, in fact, merely one of custom. We see the Westerner 

tipping his hat on greeting someone , while the Easterner touches his 

hand to his forehead . This is a custom which, possibly, has a link (208) 

with the history of East and We st, but its significance does not go 

beyond the small issue to which it is r el evant and nothing of consequence 

to private or public l ife can result from it. As for the woman ·being 

educated or uneducated, housebound or at l iberty, mixing or not mixing 

with men, and what her rights in marriage and divorce are and what· her 

role in the family and in society is, these are primarily social questions 

and, because of that, scientific questions . Accordingly, it should not 

be ext,raordinary to obt ain agreement about them. 

Therefore, we must, instead of scoffing at Westerners and passing 

judgment upon them according to an imagined principle, i .e., that they 

have strayed from the truth in those tl;ings w'nich pertain to the role of 

women in their society; we must , instead of that, understand their think

ing in this matter, examine their opinions and the causes of the great 

renaissance in which both men and women have taken part in this century, 

and study all of its current effects . After that it will be possible for 

us to have a sound opinion, based on $ound , rational theories and supported 

by experience and facts . 
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CONCLUSION 

(The present state of thought in Egypt r egarding women) 

In recent years, Egyptians have begun to realize how bad their (209) 

social condition is . Si gns of what they are sufferi ng from it have 

appeared to them, and they have ·felt t he need of working to ameliorate 

it . News of ~'lestemers has reached t hem, and they have mixed w~th them 
... 

and become closely acquainted with many of them and know the extent of 

their progress . Since they have seen that they enjoy the good life and 

wide power and effective speech and other such advantages of which they 

find themselves deprived and wi thout which life has novalue , the l onging 

t o keep pace with them and the desire to attain such blessings have 

ar isen in them . Leaders have stood up among us and have vied over prop

agating ideas whi ch in their belief will guide t he nation .along the 

path of success . This: one calls for work and activity, that one for 

concord and unity and the abandonrn.ent of the elements of dissention , 

another for patriotism and readiness to sacrifice in the service of one ' s 

country , still another for adherence to the precepts of the faith, and 

so on . 

One t hing , however, has escaped those leaders . It is that these ( 210) 

utterances and others like them cannot have any l asting influence on the 

life of t he na.tion until they have reached t he women and the women have 

gained an understanding of their meaning , have identified themselves with 

it , and have felt it so intimately that tr.ey will be able thereafter to 

bring up their children in the manner best representing human perfection 

in their minds . 
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This is because no so ci al situat ion can be altered until education 

has been geared toward the alter at ions sought and because, to effect . a ,. 

refo·rrn; no matter what the · sphere, mer~ly a need· fo r it is not eno:ugh·, or 

an o,rder which the government issues urging people to do it, or a 

lecture which is addressed to thei.r ears to invite them to do it , or 

books which are written to orove i ts usefulness or articles which are 

published to explain its advantages . All of these things hc'.l.ve no 'effect · 

except to alert and awaken the nation to the evils of its situation; 

but they are not the means which transform nations or shift them from 

one condition to another . Because each change in aations is only a 

result of the sum total of virtues and attributes of moral qualities and 

customs , which are not inborn but can be acquired only through upbrineing; 

and that means, through the woman. 

If Egyptians wished to improve their conditions , they should start 

the reform at its beginning . They must r ealize that there is no hope (211) 

for them to be a vital nation ,·rith a rank among enlightened nations and 

a place in the world of human civi lization before their households and 

families are a suitable milieu for t he preparation of men possessed of 

those qualities upon which success depends . Nor is ther e any hope that 

households and famili~s may become that suitable milieu until their women 

have been educated and h~ve shared men's ideas, hopes , and disappointments , 

if not all their activities . 

When we stated it last year, people considered this. truth , despite 

its simplicity and its obviousness, the height of balderdash , and the 

jurisprudents ruled that it was an offense against Islam. Many school 

gr aduates considered it an excessive imitation of Westerners . Some of · 

them ended up by saying that it was a·crime against fatherland and religion, 
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and they have conjectured in t heir writ~ngs that the emancipation of the 

Eastern woman was one of too aspirations of 'Christian nations who wish • by 

it to destroy the Islainic religion and any Muslim who supported them 

was outside the fold , and so on with such fictions which simpletons swallow 

and i gnoramuses , not understanding their true interest, relish . (212) 

We wish to take just one sentence to refute them: If the Europeans 

intended harm to us , they need only leave us to our own devices , ffr 

they would find no better way of promoting their intention than leaving 

us ·in our present condition. 

This is the truth, beyond doubt . 51 However much people strive 

to conceal it and others i gnore it , it will inevitably reveal itself 

to all sooner or later , as truth always will. 

Eve!"J observer of the present conditions of our social body finds 

in them .indications that our Homen have broken 'away from the era of 

servitude and only a thin veil remains between them and freedom . For he 

notices . 

Firstly: A new perception among Egyptians about the need to educate 

their daughters, after not having taught them anything . 

Secondly: 1qe,!igh~eni~g of\he ·_veil . and i~s gr9-dual relegatim· to oblivion. 

Thirdly: The reluctance of young people to marry in :the customary 

way and their desire to change it so as to enable t,hem to be acquainted 

· with the betrothed . 

· Fourthly: The concern of the government and some citizens , headed ( 214) 

by His Eminence Shaykh Muhammad ' Abduh , Mufti of Egypt , with the reform 
• 

51Qur'an : Sura II , p . l . 
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of the SharC.iyya courts. TI:vcryone who read the excellent report which 

His Eminence had written on the important role of these courts found 

therein many points which mi ght bring about a great improvement of 

Egyptian families. I especiall y want to mention what he has to say about 

polygamy: 

"I lift my voice to .pr otest against the poor taking large numbers 

of wives. Many a poor man ha.s four wives or three or two, and he t:annot 

support them. There is a cont i nual clash about expenses and other marital 

rights, yet he · will not divorce t hem, not one of them . D ,i (SS:mtion continues 

to insinuate itself ~'ong them a,, ·an~ · their children, and nei:gher the 

husband nor his wives can live according to God's ordinances . The damage 

of that to religion ap.d nation is evident to anyone . " 

Thus it happened this year that many 1vomen whose husbands have 

received sentences of life at hard labor or in prison or of a long term 

in jail are complaining to t he Ministry of Justice about their wretched (214) 

state, since they have no way to divest themselves of their husbands 

and they have no family provider who will take care of their eAl)enses and 

the support of their children. So the Ministry of Justice was obliged to 

ask His Eminence, the Mufti of Egypt, for fatwa fro)Jl the Shari C'a viewpoint , 

the adoption of which would eliminate the causes of complaint. His 

Eminence looked into this qvestion and other similar questions and produced 

eleven paragraphs in accordanc,e with Maliki jurisprudence and presented 

them to the Ministry of Justice. Here is the' list of them; we reproduce 

them as a service to the poor. 
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11Paragraph I: If the husband refuses to support his wife and 

if he is known to have the means, then h js estate will be accessed for 

t he support; and if he has no money or .persists in non-support , the 

judge will at once pronounce her divorced from her husband . If the 

husband claims inability but cannot prove it, the judge wi.11 -bblige him 

to pay at once; but if the husband established his incapacity, the 

judge will grant him a postponement of not more than one month; a~d if 

he cannot yet support his wife , the judge will pronounce her divorced 

from him after that . 

"Paragraph II: If t he husband •is sick or in prison and for this 

reason refuses to support his ~rife, t he judge grants him. a dealy for a 

period during which it is hoped he may recover or regain his freedom . (215) 

If the duration of the cure or the jail sentence is so long that damage 

or tempetation may ensue, the judge will pronounce the wife divorced 

from her husband. 

11 Paragraph III: If the husband is absent at a short distance for 

a brief period of time and does not leave support for his wife, the judge 

will set a time limit upon him; and if he has not submitted· the amount 

of the support or is not present t o pay her, the judge will pronounce her 

divorced from him upon t he e:cpirat ion of that time. If the husband is 

absent at a great distance or his whereabouts are unknown, and it has.been 

established that he has no money to support his wife, the judge will 

pronounce her divorced from him . 

11 Parae;r aph IV: If the absent husband has money or credit in fee 

simple or a deposit in someone's trust, t hen the wife is entitled to demand 

that she be paid support from the money or the credit . It is up to her 
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to pr esent proof against anyone who denies t he cfedit or t he deposit, 

whereupon she will be gr anted he r demand without surety but only after 

she has given an oath that she i s entitled to the support by the estate 

of t he absentee husband and t hat he has not left her any money nor charged 

anyone with supporting her. 

11 Paragr aph V: The divorce issued by the judge on the grounds of 

non- support is revocable on appeal , and it is up to the husband. tq (216) 

seek the return of his wife if his sol vency is established and he is 

prepared to support her during the 'idda5~ and , if his solvency has not 

been established or he is not pr epared to support her , then he has no 

r i ght of appeal. 

11 Paragraph VI: If a man has been lost in a Muslim area and his wife 

has no news of him, it is up t o her to submit the mat t er to the Ministry 

of Justice with a statement of t he direction in which she knows or thinks 

that he has traveled or can possibly be found . It is thmincmnbent upon 

the Ministry of Justice to inquire .after him, via notices to governors 

and the police , where he may be expected to be found . If infonnation 

about him is not available, the woman will be given a period of four 

months after which she will enter upon an Cinda of four months and ten 

days, as after a husband's death; and she will no longer need any speeial 

ajudication and may marry anot he r man t hereafter . 

11 Paragraph VII: If t he missing man returns or it is established 

that he is alive and that occurs before the •Second husband, unaware that 

521 Idda , in Islamic law, t he l egally pr escribed period of waiting during 
which a woman may not remarry after being widowed or divorced . 
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the first husband is alive, consumated the new marriage, then the wife 

certainly belongs to t he first husband even if it is after the betrothal; 

or, if the second husband knew that the fi rst was a l ive, then she belongs 

to the first, even after the eonsumation. If the first husband is known 

to ijave died during this four month-ten day <ictda and even after it (217) 

prior to the consumation of the second marriage , the woman will inherit 

from the first husband , as l ong as the second husband believed the first 

to be dead; but if the second husband believed the first to be alive, 

the woman will inherit from her fi r st husband even after the consumatiorr 

of the new marriage . If the fi r st husband dies after the second husband, 

thinking the first already dead , consumates the new marriage, the woman 

is not to inherit from the first husband . 

11 Paragraph VIII: The wife of a man who has been reporting missing 

in a battle between two groups of Muslims and who has been ascertained 

to have been present at the righting may submit the matter to the Ministry 

of Justice. After a. search has been made ·for him and he has not been 

found, the wife observes the Cictda and may marry after the •idda. His 

property is m2.de over as inherit ance because of mere lack of information 

about him. If nothing has been ascertained except only that he went with 

the army, the .judgment concerning him is the same as that in the two 

preceeding paragraphs . 

11Paragraph L'{ : The i,ife of a man missing in a battle between Muslims 

and non-Muslims may submit the matter to the Ministry of Justice. After 

the search for him has· been m~de, it imposes upon her a daa_y of one 

year . When it is over, she observes the Cidda. It is lawful for her to 

marry after the <idda, and his property is made over as inheritance after 
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the completion of the year. Every time a _delay is imposed for the wife 

of a missing man t o observe the ' idda, the wife 's support is provided 

by his property unless she has no fear. of temptation for herse:Lf ; otherwise 

she submits the matter to the judge so that he may issue a divorce when 

the truth of · her claim has been established to his satisfaction. 

11Pa r agr aph X: When the dispute between husband and wife becomes (218) 

gr ave and they cannot resolve it . bet ween them by any method presc.-ibed 

by the Book _ of God, he submit s t he matter t o the district judge . It is 

up to him to appoint two impartial arbitr ators, one from the relatives · 

of the husband and the other from the r elatives of the wife , pr efferably. 

of the neighborhood . If r el-i.tives of honest reputation ask to be ex-

cused , t he judge appoints two stranger s and sends them to the couple . 

Then they reconcile them according to the prescribed method or else they , 

recommend divorce and submit t he matter to the . judge . It is up to him 
I 

to pass judgment on what they reconrnend . The divorce action gr anted in 

t his case is a single irrevocable divorce , and the arbitrators may do no 

more about it. 

11Paragraph XI: The wife may seek a divorce action against the 

husband from the judge, if he has done her an injury and the injury is not 

one permitt ed by law; such as , desertion without legal cause or beating 

and abuse without legal cause . It· is up to the wife to establish all that 

by legal methods . 11 

His Eminence, the Rector of al-:-Azhar, has found this draft law · 

acceptable and has dispatched to his Eminence , the Mufti, the following 

comment: 
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11To His Excellence, the Nu t i of Egypt, may God sustain him: 

11 In examining Your E:::cellence~ s speech dated the 4th of the current 

month, number 19, and the draft l aw accompanying it, ·comprising eleven 

paragraphs, derived from t he i.deaJ.ogy of the Imam Malik (may God be 

pleased with him) about which the expression of my opinion was sought, 

I have formed the same opinion a s you have and have signed it in token 

of approval. I think you for .your concern about this important matter . 

Herein enclosed is the above-mentioned !!?raft law, Sil· . · 

Al- Faqir Salim al- Bushri al-Miliki~6 Rabi~ II 1318; Servant of 

s cience and the poor at .Al-A zhar . 11 

(219) 

These two problems, that of polygamy and that of giving the women 

the right of divorce, are an1ong the important proglems to which we turned 

our attention in Tahrir al-Y.tar 1a. It has made matters easier for us that 

a great scholar and wise jurisprudent like His Eminence , the Professor 
I 

Shaykh 1~m;arrnnad ' Abduh has t hought them worthy of his attention and has 

spoken out in support of what we have proposed about them . 

All of these indications and others which we observe in homes 

every day reveal to us that the condition of the Egyptian women has begun 

to improve and to advance . 

This stirring, however, does not stem from insight and reflection; (220) 
, 

it has been caused by the effects of mingling with Westerners and in accor-

dance with the provisions of the l aw knovm to students of natural -history 

requiring that each animal assume t he character of the environment in which 

he lives . Proof that our will has not entered into this stir ring is that 

when we have spoken of the necessity of fostering and continuing it unt i l 

we reach its ultimate goal , we have been met with violent objection, even 
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from those in whom t he beginnings of such change wer e apparent and in 

whose homes its harbingers 1vere obvi ous. 

There is nothing st r ange about t hat, for it is our role to follow 

our prejudices in all of our actions. 

The time in which we must decide wha.t we want has already grown 

too long . 

If our aim in life were to live a few years in any condition, 

whatsoeve·r , no matter whether noble or base, rich or poor, free or slave , 

educated or uneducated, good or bad, I think the freedom and training 

which have been given the women up to now would•be unnecessary nor would 

I lift a finger to prevent t he man enjoying a number of wives , marrying 

a woman every day and di vordng her the day after , and locking up his ( 211) · 

wives , his dau[';hters , his sisters, his mother , and his grandmother, if 

he wished . 

There are to be fou rd jn Africa and in Asia a number of countries 

where the women live hidden away i n houses so that they never see a human 

being and no one ever sees t hem. In some of these countries the life 

of the woman has gotten to be so ins i gnificant that , when her husband 

dies, she must destroy herself so as not to enjoy life after him . What 

should we do but turn our attention to those countries and ask them the 

secret of the advancement of their women in illiteracy and seclusion . 

Perhaps we will find they have something to strengthen our argument in 

favor of reinforcing the veil and the confinement of the woman . 

If the goal iff what we read and hear every day about Egyptians 

wanting to be vital, progressive, civilized nation, then we say to them : 
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There is a .method which will take you out of the sorry condition 

of which you complain and take you up to the hi~hest level of civilization , 

just as you desire and beyond what you desire, instead . It is to free 

your women from the bonds of illiteracy and of yei1ing . We are not the 

first to think of this method nor do we take credit for discovering it . 

Nations have already used it ahead of us , have tested it , and benefited 

from it . Look at the Western nations . You find great differences 
, . (222) 

among their women . You find t he American woman 1 s training, morals , 

customs , and ethics are different from the French woman 1 s; that she differs 

in all of these aspects from the Russian woman ; that the Italian woman 

r esembles the Swedish and the German woman in none of this . But all of 

these women, despite the difference of climate , race , language , and 

r eligion among them, are unified and alike in one matter : they possess 

·t heir freedom and enjoy their independence . 

It is this freedom ,vhi ch takes the Western woman out of her old 

degradation . When education is added to it , her volition is directed 

t oward participating with men i n the advancement of the society to which 

they both belong . This participation brings her into useful activities , 

which doubtless will differ from the activities of men , but which are 

no less important . The merchant who spends his day in a shop , selling · 

his wares; the clerk, who passe s a few hours ill one of the government 

office s, busy with writing a memo to another department; the engineer , ( 223) 

who builds a bridge to facilitate communications among countries; the 

doct or, who removes an organ so that the remaining organs of the body may 

live; the judge, who mediates disputes which arise among people - of all 

of these and others, there is no one who deserves to call his work more 

useful to the social .body than the work of the woman who usher s the man 

into society and brings him up to be of benefit t o himself , Lo· his ·family, 

and to his nation . 



We do not say to you, as others are saying : Unite , and cooper ate 

with one another; purge yourselves of the defects which you observe 

in your character; · be of service to your family and to your native laind; 

or such words as that which disappear into thin air . We know there is 

no use in transforming souls by a counsellor's advice or a sul~an's order 

or a magician's , wahd or a saint I s miracle . Rather it has been accom

plished, as we have mentioned, by prepar ing the souls of childr en for 
' . 

the eventualities of the condition sought, . 

That is the natural, l ong- term course , beset ,·.rith difficulties. 

But the most tractable difficulties are ones which will end in victory 

and success, and the nearest paths are the ones which will reach the goal . 

The End , praise be to God . 
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1 True freedom can encompass the expression of every viewpoint, (3) 

the publication of every belief, and the propagation of every idea. 

2 The easy · upward cl:imb may deceive you into an early downward fall . 

3 If a person praises you for a quality you do not possess, he is 

really speaking of someone else. 

4 11Master" is a word which a mild-mannered man swallows. for ear 

of what might be worse. 

5 If your enemy asks you for advice, give it to him in all sincerity; 

for by seeking your consel he has ceased to be your enemy and has become 

your friend. 

6 In Egypt, everyone who knows how to read and write is called a 

scholar; if he studies the least bit of science, he is considered (4) 

superior to others; and, should he add a little cleverness, he is 

counted a genius. 

7 Faith is not a matter of science or logic. We see scientists who 

believe and illiterate men who do not. Rather, faith is purely a matter 

of feeling. Through his feeling, a person may perceive a need for faith 

so great that he cannot live without it) 

8 The fanaticism of religious people and the · conceit of scientific . 

' people make it seem as if there is a basic conflict between religion and 

science ... This is not true, however, either now or in the future, as 

long as the purpose of science is the acknowledgement of truth based upon 

logic~ No matter how much knowledge a person has, it does not completely 

fill his thoughts. After each new scientific discovery, he seeks yet 
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another; in solving one quest ion, new questions arise. Today and to

morrow, men's minds will have enough established facts to keep them busy, 

but this will not prevent t hem f r om thinking about the unknovm which is (5) 

all around them. This unknown, infinite and eternal, is the. special 

domain of religion. 

9 There is nothing like love in its first youthful bloom. This 
• 

harsh tyrant attacked and shook me all over. It constricted my tongue, 

entangled my mind, and left my path empty. It pounced upon my heart all 

at once, yet not all at once. Thereupon my heart was so brimful of love 

that it had no room for anything else. Love alone owned my soul, making 

it forgetful of its obligations and of its needs. It came between me 

and my whims. It removed my anxieties and my griefs , yet it rested secure 

only after I had broken my ties with others. It was as if I had been 

born again one day but was wasting away in one hour, an hour which had 

no past and cared nothing about any future. When , however, despite this 

condition, one gains the mastery over one's soul and firmly grasps the 

·reins, it accepts its handicap, appreciates its imprisonment, and is 

content with its lot. In its relationship with another soul, it finds 

power, joy, and happiness, the like of which there is no other. (6) 

10 The lover has all he needs within him. His sky is clear no matter 

how heavy the clouds. His t~ble is . sumptuous though laid only with bread 
I 

and salt. Accidents befall him, but leave'no trace; because he cares 

not whether they are happy or harmful. He stands up to life with great 

courage, because he feels that in his body ~re two souls and in his breast 

two hearts. 
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11 If there was ever a man who deserved being envied his good fortune, 

he is a lover . 

12 All love is noble. If between two noble people, it exalts them 

even more . If between two base people, it earns them a temporary no

bility; then, when they stop loving, they drop back to .their lowly origins . 

13 One cannot always rely upon the sign over the door. Among (7) 
• 

mental hospital patients there may be someone more intelligent than many 

people going about at large, enjoying freedom . Behind the locked doors 

of brothels are women more abundently endowed with modesty and· courtesy 

and further removed from lust than many a sheltered woman who goes about 

with bowed head . 

14 If he is loved in return, the lover feels an enchanting thrill . 

Even if it is not returned, his pain affords him another sensation, not 

unlike intoxication, stimulating the nerves, quickening the blood, and 

churning up the soul . On the whole he feels life's intensity increased, 

like the gambler who gets his enjoyment out of playing for high stakes . 

15 In my personal experience, I have found the enthusiasm displayed 

by great thinkers to be superficial, not inspired by any strong inner 

fires -- an enthusiasm of words, which, once airborn, turn to dust and 

disappear as a will- o' - the-wisp . 

I 

16 In book and press I see the writer more concerned with flattering (8) 

his reader than with the validity of his own thinking • . 

The writer who loves his art, however, must present his thoughts 

for what they are. He must publish the truth, no more and no less, ac

cepting no substitute and relinquishing not one letter pertinent to any 
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· thought. In other words, he should be like the suitor who believes in 

perfection for her whom he loves and who cannot imagine her equal. He 

does not mind public censure, but finds it a spur, born of anger, alert

ing his nerves and his acumen, impelling him to be steadfast and to 

carry on. 

17 Whenever I wish to imagine happiness, I picture a being endowed 

with the beauty of the woman and the intelligence of the man. 

18 After the age of _forty, the intelligent man begins to perceive 

that there is no such thing as absolutes. The beautiful qualities which 

we love and admire, .such as goodness, truth , and justice, cannot be 

found divorced from their opposites. 

19 The final goal of a moral education must be forgiveness of sin, (9) 

of great sin, of all sin~ 

Is the sinner always entirely responsible , or what is the degree 

of his responsibility? Anyone who seeks to pass judgment upon another 

must first solve this great problem. Its solution, however, is almost 

impossible, since no one can detect all the factors which go into the 

make-up of the human personality, in the material and moral aspects . 

The little which is forthcoming shows that the will has limited authority 

over the soul and that it is subject t? strong pressures which weaken 

it to an unknown and unassessible degree. All of human history indicates 
I 

its derivation from beasts of prey, or at least its resemblence to them 

in evil, greed, and lust . Man was created weak in both spirit and body. 

Good mental and physical health is nothing but a happy accident, a 

temporary condition . 
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Sin is commonplace; there is nothing strange about it. It is 

a natural state, inherent in the instinct of mankind, the legacy of 

Adam and Eve to their hapless children from a day when they approached 

a forbidden tree and tasted fruit which I suppose was sweeter than any- (10) 

thing else that was offered them. From that remote day, sin entwined 

their nature and was handed down from them to their posterity, generation 

after generation. That is the heavy burden under which our inflamed 

• 
spirits groan in a longing for goodness, una~le to attain even a little 

measure of it except by .suffering ' .. · arduous exertions . Even this 

modicum can be attained only by long practice, during which there are 

many lapses into sin which in turn teach useful lessons of what in future 

t o avoid . 

Lastly, forgiveness is sometimes the only means t .o reform the 

sinner . For rarely will you find a soul so withered that it will not 

r espond to proper treatment . 

20 Just because you do not know when disaster will strike is no 

reason not to be prepared for it. 

21 Avoid evil companions, for they do you a favor only by leaving 

you alone. 

22 I fail to see why writers, in describing a new invention, go to (11) 

all the trouble of replacjng a foreign- word with an Arabic equivalent. 

Take , for example, the use of the word _al-siyyara instead of al-autumttbil . 

If the point is to make the meaning clear, the well-established foreign 

word performs the required function much more ably than the Arabic word. 

If the object is to prove the Arabic language self-sufficient, these 

writers have set themselves an impossible task; for no language is or 

ever will be independent of others and separate unto itself . 
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23 It seems that the Gate of Innovation has been closed in the field 

of language as well as in matters of religion; we take it for granted 
I 

that the .Arabic language covers everything. 

Were this really the case, Arabic would have to have been mirac

ulously produced and to have sprung all at once full-blown into the world. 

The evidence does not bear this out. Every language is subject to the 

laws of change and evolution, and its stages parallel the course of 
• 

humanity. Language, then, is an adjunct of t _he continuing processes of (12) 

man's inventive and productive nature. t do_ not know why we wish to 

exclude the eloquent phrases and felicitous expressions of the colloquial 

from our written language, just because they do not go back to the 

classical "tongue of the Arabs 11 • 

We are the rightful inheritors r£ the Arabic languagei ·• and so all· our 

linguistic creations should be considered pure Arabic . 

24 Among all my acquaintances, I have not yet met anyone who could 

read through an unvo.calized text without making a mistake . Is not this 

proof enough that the Arabic language needs reform? 

I have an opinion about grammar which I shall just mention here. 

Words should drop their case-endings and that final syllable remain silent . 

Thus, as in European and Turkie languages, could be eliminated many 

grammatical rules governing subjunctive, conditional, present, active , etc . 

This would involve no substantial change in the language, since the 

vocabulary would remain the same. 

In other languages, a pe!son reads in order to understand. In (13) 

Arabic, he has to understand in order to read. If he wants to read a 

word consisting of the three letters~, 1, ~, he can read them Calarnun 
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(flag), ~ilmun (?cience), ~ulima (it was learned), cullima (it was taught) , 

<allama (he taught), 'al:i.ma (he l earned). He cannot tell which of these 

fo:nns is correct until after he has understood the meaning of the sentence . 

That is what detennines the proper pronunciation • . To us , therefore , 

reading is one of the most di fficult arts . 

25 The foremost writers of t he Middle Ages were Ibn Sina , Ibn Rushd, 

Ibn Miskawayh , and men such as they. Arabic was the language of liter-• 

ature and science and philosophy, the broade·st and the richest language 

i n t he world . Then long centuries passed by, while it stood stock still, 

and European languages began to take hold and to develop along with the 

progress of the people in literature and in science . Now they, in turn ; · 

have become the sought-after models of facility, clarity, precision, 

;f low,. and'"gra,ce ,. · ··1··.c:·; . These ;Languages ha,ve become the most precious 

jewels in the cro~m of modern civi lization. 

Despite this, we are unanimously resolved that our language 

continues to maintain its original position and claim that is is mistress 

of ail languages, just as our people unanimously agree that Egypt is (14) 

still the Mother of the world. 

26 Our poets and essayists and scholars do not express their own 

thoughts in what they write. Their minds, instead, are repositories qf 

what they read and hear, sto!ehouses f 9r the thoughts of others . They · 

deal in merchandise which is not their o,-m and contribute t o it nothing 

of themselves . Their whole effort is limited to secondhand ideas, which 

they memorize just as children memorize Scripture . Yet both children 

and writers are showered with applause and praise and hurrahs . "Oh, my, 

how wonder f.ul so- and- so is !11 is an exclamation which can nowhere be ,; 

equalled . 
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27 We seek knowl edge in order to pr actice a craft or to secure a 

position; that is, for monetar y gain . Love and attainment of trut h, 

fascination with the unknown , conquest of difficulty, self-improvement 

in short, l earning for learning's sake, we deem unprofitable. But most 

profitable of all is that in which there is no profit. 

28 All the newspapers you r ead, you find so uniform in content and 

so similar in style that you can s carcely tell the difference between 

them. All your associates i n the course of a day fill your ears with (15) 

the same conversation. Neit her press nor person will provide you with 

an unorthodox idea or a new expre ssion or an original style . Nowhere 

do you find a man who causes you astonishment or who makes you pause in 

admiration of his madness. 

29 Of the many ways to express each thought , one way is best . Finding 

it is the mark of the good writer. 

30 A narrow-mindeq man has a limited capacity. His meager knowledge 

does not include an awareness of the boundless unknown • . When, t herefore, 

he takes l eave of the sensory world, he is in the dark, a blind man 

st~mbling l eft and right, r egardless of whether he is an ignorant dolt 

or a scientific genius. 

31 The man who accepts his faith o~ someone else's say-so is a short-

sighted person who wears his beliefs like the rose in his buttonhole . (16) 

The atheist is a reckless adventurer who exceeds the bounds of reason and 

knowledge . Worse than either of the two, however, is the man who is an 

opportunist in his religion. Such a man says: "If I believe in God and 

He does exist, I shall be among the gainers. I therefore believe in Him . " 



This type can be trusted by no one, not even by the God of his own 

making . 

9 

32 Good and evil are constantly struggling for supremacy over the 

soul ·of man. Sometimes one wins out, sometimes the other. No matter 

what his education or knowledge , no one is guaranteed against one day 

falling into iniquity, just as no one is so surrounded by evil that he 

• is forever deprived of doing good. 

The truth is that a man's character does not emerge full-blown 

or remain confined to definite limits. It is instead in a continual 

state of flux, subject now to disintegration, but yet again to refonna

tion. 

33 As long as he lives, man is in the grip of one or another desire. 

With the years, however, his desire changes. In childhood, it is play; 

in you:h• love; in his forties, affluence; and in old age , authority~ (17) 

All of these desires expose him to ~Tong-doing and to sin. When one of 

us falls prey to desire, he must not give in to it nor mind the difficulty 

of getting rid of it nor despair of himself. Instead he must fight it 

off, just as a sick man fights off illness. He must bend his will to 

gappling with it and to overcoming it. He must not dwell upon yesterday's 

meanness but upon tomorrow's promise. 

No one expects perfection of a man, but merely. that he be better today 

than he was the day before. 

34 On the battlefield, t he army depends for stability upon seasoned 

troops, soldiers who have faced the enemy and who know how to attack and 

how to defend. The same is true in the war ' of t he soul: . steadfastness is 
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found only in the man who has been exposed to temptation and to 

illusory pleasures. Having once experienced them and triumphed over 

them, he has mastered self-control, which is the main weapon. Converse-

ly, the man who has been sheltered from temptation has but little power (18) 

to resist when confronted with i t . Once embroiled, he can never again 

be free of it. 

35 After the age of forty, the slightest slip is dangerous. ,. 

36 The eye of the greedy man can devour an object in a glance, 

possessing it as truly as if it had been stolen. I have often seen 

this expression on the face of a gambling addict. 

37 When you look at or listen to certain people, you sense a lack 

in their character, just as if they had been hurriedly made and had not 

received their share of good qualities . 

I 

38 A man is really mature only after it makes no difference to him 

whether he is praised or blamed. (19) 

39 A well-known Arabic author, now writing in Egypt, paid me a visit 

and found me reading a collect i on of French proverbs. He noticed the 

phrase, 11 I fear what I desire", and asked, "How can that be? It must 

be a printer's error." 110h, no , 11 I said. 11Then explain to me," he per

sisted, "why a man should fear what he desires." .I replied, "The fear 

is not so much of what he desires as of whait he dislikes in it. This 

is particularly true of the discriminating person and causes him great 

misery. He may see a beautiful rose in a garden . Though qesiring to 

pick it, he is repelled by its thorns. He desires a luscious, fragrant 

apple, but, fearing he may bite into a large, nasty worm, he throws it 
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away, though his mouth still ,,,raters . He meets the fair lady of his 

dreams and fain would cast himself at her feet and offer her body and 

soul, but he fears her false , like the others. A desirable friend, he 

fears will prove treacherous . He desires ••• well, he desires everything, 

yet fears that all will end in ~isillusionment; and so he spends his

life between hope and the fe ar that it will come true. He ends up (20) 

realizing that the only solution lies in discarding his desires." ~ 

40 Every discussion is useful if it is dedicated to discovery of 

the truth. But you will find s carcely a person who will admit there 

are things which he does not know or who will listen to what you have 

to say. He is just too busy with his O'l'fil line of talk. 

41 In general I find that I am much more bored at meetings than when 

I am alone. I long for people, but when I am with them I grow ecol 

toward them. I seek refuge from them in flight and withdraw into myself 

to find peace and quiet. 

42 ½~o is real ly the true friend , the devoted relative, the loyal 

compatriot? The man of candor, who calls a spade a spade, or he , wl:io looks ·_i9.'Wc!.Y 

and·. praises even defects in order to pl.ease? I have no doubt whatsoever . 

that the first, though he may be hated, is the friend and that the second, 

though he may be loved, is the enemy. -

43 Of people who wish to do good, there are those who avail them- ( 21) 

selves of an opportune time to perform it.When one of these sees someone _watching 

him, he puts his hand in his pocket and takes out his wallet and counts 

the money deliberately into the hand of the recipient. So that the on-

looker is left in no doubt as to the amount involved, he says to the 
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beneficiary, 11Here 1 Take this ten spot 1 11 After the needy man has 

gone, .he shares with those around him his philosor.,hy of charity and 
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his history of good deeds. For the rest of the day, he can always find 

some pretext to tell whomever he meets about the great act. This man 

wants to do good only for himself; the poor are for him nothing but the 

means to accomplish this. 

There are also those wishing to do good who seek out the person 

in need and take him into their heart. They seek to understand his 

plight, to share his anxiety and his grief, and to console him, advise 

him and strengthen his resolut ion. 'fuen they offer material aid, they 

do it discreetly during the course of a conversation, cautious lest his 

sensitive feelings be hurt. Thej · imagine a variety ·of ways to give 

this help and feel apologetic about it. When their gift ' is accepted, 

they are as overjoyed as someone relieved of a great embarrassment. This 

kind of benefactor realizes that the dignity of the individual must (22) 

be considered in the same way that personal modesty is respected. 

Doing good is a fine thing, but it is best done anonymously. 

44 Least in the scale of knowledge is what one learns from books and 

teachers; greatest is what one lear ns by personal experience of things . · 

and people. 

45 In a weak, enslaved nation, the word, 11No", is rarely heard. 

46 Of my school days, I have a vivid, unforgetable memory -- the fear 

of being beaten. In the lower school disobedient pupils felt the strap 

upon their feet or upon their shoulders, head, or any other part of the 

body. In the upper school, the tarred whip and bastinado left marks 

visible for days. I went to the halls of learning disturbed, anxious, 
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even trembling. Nowadays, quite the contrary, I see children going to 

school, happy and content, as a result of' the prohibition of corporal (23) 

punishment and the introduction of sports and games. 

47 True freedom can weather any new idea, any new belief, any new 

thought . 

Only in a free country can a person dare to avow that he has no 

country; to deny that God and His prophets exist; to calumniate . against 

the laws of his people and their morals and customs; or to shake the 

foundations upon which their family and social life is based. He may 

say or write whatever he pleases about these matters, and, as long as 

his intention is good and his belief honest, everyone -- even his worst 

enemy-~ will respect his opinion. How long must Egypt wait to achieve 

this degree of freedom? 

48 It seems to me that the development of a hmnan being is especially 

related to his nervous system. Most of the people susceptible to develop

ment are nervous. Psychological stimuli affects them greatly, -and their 

taut nerves vibrate with the touch of events. Their influence on them 

is abundantly and strongly apparent. They are happy or unhappy, as (24) 

they feel joy and pain. They are frontrunners in the field of life. 

You see them in the first row daring one another to compete amdng them

selves in overcoming difficult ies. From among them, wise Providence 

selects the best to bestow her secrets upon. He becomes an eloquent 

poet, holy saint, a wise ph~losopher, or a noble prophet. 
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49 Perhaps the greatest reason fa-the decline of Egypt is its lag 

in the fine arts: drama, painting, and music. All of these media 

have the same goal; to discipline the soul to a love of beauty and of 

perfection. To overlook them is to neglect the instruction of the 

emotions and of the senses. 

50 Four of us Egyptians went to the Louvre to have a look at the 

most exquisite masterpieces that the imagination of the world's gr-eatest 

men had been able to produce. After we had toured two of the galleries, 

one of my companions sat down on a bench, saying, "I have seen enough 

and will sait for you here 11 • Another said, "I'll go along with you 

because I like to walk and this visit is a good form of physical exercise." 

We were also accompanied by a man who looked straight ahead, not glanc- (25) 

ing to right or left. He went on like that until we came to the hall 

of jewels and precious metals. Then he exclaimed: 11This is the best 

exhibit in the entire musel.Illl. 11 

When we reached the statue of Venus de Milo, which I recognized 

to be in a class by itself, I asked our guide what it would bring if 

offered for sale. He replied that it would cost the fortune of the 

wealthiest man in the world or all mankind's possessions put together; 

in fact whatever amount the owner chose to set, since it is priceless. 

51 No matter what the opinion of Egypt is about Turkish rule, there 

is no doubt in my mind that our country has greatly benefited from them. 

I have found in them an advanced humanity . Through friendship and 

marriage, I have learned from them cleanly and orderly ways, how to dress 

well and to set a good table, and many other meritorious habits and 

qualities. 
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Granted that educati on is almost the same for the men of the • 

region, there is still a va.st difference between that of the Turkish 

wauan , and that of the Egyptian woman. As a result you find cultured 

men continually seeking to marry the former, while avoiding the latter. (26) 

Today Egyptians and Turks have ~ound themselves confronted with a more 

advanced people who associate closely with thEJ!! . They have begun to 

imitate Europeans in all affairs of life. But I do not think that. 

such imitation will have a commendable influence on rescuing , our nation 

from the state it is in now. 

52 Whenever I see public opinion accusing a government official of 

treasort , persecuting him and demanding his resignation, I generally find 

it safe to assume that he is an honest man and is doing a good job. 

Whenever I see public opinion hostile to a writer, so antagonistic 

that it can hardly wait to tear down his beliefs , then - especially if 

it resorts to insults and abuse -- I am sure that that writer has struck 

a blow at falsehood and has rung the bell for truth. 

What is public opinion? 

Isn't it in most cases the whim of the hidebound mob, the hand

maiden of falsehood, the buttress of tyranny? 

Ir reformers always awaited the pleasure of public opinion, the 

world would still be no different from,what it was in the days of Adam (27) 

and Eve . 

53 A delicious meal, a deeply-moving piece of music , an ecstatic 

evening with one's beloved, the heart-quickening splendor of a sunset 

these are experiences which cannot be recaptured . For the joy which 

comes from newness cannot be repeated the second time round . 
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54 Just before sunset the N:ile steamer on which we were traveling 

stopped alongside a fa:nn where two men were working. Suddenly one of 

them came on a short, thick snake . ·He scrambled away, crying: "Snake, 

snake, snake !11 

The other went over to it with his hoe and beat it to death . 

Then, without a word, he went back to work. Slowly and cautio·wly, 

his companion tiptoed toward the .still body. He nudged it gingerly with 
• 

the side of his hoe and flipped it over a couple of times to .make sure · (28) 

it was dead. Then he shouted: "You son of a dog you!" and struck it 

viciously with his hoe. 

Reassured that the snake still did not move , he picked it up 

by its tail and carried it to the embankment which was by this time full 

of passers-by. They all -- men, women, and children -- stopped, and he 

began to recount what had happened: "It attacked us and we killed it. 11 

He ended his tale by throwing the snake at the crowd, which recoiled with 

shrieks, much to the amusement of our hero, who laughed at such cowardice . 

He kept this up till darkness fell. When everyone went home, he was 

in the lead, still carrying his victim. 

Isn't this typical of all sorts of circumstances? Men who act -.,abhor 

display, and men who talk have the nerve to usurp the actions of others 

and to brag about it. 

55 The printed word has a magical effect upon the unsophisticated; 

' it mesmerizes ' him. If he tells of something he read, he thinks that the 

mere fact that _it was in a book makes it above suspicion. If he quotes 

from the press , ne adds, "It said so in the newspaper." If you suggest (29) 

to him that the info:nnation is not necessarily accurate or that the 

author might be mistaken, he retorts, 11 Yes, b~t the writer must have 

checked up on it; his profession demands it. 11 
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56 Some words have been used together by writers for so long that 

they have become inseparable; take, for example: "the learned scholar" , 

"the noble gentleman", "the intimate friend", "the virtuous woman". 

Would there could be a divorce to give them the freedom to associate with 

other words or at least a temporary separation in which tpey might 

find r espite from this compulsory partnership . 

57 One of . the most serious afflictions that a man may have to bear. ~. 

is t o be without good taste. 

Good taste is an intuition which is cultivated and refined by 

education . It is the light which guides its possessor to say and to do 

what is suitable to the situat ion and to avoid what is unsuitable . 

Its opposite is the taste claimed by our own elegant society, who 

are certain that, outside of Egypt , taste is unknown . 

58 Peopie go to the theater to see events which are out of the ( 30) 

ordinary and to hear stories which make them laugh and cry. But the 

astute man, without any cost to himself, can see and hear .in the everyday 

l ife about him more drama than playwrjghtshave yet imagined or actors yet 

mastered . 

59 Five old government officials, retired from a variety of high 

positions in a former Egyptian admini~tration, used to get together 

every day at the house of the one who .had held the highest rank. From 

morning till noon and again from noon till after sundown, they would 

sit in a big, old, neglected garden under tall trees amid perfumed breezes, 

where the noises from the street did not penetrate and the only sound 

was the singing of the birds. And what were they saying and doing? They 
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were spending their remaining years in one another 1 s company, 

wiling away their leisure hours. Occasionally they played back-

gammon. Two of them would advance to the field of combat, while the 

others gathered around to _kibbitz. And then how their voices would 

.rise! Six - one, five-four, home, out l No, no l Yes, yes l One laugh- (31) 

ing because he was ahead, the other angry because he was behind. After 

the game , they would begin to talk and to reminisce about their past 

. lives and their past achievements. They reviewed events in great detail 

and with exact knowledge of dates down to the year and the month. Time 

after time they .released from the depths of their memory important 

occasions and extraordinary occurrences which they had seen or heard of 

in the reigns of fonner khedives. Interspersed in their conversation 

were sarcastic comments about the att i tude . of the present regime , jibes 

at the current officials, moralisms over the corruption of the modern 

generation's character and over the breach of the peace and over the 

disrespect of the young for their elders , the lowly for thefr ·9etters, 

the governed for their governors. They discussed all _this in a ·calm, 

dispassionate way, ,though sometimes a flicker of pain would cross their 

faces. 

The subject to which they reverted most often was the question of 

their ages. Over it, they became involved in violent arguments and in 

long computations based on a welter of dates and events and complicated 

reasoning, the obvious fallacies in which they were the first to laugh (32) 

at in loud .ringing tones. Despite the resources of their combined imag

inations, the problem remained a mystery, each of them sticking to his 

guns with original assumptions unchanged. 
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One morning, arriving as usual at the house of their host, they 

found that he had died during the night. The next day the remaining 

four met at another of their houses and took up th'e pattern of their 

lives . But they were troubled in spirit, as if their departed friend 

were near them, reminding them of his loneliness and urging them to join 

him. One after the other within a short period of time, three of them 

responded t o his insistent invitation. The fifth is still alive , lonely, 

melancho+y, silent . Now he never leaves his house . He cares -nothing 

f or l ife , but only for death which will free him of it . 

60 You know ~usayn Bay? No? That gay little man, always cheerful, 

always smiling? When he says 11Good day11 to you, he laughs ; and when 

you tell him the weather's fine , he laughs. When he hears that some- (33) 

one has died, he laughs too . He is the life of the party, the genial 

mixer at the club, holding himself responsible for its smooth function

ing and looking after a good time for his fellow members, no matter to 

what lengths he must go. In the most serious events , he finds a topic 

for hum.or; in the gest of men, a target for ridicule . If you sacrificed 

your life £or the most noble cause, he would be sure to find some way 

t o poke fun at it and to make you a laughing stock. 

There is a vast difference between this frightful nonsense and 

honest, good-humored criticism . The latter arises out of knowledge , per

ception, and good taste. This kind of cri tic looks at human defects and 

at the world's weaknesses w::.th a quiet gentle smile. He laughs , not as 

an end in itself, but as a means to attract constructive attention to 

something which grieves him or over which he has shed tears. 

A crusader, he strives after refonn in whatever way comes naturally 

to him. He does not despise noble feelings or great deeds but wars on 
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crass motives and mundane actions with the gentlest possible rebukes . 

Many European writers, novelists, and poets have excelled at this 

technique and are considered among the greatest educators and philoso

phers. 

61 An Azhar official from whom none of the students' secrets are (34) 

hidden told :me that, whenever any of the innnoral ones wanted to satisfy 

his appetite, he went to a public house and in front of two witnesses 

contracted to marry a woman for a bridepr~ce: '.~ ; of about two piasters. 

After his lust was spent, he would divorce her forthwith and leave, be

lieving himself innocent of any sin. 

62 Mr. X was asked, "What did you think of the book, Woman's Emanci-

pation"? 
I 

He replied, "It s terrible 111 

11Have you read it?" 

"No". 

11Shouldn 't you read it before you say it I s terrible?" 

"A book which contradicts my opinion, I have not and will never 

read." . 

63 Young men seem to have a new moral code. I understand that some 

of them carry lists of detailed information .about young ladies whom they 

consider marriage prospects. The lists stress financial position and 

family background and tally up her land-holdings and real estate and _ 

what they are worth and .what they realize from rents. They include the 

age of her father, how many more years his health can stand, and the (35) 

number of heirs which will sha~e in the inheritance . These are items of 

information which only the most cautious credit organizations would 
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gather if they were going to lend a vast sum of money without collateral. 

64 Today I saw a woman walking along Dawawin Street. From the 

servant preceding her and from her appearance I could tell that she was 

of a good family. She was tall, well-bb.ilt, between twenty and thirty 

years of age. A leather belt e.ncircled her slender waist, and the folds 

of her cape clung to the curves of her body. The lower part around _her 

hips allowed the beautiful embroidery ·underneath to show through,' and 

the top part did not cover her dress at all . The cape was fastened to 

her head, however, and fell down over her shoulders and upper arms. On 

her face was a piece of thin muslin, narrower than the face itself, which 

transparently hid her mouth and chin , just as thin clouds might hide the 

face of the moon, and left her eyes, brows, forehead, and hair up to the 

crown of her head uncovered. Walking with measured steps, she undulated 

her body as would a dancer upon the stage and raised and lowered her eye

lids langorously, sending beguiling, flirtatious , come-hither glances 

to the passers-by. The general effect was sensuous and provocative. (36) 

65 · An ancient Egyptian mother wrote on the grave of her son : "May 

whoever desecrates this grave be the last to die of those he loves. 11 

These are the words of a person who has tasted all varieties and degrees 

of life's grief. They would frighten anybody who has lost a dear one. 

66 There is no difference between revealing a secret which has been 

intrusted to you and stealing money which has been left in your care~ 

67 Egyptians who understand that marriage means more than temporary 

enjoyment follow the law of love and faithfulness and honesty towards 

their wives and children, a law higher than the principle of self-love 

which some of their theologians have expounded . 
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68 As long as divorce is left to the discretion of the husband, (37) 

men and women cannot grasp the concept that marriage is built on the 

' idea of continuity and on lifelong sharing . 

69 With us, marriage is man's possession of a woman for a day, a · 

month, a year, ~r several years,· until by his will alone it is terminated. 

As long as a man can show his wife the door and tell her to get out, 

there is no difference between it and fornication . 

70 Boredom is the mark of an aristocrat. 

71 Man is born wicked, evil, sinful, deceiving , and false. The 

infant is conscious only of himself and loves and grieves for himself 

alone. The tremendous ego in him has no limit. These shortcomings grow 

with the child and stay with him until he reaches manhood. Then he learns 

how to hide it, appearing good on the outside and inwardly shielded. The 

most important result of a good education, continued without interruption, (38) 

is to cut away the diseased branches of this sapling. It can never, how

ever, pluck out its roots. 

72 v'1ho would deny that Egyptians have made progfess in acquiring 

patriotic feelings? Our fathers l ived , learned, worked, served their home

land, and fought and conquered other lands; yet we have not heard of them 

as loving their country and accusing their enemies of treason. But now, 

wherever I go, I read and hear only of love of country and of patriotic 

and sacrificial zeal in the service of country. The patriotic newspaper, 

the patriotic school, the Patriotic Party l Commercial and industrial 

houses, pharmaceutical firms and clinics are all in business for the profit 
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of the country. Patriotism has become a new religion. Whoever embraces 

it gains and whoever eschews it l oses. It is like the tomato sauce 

which is put in every dish to make i t palatable. 

73 Wanting to follow the f luctuat ions in the public views of one 

of our acquaintances, we found that he had been an C·Urabist, but that; 

when the Revolt erided in fai l ur e, he favored prison and even the gallows 

for his former companions and friends. He used to be one of the cronies 

of a sometime head of government, but, when this man left the government , 

he deserted him, joined his enemies , and outdid everyone else in making 

him the object of mud-slingi ng . Just a s he knew every corner of the 

Kh.edive 1 s '.Aba~~n, even so he was not ignorant of anything in Al-Dt!b?rah 

palace of the British. He bef r i ended a newspaper editor, providing 

him with news and ideas, t hen he t urned around and severed all connections 

with him, becoming one of his most outspoken enemies. Last but not 

least, he took part in establishing two newspapers with two diametrically 

opposed ideologies. I 1m sure that in the end he will come out on top, 

because, when he feels death approaching, he will begin to take the side 

of God. 

74 Man will not find in wealth or breeding or status or any of the 
• 

commonly pursued values enough pleasure to make life worthwhile. His 

real delight will come only from being a .vital force, leaving to the 

world an innnortal influence. 

75 The true writer avoids synonyms and does not use two words for (40) 

one concept.in the same place , since such a redundancy would be a gram

matical error and proof of poverty of thought and imagination. When, 
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however, the precision of t he subject ·calls for the use of several 

words of different though s imilar meanings, substantial synonyms are 

not only good , but demanded fo r s i mplicity and for clarity. In addition, 

the good writer does not qualify a noun with a:n adjective, unless it 

is absolutely necessary. His adj~ctives m~st approximate the truth; · 

dependence upon superlatives for the effect they may create is the 

lowest degree of artistic writing and ; ' greatly despised by estab

lished writers, who depend only on the facts, on accurate details, and 

on objective analysis. They probe so deeply into the inner soul of man 

to find the thoughts, whims, and anxieties which exist therein that 

their descriptions make up a wholeness from many parts and convey to 

-the reader or to the listener a complete picture, an overall impression, 

and a lasting effect . 

76 I have never seen a Muslim funeral without feeling ashamed. (41) 

The camels carrying fruit with hoards of urchins swarming around them 

and fighting over whatever falls off onto the ground 1 The sacrificial 

buffalo, serenaded by hungry mouths ,and beggars, who argue qver their 

shares of the meat even before the poor beast is dead l All the self- ' 

appointed Qur'an readers, milling around one another, lame, one-eyed, or 

blind, hustling, disorganized, ~ishevelled, yelling with shrill voices 

or raucously choking out their words 1 The coffin its elf in which the 

corpse knocks around, rolling now to the left, now to the right, and 

sometimes, if it is the body of one of God's own chosen saints, flying 

off into the blue 1 The women who walk behind the bier, hands ,dyed with 

henna, faces and heads rubbed with dust, . flailing their kerchiefs in the 

air in time to snatches of hymnsl 
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What is all this? A congregation of lunatics? A group possessed 

by devils? Child's play? A carnival? 

Funerals going past in the street have elements of all these. (42) 

They lack only the one t hing a funeral is meant for: respectful com

memoration of the dead in silence and solemnity. 

77 When I was in Constantinople , a man who. lived next door to us 

died suddenly. during the night. But no lamentation did we hear, nor 

any extraordinary commotion. In the morning the coffin was brought and 

the dead man carried to the cemetery, followed bn foot by men relatives 

and friends. No voice chanted the Qur 1an or petitioned God or the Prophet. 

They walked along in silence, eyes downcast, heads bowed. After the 

internment, the bereaved family returned home and locked the door as usual. 

7g M. Basha invited six or seven of us to his house for dinner. All 

friends, we looked forward to a happy and . informal evening, .without any

thing to mar our pleasure in one another's company. As we entered the 

dining-room, who should appear but one of those ubiquitou~ self-appointed 

holy men, whom our host was compelled to invite to join us. He barged 

in ahead of us, chose the best pla ce for himself , and was the first to 

sit down. He sat cross-legged upon his chair and threw back his cloak (43) 

tn such a way that his undergarments showed. Then he rolled up his sleeves 

half-way to the elbow, which made him look as if he were isqua~ting beside 

the pool in a mosque's courtyard about to make his pre-prayer ablutions. 

He was so engrossed _with eating that he did not say or hear one word. 

Hio chair was so far back from the table that, whevever he took a piece 

of food, he dropped some of it on his clothes. The bones he threw right 
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on the tablecloth. When he had f i lled his belly, he began picking 

his teeth and sucking 'from them bits · of ·food which he spat out right 

and left. 

As we ogled at the behavior of this shaykh, one of the guests 

jtnnped up with his hand to his _.fce.e,exc~a'iming~Oh, my eye 1" We turned 

round to ask what was the matter. "A bone, I've got a bone in my eye." 

We peered in, but could see no trace of .it. He laughed then and said, 

"It went clean through and out the other side ." 

79 Whenever people become dissatisfied with general conditions, they 

blame it on the system, not on the men that control the system, and they 

propound new political, administrative, and judicial rules, hoping thus (44) 

to accomplish sweeping reform . 

They are like the owner of a rotten-timbered house which has 

been weakened by dampness who, to correct the situation, replaces or 

rearranges the furnishings~- obviously, an utter waste of time. 

80 My little five year old daughter thinks she can do anything she 

sees me do. When I seize her hands and pick her up to kiss her, she tells 

me she is going to pick me up too, and she grasps me around the lmees and 

tugs until she is purple in the face. Once she saw a man jump across a 

full irrigation ditch and she got all set to do likewise, sure that 

nothing she desires is beyond her. 

A stupid man who imagines himself equal to the most difficult 

tasks is like this. He fancies he deserves the most exalted· rank and 

is the equal of the most prominent leader. He thinks that he was born 

prepared for and capable of everything and that he can do whatever he . 

wants. 
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81 One night I attended the most brilliant and beautiful wedding 

banquet that I have ever seen. Countless dollars must have been lavished 

upon it . At ten o ' clock the groom entered to the accompaniment of music. 

"This," I remarked to a friend sitting near me , 11 is a public announce

ment which the dictates of good taste would have kept a private affair . 

The Western practice is much more agreeable . One minute the newlyweds 

are with the guests,and the next thing anyone knows they have already 

slipped away. Then they go off by themselves for several weeks." My 

f riend concurred and added, "Let me tell you an experience I had in 

this connection . " . I assented and he continued. 

"I could not have been more than nine years ol d., but I remember 

the incident as vividly as if it had been yesterday. Littl~ by little 

the household next to ours had been preparing for a big celebration. 

They h~d pitched a huge tent, furnished with gilt chairs and hung with 

pennants and lanterns. Each passing day enhanced the outlay and the 

?pJ.endor of the decorations. Then came the great night. Candles glowed . 

A musical ensemble played. Guests drifted toward the house and entered,(46) 

group by group, the men to sit in the tent, the women to disappear into 

the interior of the house, where lights glowed softly and gleamed from 

the windows. Twenty or thirty youngsters from our street were in the 

vanguard of the revellers, basking in the excitement and in the spectacle . 

We were all over the place, giggling, horsing around, drunk f rom the 

noise and the brilliance. 

"Supper over, after t he groom had been · serenaded in the usual way, 

he went into the house , followed by a group of boys , I among them . I 

could see the stairs of the house and first floor hall f illed with women , 
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jockeying for a good view of the groom entering. One of his relatives 

went ahead of him to clear his path to the bridal chamber. As soon as 

he was inside, the women hovered around the barred door as if in expec

tation of a great event . It did not, however, prevent them from chatter-

ing, arguing, and laughing, so haphazardly as to make speaker · (47) 

indistinguishable from listener. From time to time one of them would 

shout, "Hush, ladies," and go right on talking herself. How much time 

we spent in this way, I do not know. After awhile we began to hear 

repeated cries from within the room. The women's excitement mounted, 

until they could not refrain from knocking on the door. It was opened 

by the bare-headed, bright-eyed, flush-faced groom, who spoke rapidly, 

even angrily, with his mother and with his mother-in-law. Bit by bit 

he explained his difficulties to them; then all three entered the room. 

The army by the door flooded in, I surging along with them. When I got 

my bearings, I was near the bedstead . There were two old ladies sitting 

on the bride, one grasping her arms, the other her legs • . The girl's 

moans and cries increased, as the groom displayed a white cloth, soaked 

with blood. I gazed at it in horror, then dashed from the scene, sure 

that they had slaughtered her. 11 

82 In those tyrannical days when, at a word from Muharnmad- 'Ali or (48) 

Isma'Il, a dissenter could be annihilated or sent into exile; in those 

dark days when man's hopes, his freedom, his very life were imperiled by 

arbitrary threats, and no one, no matter how important he was, had any 

protection or guarantee against this tyranny; even in those days, there 

were certain individuals whom conscience impelled to stand. out against 

those rulers and to express their views. 
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Today, reason to fear the government has ceased, but has men's 

ability to speak the truth and to expose their ideas increased? The 

superficial observer might conclude that, in our country's lack of fear 

of the government and in its total disregard and disrespect for all 

officials except the police, we have reached total independence of thought. 

No one would dispute the signs. 

If, however, he takes a good look, he will soon see that up until 

now the .freedom to criticize has not been exercised in government , lest (49) 

this new tune delight the ears of the listeners and open their hearts 

and their pockets(and make them think beyond their pockets?). 

Other questions; as well: religious, social, and those of personal_ 
/ 

habits and morals, have scarcely been touched critically. ' Has ho ;; c.:1.J •'" 

one seen in them anything worthy of criticism? . Of course; many have, 

but they dare not point it out. 

83 One of the provincial notables said: "These days ., though we have 

a great abundance of charitable organizations, schools, libraries, and 

hospitals, none of the princes, landlords , high officials, or rich men 

living in Cairo lifts a finger to support them or to bear his share of 

the responsibility for them. To protect their own wealth, the village 

mayors and notables are going to have to found a society, known as 'The 

Society for the Victims of Charitable Organizations'." 

84 Whenever I have granted a friend's request for a favor~ I have . 

lived to regret the loss of his friendship and to count him a new enemy. 
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85 I know some judges who have passed unjust sentences, so that (50) 

they may be renown for being just. 

86 The most miserable man in all humanity is one who has lost his 

religious faith; for the thought of death poisons his life and ruins 

his enjoyment of it. 

87 Egypt has no scholar with a grasp of all human knowledge nor any 

expert in one particular branch of learning. We have no philosopher 

of universal reput~tion and no writer equal to those who mold public 

opinion in other countries and guide them toward progress and prosperity. 

Lacking them, a nation finds ignorant counsellors and conniving politicians 

in their place. The plain, unvarnished truth is that all of Egypt 's 

freedom, order, and justice exists and continues to exist only because 

of the activity of foreigners and in spite of her own people. ( 51) 

88 A friend of mine brought a young, newly-graduated relative of his · . 

to visit me to see if I could help him find a job. The young man's hand, 

which I shook with pleasure, was limp and hastily withdrawn. I motioned 

him to. a chair, but he chose to sit upon the sofa, which I had intended 

for the older man. Before he took his seat, he adjusted his trousers 

punctilliously to make sure of preserving the crease; once seated, he 

casually crossed his legs. When I asked him what kind of a position he 

wanted, he told me something that paid twenty-five guineas a month . · I 

gave him to understand that he demanded the impossible and that the 

government's scale of beginning salaries would not meet such a demand. 

He remained unconvinced and began to hint that, if it wished to, the 

government could grant him an exceptional appointment. "But what, 11 I 

asked him, "are the extenuating circumstances which would induce the 
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government to acknowledge the exception which you seek to enjoy?" 

"Why, my competence ••• 11 • Here I interrupted him and repeated that his 

demand was unreasonable. He looked away from me and began to fidget with 

his mustache. Then, with a 11Thanks anyway", he took his leave, trailed 

by his relative, who murmurmed a few words of apology. After they had 

gone, I mused over what had just taken place and over the young man's (52) 

background. Taken with similar experiences which I ~, 11 · i t 

posed a warning about the existence of a moral degenera~ion 1ong many 

of our young people. It seems t o make them a race apart, different from 

the younger generation of my own time and from the young people with 

whom I associated in Europe . The incident brought back my past, and 

pictures began to flash thr ough my memory of dear former friends, endowed 

with character, modesty, humility, and acceptance of good order. Des

pite these traits, they were no less knO\·rledgeable than today's young 

people . The distinction between them is rather that the least little 

thing that today's youth l earns swells his head until it fills his empty 

brain and convinces him that the wisdom of heaven and earth is his •. 

89 Sanity and insanity are two opposite things, but their boundaries 

overlap. No one really knows where sanity ends and insanity begins. 

If balance emong the forces of the psyche is the sign of sanity, then 

creative genius may well be the result of some imbalance. . ( 53) 

Many great men exemplify this by their eccentricities, their .. 

nervous breakdowns, -their stubborn inordinate attachm:ent to childish 

superstitions and to mistaken ideas, their extravagant pursuit of pleasure , 

or their anti-social habits and spurning of accepted standards , or by 

other exceeses beyond the normal practice of people of average intelligence 

and sensitivity. 
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• _. Maybe ;, inventiveness itself -- either with 

pen or with apparatus -- with its exigencies of mental preoccupation 

and turmoil, of nervous ener gy and .exhaustion, and of self-expression, 

is one of the causes exaggerating the eccentricities w~ich make the genius 

a strange person, rich in some ~tt r ibutes and poor in others. 

Divine Providence has ordained it thus, budgeting its ware3 

a ccording to the most fundamental rules of economy. For, if it exceeds 

the fixed limit in granting a certain power, it ·compensates by a stingy 

allotment of another. 

90 Punishing evil by evi l adds evi l to evil. ( 54) 

91 "Intelligence", "awareness", and "soul" are words which describe, 

not real things, but qualit ies which assu~ed an existence in themselves 

in a time when knowledge was limited and drew more upon imagination. 

Contemporary intellectuals use them from force of habit, because of 

their acceptibility, and for want of something better. 

The truth is, however, t hat research physiologists have as yet 

discovered nothing more than a variety of cells, receptive to growth in 

themselves and influenced by their relationship to the cells around them. 

92 When good fortune befal ls an i nsi gnificant fellow, a useless albeit 

harmless man, always the object never the agent of thoughts and events, a 

colorless insipid chap, people accept it and are glad about it. But just 

let good fortune befall a deserving man, and they are feverish with 

hatred and hostility. Why should this be? Because the former is one of 

them, a -kindred spirit, speaking their language and familiar with their 

idiosyncrasies. They feel comfortable in his presence and complacent 
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about their prospects and a spirat ions. The latter is alien to th.em. 

They have nothing in coJ!Ullon , eit her in char acter or in deed. In his 

company, they f eel melancholy , r ealizing that he stands between them 

and their ambitions·. ( 55) 

93 The finest deeds, meanly ·done , lose their value • . The virtuous 

man is offensive and his thoughts, no matter how lmowledgeable and wise , 

unheeded, if he goes around patt i ng himself on the back. The true f r i end 

becomes displeasing, if his speech and actions show bad taste and • 

gaucheness to those he loves . I f limited to the gift of money and 

his heart is not in it, the benefactor's deed is a loss. For people 

do not ask, "How much did he give?", but "How did he give it?" More 

important than the gift is the manner of its giving. 

94 February 11, 1908, t he day of the funeral of Mustafa l\amil, was 
• • 

the second time I felt the heart of Egypt beating. The first time was 

the day of the DinshawaI executions . 

Then I could tell that everyone's heart was heavy, torn, crushed . 

Gestures and voices reflected shocked disbelief. Grief was in every 

f ace, silent, resigned grief, t ouched with amazement and stupefaction. 

You would see people talking i n hushed voices and disjointed phrases . (56) 

The whole general atmospher e was of peopl e attending a wake, as i f the 

souls of the executed were abroad everywhere in the city. But this 

emotional unity, finding no channel of expression, was bottled up inside. 

I t was not clearly set forth f or all to see. 

On the day of the funeral of The Banner's publisher, however, that 

emotion shone forth strong and clear; it exploded with a tremendous 

noise which was heard echoing all over the capital and into all corners 

of the country. 



This emotion, newborn from the womb of the nation, from its bloo:d 

and sinews, is the hope which puts smiles on our wretched faces, and 

radiant warmth in our cold, frozen hearts. It is the future. 

95 Most people do not understand love, only enjoying it as they 

would a . good meal; when they have it, they eat with relish; when they 

do not, they compensate for it with something else. But, in reality, 

love is a deep emotion which grips the whole being and requires it to 

fusewith another geing, as certainly as the sick require sun and the (57) 

drowning air. Kindling the heart is a fire, which distance does not 

dim nor nearness cool -- nay, both feed it. Tonnenting the lover is 

a sickness, the symtoms of which are mental congestion, heart palpata

tion, nervous disorder, and disruption of the tenor of his life and the 

effects of which are especially apparent in his eating, his sleeping, 

and his work. He ends up fit for nothing but to gaze at the picture 

of his beloved, enslaved by her, recalling the details of her features 

and her every movement, word, or suggestion. A look into her eyes fills 

his heart with joy. He fancies that he walks on paths strewn with roses 

or that he rides a cloud, flying to the farthest heights, up near the 

heavens. For this moment he is happy, happier than the greatest king on 

earth. After the moment has passed, however, he is back in the same old 

state of pain and torment. 

96 Every new idea is denied for the sake of the truth which it contains. 

Yet none lives save by truth. 

97 Whenever a man wants to express his true feelings, he realizes after 

long exertion and many words that he has said something quite commonplace (58) 

and not at all up to expectations. The significance of it ren1ains locked 
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within him. 

To capture a feeling and its influence in words, one must avoid 

trite and overworked expressions and must instead invent entirely new 

phrases. 

9g Love usually begins lightheartedly, but ends up seriously. 

If two sweethearts come together, in harmony of soul and spirit, 

with the choosing of a lifemate in view, the loftiness of their inten

tions is a continual source of benefit to them and to all mankind. Why 

is that? Because that kind of - ~ve is faithful and unselfish and ful

fills the highest requirements of moral enlightenment. 

99 Rarely do you find a truth unmixed with falsehood or a falsehood 

unmixed with any truth • . It therefore behooves us to listen to every 

word that is said. 

100 The greatest joy, the joy most sipgularly apt to lighten life's 

burden and to bolster man's wish to live, to make him forget the time 

and the hour and to want to bid it stand still , is to be in the house 

( 59} -

of a dear friend, comfortably seated and surrounded by familiar objects. 

In this soothing atmosphere, he passes the evening smoking and watching 

the upward spiral, talking and exchanging views with those he loves, 

informally and unaffectedly. He opens his heart and relieves his pent- · 

up emotions and gives his mind free rein. As if travelling on air., 

he walks, runs, and cavorts with his freedom in a pooling of thoughts 

and in ai~ pathy of hearts, experiencing an intoxication the like of 

which there is no other. 
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101 The easiest and most commonly-used way to self-advancement is for 

the candidate to watch for the carriage of an influential man and to 

run behind it, gripping its two rear wheels and not letting go, despite 

abuse and the lash of the whip, until he reaches his destination. (60) 

102 The affairs of the world seem to proceed as if the Divine Power 

was not looking or as if He were on the side of the cowardly, blessing 

their lives and their activities, their fortunes and their posterity. 

103 The weak man bows t o the mighty, shrinks before the tyrant, and 
I • 

dreads everyone in authority. On the contrary, the strong man, in 

displaying courage in the face of such men as these, finds a,, obanile~ .rthr.ough 
I 

. ' 

which emerges: lll.or.e ~:t.ban i;enough tPPwer .to m.e.eti lif.e!:8 [:J'leeds·; · ·· \·, .. :,:. , .• 
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